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SUIIIVIRY, 

In spite of a general recognition of an affinity between Racine 

and Valery., it seemed that the precise nature of his debt to Racine had 

never been thouroughly explored. This thesis attempts to establish 

Racine as the main source of the new poetic techniques of which one is 

conscious in La Jeune Par 

of Racine to Valery's own 

A study of both published 

with Racine, and especial 

que and Charmes,, 

emotional life 

and unpublished 

13r Phedre., to be 

and it explores the relevance 

and intellectual development. 

work shows Vale'ryls obsession 

particularly strong, during 

periods of intense personal stress such as World liars I and II. 

In this thesis a study of Racine's use of symbolism, imagery, 

li Eluence on the composition of 
_nguistic style and vocabulanj and its in. ' 

La Jeune ParqLýý and Charn, es is made in chapters entitled: 

Le vrai monde individuel,, 
N 

Une femme a la Racine, 

Le fonctionnement de lletre in. 

Le. serpent ... decoratif., 

Une sorte de symbolisme, 

Une forme de qualite , 
.A 

Le vrai ecrivain, 

Les figuxes du style, 

Llessence des vers. 
can be 

The author concludes that a strong casek-made for the impact of Racine upon 

Valery mature poetic manner. Huwever, Racine is not the only poet listed 

, Ong Valery's sources. Only after the work of these other poets has been 
aw 

y's will it be possible to evaluate fully 
compared in detail with Vale^'r- 

Oll 
Valerylz debt to Racine at its true worth. 
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Introduction 

This thesis makes an attempt to establish Racine as the only 

source of the new poetic technique of which we are conscious in 

La Jeune Parque and Charmes. The later the poet in time, the more 

finely attuned his ear, the greater will be the number of 

resonances we can detect in his works. Indeed, Valery himself has 

given us a list of his sources for La Jeune Paxque, which includes 

an impressive number of poets, from Virgil and Euripides to Hugo, 

Baudelaire and Mallarme. It seemed to us, however, that although 

Valery's debt to Mallaxme and the symbolist poets had been 

sufficiently emphasised, the precise nature of his debt to Racine 

had never been thoroughly explored, in spite of a general recognition 

of an affinity between Racine and Valery. Almost all of the critical 

studies rely on quotations from Valery's published works, and later 

the Cahiers, for their convictions; all are emphatic that it is 

Racine's technique which is important, and that the impact of this 

technique is visible from La Jeune Parque onwards (although Walzer, 

A in his Poesie de Paul Valery, sees it as having only an intermittent 

, 
). Bremond, in his Racine et Val' effect in La Jeune Parque ery, and 

Guiraud, in his Langage et Poesie de Paul Valeryl, emphasise the 

continuity Valery achieves by the use of Racine's technique of 

apposition; Guiraud in addition has some valuable tables of 

comparison. Nadal, in his La Jeune Parque : etude critique'. and 

Laurentiv in her Paul Valery et le theatre, both see the theatre as 

the link between Racine and Valeryv but whereas Nadal connects 

Racine's hidden monologue with the monologue of La Jeune Parque, 

Laurenti considers the recitatives of Wagner to be the chief factor; 
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moreover, she ignores the possibilities of La Jeune Parque as a 

play,, devoting her attention to the works Valery designed for the 

theatre (i. e. Stratonice, Amphion, etc. ), and to the connection of 

Racine with Valery's system. 

There seems a place, thereforeq for an attempt to assess more 

fully the debt Valery owed to Racine. Can we, with any certainty, 

establish what the influence of Racine upon Valery was, and how far 

it extended? 

A close examination of Valery's published work, of the Cahiers 

(both in the C. N. R. S. edition and in the Pleiade edition), and of 

some of the unpublished work provides several promising areas of 

investigation. It reveals an interest in Racine, continued up to 

0 the time of Valery s death - an interest not only in the work of 

Racine, but also in his personality, together with a mounting 

admiration, and what can finally only be regarded as an identification 

with Racine. 

We propose therefore to concentrate our enquiry upon the areas 

suggested by the frequency, dates, and content of Valery's references 

to Racine (taken chiefly from the Cahiers). We begin with the 

relevance of Racine to Valery's own emotional life, and hence to the 

whole of his intellectual development; for, as Valery was to observe, 

in his unpublished notes for a lecture on Racine, what bette: p way to 

gauge the importance of Racine: "quoi de plus vrai que le vrai r'Ole 

que tient im auteur dans notre propre vie? Son oeuvre prend place 

alors dans les facteurs de notre existence. 'tl 

The second axea, concerns the importance of Phedre. This play 

is first mentioned as early as 1906: "Racine vivant indefiniment, 

P%2 ecrivant mille Phedres aussi belles" remains for Valery the supreme 
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example of Racine's perfections. He is still analysing it in 1943: 

I "Comment traduire llamour vrai [*.., en langage des Dieux? Il 

LRacine] a fait ce qulil a pu, et merveilleusementg sans doute. Le 

mot 'proiel est excellent. "3 We examine, therefore, the relationship 

of this play to La Jeune Parque,, written to escape from the stresses 

of love and war, and the first of Valery's poems to show the signs 

of a new manner. The choice of themes and imagery, which come next 

under review, stems naturally from the study of Phedre, for its two 

main characters, Hippolyte and Phedre, embody orgueil and the 

monstrous, although the pattern of reactions they display is common 

to all Racine's plays. The study of his nature imagery too, so 

important to a symbolist poet, begins with the two elements which 

dominate in Phedre, the sun and the sea, but broadens out to include 

the elements of air and earth, and other plays and the poems, as we 

seek to define what Valery called Racine's symbolisme infiniment 

habil cý4 q and the use he may have made of it. 

After such general consideration we examine the actual 

components of Racine's poetic language, the core of the matter for 

Valery: "Quel est llelement efficace (pour nous, aujourdhui) de 

Racine? La melodie, ce distique inoubliable, la langue precise et 

pourtant fluide. "5 However, before we study these we must consider 

the conditions under which Racine wrote. These were important to 
AP 

Valery, as providing the sort of constraint which Valery imposed upon 

himself, but which was necessary to him. This leads us into the 

domain of 17th century preciosity, for the poetic language of the 

time obeyed its precepts: "Style noble. Espece dlesoterismeg 

langage de clan et de caste. Ro"le immense de la phobie de la 

%-F%. %-, tl grossierete tiquette j 
Regles compliquees, barrieres de lle 
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We turn next to Racine's chosen vocabulary, passed through this 

filter, and to the rhetoric of his time, which Valery considers so 

important to poetry: I'Llancienne rhetorique (qui existe encore) 

regardait comme des ornements et des artifices - ces figures [I 

que les raffinements successifs de la poesie ont fait enfin 

connaltre comme llessentiel de son objet,, '7 

Finally we discuss Racine's syntax and his prosody, which Valery 

sees as a unity: 'Ila combinaison qui peut se produire, et qui le 

doit, entre llegalite (grossiere) des nombres des syllabes 12 = 12 = 129 

et dlautre part les membres syntaxiques dlun discours suivi. 11 8 

While some of these questions belong to the broader, and hence 

more speculative domains of literary criticism, they axe nevertheless 

based upon considerations of technique - that is, upon the function 

of Racine's structure and language in the achievement of certain poetic 

aims outlined by Valery. But both in these areas and in those devoted 

to the constituents of Racine's language we try to emphasise that 

however great Racine's contributiong and however urMiBtakable its 

colouring, one of its greatest assets was the way in which it could be 

combined with the contributions of other poets to enrich Valery's own 

melody - "orchestrated" was Valery's own term: 

0 On peut considerer les types de notre poesie, Racine, 
Hugo, Baudelaire etc. comme les instruments chacun plus 
approprie a de tels [illegible word] effets et plus 
adapte par sa langue choisie, ses rhythmes, ses images 
a telles et telles necessites. Il nlest pas impossible 
de conjuguer ces violons, ces "cuivres et ces bois", pour 
posseder un orchestre. Habilete qulil y faut. 

, 
Pour demontrer cette proposition, ou plutOt pour 

illuminer ce point de vue, il suffit de rappeler que 
chacun de ces poetes est dans la langue, que leurs effets 
sont distincts, incomparables, non contradictoires, dans 
la suite. Il faut, naturellement, savoir orchestrer. 9 

The following chapters, theng represent an attempt to clear the way 

to determining Racine's contribution to such an orchestration. 



CHAPTERI 

LE VRAI MONDE INDIVIDUEL 
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Le Vrai Monde Individuel 

oee Deux faits capitaux dans ce monde que je pourrais 
appeler le vrai monde individuel - Ce sont le desir et 
llacuite de llamour et llidee de la mort. 1 

It is not in itself surprising that similar situations should 

produce similar reactions in the man who comes up against them. Nor 

is it unusual that a poet should react more violently than others to 

a common experience. What is remarkable is the way in which Racine - 

and,, moreover, certain plays of Racine - appear to be linked both to 

the recurrence of important situations in Valery's life, and with the 

violence of his reaction to them. 

By fax the greatest number of references to Racine in the 
v 

Cahiersq and in Valery's published work, occur during those periods 

when he was deeply affected by the two world waxs, and by two of his 

more important love affairs - the one with Catherine Pozzi, and the 

one which ended shortly before his death. There are, of course, 

references to other poets and writers during these periods - notably 

to Mallarme, whose effect upon Valery the man,, as well as upon Valery 

the poet, cannot be over-estimated. Hugo is frequently mentioned, and 

references to Poev Rimbaud and Baudelaire also appear. The effect of 

all these writers upon Valery's poetic development was considerable; 

but the tone and content of the references to Racine seem to have an 

intensity and significance second only to those of his references to 

Mallarme, and on this, and other counts, to be of far-reaching 

importance. 

Now lovev war and death (which war brings into immediate and 

overwhelming prominence) can all be seen as aspects of violence. 

They threaten the sovereignty of the mind and can totally destroy 
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the body. They bring disorder to man's laboriously constructed 

private universe, and their shocksg to a mind like Valery's, so 

fiercely jealous of its autonomy, are felt as lese-majeste, 

intolerable insults. His was a mind, moreover, not only naturally 

acutely sensitive, but one made still more vulnerable by the poet's 

early concentration on developing its sensibility and its perceptions, 

so that the shock of any one of these intrusions of reality was 

likely to be profound. When the effects of love, war and death were 

combined (as they were for Valery during the periods of the two world 

wars) they were cataclysmic. 

In examining the references to Racine which appear over these 
.I 

periods, in their connection with V ery s reactions, we may begin 

with the more obvious aspects of violence offered by wax and death, 

though Valery himself placed love first in the quotation cited at 

the beginning of this chapter. 

There is ample evidence of Valery's state of mind during both 

world wars. He describes it in the Cahiers and in letters. Of 1914 

he writes to Duhamel: 

'-... -lie perdis i2 ol 

previsions irr 
P devorait sans 

ma liberte interieure - l1angoisse, les 
tiles, le sentiment de 11impuissance me 
fruit[ .. 12 

and in 1938, when war was imminent, he speaks of the same state of 

anxiety - ... llangoisse du jour3 -& state of anxiety which in 

1940 becomes one of absolute despair: 

La France expie le crime dletre ce quIelle est. Je voudrais 
nlavoir pas vecu jusqu'a ce jour. 4 

His reaction to this state of mind, in both wars, was to take 

refuge in creation; during World War I. La Jeune Parque and her 

offspring, the Merveilleuses Parques which axe Charmes; during the 

second world war, the Cantate du Narcisse (a development of the most 
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Racinian poem in, Charmes) and Mon Faust. Of La Jeune Parque, Valery 

states that the poem was written duringg and because of, the 1914- 

5 1918 war sub signo Martis. 

Mon Faust: 

Similarly, in 1940, he writes of 

JIai enormement travaille' comme derivatil, - sans 
quoi je serais mort de rage et de desespoir. 

The connection of certain of his own poetic works with Racine 

is confirmed many times by Valery; the best-known reference is the 

entry in the Cahiers of 1917,7 giving the sources of the poem, and in 

which the Songe d'Athalie. and a quotation from Phedre axe prominent. 

In 1938 Valery thrice links the Cantate du Narcisse with Racine and 

with the anxiety inseparable from war; once in Su: r__Phedre Femme, 8 

where, after seeing a beautifully printed page of Racine's Phedre, he 

has the impression of looking at a version of his own work; 
9 

again, in 

the, 2ahiers,, where he writes of the same occasion: 

Je lis cela - (je suis, d'autre 
le Gantate du Na: reisse [... ] Je 
diauteur de ce morceau de Piiedre 

L'amusement cesse - et je 
jour - guerre ou non. 10 

part, en train de faire 
me sens "... ] en etat L sous mes yeux. 

reviens a l'angoisse du 

Finally, the link between Racine and La Jeune Paxgue, the 

connection of Racine with Mon Faust, and the war of 1940, and the 

influence of the war in both cases, axe attested by a passage in the 

Cahiers of 1940, too long to quote in full, but of which these are 

the salient points: 

Honneur et justice au theatre classique! Pendant la 
guerre 14-18 - faisant La Jeune Parque ý. jlaý 

I compris ou cru comprendre ce Racine que Jligporais LL***-, ' 
Aujourd'hui - 1940 - ayant commence le Mme Faust 

sous le poids de la defaite honteuse et lisant 
ce Faust I et II - je remarque surtout la quantite 

dont ll-ksence dans le de poeBie expreBBe [ 
-J III 

theatze 
classique est si frappante LJ 
W., 

J. 

., as Valery so fascinated by Racine during these periods merely 
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because of the perfection of his technique? Certainly, Phedre and 

Athalie are supreme examples of his perfection. In my opinion, 

however, it was even more the themes and contents of these plays 

which account for the way in which Valery appears to be obsessed by 

them during the two wars. Valery recognised early the recurrence of 

certain states of mind in himself: "Souvent j'ai observe les modes 

de sentir [ ... ] toutes choses se succeder comme des saisons internes", 12 

he remarks in 1910, and the most striking element in his anguish 

during the two world wars is not so much the personal anxiety of any 

man for his family and friends, or the anxiety of a Frenchman for his 

country (elements which are predictable), as the consciousness of 

being helpless in the face of disorder. Both wars threatened not 

only life, and the autonomy of France, but the autonomy of the mind. 

"Pavais perdu ma liberte dlesprit, " he writes to Mockel in 19171 3 
and 

in 1940 he refers not only to the violent cross-currents of feeling, 

contradiction totale Fquil slempare de 119tre, but to the feelings of 

P 14 disarray, impression de desordre vivant, poignant. The physical 

effect of war was simply the culmination of the disintegrating effect 

of the cold inhumanity of science, its attack upon the human 

personalitY15 and upon the whole of European culture. Of that attack 

upon the total integrity of mind and body, Valery felt himself, I 

believe, to be the target. The researches of science had finally 

produced mortal fruit, the Grenades of the trenches and the splintering 

of human personality revealed by the Freudian doctrine. Now Athalie 

and Phedre, both contain vivid descriptions of physical destruction 

and the dissolution of the body - the Songe d'Athalie. (to which 

Ir % Valery so often returns) and the Recit de Theramene (to which Valery 

refers in 1918). 16 In both instances, flesh and blood are mingled 
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with the earth, as in the trenchesq and both Songe and Recit axe the 

translation into physical terms of the mental degradation inflicted 

by forces outside our control - the rape of the mind. They 

reflect that lose of the mind's freedom which we find in the other 

great plays of Racine, but which is most perfectly demonstrated in 

Phedre. 

If, as Valery states in 1915, there is a process of transference 

of content and form from one creator to another, 

'- -ýToute lecture prolo ' 
L:. ýj ngee d1un auteur dispose le lecteur 
a emettre des pensees ou des formes homogenes a celle 
de l1auteur ... 

17 

it seems unlikely that La Jeune Parque, and Charmes would have emerged 

so unmistakably Racinian in content as well as in form, but for 
.1 

Valery's recognition of his own states of mind, reflected back at him 

from the lines of Racine - "ce Racine que j'ai cru F ... ] comprendre L 

pendant la guerre 14-18, " 18 
- to whom he returned during the second 

world war, when he wrote of being personally concerned with the 

Racine of whom he is writing. 
19 

This reflection of the essentially Racinian quality of his own 

states of mind can also be traced in Valery's reaction to the death 

of the individual. The daily background to his thoughts, in World 

War I, was the death of thousands; but the death of one person, 

Mallarme, had already violated Valery's personal universe. This 

personal grief, as Madame de Lussy has demonstrated, found its 

expression through La Jeune Parctue. In her valuable exegesis, 

La Genese de La Jeune Parque de Paul Valery,, she shows that two 

lines 20 
of a poem written shortly after Mallarme's death are to be 

found at the heart of La Jeune Parque, but were at first intended 

to be the conclusion; moreover, the sentence I'Senti monter les 
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larmes de llesprit"q appears beside the poem, and Madame de Lussy 

concludes: 

le theme de la larme sur une trame sonore de bruits 
maxins, qui est a l'origine de la Jeune Paxque, semble 
etre venu se cristalliser sur le souvenir de la mort de 
Stephane Mallame r 

... 
1' 21 

L 
When I myself saw the manuscript of another source-poem of 

p% La Jeune Parctue, Helene, at the 1976 exhibition of Valeryana at the 

Edinburgh Colloque, I noted with particulax interest the fragmentaxy 

lines "ourdir de bruits ma ins" and "Melange de la lame en ruine, 

et de rame .*9", themes of grief and disorder, which to me immediately 

recalled Racine and Lesbos, ravaged by Achilles: 

Troie en a vu la flamme, et jyque dans ses ports, 
Les flots en ont pousse les debris et les morts. 
Que dis-je? Les Troyens pleurent une autre Helene ... 

Uphigenie, 1.2,11.235-237) 

Once more we note the aspect of impotence in the face of violation 

and disorder. 

0 The intensity of Valery's helpless grief at Malla=e's death 

finds expression also in a letter to Fourment. 

0% 
, Tlai ete heureux en amis - Seulement - il ya deja 
longtemps Aujourd'hui le fond du coeur de mon es-Prit 
est tres ýe-sert r'A la mort de Mallarme, 1 ce coeur-la 

p'C *ý 22 a ete bien atteint ... 

The appearance of Hippolyte's fond de mon coeur, here is to me very 

striking, given Valery's underlining here, and the prominence of 

0 23 
this line in Valery's own description of the sources of La Jeune Paxque, 

and it becomes even more so if we remember that Mallaxme, for Valery, 

took the place of a father, as well as that of a friend, and if we 

remember how much of Phedre is an exposition of the relations between 

Hippolyte and Thesee - the latter's desertion of his son, his 

supposed death and Hippolyte's passionate desire to emulate his 
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father - even the death-blow dealt by Thesee to his son, to which 

all of the father's actions throughout the play have led. Valery, 

in fact, refers to the deadly effect of Mallaxme's work upon all 

other poetry, and thus necessarily upon Valery's own work 

N 0- "Cletait un etrange poison que versait a toute autre poesie celle 

P 24 de Mallarme, dans mon esprit" 

.. Quel funeste poison ýIamour 
a repandu dans toute sa maison 

(Phedre, IV, 6,11.991-992) 

(and we remember that it is Thesee who, as agent of Venusv creates 

the situations favouring the release of the poison of love in 

% 25 Phedre. 

I can trace no reference by Valery himself to his own father's 

death, and this strange absence of all comment was confirmed by 

Judith Robinson in the course of a conversation at the Colloque, in 

Edinburgh. One of Fourment's lettersq howeverg describes him, 'Iles 

0 26 
yeux rouges de larmes [... ] afflige abattug" and it seems more 

than possible that the memory of the grief described by Fourment, 

revived by Mallarme's deathq was also expressed through La Jeune Parque 

via the mediation of Racine; the more so, as the psychological effect 

of the death of a parent is to rouse feelings of guilt, and of being 

deserted, in the child; the death is felt as a deliberate rejection. 

It seems to me, therefore, that Phedre here, too, offered a 

mirror to Valery, and a pattern through which, in La Jeune Parque, 

he could find expression not only of his despair at the shock of 

Mallarme's death, but also of the despair induced by his poetry, 
I IF 'Ile desespoir de llesprit decourage par les perfections des poesies 

singulieres de Mallarmell, perfections which were also a shock 
0 11 ol 1127 "brusquement revelees. 
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Mallarme was, as I have emphasised, both father and friend for 

Valery. While his feelings for Mallaxme were therefore on an 

infinitely deeper plane than his affection for Degas, the latter was 

nevertheless a friend of long standing. Degas' favourite misquotation 

from Iphigenie can be found in a passage from the Cahiers: 

ee. Et que me fait a moi cette Troie ? 28 
0*0. 

(Et que mla fait a mol cette Troie, ou je cours? ) 

(Iphigenie, IV, 6,1.1372) 

and Valery, in the almost illegible notes in which he jotted down 

what first came to his mind about Degas, on hearing of his friend's 

death, remembers Voltaire's verdict on Athalieg 'Ice chef-d'oeuvre de 

llesprit humain", and goes on to head a list of Degas, most admired 

writers and painters with the name of Racine. 29 He obviously drew 

on these notes for his reminiscences of the painter in the later 

Degas, Danse, Dessin30 where again he returns to Degas' knowledge 

of Racine, "nourri de Racine 11 

Even from this summary appraisal of the recurrence of Racine in 

Valery's Cahiersq it is evident that Racinian tragedy was a constant 

JI background to Valery's experience of the tragic of life and its 

disruptive effects - the tragic of the idea of death, with the 

connotation of destiny which he gave it, in a passage written a year 

p 
after Mallarme's death: 

Le gouAt amer et ferme de la fatalite - tout pax rapport a 
la mort - clest comme llinfini ou. zero paraissant dans les 
calculs. 31 

The living can only experience death at second hand - through 

the death of others, or by contemplating the inevitability of their 
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own. The experience of love, howeverg consists not only of the 

generaliBed longing for love - le desir - but also of the physical 

reality - l1acuite. The shock of the reality of love upon the living 

Valery was as devastating - if not more so - than the shocks delivered 

by war and death. He reacted against love's physical invasion of the 

senses and its invasion of the mind with the terror of a man possessed 

- cet incube, he calls his first obsession, in a letter to 

Pierre Louy**s. 32 A study of the Cahiers and of Racine's plays, above 

all of Phedre, may well convince us that in Racine's picture, Valery 

recognised an image of love which corresponded to his own experience 

in a frightening and consoling degree - frightening, because it was 

so exact, and consoling, because it was that experience transformed 

into a creation of the mind, and therefore, both distanced and 

controlled. In 1921, Valery wrote of French classical poetry: 

de toutes, celle dans laquelle la distance entre la 
'Penseel initiale et Illexpression' finale est la plus 
grande possible [ 

... 
] Il ya tout un travail immense. 

entre, 1'emotion re S ue et l1achevement de la machine qui 
la restituera ... 

3 

We are led to this conclusion not only by the number of 

references to Racine during the periods of Valery's love affairs, but 

by their content, which is particularly relevant during the periods 

of three of his affairs, and especially significant during the fourth 

and final period, when he, as it were, sums up his experience of 

love and life: 

'penseel initiale et Illexpression' finale est la plus 
grande possible [ 

... 
] Il ya tout un travail immense. 

entre, 1'emotion re S ue et l1achevement de la machine qui 
la restituera ... 

3 

Pai la sensation de me resumer. Des souvenirs me 34 
reviennent, des etats dlesprit de 1883 se restituent ... 

Valery's references in the Cahiers to his love affairs, which 

he himself calls crises, are extremely discreet, even hermetic, 

although the candour of his self-analysis, as each affair progresses, 

will be no less remarkable, - an analysis like a laser beam which 
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operates on every aspect of his own mental and physical processes, 

leaving those of the beloved, for the most partq in the shadow. In 

general, Valery avoids names and datesq but a few are available in 

the Cahiers, largely in the form of ma ginalia, in which he uses 

initials, anagrams, pseudonyms, or mysterious mathematical formulae 

anything but a name which might be recognisable to others - in order 

to denote the woman who is obsessing him at the time - as obsessed 

he certainly conld be. Alternatively, he may leave clues as to the 

dates and times of various crises in the form of sums; for instance, 

with regaxd to Valery's first and most famous love affair, his 

passion for Madame de Rovira, evidence is available from letters 

which he wrote to Andre Gide, to Gustave Fourment or to Pierre Louys; 

while a few details are given on the faith of anecdotes or conversations 

cited by Henri Mondor in his Precocite de Valery. 

Among Valery's affairs with women, four stand out as being 

particularly important. Evidence as to the dates and durations of 

three of them comes from a calculation Valery has jotted down along- 

side a passage of 1931 describing love, 35 beginning with the words 

Etats aigus ... The calculation is as follows: 

91,2 
20-28 
31 

-142-r6, @ 

39 

11 

(Vale'ry, has crossed out his incorrect addition. ) We are indebted to 

Judith Robinson for an elucidation of these figures. She relates them 

to three important love affairs: 
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0 
uee trois grandes crises sentimentales que Valery avait 0% 

vecues jusqu'a llepoque ou se situe ce cahier 'that is, up pL to 19311 : celle de 
' 
1891-1892, celle des annees 1920, et 

celle qui a commence en.. 193ý. Le chiffre 39 represente le 
nombre d'annees quýi a sepaxe la fin de la premiere, crise du 
debut de la troisieme : le chiffre 11 indique la periode 
qui a separý le c14but de la deuxieme du debut de la 
trOlsleme L ... j36 

Both Valery and Judith Robinson refer to crises -a term which 

emphasises culmination rather than duration. However, the woman 

bound up with the second of Valery's crisesl Catherine Pozzi, was 

already influencing him in 1910, when, according to Judith Robinson's 

list of the original Cahiers, the first of the annotations Ild'une main 
0 1% 37 etrangere" appears and all the annotations so qualified were, in 

fact, made by K. Catherine Pozzi, as a close study of the notes will 

suggest (and which Judith Robinson confirmed to me later). I consider, 

therefore, that the second period may be extended accordingly. With 

this in mind, and following the subtle calculations of Judith Robinson, 

Valery's love affairs fall into three important periods, 1891-1892, 

1910-1930 and the year 1931 (but Valery's dates for this crisis vary : 

in 1937 he refers to his affairs of 91 - 20 - 3238). It seems to us 

also that there is evidence for a fourth period, 1941-1945. We can 

deduce this from another cryptic calculation, appearing below an 

entry made, probably, in March or April 1945. ) 
39 

which is immediately 

followed by a passage analysing love. The entry consists of the word 

Fin in laxge letters, surrounded by flourishes, and preceded by the 

figures 445/991. The first of the preliminary set of figures, the 

445, is difficult to read, and could be either 1945 or 445, but the 

second is clearly 991. This is a cipher which, together with the 

773 which Valery first used to designate her, is a cryptogramme for 

P%P Valery's final passion, "la femme qui a inspire a Valery son dernier 

grand amour ...,, 
40 Below this first set of figures we find the 
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unfinished sum: 

.... 

9 
: 1- 

and below this, another sum, 

32 
9 

41 

By analogy with the eaxlier sum in the, Cahiers for 1931, this is 

apparently another calculation of Valery's personal cycle. If this 

is acceptable, we can posit that in the above sum, the figure 

represents the lapse between his love affair of 1931-2 and the 

beginning of what was to be his last obsession, which dates from 1941 

(here represented by the figure 41). This supposition is supported 

by a reference to the same woman in 1941, under the heading Eros: 

On serait comme des dieux, ) des harmoniclues intelligentes 
en correspondance directe, des vies sensitives dont llaccord 
sonnerait comme pensee, idýe. Sommet de la poesle qui est. 
apres tout, canmunion ... 

41 

Valery's ostrich-like discretion in the Cahiers has, as I said 

above, led him to provide pseudonyms for the women he loved. These, 

however, are just as valuable, if not more so, for our purpose, 

for they reveal his attitude towards their bearers, and they will be 

used in what follows. The years, then, between 1891 and 1892 belong 

to La Meduse, the decades 1910 and 1920 are dominated by K; Neere is 

prominent between 1931 and 1935; while the woman designated by the 

figi=es 773 or 991 rules the years between 1940 and 1945. 

La Mýduse was,, of course, Mme de Rovira. In the Cahiers, 

le Valery refers to her variously as Mme de R., la R. and la Rov. In 

42 
a letter to Gide, however, he calls her La M6duse, and a note to 

these letters43 states that Meduse was a name given by Gide and Valery 
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to Valery's first love, and subsequently to any other such woman. 

Considering her almost supernatural influence on Valery, it seemed 

appropriate to use this pseudonym throughout for Mme de Rovira. 

Although personal descriptions of her are scanty, part of the secret 

of her fascination is suggested by Mondor's description of her, 

"femme de dix ans plus agee que lui I ... I catalane, " and a. Fain, L -i 
"langueurl, coquetterie, aisance troublante. ', 44 There is no doubt 

that her total personality had a shattering effect upon the young man 

of twenty from his very first encounter with her in the streets of 

Montpellier. There were to be other encounters, equally disturbing: 

"Je viens de faire une rencontre qui me demolit, " Valery writes of 

.0 45 one such chance meeting to Pierre Louys in 1891. He wrote to her, 

he tells Gide, but never sent the letters. 46 She came between him 

and the sacrament, if indeed she was not identified with it: 

,j 
ya eu une, ou deux scenes de Messe[.. ý avec a 

llElevation une concentration de volonte sur telle 
chevelure ... 

47 

Finally at some charitable fete, the poet received a glass of 

champagne from her, 'let ce fut tout., mla-t-il dit. " if we are to 

believe Henri Mondor48 _ an anodyne account which contrasts strongly 

with Valery's own account of the affair in 1940, when he lays down 

Stendhalls Racine et Shakespeare in fury, remembering La M6duse: 

Je me suis rendu fou et ho=iblement malheureux pour des 
imagination de cette femme a qui je nlai annees par 

jan is meme parlet49 

In its disastrous effect, we here recognise a form of love 

which is unmistakably Racinian. Just how Racinian it was, in every 

detail, is attested by Valery's own description,, in 1931, of his 

crises, Etats aigus -a chart of the symptoms of love. He 

recognises and describes them with clinical accuracy; and that they 
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are valid, not only for the context in which they appear - the affair 

of 1931 - but also for Valery's state of mind in 1891-92 and in the 

twenties, is shown by Valery's own annotation, the mathematical 

calculation of his periodicity in love which accompanies them. When, 

in 1943 - the year in which Valery had the feeling of again passing 

through his former states of mind, and when he seeks again to define 

love, l1amour vrai 

cette composition de TOUS ingTedients de la vie sensible - 
sensitiveg selon une pensibilisation, particuliere, donnant 
une valeur "infinie" a un etre et a la capture de cet 
e kre [... ]50 

- he turns to the tirades of Phedre as examples of the transformation 

undergone by the individual activated by passion - 'Iles tirades 

p , 51 
passionnees de Phedre ne sont en verite que des prograxpes. They 

provide a poetic description of the sensations he recognised in 

himself,, and had done so before, and which he had characterised as 

Etats aigusl; and an analysis of the passage under that heading, in 

connection with what it is possible to trace of the effect of 

La M6duse on Valery's life, as she set the pattern for his responses 

to all the women he was to love, will show the startling applicability 
%0 

of the tirades of Phedre to the functioning of Valery the lover. 

Here, then, is the passage in full: 

%, 
Etats aigus - auto-suggestion. En somme maladie 

a decrire. Sensation - organique. 
Tenerezza qui tourne, flocule. Choc - Chute. 
JusquIa dolor capitis - au sommet du crane. 
Caractere cependant feint. Comedie du systeme? 

Douleur a r'eftve des nerfs sensitifs? 
Chose remarquable - en ces etats, on sent la douleur 

instante sous lletat plus calme; et la liberte sous lletat 
de douleur. Et aussi - Sentiment humiliant de donner a 
l1ennemi des forces qulil n1a pas. 

52-- 

Here the most important points seem to be the maladie a decrire 

and the Comedie du systeme. The maladie a decrire vividly recalls 
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1% le 

both Phedre's mal and Valery's own description of the affaire Rovira 

as lima grande maladie mentale de 91-9211.53 The auto-suggestion, 

the caractere feint', underline the mental aspect of the illness, 

Phedre's madness - "Ou laissais-je egarer mes voeux et mon esprit? ... 11 

(Ph; dre, 1.39 1.180) - and her continued insistence upon her aberration. 

Valery's later remark, IIJe me suis rendu fou et horriblement 

malheureux ... par 11imagination de cette femme F... -I"54 could not be Li 
better confirmed than by the letter to Pierre Louyoos, written in 1892, 

after Valery thought he saw La Meduse at a concert: 

Je crois voir mon demon de ces mois morts 
ai couru,, fou, a la sortie, la revoir (cet incube)'un 

instant, puis j'ai fui dans un fiacre; la folie reelle r 
Si jai mal vu, je suis un hallucine [ ... 155 Li 

Tout retrace a mes yeux les charmes que JI evite 
(Phedre, 11,29 1.545) 

There is another aspect of auto-suggestion - the process of 

0% 56 turning another hurum being into a divinity. Valery Is Sur Phedre Femme 

shows that he considered Phedre's adoration of Hippolyte to come into 

this category: 

Les actes essentiels de l1existence '-that is, procreation' 
CL i 

ont trouve leur maitre, qui est un . antSme,, un souci, reeol 
les plus folles creations se produisent ... 

57 Lj 

and these fantastic creations can apply to Phedre's idolisation of 

her god: 

J'adorais Hippolyte; et le voyant sans cesse, 
Me4me au pied des autels que, je faisais fumer, 
Jloffrais tout a ce dieu, que je nlosais nommer 

(Ph; dre, 1.39 11.286-288) 

pp .0 

and to Valery's adoration of his goddess, "Je venerais de loin celle 

dont la rencontre hasardeuse certains jours me troubla. , 58 

Valery's illnessv however, like that of Phedre, has physical 
0 

symptoms, chiefly distressing. In the, Cahiers, Valery joins the 
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words Etats aigus and the word. douleur, l which appears lower down the 
% C; Q 

passage. Here we have Phedre's tourments inevitables" and Valery's 

., j, 
60 

own sufferings, "tourments si souvent racontes. As for the 

sensation organique, what else is it but Phedre's disarray: 

Je le vis, je rougis, je pilis a sa vue; 
Un trouble sleleva dans mon ame eperdue; ... 

(Phedre, 1.39 11.273-274) 

Phedre's troubles and Valery's betise physique of 1891: "Je suis tres 

capable d1avoir une syncope ou betise physique, detail qui manqua 

d'arriver PlUBieurs fOiB 
.., o" 

61 
For the tenerezza we may again link 

Phedre's distress and her earlier tears: 

Je te laisse trop voir mes honteuses douleurs; 
Et mes yeux, malgre moi, se remplissent de pleurs ... 

(Ph; dre, ) It 39 11.183-184) 

with Valery's demand, in 1891, IlAi-je meconnu une seule possibilite 

de detresse ou de tendresse"? 1,62 

The choC is perhaps self-explanatory. It is Phedre's shock at 

the sight of Hippolyte, her ame eperdue, Valery's I'llautre ame est 

auasi morte" - the self, that is, that he had constructed and which OL-- 

the shook of love had almost destroyed; 
63 

and it is, of course, the 

hackneyed but immortal coup de, foudre. Here it is worth noting that 

Valery connects the word foudre with La Mýduse, when he recognises 

the relationship between his first and his second great loves: 

Vai lance la foudre sur ce que jletais en 92., 28 ans 64 
apres, elle est tombeie sur moi, de tes [Kls] levres 

The chute, is physical weaknessp certainly,, but something more. 

The physical weakness will recall Phedre's state. She is several 

times on the point of fainting, both at the sight of Hippolyte 

(Mes yeux ne voyaient 'Plusp) and also when we first see her: 

Et mes genoux tremblants se derobent sous moi 
(Phedre, 1.39 1.156) ,4 
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while Valery, as we already knowq feared nothing more than fainting 

p 65 
at the sight of La Meduse. He refers, too, to jambes abolies; 

but there is more here, perhaps, than the merely physical. In 1943, 

Valery says of himself, I'Depuis 50 ans je tombe vers ce moi-meme, 

mon poids vers mon plus haut. , 
66 

The analogy, it seems to us, is 

with a planet which is drawn inwards towards its own centre of 

gravity, and also, paradoxically, with the earth, which, drawn by 

the attraction of the sun, falls inwards constantly towaxds its 

highest point. Love, for Valery, seems always to have been a means 

of reaching himself through the other; in 1891 as in 1944: 'Ice que 

Je chercherais dans llamour? Clest moi! ... 1,67 and again: 

L'amour,, dans la perfection de son acte, est le drame de 
llaccomplissement, de la connaissanceý-... ý de se fuir en 
soi-meme, figure par un autre ,,. 

68 

-a perfect description of Ph; dre'. which is indeed a play in which 

all the characters arrive at the recognition of themselves through 

the medium of the other. They do not, of course, find the heroic 

self to which they aspire, and the fear and horror with which they 

regard the goddess of love is perhaps an instinctive recognition that 

this will be the case. We find that Valery also feared what he might 

discover - as early as 1905 he wrote, 

Dans [lesý phases [de passion et dlemotion] des 
individus differents se ressemblent le plus a ce moment - 
ce qui explique [,.. ] ma repugnance - ma peur de tro 7er 
mon semblable, mon ennemi, mon inferieur - moi-mie'ime. 

99 

After his choc, his chute,, Valery continues his list of 

symptoms in veiled terms, some medical, as befits the description of 

an illness. He cites dolor CaPitis, - au sommet du crane. Racine 

was here too: 

Que, ces vains ornements, que ces voiles me pesent! 
Tout mlafflige et me nuit ... 

(Pli, edre, 1,3,11-1589 162) 
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Valery then seems to be asking himself if this present anguish is 

unreal, simply a memory of his previous suffering in the presence of 

a similar object of desire (for the whole passage was written when 

he realised that he was once again in love): I'Douleur m Ave des 

nerfs sensitifs? " Or. as Phedre puts it: 

Pai revu llennemi que jlavais eloigne : 
Ma blessure trop vive aussitO"'t a saigne ... 

(Phedre, 1.39 11-303-304) 
J. 

reminding us that in 1891 Valery compares himself with a recently 

wounded manoo 

Je voudrais te raconter 
' 
tout, ce que jIai senti r ... ] si 

resonger aux jours passes nletait aussi douloureux pour 
moi que le geste dlun blesse curieux qui effleure les 
linges sensibles et coagules [ ... ]70 

a comparison he returns to in a later letter to Pierre Louy**s. - 

'Ve viens de faizeune rencontre qui me demolit. Ecrivez-moi vite, 

j'ai besoin de pansement [ ... 1 J1 
and which persists into 1942-! -- 

when, in Sur Phedre Femme, he speaks of Phedre's immobility: 

arret de llesprit semblable a llimmobilite du blesse ' 72 
qui attend une immense douleur du moindre mouvement ... 

Valery tells Gide of attempts at suicide - "J'ai,, tres 

raisonnablement, failli me detruire deux ou trois fois [ ... ý pour des 

motifs simples"73 - of which one is his folly in loving like other 

mortals, and here we remember Hippolyte's fury at being reduced by 

love to the same state, as was his father: 
1% 

Et moi-meme, a mon tour, je me verrais lie! 
(Phedre, 1,19 1.195) 

or, indeed, as Theramene is careful to point out, to the state of 

so many others: 

Et, vous mettant au rang du reste des mortels, 
[Venusý, Vous a-t-elle force dlencenser ses autels? 

(Ibid., 11.63-64) 
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Valery concludes his list with the heading Sentiment humiliant 

de donner a llennemi des forces qulil nla pas. This takes us back 

to the, Comedie du steme. The arms which he has given are the 

value lent to another: la valeur infiniegui slest attacheea un 9tre, 

% 74 
a la promesse Qu1il parut etre. They are the imaginaxy qualities 

with which the lover endows the beloved. Phedre's vision of 

Hippolyte, 

Tel quIon depeint nos dieux, ou tel que Je vous voi 
(Phedre, 11,59 1.640) 

her self-delusions, 

Il instruira mon fils dans Part de commander; 
Peut-'eO'tre il voudra bien lui tenir lieu de pere 

(Ibid. 
9 Me 11,11-804-805) 

are all part of this, Comedie, and it was one which Valery had 

enacted for himself in 1891. "Tout le drame etait mien, " he writes 

Ir to Gide, je me suis donne le spectacle de l'amour ... 1,75 

He idolised La Meduse, as he was later to recognise, 
76 

and 

curiously, he continues the parallel with Phedre (11[ 
... ] et maintenant 

Je mlinteresse vraiment a son enfant as he thinks of La Meduse, 

absent on holiday with her child, adding, Nous aurons ete 

bien heureux! '#77 

All this, for Phedre as for Valery, or for any lover, is totally 

unnecessary for procreationg of whose nature Valery speaks in 

Sur Phedre Femme: I'Sa fin nlest point l1exaltation de l'union le plus 

intime possible de l'Unique avec l'Unique ... 
J8 Hence the 

artificiality, the caractere cependant feint, the Comedie,; but nature 

is nevertheless inescapable, whether, like Racine's Phedre, we call 

her Venus - "Cqest la region de l'Hyster qu'elle appelle Venus�, t79 

p 
or whether she takes the form, as she did for Valery, of La Meduse. 
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She, first of all his loves, set her mark upon him: la signe et le 

sceau de ces variationsg 
80 

and the pattern she imposed was to endure 

to the end of his life. The coils of her hair, cheyeux m ins 

1 81 
d'Odyssee, were to re-appear in the Parque's tresses axd, more 

terribly, in the coiled snakes, ornements viperins, of La Pythie 

(1-117). with whom, indeedg we can directly comect her. In 1918 
.I 09 

Valery sent Pierre Louys a copy of the poem and wrote on the text, 

"Je reviens a ton Pythie. Je commence par te rappeler que toute ma 

1 82 
vie intellectuelle est dominee par llevenement 10 novembre 1892. " 

The event was, of course, the "apparition" of La M6duse at the 

concert Cologne, 26 years previously; yet the description of Valery's 

00 feelings in the letter which he wrote to LoUYs at the time of the 

occurrence is unmistakably apparent in the text of the poem. The 

letter mentions various sensations: mouvement d1horreur, des 

effrois, des triomphes trop loin, de chutes et toutes les temperatures 

% , 83 
cruelles, des origles aux vertebreS L**91 A full comparison would 

be otiose, but the last element, the ongles, is particularly striking 

in relation to lines 195 - 197 of La &thie: 

Le long de ma ligne frileuse 
Le doigt mouille de la fileuse 
Trace une atroce volonte .. 

This apparition of the monstre Wmon, incube)84 can be compared 

with an earlier "apparition" of La Mýduse, described in letters 

written (one of which was never sent '85) to Fourment; she appeared 

10 'Ila veille exactede mon depart" from Montpellier to Paris. Here we 

have another event which left Valery, like Hippolyte, horror-struck: 
% ä% % 

stupide, aveugle a la e du cha=e - 1- - --i grace, a la beaut' 
et seulement affole de lletonnement [ 

... 
1 La structure 

-w-. de lIevenement 
%.. i 

gnnulaiý--m-meUm=ellletre et le mien qui le 
faisions o. 

Valery may well have had this extraordinary experience in mind when 
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his sensibilities were again so deeply aroused in 1943 and he 

writes of the monstrous in Phedre. The letter refers to the sign of 

some design, or plotq une combinaison, 
87 to a connectiong rapport 

youlu; the passage, to the moment when the revelation of the monstrous 

must appear, which can only be with the shock, 

au moment ou. il put apparaittre -a la lueur du choc de 
A, 1'evenement. Etv en ce point, sur le f Ite, entre les al 88 versants de la sensibilite, illumine cette ruine, Phedre. 

The dominating idea of destruction already linked with La Meduse 

("rencontre qui me demolit") is conveyed by the annulait of the 

letter, the ruine of the passage, and is inherent in the shock of 

the apparitiong l1evenement, in both letter and passage. Here, 

surely, we have the Parque and the Pythie together - la lueur de 

la douleur, (La Jeune Parque, 89 
1.41). llepouvantable eclair 

(La Pythie,, 90 1.151). ornement de ruine (IkTP, 1.454). 
1ý 

The poems 

are connectedi as Lawler points out in his marvellous analysis, 

Lecture de Charmes,, I'La Pythie, non seulement par les eirconstances 

de sa genese mais par son affabulation meme,, se relie etroitement 

% 1191 a La Jeune Parquej... ] The feelings of outrage, violation 

("Victime d1un viol secret. " is how Lawler describes La Pythie) and 

terror at the possible loss of reason before the incomprehensible, 

0 92 the vertigo, horreur du vide, of which Valery writes and which 

resulted from his first experience of love, so vividly expressed in 

La Pythiel 

Qulai-je done fait qui me condamne 
Pur, a ces rites odieux? ... 

(11.121-122) 

led to reactions of paranoiac intensity. Again he felt himself to 

be the targett the victim of a conspiracy (combinaisong rapport voulu): 
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Le doig-t mouille de la fileuse 
Trace une atroce volonte ... 

(La P, 11.196-197) 

His reactions led to the well-known attempt to divorce thought and 

sensibility, to reduce his reactions to an object of observation, 

"phenomenaliser tout le psychisme.,, 
93 His efforts to regain control 

over his own mind were Racinian, both in method: 

Pour bannir llennemi dont jletais idolqtre 
Je pressai son exil ... 

(Ph; dre, I. 3t 1.295) 

and in intensity: 

Contre vous, contre moi, vainement je mleprouve ... 
(Phýdre, 11,29 1.541) 

and might indeed have eventually led to a state not far removed 

from schizophrenia - he himself writes of his schizophrerx*L e 

intellectuelle', 94 but for Racine, and the release he achieved through 

the form he owed to Racine. In the content of the plays, and of 

Phedre in particular, he found his own experiences; through the 

form of the plays, he was able to transcribe those experiences. The 

importance of Racine for Valery's first experience of love, the 

relevance of Racine to the whole of Valery's personal life, does not 

merely lie in Valery's recognition of the essentially Racinian nature 

of his own reactions to love, but in the fact that the whole of his 

intellectual development was directed by that first experience of 

love, was an attempt to exorcise his devil, I'mon demon de ces mois 

morts., '95 When he acknowledges that La Jeune Parque -a poem 

instinct with Racinian thought and feeling, owing so much to Racinian 

form - is bound up with his own life, is in a sense autobiographical, 
96 

we must inevitably think of his other statement to Pierre Louy**E;, 

P "toute ma vie intellectuelle est dominee par llevenement 10 novembre 
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1892 ... 9 , 
97 

and recognise the importance of Racine as companion and 

exorcist in the personal experience of passion which energised the 

whole structure of Valery's life. 

Valery's second experience of passion was to renew and develop 

the pattern set by La M6duse. The woman who revived his feelings was 

Catherine Bourdet-Pozzi, the K of the Cahiers (where she is also 

referred to as Karin, CK, Eurydice, Beatrice and Bice ). 98 He brought 

to this second experience all the intensity of feeling roused by 

La Mýduse -a fact he acknowledges, when K had produced a similar 

crisis: 

Si je me regarde historiquement je trouve, deux 
evenements formidables dans ma vie secrete. Un coýip 
dletat en 92 et quelque chose d1immense, d'illimitee, 
d1incommensurable en 1920. 

to Pai lance la, foudre sur ce que j etais en 22.99 
28 ans apres, elle est tombee sur moi - de tes levres. 

If the presence of K's annotations in the Cahiers is accepted 

as evidence that her influence over Valery can be extended as far 

back as 1910, she too, as well as La Mýduse, may have had her part 

in La Jeune Parclue'and Charmes - may perhaps be the Ismene of a 

passage which appears in the Cahiers of 1918, beginning - 

Ismene semblait vivre par son propre gouftt et parce, qulil 
lui plaisait. Son visage et son corps semblaient a son 
choix .. 

100 

% 
101 

(Ismene is, of course, the double ensoleille of Aricie in Phedre. ) 

Even more interestingly, K may have been connected in Valery's mind 
102 

with the femme a la Racine of whom he writes in 1915, especially 

as we later find a passage on critics of Racine marked with her 

initial -a passage which introduces Phedre: "Clest ainsi que 

%% t#103 parlait la vraie Phedre et non d'apres un pl= 0** 

Certain pseudonyms other than K which Catherine Pozzi was given 

in the CahierS, in particular Beatriceq suggest that she was for long 
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the ideal mistress; the process of divinisation was in action. At 

the peak of this period of exaltation there is a passage which 

suggests the consumm tion rather than the beginning of passion, pace 

Judith Robinson: 104 

5-11-30 - 26 Sunday. P. le Serpent. 
IfEt maintenant allez! Ite nune missa est! A Present 

que vous vous etes fait ... le plus grand bien q il ne vous 
reste plus quIa vous efforcer de vous causer le moindre 
mal", dit la Sagesse la plus profonde, ... de l1aube et du 
corps apaise. 
- Separez-vous, corps curieux. 

Some pages after this passage, Valery takes his love to Racine's 

tribunal, 105 
as it is pictured in Phedreg and presents it to Phedre's 

judge, Minos: 

Puis je me faisais de graves reproches 
(Contraint dlavouer tant de forfaits divers ) 

[One hesitates to bring conventional morality into this situation, 

but both Valery and K were ma ried, and K's first annotation in the 

Cahiers is a Greek sentence whose translation is Personne ne peche 

106 
volontairement. The passage continues: 

pp Pecoutais Minos dans ltabsolu de la nuit et la limpidite 
du silence ... 
(... Fuyons dans la nuit infernale ... 
Minos juge aux enfers tous les pales humains ) 

and, in a moment of exaltation, triumphs over the judgments of 

reason (or perhaps it would be more accurate to say, over the 

dictates of experience): 

Je lui repondis par une analyse effrayante de rij5ueur. 
Je montrais a ce Juge infezmal que sa balance nletait ni 

P 
_, 
ýOeq ni juste. Je lui enseignai llusage de decimales sensi 1 

E ... 
]Je cassais ses arrets. Je renversais ses jugements. 

(Je crois voir de sa main tomber l'urne fatale ... 
) 

Unfortunately, Minos was to be proved right. It would be a hard 

task for any woman to coincide with her image in a poet's mind. The 
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woman who is so loved-p as Valery already knew, is unreal, the 

creation of her lover - "Je t1aime, done je te ne sais pas. - 

Donc je te batis - je te faisq tu te defais. "108 - was what he 

wrote in 1913. He was to see K as just such a chimaera, in another 

passage demonstrating the persistence of his pattern, when the claws 

of La Meduse, ongles aux vertebresq reappear as the eagles' talons 

below: 

La femme quIon aime est un monstre - et on ne peut aimer 
qu'un monstre. Necessairement F... 'On ne peut aimer ve L -i Pon n1assemble a 11'etre aime une, quantite de proprietes 
ou qualites - qui justifient cette passion - comme on 
donnait au griffon des puissances d'aigle et de lion. 
(memento K! )109 

"Delivre llunivers, " cries Phedre, Ild'un monstre qui t1irrite! " 

(Phedre, 11,59 1.701). K, ) like the M6duse, was to be a powerful 

obsessiong the Racinian mistress, 11objet, in the language of 

preciosite (a term which Racine and Valery use frequently); and love 

was again to be the Racinian mal, the irresistible force. Once desired, 

I lletre aime joue desormals dans la. machine profonde de 
celui qui llaime, le role dlune piece essentielle ... r'- 
Lee. 

] Cet objet sur lequel je ne puis rien, dont les lois 
me semblent caprices, correspond done aussi a llidee 
que llon se fait des divinites - 

110 

Clest Venus toute entiere 

Again we have the passage from love to hate, the transformation 

of goddess into Fury, the Parque into the Pythie, the degradation: 

Alteration profonde, ruineuse, due a une attente 
a notre "orgueil" ou a notre conceition de notre 
puissance naturelle ou esperee ... 

11 

a change for the worse which Valery later summed up in. Sur-Phedre Femme,, 

'Ile masque se difforme et devient celle d1une Furie ... 11 112 
under the 

shook of an unbearable insult: 

Et d1un refus cruel 11insupportable injure, ... 
(Ph; d-re, IV, 6,1.1229) 
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It is the classic reaction of the Racinian hero, and reminds us 

not only of a Phedre but of a Hermione, of a Roxane; and we even find 

in the Cahiers the alternate tu and yous so characteristic of Racine's 

transcription of an outburst of passion rejected by its object 

Tu as casse quelque chose en moi - tu m1as fait si mal 
que, je ne pense plus qu'a moiý.,,, ] 
Vous me dites que ce sera mon dernier amour. Je llespere 
bien .. 

113 

in the same speech, as it were, as with Hermione's tu: 

Ingrat, je doute eneor si je te nlaime pas 
(Andromague, IV, 5,1.1368) 

succeeded by her yous: 

Achevez votre hymen, jly consens ... 
(Ibid. 

9 1.1371) 

Hermione is here chosen as an example of unrequited desire because 

she too, we remember, became a fu: ry for Oreste: 

Dieux! pels affreux regards elle jette sur moi! 
Quels demons, quels serpents traoine-t-elle apres soi? 

(Ibid. 9 V9 59 11.1635-1636) 

and Valery too shows the almost triumphant despair of an Oreste: 

F -I Il ya dans l1amour un element de desespoir presque, 
infini, a lletat pur, comme satisfait [,. ý et je 

-414 reconnais a ce sentiment les amours les plus profondes,,,,, 

P GxÜce aux dieux, mon malheur passe mon esperance! 
Je te loue, '0 eiel, de ta perseverance! 

(Andromague, V, 59 11.1613-1614) 

Nothing is lacking of Racinian love, down to the sentiment 

d'huniliation of the passage Etats aigusl. Valery apostrophises 

himself thus: 

Tu tles avili. Tu tles laisse enchallner de 
regards puis obLr, puis contraindre, subir, souffrir, 
toucher a1, extreme de douleur, tratiner a terre, et enfin 
bafouer [... 1'15 

Oreste, Hippolyte, Phedre spring to mind. Again we leave the word 
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with Phedre: 

0 toi qui vois la honte ou Jje suis descendue, 
Implacable Venus, suis-je assez confondue! ... 

(Phedre, 111,2,11-813-814) 

Moreover, it is after the transformation of the beloved from 

goddess to Fury has taken place that Valery, considering love, 

rejects the Stendhalien image of love as crystallisation in favour 

p of the Racinian image of poisoning: intoxication. Valery sees the 

poison as injected by the contaminating weapon, the aiguillon 
0 

envenime du sexe, in a passage which goes on, 

Tratter amour comme poison. 
Idee des poisons par voie sensitive. 
L'intoxication image plus feconde que la, crist lisation. 
Ces poisons se diffusent, se generalisent ... 

lfi 

P% Hippolyte, we are told in the recit de Theramene, that description 

of the effects of passion, was destroyed by a god117 and it is 

Hippolyte whose speech describes the diffusion of passion: 

Dieux! que dira le roi! Quel funeste poison 
L'amour a repandu dans toute sa maison! 

(Ph; d-re, IV, 6,11.991-992) 

even before Phedre Is image of the chemin plus lent, (Ibid. 
. V9 791.1636). 

Let us also cite finally this passage on love from the Cahiers. .;. ý 7 

written at a time when Valery's passion for K was obsessive, and 

appreciate the echoes of Racinian languages the Racinian images, the 

Racinian passion: 

Les agitations insensees de l1amour, ces flammes qui 
soufflent et se tordent, eclairent fantastiquement suivant 
la direction du grand vent, la nuit la plus noire! 118 

It is a passage in which we see Valery experiencing the reality of 

the agonies suffered by a Phedre, possessed by the flamme si noire, 

the accuracy of the description, 

Pai langui, j'ai seche dans les feux ... 9 
(Ph; d: re, 11,5,1.690) 
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and the power of the vision which obsessed Hippolyte: 

La lumiere du, jourt les ombres de la nuit .. 
Tout retrace a mes yeux les charmes que jlevite; 
Tout vous livre a llenvi le rebelle Hippolyte 

(Ibid,., IL, 29 11-544-546) 

So far, we have cited examples of Valery's expression of his 

experience of love which seem to us to echo the images and 

conceptions of love which he had met in Racine. The resemblance 

seemed too great to be accidental, although we have to wait until 

the period of Valery's third passion to find him comparing himself 

implicitly with Racine, and recognising the kinship between his own 

experience of love and Racine's portrayals. In an entry which begins 

as literary criticism, he dismisses Racine's imagination as very 

ordinary, but, and this he again underlines, this imagination was 

drawn from personal experience, "bien alimentee par son experience 

intime affective. Then,, after briefly dismissing Corneille, Valery 

continues with one of his more revealing personal admissions: 

J. Je connais par moi-meme que llecrivain ose plus ou moins user de ce 

qulil est. [,,, ]""9 

That is, we repeat, Valery recognises Racine's portrayals of 

love as relevant to his own experiences. He could only have recognised 

emotional truth, as distinct from dramatic expediency or adherence 

to a conventional picture, by comparing Racine's concept of love with 

his own emotional experiences (and not for the first time). This 

recognition is further borne out by his verdict on Corneille in the 

same passage, where he states that the latter's work is not, like 

n-*I 
Racine sq fed by his own experiences: "Ce qui nlest pas dans 

Corneillet qui voit gros, fort, et devant temoins. " 120 

This admission,, which it took Valery so long to make, was to be 
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repeated in the unpublished notes of his speech for the Racine 

Tercentenary, which sum up for us all his thoughts on Racine. In 

the notes he again writes of the part Racine played in his own 

intimate life, "qui paxle d1un auteur parle de soi-meme. 11121 and again, 

tfquoi de plus vrai que le vrai rOle que tient un auteur dans sa 

propre vie? " 122 Indeed there are other signs which point to Racine's 

involvement with Valery's emotional life - the use of arithmetical 

calculationsg especially those which appear on the same page as 

1% 123 deals with Racine's Phedre - and a lapse into Italian on page 17, 

always a sign of deep feeling on Valery's part. 
124 

A, The personal affinity between himself and Racine -which Valery 

in 1931 had begun to acknowledge and which he proudly admits in 1938 

continues to be apparent in his third and fourth experiences of love. 

His third grande -passion was that for the woman who appears most often 

in the Cahiers, as NR, nr, but also as Neere. This pseudonym, 
0 125 Judith Robinson tells us, is an anagram of Renee, but combining 

the elements of the sea and its mythology, it must also remind us of 

Valery's first goddess, with her cheyeux m ins d'Odyssee. The 

feeling of repetition, of recognition, as Valery's description of an 

encounter with Neere shows, were at this time very strong: 

F ... I Te revoici, coincidence ' Exquisite torsion et 
tension de lletre. Etranges jalousie 12 ývresse, energie, 
idolA, triev tendresse et volonte [e. ] 

-a vocabulary reminiscent at once of his passion for La M6duse and 

of Phedrels state of mind in Act I, scene 3- and it is, of course, 

at this period that we find the passage Etats aigus, Valery's own 

chart of his recurring symptomsq with the dates of his 'attacks'. 

If no more Racinian conception of the nature of love can be 

found than the above-mentioned Etats aigus'. this resemblance was, 
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once more, to be borne out by the more tragic aspects of the affair. 

In 1933 we find the despairing analysis: 

La sensation d1impnissance sur un 'etre, - enveloppant 
et masquant 11impuissance ou Pon est dIagir sur soi. 

Il ya alors un triple theme de destruction: tuer 
le desir; tuer le desirant; tuer le desire. Et ceci 
fournit un cycle psychique ... 

127 

- the theme of the Racinian hero in all its variations from a 

Hermione or an Oreste to a Phedre. ) and one which Valery later 

comments on in his Sur Phedre Femme: 

F -1 % 

Et si la possession de quelqu'un slimpose a la vie 
profonde de quelque 'etre comme sa condition indispensable 
(ce qui est la loi meme de l1amour absolu) cette affection 
devenue vitale fait bon ma che de toute vie quand le 
desespoir la dechire [ ... Phedre, quand elle desespere, tue. Ayant tue, elle 
se tue. 128 

If Valery recogniBed and commented upon the recurrence of 

familiar states of mind, familiar sufferings, during this affair - 

Quelle etrangete - que de souffrir les memes tourments 
A ou presque les memes - pour des objets toujours le 

J% % 129 
memes, et reconnaissant les memes phenomenes [ ... 1 

he observes - we find that when we turn from this period to the 

final years of his life and consider his terminal attack of the 

malady of love, the cycle is complete. While Valery was absorbed by 

his last great love, the woman referred to in the Cahiers as 773 and 

9919 130 it is not too much to say that Racine's translation of love 

in Phedre and the play itself - even, dare I say, the chaxacter of 

Phedre herself - were a constant background against which Valery was 

re-living his past experiences and a referent for their validity. 

The obsessive power characteristic of his passion, when 11110bjet nlest 

pas de ceux dont llesprit peut avoir raison"131 -a remark from a 

passage connected with both K and 733 - is underlined by another 

passage for the same year: 
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Divines sont toutes les choses qui sont telles 
que llon ne peut vivre sans elles une fois qulon 

,a 
vu 

quIelles existaient. Elles prennent alors une necessite 
redoutable. 132 

Je recomus Venus et ses feux redoutables ... 
(Phedre, 1.39 1.277) 

He dwells on Racine's most famous heroine at length in his preface 
1% -% 

Sur Phedre Femmeg written for a special edition of Phedre, printed in 

1942. This essay, I was assured by Judith Robinson, is linked with 

his passion for 733, and it contains, among much else, the horrifying 

description of the moment when love changes to hate; and in this year, 

too, Valery plays on Racine's word monstre when recognising the state 

of intoxication which sees the beloved as a creature of fable, I'La 

femme que Pon aime est un monstre et Pon ne peut aimer qulun 

monstre.,, 
133 

We have already underlined the reappearance of earlier states 

of mind in the Valery of these final years - the man who was again 

under the double stress of love and wax. We sha. 11 conclude by noting 

that at the end of his life the Valery who at 20 had described his 

J. It 134 
passion for La Meduse as un triomphe dlindomptable gueuse, " 

found at 72 that Racine was right to use the word proie to describe 

the victims of love, l1amour_vrai, as he himself had experienced it. 

Everything that has been deduced with reference to the first and 

second periods of Valery's important love affairs is thus confirmed 

in periods three and four, when Valery shows us how he has known that 

the passion which has struck him down is that described by Racine, 

and how his whole lifetime's experience only served to convince him 

of the accuracy and justesse of Racine's depiction of love as applied 

to himself, down to Racine's very choice of images. The best-known 

of all Racine's lines, 
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Clest Venus toute entiere a sa proie attachee 
(Phedre, It 3t 1.306) 

is renewed in all its force for the septuagenarian whose poetry 

had, as we shall see, borne the imprint of Racine, but whose life 

also was inseparable from his experience of that work. 
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Une Femme bL la Racine 

In 1915, Val6ry's heartfelt conviction of the superiority of 

17th century literature over all others fin& expression in the 

following vivid passage, where he looks at it in general and 

contrasts it with the literature of other ages: 

La litt6rature du XVIIbme paraltra [ 
... 

I un jour le 
dernier mot de toute la littdrature humaine - avant 
la"Science" - avant le temps ou les habitudes, les 
froides violences, . les vis6es anti-humanistes de la science ont 
pdndtrd meme les lettres. Une femme tL la Racine, un 
bourgeois de Molibre deviennent des ersonnages 
impossibles Lldcrivain slest! ", 

Tguindd 
jusqulau 

voyant - 116crivain, isale! 116crivain, Napoldon, 
I'derivain, homme d'Etat [ 

.. 
I 

Quant au musicien, clest Dieu - clest la crdation 1 par 
llorchestre, llordre et le chaos en mi. b. majeur. 

No-one, reading this statement, can doubt the cardinal importance 

of Racine to Valdry the writer. It becomes even more significant 

when we discover its relationship to other references to Racine 

throughout the Cahiers. It was written in 1915, that is, when 

Valdry was engaged on La Jeune Parque and on some of the poems of 

Charmes. It is the first of four references to Racine which appear 

in that year. 
2 This increase in number is sudden, for until 1915 

3 
we find only single, sporadic references to Racine in the Cahiers, 

4 This interest is further developed in 1916, with nine referencesq 

and although the number drops to five in 1917, we must remember that 

that year saw the completion of La Jeune Parque, and indeed, one of 

the references is the vital list of referentS5 under the heading 

"Comme jai fait la J[eunel P[arquel. Here, in the marginal addendum, 

Racine is specifically mentioned by name as one of the authors whose 

work has contributed to the composition of La Jeune Parque, (the others 

being Virgilq Ch6nierg Baudelaire, Euripides, Petrarch, Mallarmd and 
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Rimbaud). Furthermore, two of the great plays are mentioned by 

name (or, at least, by easily identifiable initials), Esther in the 

addendum, under the citation P[ribre] d'E[stherl, and Athalie in the 

main body of the entry 

A llinverse de Lulli au Th[Cltre] Frangais j'ai mis des 
notes sur le S[onge] d'A[thalie] [... ] 

while an extremely prominent position is given to a quotation from 

Phbdre, Hippolyte's line from Act IV, scene 3: 

Le jour niest pas plus pur que le fond de mon coeur 

which occupies a whole line to itself below the time-table detailing 

the years devoted to the composition, from 1912 to 1917. 

Then in 1918 there are ten references to Racine, fairly close 

together, 
6 

suggesting that Val6ry was dwelling on those qualities of 

Racine which had aided him in his long struggle, especially as one 

of the references consists of a lyrical description of Hippolyte's 

tragic and hubristic claim, quoted above, which Val6ry hails as 

"Ce vers le plus beau des vers,,, 
7 

and another is an analysis of part 

of the Pribre d'Esther. a 

After this plethora, the references drop to one in 1919 (2 79 451) 

and although there are some six in 1920,9 the number of references 
10 

gradually drops to only one or two a year, three in 1922, two in 

1923.11 One of these, however, is the capital Prdface-Wdicacel which 

merits a full quotation here: 

Pr4face-Dddicace 

Comme autrefois les dieux ou les anges ou non moins 
[illegible word, possibly ais6ment] les d6mons et les 
ma-avais eep-rite [Val6ry's cancellation] prenaient la 
figure de - (ou de quelque - LValdryls lacunaeo afin de 
parler aux hommes, ou de les 6pouser ou bien de se meler 
de leurs affaires, et de connaltre leur condition par 
eux-memes, de partager leurs plaisirs (et meme dans le 
cas le plus illustre, de subir la torture et la mort). 

Ainsi llesprit que j'ai/qui est en moi [Val6ry's 
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alternatives [Valfty's 

cancellations] peut-etre, quelquefois, a pris le visage 
de Racine ou de Jean de la Fontaine ou de Malherbe ou 
de tel autre pour dire dans leur lang-ages ce qui t .4 e% [passage unfinishedl'4 

Such sporadic references continue at this lower rate, averaging one 

to three per year, with one in 1924,13 two in 1926,14 and four in 

1927 - the year in which, if we are to believe Valdry, he first saw 

a performance of one of Racine's plays. He dates the entry, a rare 

occurrence with Val6ry, but one which marks moments of particular 

significance. It is headed, B&Jazet (Petite Scbne) and continues: 

Cinq actes sans arret 
115 Premibre fois que je vois et entends Racine. 

There are again only sporadic entries from 1928 to 1937.16 With the 

approach of the second world war, and Val6ry's renewed preoccupation 

with composition, and a return to memories of the composition of 

La Jeune Parque during the first world war, there is a marked rise 

in the number, as in the importance, of references to Racine. 
17 

The last of these is of cardinal importance, referring back to 1914 

and La Jeune Parque: 

Honneur et justice au th6Atre classique! Pendant la 
guerre 14-18 - faisant laborieusement La J[eunel P[arquel 
avee le sentiment intime d'accomplir une oeuvre 
parfaitement inutile et d6lide du temps, hommage h une 
tradition littdraire expirante, me comparant bL quelque 
moine du IVibme ou Vibme sibele, etc. - 

j'ai compris ou cru comprendre ce Racine que 
jtignorais, puisqulil m1avait W imposd 25 ou 30 ans 
par le collbge - done ennemi - etc. Je lui donnai alors 
une valeur mienne, une importance r6elle, - parce que 
je voyais, 9a, et DL, dans son travail, des solutions bý 
des problbmes qui dtaient analogues bý certains des miens, 
(dont le principal dtait la continuit6 de la forme - et F 18 
les sacrifices quIelle exige si on la place devant tOU L9400J 

This renewed interest in Racine continues with six entries in 1941,19 

and seven entries in 1942.20 Then we witness a gradual decrease in 

the last years of Valdry's life, with three entries in 1943,21 one in 
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1944 22 
and three in 1945.23 Thus the interest aroused by his study 

of Racine in the period of World War I never left Valdry completely, 

reaching its height dnring the periods of the two world wars - that 

is to say, we repeat, during the period of Valdry's first great 

period of poetic creation, and of the composition ofla Jeune Parque 

in particular, and during the period when he returned in spirit to 

that achievement. This pattern of increased numbers of references 

to Racine from 1915 onwards, in particular these passages which we 

have quoted at length, must surely invite us to consider the work of 

Racine in relation to La Jeune ParýLue, especially when we bear in mind 

Val6ry's comment that the greater part of the poem was completed in 

1915 and 1916.24 

Now, interesting as such references are, what is far more 

important is their content. This makes it imperative to consider, 

not just the plays of Racine in general, but one play in particulart 

Phbdre. We might well have begun to suspect its supremacy from 

Valdry' s list of sources for La Jeune Par! Lueg where a quotation from 

the play is so prominently displayed, and from the way in which 

Irck 
A. 16ry subsequently dwells upon the same quotation, analysing it in 

detail, and praising it in the highest terms. 25 This supremacy, 

however, is confirmed beyond doubtq when we find that thronghout the 

Cahiers references to Phbdre, to its technique and the perfection of 

its poetry, and to the character of Phbdre herselfp predominate over 

references to any other work of Racine's. Out of almost one hundred 

references to Racine in the, Cahiers, some 26 (that is, over one 

quarter) have to do with Phbdre. as against half that number for 

Athalieg four for B6r6nice (one of these is a quotation from the 

preface), three for, Esther, two for Iphig6nie- (again, one is from the 
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preface), one for Bajazet and one each for Britannicus and 

Andromaque. Again, the range of reference for, Phbdre is very wide, 

extending from language to love, ed-acation, criticism, character 

analysis (in spite of Val6ry's contention elsewhere 
26 that this is 

superfluous in evaluating a tragedy). Remarks on Athalie are almost 

totally confined to the field of language. Those on B6r6nice,, to 

language and sensibility, on Esther to language (the Pribre in 

particular) and stage technique. The single reference to Bajazet 

is valuable, for it confirms Val6ry's attitude towards Racine's 

treatment of the psychology of his characters, but nowhere, save in 

references to Phbdre, is there that concentration on all the 

qualities of a Racinian tragedy. This is equally true of Valdry's 

references to Racine, and to Phbdre, other than in the Cahiers. 

Among the published essays there is nothing, with regard to Racine's 

great plays, to compare in intensity with Sur Phbdre Femme, written 

during the second world war. Its blend of repulsion and attraction 

may have other roots besides Val6ry's recollections of La Jeune Parque 
41 

(see section I, P-31), but it confirms the hold which Racine's 

greatest play had upon Val6ry. A final piece of evidence which has 

only recently become accessible is the unpublished notes for Valdry's 

proposed speech for the Racine celebrations. These again confirm the 

importance of Phbdre. In themg Val6ry enlarges on his experience 

in front of a copy of Phbdre on the guais. 
27 

mentions Racine's preface 

to Phbdre, v (p. 18), and quotes Phbdre as an example of Racine's 

heroines (p. 11). He does include Agrippine and Athalie in these also, 

but if they were, as he notes, among Racine's choir of tragic singers, 

we suspect that the principal singer, the prima donna assoluta, was 

Phbdre. 
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Such confirmation of the importance of Racine, and of Phbdre 

in particular, is of great value. Enriching and supporting the 

evidence of the Cahiers, it justifies our study of Phbdre in relation 

to La Jeune Parque. In the following pages, therefore, we shall 

examine certain aspects of Phbdre which may have provided Valdry 

with some of the answers to his problems. Some aspects of Racine's 

work certainly did - Val4ry says so specifically in the passage 

already quoted in full on P-46, part of which is repeated here for 

convenience: 

Je lui [Racine] donnai alors une valeur mienne, une 
importance r6elle, parceque je voyais 9a' et lh dans 
son travail, des solutions h des problbmes qui dtaient 
analogues h certains des miens ... 

(C 239 736-737) 

Some of Valdry's problems had been Racine's own. Our first 

concern, therefore, is to determine what, exactly, were Val6ry's 

problems. It is useful to enumerate them here. 

They were, above all, problems of form. His poem was to be a 

sort of funeral oration to the beauty of the French language: 

un petit monument peut-6tre fundraire, fait des mots les 
plus purs et de ses formes les plus noblest - un petit 
tombeau sans da sur les bords menagants de 110cdan 
du Charabia ... 

and to its music, by using all the resources of its prosody: 

.. utiliser tout ce qulil y avait de chantant dans la ýodsie 
frangaise - entre Racine et Mallaxmd ý... 79 

The passage just quoted above gives us a clue to a third 

problem, the problem of content. It later continues: 

ý. ý ii ya eu dans le d6sir ou le dessin de cette 
ide fabrication de La Jeune Paxque 11intention abs e 

faire chanter Zee Idde de 116tre vivant-pensant? 
- .., 

de 
supposer h ce chant, aussi uni et continu que possible, 
une substance de ... 

30 
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Here the passage breaks offv but not before it has provided us 

with the valuable word "Idee" Light is thus thrown on Valery's 

famous and vital definition of the heroine herself: 

[ ... I clest une reverie dont le personnage en m. eme, temps 
que flobjet est la conscience consciente F... ]31 

With this clue, Idee, to guide us, we can better understand 

Valery's difficulty in reconciling content and form in his projected 

elegy. What was to be its final subject-matter (substance) had in 

fact long occupied Valery, and insisted on obtruding on his attempts 

to banish speculation through poetic composition: 

Petais las dlagiter depuis bien lonoýtemps des questions 
assez difficiles. Mon esprit, occupe de certains 
sujets qulil sletait donnes, et dont il nletait pas 
aise de se defaire en les epuisant, se trouvait slietre 
construit des cercles infernaux [ ... ý Mais comme je me 
remettais a la poesie, cet esprit, toutefois, ne me 
quittait point, et je ne tardais pas a reconnattre, sous 
les premieres fleurs de ma nouvelle saison, bien des 
problemes et enigmes de llordre abstrait ... 

(LQ, pp. 122-125) 

Two quotations from the Cahiers,, separated by a three-year interval, 

will best explain what abstractions Val; ry was seeking to embody 

through his. Idee: 

Trouver les modulations bonnes pour unir dans le m'e'me 
ouvrage les differentes activites - styles - moments d1un 
esprit - le mien. 

and 

Je cherche ce qui me permettrait dlimaginer le sommeil 
comme le raisonnement ý ... I et suivre meAme, legitimement 
jusque, chez llenfantg jusque chez llanimal, chez 
llivrogne, chez le malade, le fol et llidiot, - le mot 
a mot de leur etre tout entier. 32 

The second passage, in particular, develops what is involved in 

0 03 
Valery's leonsciousnesslg "une Idee de lletre vivant-pensant. 

He wishes to reproduce the total human entity. This necessarily 
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implies a portrayal of the physical situation of such a being, for 

its surroundings imPinge upon any consciousness in its quality of 

point of interaction between microcosm and macrocosm, man and his 

universe. It implies too, some account of the nature of the 

stimulus which activates consciousness, the forces which drive it; 

the impact of reality upon the interdependent systems of mind and 

body. 

To sum upq we now have some conception of the magnitude of the 

problems confronting Val6ry, as a poet searching for a particular 

form. He needed nothing less than a framework vast enough to include 

the physical world, a pattern generalised enough to contain the 

revolutions of the physical universe together with the revolutions 

of the successive phases of a consciousness, his Id6e, as it passed 

from one state to the next. These successive phases must portray 

not only all the possible moods of a mind in possession of its 

senses, but also -show the same mind in its non-reasoning states of 

dream, folly, or madness. They must include too the passage from 

waking to sleep, from life to death - that complete eclipse of 

consciousness, but without an account of which no reproduction of 

its activities would be complete. Moreover, such a pattern must 

accommodate the description of a stimulus which could embody those 

forces acting upon the consciousness to arouse it, to initiate the 

series of moods, its successive states, or bring about its eclipse, 

either through madness, sleep or death. 

Such were the formidable outlines of the problem of presenting 

the mental processes and situation in the world of Val6ry's complete 

human being. When we remember that, in addition, the presentation 

of this complicated pattern was to be couched in a language so 
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severe and pure, yet so musical and rich ("tout ce qulil y avait de 

chantant") as to resemble an aria by Gluck, 34 
and the whole was to 

embody a lament -a lament for the language, perhaps too for the 

minds which had brought that language to its perfection, we marvel. 

Let us nowq therefore, examine in detail the various ways in 

which Racine's greatest achievement, Phbdre, may have helped 

Val6ry solve his problems. 

As we know it today, La Jeune Parque is not the enclosed and 

tragic circle of Valdry's first intention. That the tragic was, 

indeed, his intention is shown first, by the emphasis upon the 

funereal in his description of the poem, as a "monument fun6raire", 

"tombeau sans date"t in his letter to Albert Mockel quoted earlier. 

Secondly, there are the earlier states of the poem, which appear 

in Octave Nadal's study of La Jeune Parque. 35 These show that the 

Parque contemplated suicide in two forms: firstly by adding her 

own efforts to the attempt of her slayer: 

Oui, si d1un fer fortuit, j'e-usse trouv6 la pointe, 
A la pressante main, ma main se serait jointe, 
Forte de la conduire et de substituer 36 Ma violence au dieu qui ne sait pas tuer, 

secondly, as a sacrificial victim: 

Que boive le soleil ce flot quIelle d6daigne, 
Que le jour en ruine orne ce flanc qui saigne 
Et que baissant leur gloire aux grandeurs de ces eux, 
Slassombrisse le sable et stefface les cieux ... 

3ý 

Furthermore, as Nadal notes, she was finally to achieve it, in yet 

a third form: 

Sur un feuillet qui pr6cbde imm6diatement la, transcription 
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de la fin du pobme, on voit slamorcer cette solution du 
suicide [... ] Le dernier acte est bien en effet celui d1une 
tragddie La. note funbbre est elle-meme recherchde; 
elle ne sera trouv6e que dans l'admirable s4quence de 
I'llinvisible rocher glissant dIalgues" ý.. ] 

and he gives drafts for the final act, one of which will suffice 

to confirm our contention with regard to the intended suicide: 

Llinvisible rocher glissant dlalgues, propice 
A ne vouloir qutun rien distrait 
A ne vouloir pas meme 6viter le tr6pas 

disparaltre victime d1un seul pas 
A ne laisser de soi qu'un souvenir de cri 3 

que 11alarme dlun cri 

It is noteworthy too that the idea of the tragic circle was 

very much in Valdry's mind at this time, as is proved by his own 

annotation of one of the pages of the fourth state of the poem: 

"Final. Je reviens bL 116tat initial. Je ferme mon cercle. Pefface 

mes pas.,, 
39 

Nadal himself does not show how Racine is relevant here, but when 

we remember Valdry's preoccupation with Racine and with, Phbdre, 

during the composition of his poem, we can see that the 'blueprint' 

of Phbdre (if we may borrow Valdry's description of another Racinian 

, 40 tragedy' ) is a perfect example of the closed universe common to all 

tragedy, as Jean-Louis Barrault has pointed out. 
41 

Indeed, the outstanding characteristic of the structure of 

scenes in Phbdre, and hence of the play as a whole, is the return to 

the point of inception. Baxrault illustrates this with reference to 

Hippolyte and Phbdre in the opening scene of the play: 

Il [Hippolyte] termine la boucle de la scbne (qui se ferme 
comme une circonfdrence parfaite ) [*42 11 est revenu bý 
son idde fixe, chercher son pbre [. 

-,, j 

and 

A la f in du monologue (It 39 11.260-1316) nous 
retrouvons la Phbdre mourante qui avait fait son entrde 
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au ddbut de la scbne ý. -'la cirpnfdrence a encore une L! *_j fois 6td parfaitement dessinde. 

To these comments of Barrault's, we may add that as the 

circumference of the total circle closes in Phbdre, the characters 

have returned to the situation that was theirs when the play began. 

IT-i 
Uppolyte, Phbdre and Aricie are still on the shores of Trdzbne, as 

at th, start of the actual play. At the very end of the play, there 

is a return to the situation as it was in the remote past, at the 

real beginning of the tragic cycle, for Thds6e is left alone with 

Ariane/Aricie, with the monster slain in the background. This 

applies no less to the two main divisions within the play, as they 

are defined by the presence or absence of Th6s6e (Acts 1-111,2 

covering his absence, Act 111,2-7, his presence), for at the end 

of the first half Hippolyte was still resolved on flight (11,6, 

11-773-774) and Phbdre had attempted to kill herself W, 59 11-710- 

711). while at the beginning of the second half of the play, Phbdre 

(or Oenone acting for her) was attempting to banish Hippolyte (III, 

39 11.899-900) and to efface herself, as she had done in the past 

(It 39 11.295-296, and 11-309-310)- Hippolyte too, repeats his 

effort to flee from Trdzbne (111,59 11.925-926). But Hippolyte 

cannot escape, except by death. Thdsde brought him there and Thdsefe 

keeps him there, dead, and thus for ever. Hippolyt e's "escape", his 

death, which Thdrambne must describe, completes his cycle. Phbdre's 

actual suicide, coupled with Oenone's, completes hers. 

Now this construction of a system of cycles, as described by 

Barrault, corresponds very well with Valdry's conception of 

consciousness itself: 

Si llon pouvait voir la suite vraie des pens6es et 
sentiments on trouverait une certaine p6riodicit6 
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(compliqude) qui serait humiliante. Ce quion croyait .0 

une crdation perpetuelle apparaitrait cyclique, 44 

Or, as he puts it earlier and more picturesquely, describing his own 

mental processes: 

Comme un animal intellectual - son esprit eircule - 
broie - dans un cercle. 45 

In Phbdre. then, the first great circle enclosing the tragic 

universe of the play, with its system of scenes as inner circles, 

can be seen as representing the total cycle of consciousness/life, 

whose end i-s in death, the extinction of consciousness. 

Again, continuing the parallel with Valdryts system of 

successive cycles of consciousness, we find a similar possibility 

of a new potential in the series of inner cycles, and even in the 

apparent-finality of Phbdre's suicide and Hippolyte's death. In the 

inner circles, we see how, at the end of the first half of the play, 

a new potential has been created for Oenone, as she seizes the 

initiative from Phbdre, 46 for Hippolyte, as he moves towards Th6s6e 

in order to confess his love. 47 Even the close of the great outer 

circle holds the promise of a new potential, a new life for Th6sde 

and Aricie, a re-birth of Hippolyte's innocence and a promise of 

undying fame. 

It thus seems reasonable to claim that the great outer and 

lesser inner circles of Phbdre may well have offered Valdry a pattern 

for his blueprint of consciousness, which he saw as following a 

similar pattern. 

It is equally possible that part of the inner divisions of 

Racine's play may have served as the pattern for another aspect of 

the consciousness which Valdry wished to portray, namely the total 

entity, - what he calls the 119tre vivant-pensant" - that is, sleep: 
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Je cherche ce qui me permettrait de ýggarder ou imaginer 
le sommeil comme le raisonnementrL . L.! 01 

In Phbdre, the presence or absence of Th6s6e, which defines the 

bounds of the two inner circles, as indicated above, can be seen as 

bringing about the differences between the sleeping and the waking 

mind. During Thds6els absence from Trdzbne, the remaining 

characters abandon themselves to the fantasies of desire, unhindered 

by the restraints of the waking world of reason, the barriers that 

Th6sdels existence and his rule impose on them. With his return, 

all the characters are brought together and the barriers of the 

waking mind are re-imposed. The characters see themselves, and each 

other, in the light of Th6sdels judgement. 49 This activity, be it 

noted, is not confined to Thds6els entourage. He too, recognises 

himself in the mirror held up to him by the events in the second 

half of the play, and passes judgement on himself: 

0 mon fils! eher espoir que je me suis ravil ... 
50 

for the supposed actions of Hippolyte, as Oenone presents them, 

(in IV, 1) reflect the rape and adultery of which Th6s6e himself has 

so often been guilty in the past, and Hippolyte's real crime (if crime 

it be; Racine allows us to be in two minds about this), namely the 

attempt to abduct Aricie, repeats Th6sdels own abduction of Ariadne. 

It is Phbdre who, in reinstating the son, restores a long, --lost 

innocence to the father, and thus reflects the earliest events of 

Th6s6els own past (II, 5y 11.638-644). 

Now, whether we think of sleep as the normal or bodily 

abnegation of the conscious reasoning faculty, or as the reverie of 

the dreamer, both entail a withdrawal of the personality from 

everyday life, and wakening brings the reintegration of the divided 
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personality. In 1906 Val6ry wrote: 

Llhomme qui sl6veille se donne des sensations pour se 
retrouver lui. Il retrouve quoi? Sa m6moire en 
relation avec ses sensations actuelles. Le pr6sent 1, ý, 
restitue son pass6 - et quel qulil soit, sly enchalne. 

The man who awakens looks at himself, as in a mirror, until he has 

re-assembled his fragmented identity: 

( 
... 

) On se retrouve, RE - On se fait Je. Comme celui 
qui voit quelqulun dans un miroir et sly reconnalt - 
puis se fond, et de 2 fait 1.52 

Having re-assembled and recognised all the dispersed elements of his 

personalityg the awakened dreamer differentiates dream and reality, 

judges the elements presented to him and acts upon the judgement: 

Veille est 116tat dans lequel la facultd dlagir JUGE 53 tout ce qui advient, le classe - et donne suite ou non. 

The passage which we have already quoted (p. 5D) and which refers 

to Valdry's desire to find a logical substratum for a portrait of 

the mind in sleep or awake, continues: 

Je cherche ce qui me permettrait de suivre meme 
ldgitimement, jusque chez llenfant, chez llanimal, 
chez llivrogne, chez le malade, le fol, et llidiot, - 
le mot tL mot de leur etre tout entier. 

23) (1903) 

Now, in Phbdre, not only is there no character who does not 

experience Goya's sleep of reason which engenders monsters, but the 

play itself exhibits a series of states of mind which are the logical 

result - 1116gitimement" - of the effects of shock upon body and mind. 

The scenes of Phbdre trace these effects, from the physiological 

effects upon the body (1.39 11.273-276), through the vaxying degrees 

of folly, intoxication, delirium and madness caused by love, which 

has all the effects of a disease, which reduces its victims 

physicallyg 
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Pai langui, j'ai sdch6, dans les feux, dans les larmes. 
Il suffit de tes yeux pour t1en persuader ... 

(Ph'6dre, 11,59 11.690-691) 

and in the end, kills them. These states are shown affecting the 

mind of each character - but always in an oscillation between the 

poles of attraction and repulsion, and always arousing the defences 

of pride and self-deception. 

From the above analysis of the cyclical structure of Phbdre, 

we can see that the play offers a form which can be adapted to 

Val6ry's description of the cycles of the mind. Now, if we look at 

the structure of La Jeune Parclue in broad outline, we find striking 

parallels with the structure of Phbdre as we have described it. The 

totality of the poem can be seen as enclosed in the great outer circle 

which contains the whole of the Parque's existence and which was, in 

fact, to have been closed by death. We have, too, the pattern of 

inner circles - the two parts of the poem corresponding to the double 

structure of, Phbdre,, the Parque's night of abandon and her day of 

reason with its reflection on the events of her night, and her final 

judgement. We have, in addition, a series of inner cycles, that 

succession of states of mind aroused by the stimulus of passion, 

desire, pride, fury, despair, hope. The Parque too, as she passes 

from one mood to the next, oscillates between desire and repulsion 

and the stimulus of desire arouses the same defences of pride and 

self-deception as are comon to all the characters of, Phbdre. 

These considerations warrant a more detailed examination of 

La jeune Parque, but before we embark on this, there is yet another 

aspect of the structure of Phbdre which merits consideration, for 

it relates to the first Of Valdry's problems as we indicated them 

above, particularly the problem of form. 
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The need to find a means of portraying the cycles of the mind 

had, as it were, obtruded itself upon the first of his preoccupations 

with regard to La Jeune Parque - the need to find a musical and 

poetic language for his elegy, a voice for his lament. Valdry's 

early drafts betray this need. I'Vox, retrouve le vox"; we find 

this remarkq emphasised by the red pencil he used, in one such note. 

This preoccupation may be seen, perhaps, as an underlying thread 

linking the changing states of mind he describes (and we remember 

that it is his own mind, the poet's mind, that is in question). 

Here, too, it may be that Phbdre contributed to the emergence of the 

Parque's final voice, in the inner logic of the play. 

The reference here is to the definition by Hubert of such logic 

as that which gives a true structure to a play: 

Celle qui consiste h maintenir une sorte de cohdrence 
intdrieure, une logique profonde, et qui donne h la 
pibce sa vdritable structure [ 

... 
354 

This inner logic in Phbdre, leads inexorably t-awards the 

exteriorisation of speech. Speech is a phenomenon which provokes 

further speech, the voice from the sea, the rumours in the first half 

of the play (I. 4v 11-323-324 and II, lt 11-380-388). Th6sdels own 

voice in the second (IV., 49 1.3166), in a logical progression. Not only 

Phbdre's final confession to Thds6e, but all the other confessions - 

Phbdrels to Oenone (1.3). Hippolyte's to Aricie (11,2), Phbdrels 

to Hippolyte (11,5) and Hippolyte's to Thdsde (IV, 2), proceed 

inexorably from the first confession, that of Phbdre to Oenone. 

Purthermoreq speech reveals the chaxacters to themselves and to 

each other, in a continuous process of gradually increasing perception, 

until the final stage of complete recognition. One may even say that 

such an effect is achieved by what is virtually the same argument 
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between the same antagonists, whoever is speaking, for the inner 

logic of the play reduces the multiple voices of thp characters to 

two warring factions. There is on the one hand the voice which 

argues for physical desire, urging Phbdre towards Hippolyte, 

Hippolyte twoards Aricie, and on the other, the voice which is 

absolute for gloire, and therefore for silence and extinction of the 

body. The comparison with La Jeune Parque and its central dialectic, 

is, we submit, inescapable, and we shall see this in detail later in 

the chapter. 

Not long after the appearance of La Jeune Parque, and while 

Val6ry was still analysing Racine's work and dwelling on the uses 

to which it could be applied, 
55 

we find the following significant 

statement-, 

Racine a trouv6 [... ]une forme de qualit6. On peut alors 
tirer de cette forme des applications, un fonctionnement[... ] 

(C 79 567) (1920) 

Can we identify some of these "applications"'? Phbdre offers a 

wonderful example of construction, a whole series of patterns. Are 

there signs (in La Jeune Parque) that Val6ry made use of them? Or, 

if he has, has the palimpsest of superimposition, the result of 

Valdry's desire to achieve simultaneity together with continuity, and 

produce something like a poetic version of the surfaces of Riemann, 56 

obscured all trace of such patterns? 

Well, of some, at least, it is possible to say that they have 

left signs. Firstly, there is evidence, for instance, of the 

circular design Barrault ascribes to Phbdre, which we have already 

discussed. Forg in La Jeune Paxque (as in Phbdre), we find the 

principal characters, namely the Parque and the Sun, in the same 

position at the end as at the real beginning of the events of the poem. 
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The Parque is still on the rock., her Trezeneq sur ce roc (1-505). 

She is still facing the sea, as she was at the outset (11-104-106 

bring the sea on to the scene). The poem in its final form shows a 

return here to the earliest moment of the Parque's memory, as she 

remembers the entry of the sun upon the scene: 

Quel eclat sur mes cils aveuglement doree 

(i. iio) 
She is again in the presence of the sea at the end of the poem, 

Recevant au visage un appel de la, mer, ... 
(1-500) 

and coming to meet her is the Sun, her lover, 'Ice jeune soleil" (1-467). 

There is evidence too of a new potential, similar to the one we 

observed in Phedre: 

Iloux et puissant retour du delice de naltre ... . L" 

(1-510) 

Within this framework or outer circle, the complete return of 

the circumference upon itself, the first of the secondaxy system of 

circles, - the two main sections into 'which the poem is divided, and 

which axe defined by the absence of the sun and its return - displays 

the same return to the original situation. The first half begins 

with a movement towards the rock. The Parque has risen (ayant quitte 

ma couche', 11.24-25). and moved to her position at the sea's edge 

(et sur llecueil mordu pax la merveilleg 1.25)9 hearing the sea's 

voices, 

La houle mumu: re une ombre de reproche ... 

borne on the wind (vent simple,,, 1.1). 

The close of the first half repeats this situation of the Parque, 

a movement towards the rock and towards the sea and its voice borne 
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on the wind: 
%0% 

Ou va-t-il, sans repondre a sa propre ignorance 
Ce corps dans la nuit noire ... 

(11-302-303) 

Non loin parmi ces pas, reve mon precipice 
L'insensible rocher, ... 
Et le vent semble a travers un linceul 
Ourdir de bruits m ins une confuse trame, 
Mkange de la lame en ruine .. 

(11-313-314o 316-318) 

These lines effectively suggest the close of a cycle (linceul), and 

would, in fact, have closed a complete cycle of existence in the 

poem as originally conceived. 
57 

As we now have the poem, there is the close of a cycle, as at 

the end of'Phedre,, but also the initiation of a new one (again, as 

in, Phedre, where the suggestion of a future for Aricie begins a new 

cycle (Act V, scene 7.1.1654)). In Valery's poemg the Parque's 

movement away from the sand with its footprints (1-322) and the 

dangerous sea, back towards the earth, initiate the new potential: 

Terre trouble, et melee de l1algae, porte-moi! 
(1-324) 

Again a similar return is discernible in the second of the two 

great inner circles of La Jeune Parque'. The Parque is still on her 

sea-washed rock (affleurement dlecueil,, 1.336; llonde basse, lave, 

1.337). facing the sun (Un miroir de la mer / S-e-leve, 11-327-328). 

and the paling starsq lleffacement des signes (1-329). This 

situation is echoed in the finale, where we again find her on her 

rock, facing the seaq watching the stars disappear, 

0 QýuOi! mes yeux froidement que tant dlazur egare 
Regardent la perir lletoile fine et rare ... 

(11-485-486) 
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and in the presence of the sun: 

0,, sur toute la mer, sur mes pieds, qulil est beau! 
(1-492) 

A cycle is closing. We have a suggestion of this in the very line 

which implies rebirth, if we can forgive Valery his pun, the nletre 

hidden under the delire de naltre (1-510). 

The parallel with the smaller circles of Phedre, although less 

clea. r-cut, can also be detected. The series of sensations and moods 

through which the Parque passes, find her always returning to her 

basic situationg the border-line between life and death, 

Je pense, sur le bord dore de l'universt 

(1.164) 

enclosed within her variously described bounds, confins sans espoir 

(1.68), plages de soie (1-174), pierre et paleur (of her body) (1.211), 

bords sinueux (her body, again) (1.261). The shores of the 

devouring sea (11oubli vorace. 1.321) echo perhaps the shores of 

Trezene, bords dangereux (Ph; dre, 1.39 1.268), for the Parque? 

They are the shores to which she inevitably returns from each mental 

evasion of her circumstances - or rather, as for Phedre and Hippolyte, 

limits from which she has never really escaped. She is continually 

brought back to a consciousness of their barriers, and she recognises 

this when she sums up the situation in the second half of the poem: 

Mon corps desespere tendait le torse nu 
1% On 11 ame, ivre de soi, de silence et de gloire 99* 

Ecouteg avec espoirg frapper au mur ýieux 
Ce coeur, qui se ruine a coups Mrsterieux 

(11-372-3739 375-376) 

This recognition does not occur until the second half of the 

poem after the return of the light - just as recognition, in Phedre, 

00 
comes with Thesee. 
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Let us now come to another major preoccupation of Va, 16ry - 

namely, with sleep. In the contrast between the first and second 

acts of La Jeune Pargue we may see Val6ryls contrast between the 

mind asleep and the mind awake. In the second half, the Parque 

reunites her fragmented self, and recognises the whole. 

Myst6rieuse Moi, pourtant, tu vis encore! 
Tu vas te reconnaltre au lever de ltaurore 
Ambrement la meme! ... 

(11-325-327) 

This process of recognition has here begun with the return of the 

light, as again, it has begun in Phbdre with the return of Thds6e: 

Regarde: un bras trbs pur, est vu, qui se d6nude ... 
(1-333) 

and the Parque reunites her past and her present, 

Je te revois, mon bras ... Tu portes llaube ... 
(1-334) 

for she sees her past mirrored in the light of the returning day, 

... Un miroir de la mer 
Se lbve, et sur la lbvre, un sourire d'hier 

(11-327-328) 

just as, in Phbdre, the mirror of events, to which we have referred, 

reveals their true selves to the characters of Racine. Like them, 

she judges, sepaxating dream from reality: 

Alors, nlai-je form6, vains adieux si je vis, 
Que, songes? ... 

(11-495-496) 

Here the Parque is judging the drama she plays out to herself during 

the sleep of her reason: 

Je sais ma lassitude est parfois un thdatre 
(1.69) 

As we have already seen, the poem consists of just such a 
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procession of sensations and states of mind as the successive scenes 

which we discovered in Phbdre. Again there is oscillation between 

attraction and repulsion, all at the demand of an irresistible force. 

The physiological and mental impact of desire, the reactions of 

pride, intoxication, shame, fury, delirium, rejection, compassion 

and despair which we have seen the characters of Racine experiencing, 

all are here, while parallel with the changes of mood there is that 

increase of perception such as accompanies the changes of mood in 

Phbdre. 

This increase in perception, comparable with that which we 

uncovered in, Phbdre,, is to be found in the Parque's dnal recognition 

of her own nature and of the nature of thw world around her. It 

stimulates and indeed requires the creation of speech. Words are the 

instrment the Parque nses to question herself. ) and to express what 

she finds. They are of major importance to the progress of 

perception; as she expresses what is happening to her, the Parque, 

like a Racine character, discovers herself. The same impact of reality, 

the shock that was responsible for the Parque's sensations and her 

reactions to them, is responsible for the emergence of the language 

through which the Parque betrays her self to herself and creates her 

dream with its characters, 

Dites! ... Jtdtais ltdpouse et llägale du jour. ... 
(1-107) 

The shock is responsible too for the increase in the effect of 

speech, as for the first time she hears herself: 

Et de mon sein glaod rejaillisse la voix 
Que j, ignorais si rauque, et dtamour si voilge ... 

(11.200-201) 

Similarly, once she has exteriorised her passion through speech to 
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Oenone, Phbdre can go on and expose it to Hippolyte. 

the voice of the rest of the world, as with Phbdre - 

Lorsque jusques au ciel mille eris dlances ... 
(1.831) 

Nlentends-tu pas fr6mir ces noms a6riens, 
0 Sourde ... 

(? ) 

(11.235-236) 

Finally comes 

accompanying and increasing the Paxque's perception, until the final 

tremendous voice, the summons from the sea, produces a complete 

awareness, embracing body, mind and soul. The Parque pronoimces her 

own verdict, after the summing-up: 

Alors, malgr6 moi-mgme, il ýe faut, 8 Soleil, 
oh te Que itadore mon coeur u/viens connaitre, 

Doux et puissant retour du dglice de naltre, 
Feu vers qui se soulbve une vierge de sang 
Sous les espbces d'or dlun sein reconnaissant! 

(11-508-512) 

We have now compared the main structures of Phbdre and 

La Jeune Parque as they can be related to Val6ry's problems of 

portraying his cycles of consciousness. Let us now turn to a 

related problem - that of translating the contrasting periods of 

lucidity, the mind in control of its functions, and of the eclipse 

or final extinction of the lucid consciousness, whether through sleep, 

mental disorder, or death. 

The obvious solutions were the eternally reproduced contrasts 

between day and night, summer and winter. That the first was under 

consideration by Valdry is borne out by an entry in the Cahiers in 1913: 

Le Jour et la Nuit de 11homme, llintellect fini, 
finissant, et la nettet6; et le Confus, ce reflux, 
cette reprise. Cette nuit confuse - engendre et reprend 
les etres. Ce jour les termine, les Albve bý llessence - 
les s6paxe entre eux, les recombine. - 

There areq of course, any number of ways in which these 
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comparisons could be used, but we must remember that any imagery 

Val6ry might choose had to be compatible with the imagery used to 

portray his cycles of consciousness. Since, therefore, the 

structures of Phbdre have been shown to lend themselves to Val6ry's 

own structure of the cycles of the mind, and since the structures 

of Phbdre'already contain a division of the play into two contrasting 

halves, it seems relevant to enquire if Val6ry could have borrowed 

more than the broad outline of its structures from Racine's play. 

It is useful to start with Th6s6e. Th6s6e, as Racine presents 

him, is not merely a legendary hero. He is the double of Hercules: 

L'ami, le compagnon, le successeur d'Alcide ... 
(Phbdre, 11,2,1.470) 

He is therefore a solar hero, and his presence or absence imposes a 

psychological time-scale upon the play which runs counter to the 

apparent time-scheme of dawn to d-ask required by the rules of 17th 

century tragedy. Phbdre proceeds from the darkness of Thft6els 

absence to the light of his presence. This darkness, when the play 

opens, is still lit by the star of gloire (for Thds6ets wife and son 

are determined to be worthy of their status), and by the flame of 

desire, Phbdre's flamme si noire M 39 1.310). This flame is made 

more intense by the news of Th6sdels death, the sea-borne rumours, 

apparently confirmed: 
.C 

On sbme de sa mort dlincroyables discours. 
On dit que, ravisseur diuneamantenouvelleg 
Les flots ont englouti cet 6poux infidble 

(119 lt 11*380-382) 

Thus his absence, like that of the sun, may symbolise death, or, as 

we have had occasion to note, the dreams which haunt the mimic death 

of sleep. Ismbne's description of his absence and later, his own, 

of his sojourn in Hadesq lend themselves to either interpretation. 59 
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In reality, howeverg Thesee is already on the point of 

return. The news of this (Act III, scene 3) brings awakening to 

Phedre, 

Je connais mes fureurs, je les rappelle toutes ... 
(1119 39 1.853) 

as the return itself does to Hippolyte: 

Quel il [Theseel mla vu jadis, et quel il me retro-ave! 
(IV9 6,1.994) 

This return of Thesee brings chill and terror, the cold of the 

false dawn perhaps. 

Ou tendait ce discours qui mla glace dleffroi? 
(Ibid., 1.987) 

Hippolyte asks, for this sun is still hidden by clouds, as his son, 

confronting himg discovers, 

Puis-je vous demander quel funeste nuage, 
Seigneur, a pu troubler votre auguste visage? 

(IV9 29 11-1041-1042) 

and full daylight will only return with Phedre's dying words, 
%pp 

Et la mort, a mes yeux derobant la claxte, 
Rend au jour, qulils souillait, toute sa purete 

(Vg 79 11.1643-1644) 

Here, then, in Ph; dre, is the double circle of daxkness and 

light, what Valery calls 'Ile sommeil comme le raisonnement" (Q__3,23)o 

But we have begun in mid-cycle. The second half of our double circle, 

though it gives us the dawn of reasong does not complete the day for 

us. For a description of the effects of full sunlight, the day 

preceding Thesee's night, we must turn to the primal dawn of Phedre's 

recollections in Act II of Thesee's first godlike appearance (1.640) 

in Creteg and how, later, he bore her off to Athens, where her future 

happiness seemed assured: 

Mon reposq mon bonheur semblait ttre afferrii; 

(1.271) 
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We must turn to the childhood hag*ess of Hippolyte in Trdzbne, in 

the past regretted by Hippolyte and described by Thdrambne, 

-I 
paisibles lieux, si chers b. votre enfance, 

Cet heureux temps West plus,,,.,, ] 

(19 19 11 - 309 34) 

This "day" has closed for both Phbdre and Hippolyte with 

Thds6els departure from Tr6zbne, whither he had brought Phbdre, 

only to abandon her. 

When we come to Val6ryts poem, we see that the Parque's double 

circle follows the same pattern of dark on light. The poem, like the 

play, opens in the final hours of darkness, presided over by the 

stars, 

L'immense grappe brille ä ma soif de d6sastres 

(1.17) 

amid the voices of the sea, 

La houle me murmure une ombre de reproche, 
Ou retire ici-bas, dans ses gorges de roche, 
Comme chose d6que et bue ambrement ... 

(11.9-11) 

and lit by the same fires: 

Dieux! dans ma lourde plaie une seerbte soeur 
B37ftle ... 

(11-48-49) 

The darkness is deepest immediately preceding the dawn. The Parque 

find herself in the night, nuit noire (1-303). The return of light 

is accompanied by the same foreknowledge of complete recognition (by 

the same icy chill as pervaded the return of Th6s6e): 

Tu vas te reconnaftre au lever de Paurore 
Ambrement la meine ... 
[ 

.. 
I un sourire d1hier [,.. ] 

Glace dans 11orient d4jh les p1les lignes 
De lumibre et de pierre ... 

(11-325-3269 328 and 330-331) 
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, dith the same burning effects of recollection as Phbdre's memories 

produce: 

Sur le terrible autel de tous mes souvenirs 
(1-340) 

Again, as in Phbdre, the full light of day is not seen until the erld 

of Valdry's poem. Concealment and illusion (voile 6vapordl 

vAtements ravis (11-494-496)) are at an end; the apparently lost is 

restored through the presence of the young sun 

[. -] sa flamme aux remords ravit leur existence, 
Et compose dlaurore une chbre substance 
Qui se formait ddjb. substance dlun tombeau ... 

(11o 489-491 ) 

It must be noted also that the Parque's nightq her sleep of reasong 

is a mimic death, as was Th6s6els absence. Her couch is a tomb (1-468), 

her sheets winding sheets. 

Dans vos nappes, otL lisse elle imitalt sa mort, 
Widole malgr6 soi se dispose et slendort ... 

(11*475-476) 

The day preceding her sleep, her first dawn, her golden day, are 

brought before us by her memory. She remembers the period of her 

innocence, 

Femme flexible et ferme aux silences suivis 
D'actes purs! ... Front limpide, ... 

(11-103-104) 

and of her happiness, her security as the companion of the light, 

116gale et 116pouse du jour (1-107) (again, the vocabulary attests 

Phbdre's position as wife of Th6s6e), as her long promenade in the 

sun finally leads her to the edge of the world, le bord dord de, 

l'univers (1.164), and her evening with its sunset light, reflet de 

rougeur (1.188). The shadow (its length reflects the setting of the 

sun) envelops the Parque in a reverie which insensibly becomes sleep; 
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the similarity between her description of 11-30-31, 

Pai de mes bras dpais environn6 mes tempesq 
Et longtemps de mon ame attendu les dclairsv 

and her "daylight" memory of reality, 

Et nou6e bL moi-meme au creux de mes cheveux 
Pai mollement perdu mon empire nerveux, 

(11,435-436) 

would permit this interpretation. Thus her first day is grafted on 

to the moment when we first perceive her in her darkness, and her full 

cycle of dawn to dawn is complete. Her day has closed, as had that 

of Hippolyte and Phbdre. In La Jeune Parque, as in, Phbdre', we live 

through Val6ry's I'Le Jour et la Nuit de LIHomme" - more, the cycle 

of the seasons of the mind. 

We have seen that the actions of Thdsde in Phbdre provided a 

model which Val6ry could have used for the lighting of La Jeune Parque, 

and for the movement of the seasons, but the importance of Thdsde for 

the construction of Racine's great play does not end here. A solar 

hero, Th6s6e brings light, but not light alone. He is also an ally 

of Venus and Neptune, and, like the sun, has the power to assist 

generation and bring destruction. We shall find that his actions 

in. Phbdre, provide the conditions in which desire, with all its 

consequences, can be generated. 

As befits the bringer of light, Thds6e acts through the eye. 

In the illumination he provides, each lover sees the other, and desire 

is aroused. Again, as ally of Venus and Neptune, Th6sde acts through 

the sea - first by means of sea-borne rumours, and then through his 
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own voice, raised in the terrible prayer to Neptune (IV, 21 11.1065 

et sea. ), and through the final, terrifying voice from the sea, 

Un effroyable cri, sorti du fond des flots 
(V, 6,1.1507) 

In the first half of the play, Theseels actions through eye and 

voice are directed towards the generation of desire, and in the 

second half, of death. Or rather, the emphasis in the first half 

is on desire, and in the second half, on death, forg in Racine's world, 

desire implies death, as Phedre herself tells us: 

Ariane, ma soeur, de quelamour blessee 
Vous mourttes aux bords ou vous fites laissee 
Puisjue Venus le veut, de ce sang deplorable 

R Je peris la derniere et la plus miserable 
(Iq 39 11.253-258) 

The actions which are described in the three expositions,, 

Hippolytels to Theramene, in Act I, scene 21 Phedre's to Oenone in 

Act I, scene 3, and Aricie's to Ismene in Act IIv scene 29 underline 

the kinship of desire and death, but they also show us that Thesee's 

actions have been an indispensable preliminaxy to the play. He has 

abducted Phedre, and brought her to Athens, where she first sees 

Hippolyte (I. 3t 1.272), and later has taken her to Trezene, where 

she is again obliged to see Hippolyte: Pai revu l1ennemi que ilavais 

P eloigne (Iv 3p 1-303). In Trezene, Hippolyte sees Aricie (1.19 

11-50-51), and is seen by her (11,1,11-436 et seq. ). We find 

Phedre and Hippoly. te resolving, the one on death (1.39 1.309). the 

other on flight (1-50). But the news of Thesee's death (a ruse - 

c. f. 1.19 11-17-21). brought by ships newly docked (1,49 11-323-324)9 

removes the restraints he had imposed on Phedre, as his wife, and on 

Aricie,, as his captive (11,1). It also threatens Phedre's son 

(Iq 59 11-343-348). Hippolyte goes to Aricie (11,2), intending still 
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to depart, but her presence forces him to confess his love (11,2, 

11-525-555). Aricie urges him to see Phedre (11,39 1.566-568), and 

Phedre, persuaded by Oenone (1.5), has already consented to see 

Hippolyte. Seeing Hippolyte, Phedre confesses her love (and we note 

that it is the mention of Thesee that releases all her constraints); 

... Puisque Thesee a vu les sombres bords, 
En vain vous esperez qulun Dieu vous le renvoie: 

'A . Et llavare Acheron ne relache point sa proie. 
Que dis-je? Il nlest point mort, puisqulil respire en vous 

(119 49 11.632-627) 

She is rejected, and again, resolves on death (but is prevented by 

Oenone (11,59 1-711)), and Hippolyte again resolves to flee (119 6, 

Thus the play hovers anew, as it were, upon the critical 

point of death and flight, and again is given fresh impetus by the 

actions of Thesee, brought, as before, by rumour, 

Cependant un bruit sourd veut que le roi respire 
(11,6,1.729) 

and Hippolyte's flight is arrested (11,6,11-732-733). Phedre, 

however, does not yet know of Thesee's approach and, still acting 

under the influence of Hippolyte's presence, abandons herself 

completely to the madness of desire (1-792), leading to the fatal 

submission to Venus of her desperate prayer, 
J. 

Deesse, venge-toi: nos causes sont paxeilles 
Qulil aime ... 

(111,2,11.822-823) 

It is at this very moment, this turning-point, that the other face 

of desire appears, Thesee's face of death, as Oenone announces his 

retuni, heralded by the shouts of the crowd (11.830-831). 

At once, Phedre resolves to die (111,39 1.857). But now, her 

death is a sign of guilt (111,39 1.872). and she fears for her 

children, heaxing the voices of the world denouncing her (1119 39 
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11.860-865),. as she has already imagined the very walls accusing her: 

Il me semble deja que ces MUrS, clue ces voiltes 
Vont prendre la parole, et preits a mlaccuser 
Attendent mon epoux pour le desabuser ... 

(1119 39 11-854-856) 

Thus her death is delayed by the means which appeared to urge it, 

p .1 

Thesee's return. But the deciding factor is still the eye - Oenone 

announces Theseels entry, 

On vient; je vois Thesee 

to which Phedre answers: 

... Ah! je vois Hippolyte 
Dans ses yeux insolents je vois ma perte ecrite 

(Ibid. 
9 11.909-910) 

She allows Oenone to convince her, and the conditions for Hippolyte's 

death are now prepared. Howeverg as Valery is careful to observe, 
-% %0 

Racine procede par de tres delicates substitutions de 
llidee qulil slest donnee pour theme 

(Rhumbs, Oeuvres Completes, la Pleiade, 
TSme Týhereafter. O C V. II)) 

and this applies to the themes of desire and death here elaborated. 

Desire is still acting upon Hippolyte. Although frozen by terror 

after seeing and hearing Thesee, he is still resolved to seek his 

father out again, to confess his love for Aricie (111,6). Now, 

Thesee's fury, already aroused by Oenone's lying story (IV, 1), 

exasperated by the sight of Hippolyte, passes all bounds. His voice, 

raised in the terrible prayer to Neptune (IV, 2), brings Phedre to 

him, in fear for Hippolyte's life: 

Votre voix redoutable a passe jusqu'a moi, ... 
(Ivq 49 1.1167) 

Now she hears from him that Hippolyte loves Aricie, and first in 

shock, then in a fury of destructive jealousy (IV, 59 1.1200), she 

remains silent, and the seal is set upon Hippolyte's destruction. 
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The same fury, however, is turned first upon herself (and again, at 

the height of her passion, by the mention of Thesee (11.1263-1264)), 

and then upon Oenone (11-1317-1318). Having dismissed Oenone, for 

a while Bhe remainB undecided, 

Elle porte au hasard ses pas irresolus 

(Vt 59 1.1475) 

and this indecision contrasts with the absolute firmness of her 

final action, her ineluctable resolve to confess to Thesee in Act V, 

scene 7- It is perhaps not too fanciful to suppose that it was the 

sound of that last echo of Thesee's voice from the sea, the 

effrovable cri (which responds to the voix formidable, (v, 6.1191507- 

1509)), which determined her. At the very last, impregnated through 

the mediation of Thesee with desire and death, she brings truth to 

light, and so makes possible a new cycle of generation which will 

begin with Aricie. 

In this way ends the play$ to which the actions of Thesee have 

given the lighting, provided the scene of action which has brought 

the characters together, and allowed desire and death to act upon 

them. Can we find any "character" vhich fulfils a similar function 

in La Jeune Parclue? Let us examine the rS'le of the sun in Valery's 

poem. 

The Parque's sun is specifically a deity. He is the dieu brillant, 

of 1.122, and although not the only trigger of the Parque's drama, 

acts in concert with another agent, the bird, to permit it to 

function. We find the sun linked with the birdt and with death. 

The bird, un oiseau qui varie (1-170), appears and vanishes against 

the sim (11-171-172). The dangers it brings are those of perception, 

0 dangereusement de son regard la proie! 
(1-173) 
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which the light of the sun makes possible, cent fois sur le soleil. 

The sun is also an agent of generation and destruction: 

Rien ne me murmurait qu'un desir de mourir 
Dans cette blonde pulpe au soleil pu'kt murir 

(11.115-116) 

The sun's effects are first felt in the past, before the start 

of the poem, when the Parque sees herself as his bride, and his 

equal, just as Phedre had been before her husband left her: 

Vetais l"egale et l'epouse du joux 

His first appearance, Quel eclat sur mes cils (1.110),, is made against 

a background which suggests movement, vol (1.106) - flight, or theft, 

and by sea, ondes (1-104), large (1.106), together with rape, ravis 

(1.106). souleve (1-104). suggesting a parallel with Thesee's 

abduction of Phedre. 

ýLmin, it is the sun which leads the Parque to the perception %. J- 

of her shadow, with the hint of sea, and death, under its aegis, as 

well as the suggestion of love (for as we know, the enemy, in the 

language of preciosity, is the beloved of either sex): 

Si ce nlest, '06 Splendeur, quIa mes pieds 1'Ennemie 
Mon ombre! la mobile et la souple momie ... 
Glisse! Barque funebre ... Fmy italics 

L- 
1 

(11-141-1429 148) 

The Paxque is thus shocked into the halt, the long reverie, the 

mental darkness, that will merge into the dream from which she will 

awaken at the beginning of the poem. Now the sun has vanished, but 

she hears the voices from the sea, with their rumours of grief and 

desertion: 

Une rumeur de plainte et de resserrement 
(1.12) 
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In the darknessq lit by the stars, she has seen the serpent, and 

felt its bite. The resemblance between the earlier shadow, mobile, 

souple, glisseq and the shape and the action of a serpent, allow us 

to recognise the shadow's reappearance here, grown monstrous in 

dream, and linked with desire, 

Quel repli de desirs, sa trallne. ' 

(1.38) 

and with pain, douleur laissee. lourde plaie (11-41,48). Again we 

notice the parallel with Phedre's blessure trop vive (1.39 1.304)9 

and with the freezing and burning effects of desire, Ph; dre'B 

Je sentis tout mon corps et transir et brSlerg 
(Ph; dre, 111,1.276) 

and the Parque'B BenBations, h* main glac' (1-15), brale erlBBee, ee 

(1.48). 

The conditions for the triumph have now been created, and the 

poem/play can begin. It duly proceeds, from reaction to reaction, 

from resolve on death to abandon (L J Pq 1.97). in the long delirium 

of deBire, interrupted by reality, to the irreBistible uprush of 

passion which paints the future spring. This surge of desire is 

bound up with the nearness of death: 

0 mort, respire enfin cette esclave de roi 
(1.219) 

but also with the return of the sun, which the Parque hears: 

Les arbres regonfles .. 
Meuvent sur le soleil leur tonnantes toisons 

(11.230-231) 

What she hears is also the voice of death, Nlentends-tu pas fremir 

(1.235). linked with the sea as it bears away the individual, or the 

race, flottante foret, arbre unanime (11.238-239). 

Un fleuve tendreg 'o% mort, et cache/ sous les herbes, ... 
(1.242) 
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The Parque is poised between life and death, and after 

abandoning herself to a passion of desire (like Phedre's complete 

abandon to Venus), she passes to a passion of rejection: 

Non, vous ne tiendrez pas de moi la vie! 
(1.271) 

0 Again, after wavering in uncertainty, the pas deconcertes (1.279) 

which echo Phedre's pas irresolus, she at last brings to birth the 

tear, symbol of compassion and purity. Here should have been her 

end, as it is the end of her drama, with the descent below the waves. 

Such lines as 

Evanouissement du corps dans un grand cri tardif 
du sol par un cri devore 

Houle qui me murmure une ombre de reproche ... 
(Nadal, Etude critique', p. 242) 

axe some of the indications given among the varying sketches of the 

conclusion. However, in the poem as it now stands, we have an 

elaboration of the theme of total disorder (11.299-303)9 and despair, 

00 
evitant llesperance (1-301), and the voices from the sea threaten 

death, from which the Parque retreats: 

le vent semble a travers un linceul, [my italics] 
Ourdir de bruits marins une confuse trame ... 
M61ange de la lame en ruine [my italics] 

(11.316-317) 

C". 

ahe allows herself to be dissuaded from death by her own weakness, 

faiblesse de neige'(1-305)q and by her own instinct for survival, 

as she later recognises: 

ce reste dlamour que se gaxdait le corps 
(1-479) 

as was Phedre so many times by Oenone. The first instance may stand 

for them all: 
60 

Je voulais en mourant prendre soin de ma gloire 
Et derober au jour une flamme si noire: 
Je nlai pu soutenir tes larmes, tes combats; 

(Phedre, 1.39 11-309-311) 
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The return of light, un miroir de la mer (1-327), and its 

sourire d1hier (1-328), which now follow immediately upon the passage 

in which the voices from the sea threaten death and oblivion (11-316- 

321), introduce a section of the poem which, although it looks 

forward to restoration of innocence, nevertheless sees a series of 

destructions - the destruction of the Parque's imaginaxy characters. 

The description of the Parquels "deaths" (11-361-405) is preceded by 

lines which suggest a reminiscence of the past, evoking Phedre's 

memories of both Hippolyte and the young Thesee, Tel q 'on depeint 

nos dieux (11,59 1.640). in her statement: 
% 11 

Nulle jamais des dieux plus pres aventuree ... 
Nlosa peindre a son front leur souffle ravisseur 

(11-366-367) 

while the continuation 

Et de la nuit parfaite implorant llepaisseur 
0%A Pretendre par la levre au supreme murmure ... 

(11-368-369) 

conjures up Phedre's vain attempts to achieve the darkness of death, 

R 

derober au jour, a final extinction; 

Un reste de chaleur tout pret a slexhaler ... 
(Phedre, 1.39 11-3109 316) 

as they do her final sacrifice with its dying speech. 

The Parque's imagined deaths, too, axe sacrificial deaths, as 

a. re those of Phedre and Hippolyte, offered up to Venus (Phedre, 1.249). 

Her description suggests this, evoking the altax steps, pente plus pur, 

(1-385), victime entrIouverte (1-386) and the pyre 

Vers un aromatique avenir de fumee 
Je me sentais conduite, offerte, et cons-umee ... 

(11-397-398) 

Indeed rarelyg it seems to us, can the elements of Racine's poetry 

have been transferred by another poet to another Poem! morp than iin this 

0 
section of La Jeune Paxque. It is not surprising that Valery 
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should have recognised his own success here, 
61 

nor that we should 

recognise the shades of Phedre and Hippolyte. We may perhaps also 

be allowed to remark that a third death, adumbrated in the section 

on the couch (11-465-480), was voluntary, as were the deaths of 

Phedre and Oenone, and that its form recalls Oenone's suicide, 

Dans la profonde mer Oenone sIest lancee ... 
(Phedre, V, 59 1.1466) 

as the Parque recalls her mimic death in her couch-tomb: 

Voici que tant d'orgueil qui dans vos plis se plonge 
A la fin se melange aux bassesses du songe ... 

(11.473-474) 

We remember too that Racine speaks of Oenone's evil deeds as 

bassesses (Ph; dre, Prýface). All the Parque's deaths axe dreams: 

Alors, nlai-je forme, vains adieux si je vis, 
Que songes? ... 

(11-495-496) 

They are the creations of the Parque's sleepq her mock death, and 

thus generated by its tides. The couch and its coverings repeat the 

idea of the. trame (1-317)v the linceul (1-316) that we find in the 

passage on the devouring sea. Its tides axe suggested in the retours 

(1-472), the water by the nappes (1-475); and the idea of destruction, 

noyer (1-416). corrompirent (1-480), repeat the lame en ruine (1-318). 

while the Parque's tears, les yeux dans ses larmes (1-477). provide 

the essential bitterness of the sea. 

Thus the absence of light, together with the sea and its 

voices, so important in the pattern of Phedre, are agents in the 

Parque's dreams of love and death. The retixm of light, with the 

sun, combines with the voices from the sea in the destruction of her 

illusionsq and of her supernatural and monstrous image of herself 

which she has created - the birdq the serpent and the image of 
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impossible perfection and purity, the monstre de candeur (1-503). 

She comes, in the sun (1-492) and hearing the wavestappel de la mer 

(1-500), is brought to the edge of a sea which is now truly the 

bord dore de l'univers (1.164), whither she has been led by the sun. 

Thesee has returned, young and glorious, and the Parque, her real 

innocence restored, rushes to meet him, as though Phedre had accepted 

herself as no sinner in the 17th century, no adulteress of the 

ancient world, could have done. Yet the human being, the vierge de 

sang (1-511). is perhaps no less truly tragic than at the end of 

Racine Is great play. 

A major theme within the complex subject matter of La Jeune 

Parclue is that of love, or rather the ravages of love and its effects 

upon the individual who experiences its domination. Here again it is 

significant that in defining this subject Valery refers to Racine 

whom he admires for attempting to portray it: 

Comment traduire llamour vraie (Clest-a-dire cette 
composition de TOUS ingredients de la vie sensible- 
sensitive, selon une sensibilisation particuliere, 
donnant une valeur "infiniell a un 'ehre et a la capture 
de cet etre) en langage des dieux? F ... ] Il FRacinel a LJ 

fait ce qulil a pu, et merveilleusement, sans doute ... 
Le mot proie est excellent 

(C 27 9 457) 

J. P. 

000 
( grand sujet, amour haine ). 

(Notes cliverseS) 
62 

How to represent Pamour vraie, q the absolute invasion of the 

self, the stimulus which should shock it into consciousness - "cette 

possession dlun systeme vivant par I-'. amour". Here was a project 
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to daunt even Vale3y in his projection of 'Ila conscience consciente". 

Phedre's own descriptions of its origins in herself axe famous: 

Le ciel mit dans mon sein une flamme funeste; 

(Vv 79 1.1625) 

and again, in tIm full impact of her torment, 

Ce nlest plus une axdeur dans mes veines cach; e, 
Clest Venus toute entiere a sa proie attachee.... 

(Ibid., Ig 3, p 11-305-306) 

Now Venus, it is plain from Thesee's career (Ph; dre, I. lt 11.83-94)9 

is a goddess whom Thesee has always served. Moreover, Venus, no less 

than Neptune, is a sea-deity, and she will produce results equally 

fatal and extraordinary at the end of the tragedy. However, as 

Marc Eigeldinger remaxks, 
63 

La fatalite divine et hereditaire se confond avec la 
fatalite interieure, en ce que la volonte des dieux ne 
demeure pas exterieure aux personnages, mais quIelle 

agit en eux, quIelle est incorporee aux mouvements 
de leur affectivite et leurs passions ... 

(Mythologie solaire dans 110euvre 
de Racine, p. 91) 

Valery puts it rather more brutally, saying of Phedre, 

p Clest la region de 11 ster [Valery's italiesl quIelle 
R appelle Venuq 64 

In his equally brutal essay,, Sur Phedre Femme. Valýry writes of 

%%1,65 Phedre possessed by desire as Racine's "Phedre assez animal. 

"Animal", however, is a word which can have a double meaning, if we 

think of the Latin, anima; and the passion of desire in Phedre can be 

seen as a longing of the mind and soul, as well as of the lody. 

Phedre's passion for Hippolyte was also a passion for something pure 

and immortal, a longing for the godhead she sees in him, as well as 

the source of intolerable suffering, and of the degradation Racine 

describes in his preface to the play: 
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Les passions nly sont presentees ... que pour montrer 
tout le desordre dont elles sont cause: et le vice est 
peint partout avec des couleurs qui en font connaltre 
et ha'lr la difformite ... 

66 

Other aspects of desire emerge in Aricie's longing to conquer 

Hippolyte. Here a desire for the riches of the mind, and virtue, 

des plus nobles richesses (1.1.441). les vertus de son pere (Ibid., 

1.442), co-exists with the cruelty of love, as a spur to action. 

Hippolyte's love is tantamount to treachery and disaster - for 

Aricie is the enemy of his father's house. 

Contamination, poison (IV, 6,1.991), love is nonetheless a 

Bource of possible tendernesst Theramenets douceur, (Ig 2,1.121)9 

or the happiness Phedre imagines for Hippolyte and Aricie: 

Tous les jours se levaient clairs et sereins pour eux 
(IV9 6,1.1240) 

Even she has been made happy by love, in her marriage to Thesee, 

and this double aspect of the nature of love holds even for Oenone's 

view of Phedre's love for Hippolyte. To her, love is either a crime 

and threat '1.39 1.266), or hope for the future, a means of 

fulfilling the demands of her own overmastering passion for the life 

of her nursling. Her view varies turn by turn, as Phedre's desire 

either threatens Phedre's life and power (as in Act I. scene 3). or 

offers a means of preserving both (as in Act I, scene 5). 

This double aspect explains why desire, in Phedreq both 

fascinates and repels (Amourg haine); why it is both inspiration and 

poison to Thesee's entourage, as Hippolyte tells us, 

quel funeste poison 
.0 L'amour a repandu sur toute sa maison ... 

(Phedre,, IV, 6,1.1437) 

and why it leads to both death and new life. Instigator and subject 

of Racine's tragedy, desire, following the path created for it by the 
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0. s 

activities of Theýee, produces both mental and physical changes in 

the characters of Phedre, as they waver between attraction and 

repulsion, desire for gloire and the desire for the beloved, through 

the successive stages of revolt, folly, hope and despair, of 

jealousy and fury. 

The final stage, however, sees the birth of another force which 

has accompanied desire, and slowly grown along with it, - the force 

of compassion and tenderness. Only Phedre is truly compassionate, 

and it is her compassion which betrays and destroys her, pity for 

Oenone, 

Je nlai pu soutenir tes larmes ... 
(Phedre. 1.3,1.311) 

pity for her children, for their very existence and their 

inheritance, used by Oenone, who reminds Phedre of her son, 

Ses laxmes n1auront plus de main qui les essuie 
(Phedre. 1. 39 1.346) 

and finally pity for Hippolyte (IV, 4, and V. 7) brings the truth to 

light. Phedre's compassion restores innocence, and opens the way 

to rebirth. The tear of La Jeune Parque,, as we shall see, is not fax 

away. 

We must here remind ourselves of the part love played for 

p Valery. An intolerable invasion of the personalityq it acted as a 

goad to his mental powers. Creation, to Valery, was escape from the 

suffering love inflicted. It thus gave the impetus not only to all 

the moods through which the mind could pass, to its reactions to 

the original stimulus, but to its intellectual activity. What more 

likely then than that Valery should have chosen desire as the 

stimulus to set his dram of the mind in motion, and that he should 

have turned yet again to that play of Racine's in which he recognised 
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the most striking parallel to his own experience, as he described 

its effect upon his Parque? 

How, in general, does Valery's presentation of l1amo-ur yraie 

show affinities with the foregoing? The originator of the Parque's 

tragedy may also be seen as le ciel,, acting through the gods, the 

stars, which preside over her first appearance, 

Tout-puissants etrangers, inevitables astres ... 
(1.18) 

and which, in an earlier state of the poem, were gods, dieux les j2lus 

11 67 
eloignes. 

She herself accuses another agent, the bird. She feels herself 

the object of its attack, 

0 dangereusement de son regard la proie! 

reminding us of Phedre, attributing her disasters to Venus in the 

famous 
0%%p Clest Venus toute entiere a sa proie attachee 

(Phedre, 1,3. ) 1.306) 

and of Valery's comment, "le mot proie est excellent" (C 279 457). 

With regard to the Parque's exclamationg we may bear in mind that 

Venus' bird was the dove, and that the dove is associated with the 

Parque's guilt, with the soir favori des colombes, at whose memory 

she blushes. But she will realise later what her name has already 

made plain to us, that she is herself her own fate - as Phedre also 

finally admits. Her own desires have initiated her own disasters: 

llinimense grappe brille a ma soif de desastres 

(1.17) 

and her own gazeý turned inwaxd like that of Phedre, is the source 

of her dangers and her torment: 
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Mon oeil noir est le seuil dlinfernales demeures! 

(1.161) 

She herself is the creator of the gods she accuses, whether Venus' 

dove, or Apollo's swan, and of the serpent: 

Au milieu ** 
de mes bras je me suis faite une autre 

Qui slaliene? ... Qui slenvole? ... Que se vautre? 
(11-437-438) 

The mention of the shell here (1-440) further helps to identify the 

Parque with the sea-borne Venus, and we remember that Phedre also 

"becomes" Venus (Act III, scene 2). 

However, this recognition is not at first apparent, and the 

Parque's desires are embodied in the serpent, in all its aspects. 

Linked with the stars by the Parque's jewelled arm, Je scintille, 

liee, bras de pierreries (11.16,58), the serpent transmits, as it 

were, a wounding passion for immortality and purity from the stars 

(gods) themselves - the pur et surnaturel (1.20). It promises 

De tresors (11-38 ery riches, but also disaster, desordre / 
-39). Val' 

enlarges on the ignoble aspects of desire, promesses immondes (1.62). 

as well as upon the disarray, upon the menace, menace d1amour (1-59). 

the cruelty: 

Tu. ne peux rien sur moi qui ne soit moins cruel ... 
(1.60) 

Crime (1.27), treachery (1-43). and above all, suffering, douleur 

(1-41), blessee (1.42), Plaie (1-48). are the consequence of the 

Parque's own poison, mon poison (1.44). and of the bite which has 

engendered it, un serpent qui venait de me mordre (1-37). At the 

same time the serpent possesses the sweetness, detours tout courus 

de caresses (1-78), and the fascination, danses massives (1-85), 

which attract its victim and make it a cherished object (Cher serpentl 

1.5l)- 
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This double nature, sombre soif de la limp the 

very words evoke the flame si noire - will create both attraction 

and repulsion, will lead to birth (the Berpent is an enfantement 

(1.65)) and then death, 

Tout peut naltre ici-bas dl-une attente infinie 
Llombre 66"me le cede a certaine agonie ... 

(11-73-74) 

and, like Racine's desire, it will be accompanied by compassion - 

L'ame avare slentrlouvre, et du monstre s'emeut 
(1-75) 

which indeed, was born together with desire from the assault of the 

staxs - the larmes of line 21 tell us so. 

Here is the source of the Paxque's tear, which will show itself 

to be the compassion of the soul and of the heart. 

Tu procedes de l'ame, orgueil du labyrinthe, 
Tu me portes du coeur oette goutte contrainte 

(11.2285-286) 

Compassion is nevertheless treacherous, "au plus. traltre de l1ame" 

(1-43). because it betrays a mortal weakness. Gods do not weep. It 

is the Parque's own body, her mortal self, which has betrayed her: 

Hier la chair profonde, hier la chair mattresse 
Mla trahie ... 

(11-425-426) 

In consequence, the Parque (and the comparison with Phedre is most 

moving) has run the gamut of dreams, madness, shame, rage, as she 

oscillates between desire and rejection; yet the result is this 

jewel of compassiong the tear. 

Phedre's compassion kills her, as we have already said. La 

Jeune Parque, child of her time, extends self-knowledge to the whole 

of womankind and embraces her condition. 
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The analysis we have undertaken in this section may perhaps 

be seen as an attempt to answ r Valery's question more fully: 

Que vaut et comment vaut pour A la trouvaille etrangere, 68 
celle de B? desirable, utilisable = traduisible, etc ... 

It seems to us that the relevance of Valery's preoccupation 

with Racine, and in particular with Phedre, ) has been demonstrated by 

a detailed comparison between Phedre and La Jeune Parque. Let us 

look again at Valery's own words: 

Je lui FL Racine] donnai alors une valeur mienne une L IF I importance reelle, parce qiý'e je voyais'qa et la 
' 
dans 

son travail, des solutions a deg 
9 problemes qui etaient 

analogues a certains des miens. 

The pattern of Phedre has indeed been shown to offer viable solutions 

to some of Valery's problems; its structure displays a pattern 

analogous to Valery's conception of the patte: m of consciousness, a 

model for the stimuli which arouse that consciousness. Its internal 

logic provides a blueprint for the effect of those stimuli in 

producing a language with which the consciousness can be explored, 

and a pattern that allows the findings of science, and the stress of 

personal emotion, to be translated into poetry. The mythological 

background to Racine's play provides the scenery and the actors for 

the universal tragedy of man and nature, namely that there is no 

escape from the natural destiny of birth and death, and that 

consciousness can only exist in partnership with the physical. 

There is, howeverg a continual renewal of the differing forms of the 

products of consciousness, the multiple creations of the intellect, 

whose existence is just as precarious - even the immortality of a 

work of art is relative, even the immortality of a Racine, of a 
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Mallarme; yet the pattern of Phedre in La Jeune Parque shows that 

the vanished gods of the French language could not only furnish 

material for their own memorial, but give birth to a new voice. And 

capital though the importance of Mallaxme's work and of his 

personality were to Valery's poem, it is from Racine, and from the 

melody of Phedre, that the Paxque takes up and develops the voice 

which laments for reality and consoles for its attack. 

It may be that this voice, in Valery, from the nature of the 

post-18th century consciousness he was striving to reproduce, and 

from the nature of his individual dileTmn , dictated perhaps more than 

he knew in this portrait of what he describes as "11e"tre vivant et 

pensant. " The end of Le Cimetiere Marin would seem to endorse such 

a view. Provisional the ending of La Jeune Parque may be, but then 

the answer to her, as to Racine's tragic vision, is tantamount to 

an answer to life itself. 
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Le Fonctionnement de lletre humain 1 

In Val6ry's poetic accounts of the changing emotions and 

states of mind triggered by the action of certain stimuli upon the 

individual, we have already seen him drawing upon the basic 

construction of Racine's greatest pl-q-%r. 
2 Phbdre can, however, from 

one point of view, be regarded as but one example of a construction 

which underlies the major plays of Racine, from Andromaque to 

Athalie. It was to this basic construction that Valdry, in our 

opinion, referred, when he was analysing Bajazet in 1927. He sees 

the construction of the play as a blueprint - that is, a formula 

applicable to any character in any given situation: 

0 .. Ce qui frappe le plus ctest llabsence de quoi que 
ce soit 6tranger bL la question. 

Grande simplicitd des personnages - trbs peu 
dissemblables. Ne diffbrent que par leur valeur de 
position dans le jeu. Cette valeur donn6e et le num. 6ro 
du coup de la partie, une "psychologie" g6ndrale 
commune slapplique et combin6e avec lea "ressorts" donne 
la scbne. Formule. 3 Cleat une 6pure ... 

In La Jeune Parque we have, it seems to us, the first conscious 

use of the Racinian blueprint for the workings of the human 

mechanism, set in action by the stimulus of desire or the threat of 

annihilation -a first description of the points along the curve 

traced by the path of action: 

La trag6die nfest que le prdlbvement diune paxtie de 
courbe [... ]caraetdrisd par le maximim dt6nergie dissipde 
en rdponse 10 aux impulsions des individus 20 aux 
dvdnements. 4 

These points, where the maxinnim of energy is deployed, illuminated 

by the white heat of the tirades in all the plays, not only mark the 
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progress of the action, but also offer a further pattern for the 

mechanics, le fonctionnement. The saxae emotions are aroused at the 

same points, regardless of the individual, and for these emotions 

too, Racine provides blueprints, or as Valdry later put it, 

programmes: "Je trouve que les tirades passionndes de Phbdre ne 

sont, en vörit6, que des programmes., '5 

The emotions, or states of mind, thus analysed, correspond, as 

we have noted, to some of the major themes common to Racine and 

Valdry. Thus Val6ry's initial use of Racinian patterns, in 

La Jeune Parclue, is followed by an extended and even more skilful 

use of them in Charmes. 

We can best begin by taking the example of the theme of orgueil, 

which, Valdry considered, was of fundamental importance. In 1919 he 

wrote: 

Llorgueil est une passion (tourment) dletre, le seul esprit 
au monde. 

Il est chez les hommes, de llesprit une n6cessitd 
vitale ... 

6 

Mutatis mutandisq orgueil is also vital to the characters of 

Racine, since they demand, in general, nothing less than absolute 

sovereignty, either over the rest of the world, or over themselves, 

by a kind of divine right. The essence of their pride is that it 

arises from the conceptions the characters have formed of themselves, 

and what is their due - their gloire; and the extent of their 

orgueil becomes visible only when it encounters an obstacle. Since, 

however, this obstacle, in Racine's great plays, has first been 

encountered before the play begins - from Pyrrhus' rejection of 

7 Hermione, to the insult offered to God himself by Athalie8 - we are 

present at the reactions of orgueil from the beginning. The immediate 

response to the shock of surprise and insult is a hardenin of 
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resistance, a concretisation of illusion. The reactions become 

more violent, with every affront to pride, and the demands of the 

characters upon each other and upon themselves more impossible to 

fulfil, until the illusions defended through orgueil have finally 

been shattered, or until death supervenes - or, as with Phbdre, 

both. 

The premisses which the characters of Racine take for granted 

(or rather, which they have taken for granted in the past) and on 

which their pride builds its illusory structures, are those which 

we might expect of gods. The powers they assume are Olympian, be 

they the power of absolute beauty (as with Hermione), absolute 

purity (as with Hippolyte), or, as with Th6sde, the power to conquer 

even death; while Athalie measures herself against the ultimate 

power, Jahveh himself. 

The obstacles which lim"It the bounds of these imaginary empires 

and eventually destroy them are the limits imposed by the other, 

and found within the self. The universe of Racine, reduced to its 

essentials (the dpure), contains only two protagonists. All that 

is not self, or cannot be absorbed by or annexed to the self, is 

obstacle, imposes bounds. The real obstacle, however, is the 

weakness within the self: "Mon coeur, mon l5whe coeur, slintdresse 

pour lui! " Hermione, exclaims (Andromaque, V, 19 1.1404) and this 

is the crux of the matter. The limits imposed by the other merely 

throw into relief the fundamental insufficiency. This is not of 

course to say that each protagonist encounters one obstacle alone 

(though B6r6nicev in its simplicity, comes very near to this one-to-one 

confrontation) but that this schdma underlies Racine's dramatic 

presentations of the workings of orgueil. In the playsq Racine 
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provides different backgrounds, different colourations for this 

abstract design. The apparent obstacles take varying forms: love, 

death, pity, or the claims of an opposing power - Greece, Troy, 

subsumed in the persons of their representatives - or God himself, 

in the person of his representative, Joad. We are presented with 

the confluence of forces against which pride has to contend, and 

with different aspects of the defeat of pride, but the basic 

elements (and the course of the battle) can always be distinguished. 

Beaxing all this in mind, it is possible to see in the 

Parquels tirade', her apostrophe to the serpent, 
9 Valfty's first 

presentation of the Racinian 6pure for orgueil, the first of those 

points characterised by the maximim of energy dissipated in response 

to the protagonists' inner impulses and to outside events 
10 

- the 

first reaction to the Racinian insult. 

This tirade is, as Alain has observed in his commentary, 'Ile 

premier chant de llorgueil. 1111 Its quality of speech elevated to 

music by intensity of feeling relates it to the tiradeslof 

classical tragedy. Moreover, its development follows a similar 

pattern. In it, as in the first tirades of the great plays of 

Racine, and more particularly as in Mbdre, we find a summary of the 

past and a foreshadowing of the future; but, in this instance, the 

tirade is coloured throughout by that illusion of absolute power 

which is typical of. orgueil defending gloire. Because it is the 

description of a state of mind, an absolute of pride, which is 

dictating the behaviour to be followed, it is mainly in the present 

tense - the tense of the imperative. The salient points of the 

progression of orgueilq however, can be referred to events throughout 

the poem which took place in the past, as is the case for the first 
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tirades of Hippolyte, 
12 

of Phbdre, 13 
of Aricie, 14 

and much later, 

of Thdsde; 15 
and1he conclusion of the Pa-rque's tirade, as the 

character comes back to reality, foreshadows the inevitable defeat, 

just as Phbdre's 

Je voulais en mourant prendre soin de ma gloire ... 
(Phbdre, 1,39 1.309) 

is an indication of her failure, which will be absolute at the end 

of the play. The Parque's failure is implicit in the contours de 

mortelle (1.92). The obstacles, which in the plays of Racine set 

limits to the absolute power of his characters (and which, in 

Phbdre, take the shape of love and death) axe, in La Jeune Parclue, 

represented by the serpent (which, we later find, is no other than 

the Parque herself. 16 Thus it is both the 'other' and the self). 

The first appearance of the obstacle in. Phbdre is followed 

instantaneously by the movement of rejection, accompanied by a 

retreat into illusion - the illusion of self-sufficiency. Thus 

Hippolyte, rejecting the suppositions of Thdrambne: 

... Ami, quloses-tu dire? 

Dans un age plus wOr moi-mgme parvenu 
Je me suis applaudi quand je me suis connu 

(Phbdre, 1,19 11.659 71-72) 

Thus Phbdre: 

Pour bannir llennemi dont p6tais idolltreq ... 
Je pressai son exil 

(Ibid., 11.293,295) 

and thus the Paxque: 

Va! je n1ai plus besoin de ta race nalve 
Cher serpent! ... 
Mon ame y peut suffire 

(11-50-51,54) 

At this stage, the obstacle is seen as external, and not insuperable. 
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A second stage comes when the protagonists realise that the obstacle 

has taken possession of their minds, and that the weapons of their 

pride must be turned against themselves. It is marked by 

Hippolytets (unwitting) recognition: "Et moi-meme, bý mon tour, je 

me verrais li6? II (Phbdre, 1,1,1.95); by Plibdre's acknowledgement 

of her possession: "Clest V6nus tout entibre bL sa proie attachde 11 

(ibid. 
9 1,3,1.306) and in Val6ry's poemg by the Parque's 

acknowledgement of her own weakness: 

Llesprit nlest pas si pur ... 
LI&me avare slentrouvre, et du monstre sldmeut ... 

(11.709 75) 

Orgueil demands a total sacrifice. Thdrambne's observation, 

I'Vous pdrissez d1un mal que vous dissimulez" (Phbdre, 1,19 1.136)t 

Phbdre's "Je voulais en mourant prendre soin de ma gloire" (ibid., 

1.309) - indicate the cost, which, in La Jeune Paxque, is indicated 

by the repetition of the words tombeau (1-72), tombe (1-93) and the 

suggestion of death in the Paxque's nuit d'dternelle longueur (1.80). 

The final defence of insulted pride, as it attempts to banish the 

cause of the offence 

Vai pris la vie en haine et ma flamme en horreur 
(Phbdre, 1,39 1.308) 

Fuis-moi! Du noir retour reprends le fil visqueux! 

is to reaffirm the vision of the absolute, the denial of humanity: 

an apotheosis of gloire, evoked by orgueil. The Parque sees herself 

as a supernatural being: "... pqle et prodigieuse, / Toute humide 

de pleurs qul[elle] n1a point vers6s" (11.90-91). She is in fact 

described as a goddessv for gods cannot weep. 

Nevertheless, because the absolute defended by pride is an 
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illusion, and the emotion of will yield to other states of 

mind - and because this tirade, like those of Racine, is a micro- 

cosm. of the play - defeat is there. Defeat, in Phbdrel, is implicit 

in the choice of tense; the conditional and the past both show it. 

Ne souviendrait-il plus ä mes sens ägards 
De liobstaele dternel qui nous a sdpards? ... 

(Phbdre, 1,19 11-103-104) 

Hippolyte demands, and Phedre tells us: "Je voulais en mourant 

prendre soin de ma gloire ... " (ibid., Iq 39 1.309). The Parque's 

defeat is foreshadowed also, though she denies it: 

... et, brisant une tombe sereine 
Je mlaccoude inquibte et pourtant souveraine, 

(11-93-94) 

What. orgueil has conjured up is nothincr more than a dream: 

Tant de mes visions parmi la, nuit et lloeil 
Les moindres mouvements consultent mon orgueil. 

(11-95-96) 

So much for La Jeune Paxque. When we turn to Chaxmes, we note 

a significant progress17 in the technique of compression and 

abstraction. In his treatment of orgueil (among other states of mind) 

in Grenades, the essence of the Racinian schdma relative to orgueil 

can,, it seems to us, be found. This poem, while presenting several 

states of mind, also conforms to Racine's representation of orgueil. 

A primary stimulus, the repeated impact and penetration of the sun 

upon the fruit, in the past: 'Iles soleils pax vous subis" (1-5). 

can be seen as fostering the growth of the fantasies created by 

pride. The grenades, continually worked on by pride, d1orgueil 

travaill6es (1-7)9 have produced the superabundant seeds, excbs de 

[.. ý grains (1.2) in response to forces acting from without. This 

double response - the haxdening of the defences of orgueil under the 
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impact of reality (for the sun has hardened the resistance offered 

by the envelope of the fruit, ltor see de 116corce (1-9), and by its 

interior structures (craquer implies hardness in the cloisons de rubis 

(1.8)))and the excess of growth also induced in response to the 

impact of realitylproduces the catastrophe. The moment of death 

(erbve, 1.11) is also the moment of enlightement (lumineuse rupture. 

We might even take the suggestion from the final lines that 

Val6ry was commenting upon the function of orgueil in relation to 

the productions of Racine and his own poems; 
18 for the gemmes rouges 

of the fruit, the result of its reaction to the forces acting upon 

it (creations of its orgueil) are, like the plays and the poems, 

beauty and nourishment for other minds; while the breach, lumineuse 

rapture, which reveals them, reveals also the processes by which 

they have been formed - the seerbte architecture (1-14). This can 

only be apparent once the process is complete, aprbs coup, to the 

creator and spectator who was Va. 16ry, confronted by Racine. 

If, then, we accept that the Racinian pattern underlies Val6ry's 

analysis of the absolute of pride, can we take the comparison further 

and enquire whether Val6ry's variations on the theme can also be 

related to Racine's? 

What is particularly interesting in Racine is that he varies 

the forces which intrude upon and threaten the apparent security and 

self-sufficiency of the characters, thus stimulating the reactions 

of orgueil. Two of the most powerful of these forces are desire 

and death (and we shall find that in Va, 16ry, as in Racine, these are 

the main forces against which pride reacts). 

In Racine's characters, the revolt against desire is always a 

revolt against domination. Desire is an agent of change and 
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therefore of diminution -far a state of perfection, by definition, 

can admit no change. The orgueil which revolts against desire, as 

such an agent, is the revolt most clearly seen in Phbdrej where 

Racine shows us love not only as the flaw in the godlike persona, 

diminution divine, but as contamination. Seen in this aspect, the 

revolt of is the revolt of integrity and virginity against 

the possession of mind and body by the alien; the revolt against 

change and the fear of change. It is an aspect which Val6ry 

explores in La Jeune Parque and in Charmes. The virginal reactions 

of a Hippolyte, "Implacable ennemi damoureuses lois, " (Phbdre, I. 

1.59) and of an Aricie, equally opposed to love, 19 
are those 

aroused in the Parque, vierge h soi-meme enlac6e (1-45). whose 

reaction against the serpent (1-50) is also the reaction of orgueil 

to the threat of desire. She fears the enemy without, as 
174 

. LLLppolyte feaxs Aricie, and Phbdre Hippolyte (for even Phbdre is 

defending her innocence) - the serpent and its threat of desire (1-59). 

The violence with which Racine's characters, and the Parque, 

react is a measure of their fear of the enemy within, which desire 

threatens to reveal, and of their horror of desire as contamination. 

This horror, Phbdre's detestation of her passion, une flame si noire 

(Phbdre, 1,39 1.310), and Hippolyte's horror of Phbdre and of 

himself, "Je ne puis sans horreur me regaxder moi-meme" (ibid., II, 

69 1.718)9 is quite apparent in the Parque's rejection of the self 

desire has shown her, the monstre (1-75); by the terms she uses to 

reject it, the promesses immondes (1.62), the 

Fuis-moi! Du noir retour reprends le fil visqueux! ... 

U- 
Her pride, like that of Hippolyte, wishes to see the threat of desire 
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as powerless. Both insist upon their purity, their lapartness', 

their refusal to be grouped with ordinary humanity (au rang du reste 

des mortels, Phbdre, 1,1,1.63): 

Couve sur d'autres coeurs les germes de leur mal 
(1.87) 

This attempt at rejection does, in fact, illustrate the cost of 

orgueil and -show us the other face of changelessness. 

In short, paradoxically, orgueil, if successful, implies 

sterility and death. 

This is again explored in Au Platane. Let us consider the 

opening lines of the poem: 

Tu penches, grand Platane, et te proposes nu, 
Blanc comme un jeune Scythe, 

Mais ta candeur est prise, et ton pied retenu 
Par la force du site. 

(11.1-4) 

Here, the terms in which the plane tree is described cannot fail to 

remind us of the purity of Hippolyte. Hippolyte is fils dlune Scythe 

(Phbdre, Iq 39 1.210), the tree is blanc comme un jeune Scythe (1-2). 

Hippolytels essential purity - 

Le jour nlest pas plus pur que le fond de mon coeur, 
(. Phbdre, IV, 2,1.1112) 

is echoed in the pur de l1ame (1-58). This purity is reinforced 

by the nu (1.1), the blanc (1.2), the candeur, (1.3). The purity of 

Hippolyte's axm, which Phbdre's blood would defile, 20 
is evoked by 

the tree's branches: "... bras plus purs que les bras animaux, 11 

(1-41). 

Hippolyte's pride, which revolts against the attacks of desire, 

indicated by the coeur si fier, Phbdre, 1,1,1.67), and thepýerýbe 

ennemi (ibid., Ig 39 1.272). is found in Val6ry's poem, where we have 
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9 the trouble fier (1-45). the t9te superbe (1-70), resisting the 

north wind, Apre tramontane, (1.46). The implications of 

resistance, the tree's apartness again, axe comparable with the 

sterility and isolation of Hippolyte: 

Assez dans les forets mon oisive jeunesse 

(Phbdre, 111,, 59 1.933) 

The tree is, in one respect, not as others of its kind. 

Although it is seen as one of many of its fellows (tes pareils sont 

nombreux, 1.19). yet it is implicitly contrasted with them. They 

are fruitful and this fruitfulness is linked with death and disorder. 

Its equals, the other trees, 

par les morts saisis, les pieds dchevel6s 
Dans la confuse cendre 

Sentent les fuir les fleurs, et leurs spermes ail6s 
Le 16ger cours descendre ... 

(11.21-24) 

There is, too, a suggestion of desecration, a deflowering, in the 

sentent les fuir les fleurs. The plane consents to none of this, 

mais toi (1-41), resisting the wind, agent of desire and fertility. 

Again we can see Hippolyte's ho=or of contamination in the 

earlier lines: 

La noire mbre astreint ce pied natal et pur 
A qui la fange pbse ... 

As with Hippolyte, 21 the rash pride of the plane tree covers an inner 

insufficiency. Hippolyte is as vulnerable to desire and death as 

his fellow-mortals; his attempt to escape desire, and gain 

immortality,, is always frustrated. The plane too is one among many, 

Pressens autour de toi dlautres vivants li6s 
Par 11hydre vdn6rable; 

(11-17-18) 
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nor can it even escape to attain the desired apotheosis: 

Le front nlaura dlacebs qulaux degr6s lumineux 
Oh la sbve llexalte: 

(11.13-14) 

Moreover, the very terms Val6ry uses to describe the bondage of the 

plane tree must remind us of those Racine uses to reveal Hippolyte's 

mortal nature and to describe his death. The monstre, and Phbdre 

herself, are evoked by the hydre (1.18), the noire mbre (1-7), the 

double bonds of desire and mortality (and the means of Hippolyte's 

death) by the li6s, 22 
par les morts saisis, (1.21), confuse cendre 

(1.22), while the dchevel6s (1.21) will recall the torn locks of 

Hippolyte (Phbdre, V, 69 1.1558). 

Desire, however, brings not only disorder and death, but change. 

One of the most significant changes it brings about in Phbdre is the 

transition from silence to speech. Desire forces Hippolyte into 

utterance, at first inarticulate, I'Mes seuls g6missements font 

retentir les bois! " (Phbdre, 11,2,1.551), and then coherent: 

"Songez que je vous parle une langue dtrangbre, " (ibid., 1.558). 

In exactly the same way, the tree would be forced into utterance by 

desire, Ose gdmir (1-49)9 rendre aux vents la voix (1-51). The 

tree's refusal, Non! (1.69), translates the supreme revolt of 

Racinian orgueil against manipulation by desire (here, the desire to 

create), be it by inspiration, 

... rendre aux vents la voix 
Qulils cherchent en d6sordre! 

(11-51-52) 

or by the efforts of the poet, amoureusement des Dryades rival (1.65). 

And the treets refusal also translates, it seems to us, the supreme 

revolt of pride against change, for there is one silence Hippolyte 
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never breaks - the truth about Phbdre. To do so would be to 

abandon his dream, the image of a perfect Th6s6e with whose 

perfection he hopes to identify himself. 

We witness the cost of th-s refusal and the defeat of orgueil 

in Phbdre. The same cost is sufficiently indicated in Valdryls 

poem in the levelled grass, the bowed tree: 

Que la tempete traite universellement 
Comme elle fait une herbe 

(11-71-72) 

There is, perhaps, one final parallel. Hippolyte's long 

struggle against desire, his obstinate refusal to break silence to 

the very end (on one point at least), axe the matter for a dramatic 

poem,, Phbdre. The tree, in spite of its stubborn persistence, has 

in fact been used, as the Latin sense of the verb traiter shows, 
23 

to create a poem. 

In Au Platane then, Valdry shows us predominantly the efforts 

of orgueil to break loose from the contamination of desire (fange, 

1-8), and the bonds of mortality echo, it seems to us, the outward 

and upward direction of Hippolyte's flight in his revolt against 

reality. Neither the tree, nor the tragic herog can break the 

bonds. 

In the, Fragments du Naxcisse we have, it may be, the other 

direction of Hippolyte's flight - the inward movement through which 

T74 

z"ppolyte seeks to become the heroic being he desires to be: 

Maintenant je me cherche et ne me trouve plus 
Portant partout le trait dont je suis d6chird 

(Phbclre, 11,2,11-548v 540) 

Ce soir, comme d1un cerf, la fuite vers la source 
Ne cesse qutil ne tombe au milieu des roseaux, 
Ma soif me vient abattre au bord meme des eaux 

(F du N Ig 11.2-4) 
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The orgueil of Narcissus is nonetheless in revolt against the same 

basic elements of disorder and contamination as threaten the plane 

tree (all desire, even self love, threatens security); and his 

orgueil is a defence against the same basic insufficiency. The 

passionate self-admiration of the legendary Narcissus is here 

transmuted into an adoration of purity, 
24 

part of whose essence is, 

like that of Hippolytels, hubris. The latter's IIJe me suis applaudi 

quand je me suis connu, " (Phbdre, 1.19 1.72) is echoed by the 

former's 

Jusqulä ce temps charmant je mt6tais inconnu 
Et je ne savais pas me ch6rir ... 

(F du N 1,11.136-137) 

which scorns (or wishes to scorn) all others as unworthy. Hippolyte's 

orgueil qui 116tonne (Phbdre, Ig 19 1.70) is echoed too by the 

Narcissus: 

Mals moi, Narcisse aimd, je ne suis curieux 
Que de ma seule essence ... 

Tout autre nlest qulabsence ... 
(F du N 11,11-83-849 86) 

The purity of the image of self adored by Hippolyte, seen in his 

00 25 
speech to Thesee, is found in Valdryls fountain, identified 

with Narcissus (who, in approaching it, approaches himself 26 ). 

contains the reflection of Narcissus, corps si pur (111,1.1)9 

Hippolyte's image of himself, 

Seigneur, je crois surtout avoir fait dclater 
La haine des forfaits quion ose mlimputer ... 

(Phbdre, IV, 29 11-1107-1108) 

it 

which is again suggested by the dclat fatal et pur thrown back by 

the fountain (1.1.72). The passions of others, in fact, are seen 

as contamination by Narcissus - "A cette onde jamais ne burent les 
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troupeaux, . *" 
(Ig 1.60) - and this proud rejection may be seen 

as the reaction of fear - fear of losing the dream of purity, the 

perfect self, as Hippolyte rejects the unworthy aspect of his 

'ideal hero, ' his other selft Th6s6e, resenting even the 

suggestion of love, although he is well aware of the succession of 

Th6sdels conquests. 
27 

Likewise, Val6ry's Narcissus needs absolute stillness: 

Meme, dans sa, faiblesse, aux ombres 6chapp6e 
Si la, feuille perdue effleure la, napee 
Elle suffit bL rompre un univers dormant ... 

(ig 11.9-11) 
lest the mention of desire disturb his dream: I'Votre sommeil 

importe bý mon enchantement, " (1.12), and in fact it is this inner 

recognition of the fragility of the image, a realisation, of his own 

weakness, which arouses the defences of Hippolyte's orgueil. His 

own passion (laChes soupirs, Phbdre, 1,19 1.97), his o-vv-n 

insufficiency (aucuns monstres [.. ý par moi dompt6s, ibid., 1.99). are 

at the root of his passionate self-exaltation in Act I of Phbdare,, 

Narcissus himself troubles the waters reflecting his image with his 

own passion for the ungraspable self (monstre de slaimer, 1,1.86). 

... Le bruit 
Du souffle que j1enseigne bL tes lbvres, mon double, 
Sur la2Lmpide lame a fait courir un trouble 

(Ig llol28-130) 

Hippolyte's own recognition of his own insufficiency, I'Ai-je pu 

rdsister au chaxme d6cevant" (Phbdre, 11,2,1.523), the 

acknowledgement by the Narcisse of his: IlDlappartenir sans force 

b, d$6ternels attraits! ... " (1,1.109), explain the quality of 

Hippolyte's exaltation of his own feelings: "... tr6sor d1impuissance 

et dforgueil ... " (Iq 1.144). 
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Again, the other face of the purity on which orgueillinsists, 

is sterility, for creation is seen as evil. Hippolyte wishes to 

reject even his apparently blameless passion for Aricie, 28 
for this 

love is, as Racine shows us, evil, in that it is a danger to 

supremacy (in this case, that of Thds6e, whose gloire is so 

important to his son) and hence, to orgueil. 
29 The object of 

Narcissus' passion is sterile also, 
30 11torse ý.. ] / non form6 de 

fruits ... " (111,11.25-26). 

The effort to rejoin the image of self cherished by orgueil 

is barren also. Racine symbolises this in his picture of Hippolyte's 

attempts to control his horses: "En efforts impuissants leur Maitre 

se consume" (Phbdre, V, 6,1.1537) and Valdry shows us the same 

hopeless struggle: "Un d6sir sur soi-meme essayer son pouvoir" 

F du N IIp 1.100). In both cases, the effort ends in annihilation. 

.. 
31 Ovid's lovely boy wasted away, for Val6ry's Narcissus as for 

Hippolyte's broken body, corps d6figur6, (Phbdreq V, 6,1.1568), self 

and image are shattered together: 

Llinsaisissable amour que tu me vins promettre 
Passe, et dans un frisson, brise Naxcisse et fuit 

(1119 11-49-50) 

If the orgueillin Au Platane and the Fragments du Narcisse 

reminds us most forcibly of the pride of innocence, the virgin 

Hippolyte roused by the fear of contamination, La Pythie shows us 

the revolt of experience, the revolt of a Phbdre. Racine's Phbdre 

has experienced, and resents the most profound violation of her 

integrity; Val6ry's Pythie presents the virgin possessed, submitting 

at once to the processes of the act of love and of parturition, 

aware of her degradation: 
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Pai perdu mon propre mystbre. 1 .. 
(1.28) 

Phbdre's revolt is against Hippolyteý and V6nus (desire itself), 

instruments revealing her own impurity and weakness. The Pythie's 

revolt is against the invading deity, Maitre immonde (1-31), as she 

recogruses what possession means for her: "Eh! Quoi! Devenir 

la vipbre" (1-71). Her orgueil. reacts with a total rejection of 

herself, as does Phbdre's. In the second act of, Phbdre, Phbdre 

says (in effect) to Hippolytet "If you have rejected the image of 

my innocence, and of the innocence of love, which I have placed %I 

before you, and if I must recognise myself in the monster you have 

made of me, then I refuse existence: " 

Venge-toi, punis-moi dun odieux amour, ... 
Ddlivre llunivers d'un monstre qui ttirrite! 

(Phbdre, 11.699,701) 

The priestess of Val6ry's poem, vieMe consac3: de (1.125). and still 

virgin, pur ventre (1-34). feeling her essential virginity insulted 

by the power of creation, Puissance cr6atrice (1-131). reacts 

similaxly: 

Si tu courbes un monstre, tue 
Oe monstre 

(11-55-56) 

We must not forget, however, that Phbdre has a double, Oenoneq 

whose. orgueil also reacts against the insults offered by desire to 

her other self. Oenone has quite a different view of the same scene. 

For her, Hippolyte is already the monster of pride which she will 

set before Phbdre in Act III, scene 3. and which Phbdre will accept: 

"Je le vois comme un monstre effroyable bý mes yeux" (Phbdre, III, 3p 

1.884). Oenone sees Hippolyte, in his rejection of Phbdrels desire, 
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as not only proud, but cruel: 

Pouvez-vous dlun superbe oublier les m6pris? 
Avec quels yeux cruels sa rigueur obstin6e 
Vons laissait h ses pieds pe-a slen faut prostern6e! 

(Ibid., 1119 1ý 11-776-778) 

Even for Phledre, he is without feelings, insensible, his eyes 

pitiless, inhumains'. 32 Val6ry, with extraord-inary subtlety, has 

incorporated this aspect of the virgin orgueil, ref-using 

contamination, into his presentation of the Pythie's access of 

I 
(1-56)ý3 orgapil, from monstre to monstre. as it were. The bete abattue 

the crins (1-58) - as earlier the naseaux (1.2), the hemir (1-17) 

axe not only animal, but hippine, and hence introduce Hippolyte. 

Now, while there is no doubt that Racine wished to show desire as 

evil in Phbdxe, and while Val6ry amply illustrates this in La Pythie, 

yet in stanzas 6 and 7 of that poem, the poet evokes the monstrosity 

of the orgueil, which, like Hippolyte's, rejects desire and imposes 

sterility and death not only upon the self, I'Morte, errante, et 

lune h jamais, " (1.62). but also on the other: 

Que soit les humains faits statues 
Les coeurs fig6s, les Ames tues ... 

(11.65-66) 

and indeed upon the whole universe: 

Que cette plus pcile des lampes 
Saisisse de marbre la nuit! ... 

(11-59-60) 

Agrain it is a vain aspiration. Desire and death (Venus, Neptune) 
%mm; - 

prove to the characters of Racine that they axe not immortal. In 

Valdry's poemp the god, dieu dans la chair dgard (1.224) - her own 

insuperable desire - defeats the Pythie's illusions of equality 

with the gods (Artemis, lune h i-anaisl, 1.62; Aphrodite, con2. ue, 1.1259 

don des dcumesp 1.89). Racine's characters, so far from being able 
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to maintain a pitiless and paralysing supremacy over the self and 
34 the other, and thus manifest their stature to the entire world, 

or as Val6ry puts it, "llonde / Astreinte "t d'6ternels sommets" 

(La P. 11.63-64)., are compelled rather to become vehicles for the 

forces of creation they have denied or defied. The savagery of 

Hippolytels death, "Tout son corps nlest bient8t qulune plaiell 

(Phbdrej V, 6,1-1550)v "De mon fils ddchir6 ... la sanglante image" 

(ibid., Vq 79 1.1606), corresponds to the Pythiels plaie immense 

(1-157). the d6chirante rupture (1-159); and Th6sdels anguish at the 

gods' fatal gifts, his tears (and those of Phbdre)35 "Et je mlen 

vais pleurer leurs faveurs meurtribres" (Phbdre. V. 79 1.1613) are 

echoed in the Pythie's tears: 

0 pleurs dont les sources premibres 
Sont trop profondes dans les cieux 

(11-173-174) 

As with Racine, these tears signal the defeat of or il. It is 

Phbdrels degradation and death which achieve this defeat, chief 

instrument of future creation, her calm voice which opens the way 

for it; it is the PYthie's orgasm of passion and death which 

finally gives birth to the future, under the hands of the arch-priest: 

.. une voix nouvelle et blanche ýchappe de ce corps impur ... 
(11.219-220) 

If we have so far seen Val6ry using Racine's mode, 
36 

as it has 

come down to us in Phbdre, we must turn to Athalie to see how Val6ry 

uses that model in his analysis of another kind of orgueil. Phbdre 

shows us the pride of the mortal who aspires to divine power - as 
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0 J. 

Hippolyte aspires to become the 'divine' Thesee, or Thesee usurps 

the powers of Neptune, Phedre those of Venus. Athalie shows us the 

orgueij of the creator himself, as he acts through his priest, 

Joad, who is possessed: "Est -ce llEsprit divin qui slempare de moi? 

Clest lui-meme ... " (Athalie, 111,79 11-1130-1131). In 

Mr" 

Ebauche d1un Serpent, Valery transforms the profondeur 

d'ambitions sacrees37 of his model into a caricature of pride38 but 

this caricature of. orgueillsimply exaggerates and decorates the same 

basic schema we have already indicated. The chorus, in Athalie, links 

God's creation of the world and of light, in Act I. scene 4. with 

his act of manifestation, when the Lord on Sinall, le seigneur enferme 

(Valery's paternite voilee, 1.105). 

Fit luire aux mortels un rayon de sa, gloire 
Il venait reveler aux enfants des Hebreux 
De ses preceptes saints la, lumiere immortelle 

(Athalie, 1.49 11-3359 

lending its colouxing to Valery's (or Bossuet's) 

Celui qui regne dans les cieux, 
Dlune voix qui fut la lumiere 
Ouvrit ltunivers spacieux �� 

(11-52-54) 

0a0 

343-344) 

If we remember the first Commandm nt, we can see why Vale: qy should 

write "Mais, le premier mot de son Verbe, / NOV ... 11 (11.65-66). 

2mueil, in our (and Racinels) schýma, is provoked by inner 

insufficiency or insult from without. Valery has treated the act 

of creation as a manifestation of such an insufficiency, again, it 

seems to us, borrowing from the Racinian picture. Racine's God, 

whose supremacy originally existed before the creation of time, "Son 

empire a des temps precede la naissanceg" (Athalie, 1.49 1.313) and 
0 Valery's "... Temps sa ruine! ... " (1.61), and who has been prodigal 
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of his gifts: "Il nous donne ses lois, il nous donne lui-meme ... 

(Athalie, 1,39 1.353)9 "Il se fit Celui qui dissipe / En 

cons6quences, son Principe (11-58-59). is seen, in the first 

act of Athalie', as a being both defeated and exhaustedg unable to 

help His people: 

Il voit sans intdret leur grandeur terrassde, 
Et sa, mis6ricorde bL la, fin slest lassde ... 

(Athalie, 1,19 11.99-100) 

Val6ryls God is also weary, las de son pur spectacle ... 
(1-55). In 

the descent from perfection, diminution divine (1.69), orgueil has 

been created. The serpent's pride mirrors the pride of the deityg 

and the pattern of pride continues to follow the pattern of Athalie, 

as where Racine's two priests confront one another. Priest of God 

and priest of Baal, Joad and Mathan use the same methods in defence 

of an. orgueil'aroused for the same reasons. It may be argued that 

Racine regarded the pride of a Joad (and of his God) as justified, 

and that of Mathan as sacrilege, but for Val6ry, there was nothing 

to choose between the two priests: under an entry headed Racine louf. ; -, -_ 7 

he tells us this: 

On nta pas assez remarqn6 dans Athalie 116gale cruautd 
et fourberie des deux pretres - opposgs - et le bon 
pire que le mauvais LF .. ] Toute la profondeur des haines 
sacerdotales ... 

39 

This entry corresponds with what he wrote in 1913 of spiritual pride: 

profonde guerre des orgueils, ',,.. 11cette guerre est d1une irbs 
ancienne origine[... IC'est. Mon Dieu est plus 

puissant que le tien [,..., ]4u 

TT- 

Here we could well have a reference to Athalie's remark 

Jlai mon Dieu que je sers; vous servirez le votre 
Ce sont deux puissants dieux ... 

and Joas's retort: 
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*** il faut craindre le mien 
Lui seul est Dieu, madame, et le votre nlest rien 

(Athalie,, 11,79 11.684-686) 

Joad/God has been affronted by a withdrawal of adoration and love; 

only a few zealots still pay hommage 
41 

to the God who has withdrawn 

from them, 
42 

and Val6ry's God, Paternit6 voilde, though still 

adored (11.106-107). and distant, lointaine (1.109)9 is also 

troubledq like Racine's, by the schemes of his rival, and one-time 

follower, who is the agent of that desertion, as was Nathan. The 

latter deploys his powers on the rulers of Israel: "Autant je les 

charmais par ma dextdritd ... 11 (Athalie, 111,39 1.941) and the 

serpent uses his against his God: 

Toutefois l'excbs de mes charmes 
Pourra de lointaines alarmes 
Troubler ses desseins ... 

(11.108-110) 

Equally, Mathants pride has been aroused by an insult to his thirst 

for power, his love of its pomp; 
43 the serpent's by his double loss 

of love and of power, rejected by his Deity, 

Vous que jýaimais dperdument, 
Vous qui dÜtes de la gdhenne 
Donner llempire ä cet amant, ... 

(11-72-74) 

Joad, and Mathan, react against their rejection by creating 

instruments, beings whose only functions are to reproduce the entity 

who has manipulated them. Joad/Dieu 'creates, Joas, the child: 

Dieu lt[Joas]a fait remonter par la main de ses pretres 
Lta tir6 par leur main de ltoubli du tombeau ... 

(Athalle, 1,29 11.280-281) 

The God of Valdry's poem creates docile children, the faciles enfants 

(1.82), from the earth, dans la fange (1-81). The ductili-V and 

weakness of Racine's children of God (timides Hdbreux, Athalie, III, 
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39 1.950), and enfants de, Ldvi (ibid. 9 1.948) - for people and 
I -M-ý 

priest are alike in their feebleness: "Peuple lqche, en effet, et 

nd pour llesclavage ... " (Athalie, 1119 79 1.1107) - are displayed 

in the creations of Valdry's God, pdtri (1-87). molles oeuvres (1.98). 

The innocence and purity of Joad's creation, Joas, are 

characteristic of Valdry's Eve, supreme representative of his God's 

creations. The qualities Valdry ascribes to these creations, 

betes blanches et bdatesl(1.90), nus (1.89). reappear in the later 

Masse de bdatitude (1-131) and in the stupide (1.129) qualifying the 

naked candeur (1.155) - naked, since we have the earlier: "Toute 

offerte aux regards de Pair ... 11 (1.125). 

Again, Athalie describes Joas, 

Cet age est innocent; son ingdnuitd 
Nialtbre point encor !a simple vdritd ... 

(Athalie, II, 7v 11.629-630) 

the serpent, Eve: 

La superbe simplicitd 
Sa transparence de regards 

(11.161,163) 

Joas' function is (as it should be for all God's people) 

obedience and adoration. Athalie asks: "Dieu veut-il quth toute 

heure on le prie, on le contemple? " (Athaliev 11,79 1.671) and the 

answer is, of course, in the affirmative. 
44 The same duties are 

expected of the children of Valdry's God, "Qai tout le jour vous 

fissent louange ... " (1-84). and they too are divinely inspired and 

obedient instruments. As Athalie remarks, "J'aime h voir comme vous 

llinstruisez ... 11 (Athalie, 11,79 1.690), so the Serpent speaks of 

his God: I'votre souffle sur la glai'se ... " 

Mathan, however, imitating the methods of Joad (and indeed those 
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of his God), dictates his laws to the people of Godq perverting them, 

"Moi seul, donnant llexemple aux timides Edbreux, " (Athalie, 

39 1.950). as will the Serpent: 

Nous changerons ces molles oeuvres, 
Et ces dvasives couleuvres 
En desreptiles furieuxi 

(11.98-100) 

Mathan too promulgates his oracles, and the serpent seduces Eve: 

Papprochai par degrds h 11oreille des rois 
Et bient8t en oracle on drigea ma voix ... 

(Athalie, IIT, 39 11-933-934) 

Que dlesprit nlai-je pas jetd 
Dans le d6dale duvetd 
De cette merveilleuse oreille! 
Elle buvait mes petits mots ... 

(11-191-193,211) 

Thus do Mathan and the serpent imitate the methods of their Creator 

(it is Joad/Jahveh whom Athalie qualifies as S6ducteur. (Athalie, V, 

59 1.1705)): 

.. Pillumine ýa diminution divine 
De tous les feux du Sdducteur! ... 

(11.68-70) 

and make of his creations their instruments: 

Un instrument de ma, vengeance 
Qui fut assemb16 de tes mains! 

(11-103-104) 

as their orgueil reflects the o il and complaisance of the deity. 

The Racinian pattern of orgueil in Athalie is concluded, as so 

often, with its defeat. The double pride of Creator and created 

suffers a double defeatq which was already implicit in the triumph. 

The creations of hope, exemplified in Athalie, by Joas., descendant 

45 
of David and Solomono on whom they axe centred, and by the bitter 
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fruit of mortal hopes in Valdry's Ebauche (11-305-307), are already 

doomed. Joad's curse (and Athalie's) on Joas will be justified, at 

least as far as the rule of divine peace is concerned: 

Outil soit comme le fruit en naissant arrachd 
Ou qu'un souffle ennemi dans la fleur a s6chd 

(Athalie, 1,2,11.285-286) 

The tree of Jesse, arbre s6chd (ibid., Iv 1v 1.140), will, like 

Val6ry's tree of knowledge, produce a deadly crop: 
46 

Il en cherra des fruits de mort, 
De ddsespoir et de ddsordre! ... 

(11.299-300) 

Neither do Mathan nor the Serpent faxe any better. Mathan's 

hopes of eventual triumph once Athalie, his instrument, has killed 

Joad and placed himself and his god in Jehovah's temple, 47 
are vain. 

He cannot penetrate the temple, source of creative power, and even 

his apparent triumph, when he had crowned himself as priest and 

equal of Joad: 

Je ceignis la Tiareg et marchais son 6gal ... 
(Athalie, 111,39 1.954) 

was an empty one. Mathan, and the Serpent, can pervert, but not 

create. 

No study of Valdry's use of the Racinian pattern of orgueil could 

be complete without an examination of Le Cimetibre Marin. Here we 

return again to Phbdre, for the parallel with the sun-god Th6s6e, 

and his worshipper and reflector, Hippolyte, is plain, as Valdry 

underlines the cost of pride to the mortal who wishes to see himself 

as divine. 

Again we have the theme of the mortal who sees change as KDO- 

imperfectiong and whose pride reacts against such change. As 

Hippolyte contemplates and celebrates the divinity and achievements 
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of Th6s6e, comparing him to the sun-god: "Consolant les mortels de 

llabsence d'Alcide, ... " (Phbd: re, 11,1.78 ), so the poet of the 

Cimetibre Maxin contemplates the work of the light - the sun at 

the zenith of its splendour, Midi le juste (1-3). les torches du 

solstice (1-37), a splendour which he, as Hippolyte those of Thesee, 

hopes to attain: "A ce point pur je monte et mlaccoutume ... 11 (1.20) 

even though it may be through death. Hippolytels "Eternisant des 

jours si noblement finis ... " (Phbd-re, 111,5,1.950) compares with 

Valdry's "Je hume ici ma future fumde 11 (1.28). 

This image of stability and splendour which Hippolyte's dream 

confers upon Th6s6e, and to which he himself aspires: 

Hercule, respirant sur le bruit de vos coups 
D6j4 de son travail se reposait sur vous ... 

(Phbdre, 1119 59 11-943-944) 

an image which the poet of Le Cimetibre Marin describes: 

Quand sur l1abime un soleil se repose, [.. 

(1.10) 

is nevertheless, an illusion. It is the work of orgueil, reacting 

against the defect in the idol, and in the adorer. Hippolyte's pride 

reacts against the unworthy part of Thdsde's conquests, the long tale 

of his infidelities 9 19 19 1.94), and against his own 

insufficiency: 

Aucuns monstres par moi dompt6s jusqulaujourdthui 
(Ibid. 

9 1.99) 

as it has reacted in the past against his ignoble birth. It does 

so by creating an idealised Th6s6e, and an idealised self: "Je me 

suis applaudi quand je me suis connull (ibid., 1.72). Similaxly, the 
1ý 

poet of Le Cimetibre Marin, reacts against the defect in his universe, 

the fal6ity of the illusion of stability and purity given by the 
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creations of the sunlight, the pur travail (1-71 which seems to 

eternalisethe passing moment: "Et quelle paix semble se concevoir" 

(1.9). but whose real nature is continual change, "La mer [I 

toujours recommencde"(1.4), and destructiong consume (1-7). The 

poet reacts against this implied knowledge by erecting a pantheon, 

Edifice dans 115me (1-17). wherein the ideal self is united with 

its idealised creation. The cost of maintaining this illusion for 

Hippolyte is, as we earlier indicated, sterility (under the guise of 

purity) and finally death. This too is the cost for the poet of 

Le Cimetibre Marin, whose denial of creativity, Wain souverain 

(1.24). implies a final sacrifice of life, offrande supreme, (1.22). 

The brilliance of Hippolyte's chastity: 

Je crois surtout avoir fait 6clater 
La haine des forfaits qulon ose mlimputer 

(Plib-dre, IV,, 29 11-1107-1108) 

is echoed in Le Cimetibre Maxin, by the sparkle, scintillation, (1.23), 

the dispersal of creative powers (the waste of sterility) in the sbme 

and the poet suppresses his creativity for the sake of a 

dream of the ideal: 

0 mon silence! -... Edifice dans 119me 
Mais comble d1or aux mille tuiles, Tolt! 

The defeat of this oEoeil, as of Hippolytels, comes through the 

recognition of the real nature of the absolutes it has constructed. 

The absolute of Thds6e's gloire (as of Hippolyte's) requires the 

total suppression of any imperfection - that is, death. In this case 

it requires the death of Hippolyte, too faithful mirror of his 

father's imperfections. 48 In the case of the poet of Le Cimetibre 

Marin, it requires the death of the poet, whose defects are the flaw 

in perfection (11.80-81). Or rather, they axe the defect in the 
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apparent perfection of the sun and its creations. The sun, apotheosis 

of stability: "Xidi 1ýL-haut, Midi sans mouvement" (1-75), reigns 

over the temple of death, the graveyard is "Composd d1or, de pierre 

et d'arbres sombres ... " (1-58). This temple is the absolute of 

gloire and purity, "Ferm6lsacrd, plein d1un feu sans matibre" (1-55)9 

and also the acme of sterility and destructiong sdcheresse (1.68), 

brfil6, d6fait (1.69), and like the temple sought by Hippolyte, ltvee 

temple sacrd formidable aux parjures" 9 Vt 19 1.1394). and 

near which he meets his death, is fatal to the dream of parity with 

the immortals. Hippolyte's death defeats all the constructions of 
49 

orgueil in Phbdre, its brutal actuality belying the idealised PictIlre, 

and Thdsdels lines in Act V,, scene 7 proclaim that he recognises the 

true nature of these illusions: 

Je hais jusqu'aux soins dont mthonorent les Dieux 

Quoiqulils fissent pour moi, leur funeste bont6 
Ne me saurait payer de ce qulils mlont Otd ... 

(Phbdre, V. 79 11.16129 1615-1616) 

The poet of the Cimetibre Marin recognises the true nature of his 

dreams: 

Malgre immortalit6 noire et dor6e, 
Consolatrice affreusement laurde, 

Qui ne connalt et qui ne les refuse 
Ce crAne vide et ce rire dternel! ... 

11-103-1049 107-108) 

At the end of, Phbdre', Hippolyte and Thds6e consent, as it were,, 

to be mortal, and subject to the mortal changes of death and 

procreation. The poet of the Cimetibre Marin abandons the eidolon 

of changeless purity, the dream of gloire: 

Et vousp grande ämeg espdrez-vous un songe 
Qui nIaura plus ces couleurs de mensonge ... 

(11-97-98) 
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to become part of the changing process of life, "Courons a llonde 

en rejaillir vivant" (1-132). We find a paxallel with Racine's 
%p 

Phedre, both in feeling and in language, in the finale of Valery's 

IF 
% 

poem. In the recit de Theramene, the breaking wave (1-1515). the 

terrified horses with their dusty flanks (1-1540). the rocks (1-1541). 

are all agents in Hippolyte's death, and so of the destruction of 

his illusion. Valery, in Le Cimetiere Marin, fuses them into one line: 

La vague en poudre ose jaillir des rocs 
(1.141) 

This line too marks the destruction of an illusion, but, as with the 

close of Phedre, signals the point where illusion will be transcended. 

Does orgueil, theng never conquer? For Racine, the answer is 

that either it must be defeated, or its triumph bought at the cost of 

absolute suppression of the elements which do not correspond with the 

0 image it has created. The survival and triumph of Iphigenie is unreal 

and even at that, only defers the cost. 
50 

vhich is immediately 

demonstrated by Eriphile's death. She dies, untouched: 

Le sang de ces heros dont tu me fais descendre 
Sans tes profanes mains saura bien se repandre ... 

(Iphigenie,, V,, 69 11-1773-1774) 

and pure, "Clest le pur sang des Dieux qui lance le tonnerre ... 
Ol 

(Ibid. 
9 Vq 59 1.1697), ) in an access of orgueil,. This cost, the cost 

of death, is implicit in Valery's poem, Le Rampur, a poem which, 

although it celebrates an act of willq nevertheless has an important 

contribution to make to Valery's use of Racinian orgueil. Again we 

q where both Hippolyte and Phedreq resisting the must turn to Phedre 

irresistible, are clearly embarked on a course leading to death, in 

a prolonged act of self-destruction carried out by an effort of will 

will aroused by the affront to orgueil. The rower is engaged in a 
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Bimilar effort: 

Il faut que le ciel cbde au glas des lentes lames 

(Le R. 11- 
Just as the orgueil of Hippolyte "... endurci par de sauvages lois ,, it 

9 1119 19 1.783) disdains Vdnus (and Phbdre), 52 
so the rower, 

coeur dur (1-5). hardens his heart against the beauty he thrusts 

away from him - beautds que je bats (1-5). rompre llillustre monde 

(1-7). 

Such pride tries to resist the deceptions of even an apparently 

53 innocent desire, the charme ddcevant of an Aricieg the charmes du 

our of Le Rameur (11-13-14). Both Hippolyte and the rower are in 

rebellion against love: "Attaque un ennemi qui te soit plus rebelle, " 

is Phbdre's prayer to Venus, and the rcrwer tells us of his efforts: 

Jamais, chaxmes du jour, jamais vos grgces niont 
Tant souffert dlun rebelle essayant sa d6fense ... 

(11.13-14) 

Hippolyte's movement against the current of life is also a resistance 

to change, and an elevation of the self. It leads him towards the 

scene of his death, the tombs of his ancestors, tombeaux anticlues, 

froides reliques. 
54 

and in the same way the rower, obsessed by self 

(bandeau. de soie, 
55 1.22), moves towards the funereal stone (1-31). 

However, not only Hippolyte's resistance to life, but the weight and 

affliction of Phbdre's long resistance to desire, are evoked by the 

stone arches of Le Rameur. Her lines, 

Que ces vains ornements, que ces voiles me pbsent! 

Tout mlafflige et me nuit, et conspire It me nuire, ... 
(Phbdre, 1.39 11-1589 161) 

are echoed by the heaviness of stanza 7 of Val6ry's poem, the repeated 

Porte (11.259 28), the"[,... ]front qufils dcrasent dlennuill 

Even the. annelds (1.25) contain a suggestion of Phbdre's locks, noeuds, 
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Again, Phbdre's revolt against herself in Act III, scene 3. and her 

hallucinations: 

Il me semble d6jbý que ces murs, que ces voU^tes 
Vont prendre la parole ... 

(11-854-855) 

are evoked by the rower's stone arches: I'Voi4ites pleines de vent, de 

murmures, et de nuit" (1.24). And we remember that Phbdre's speech 

of revolt against herself reaches its high point with the I'Mourons. " 

of 1.857. 

The double cost of the triumph of pride over its circumstances, 

which in Valdry's poem is seen to be at once death and the hardening 

of the image of self into a rigid eidolon, "os orgueilleux [... ] plus 

dur" (1.28), is the same price which pride exacts from Phbdre and 

Hippolyte. It is Oenone's "Mourez donc, et gardez un silence 

inhumain" (Phbdre, 1.39 1.227). echoed by the rower's nuit (1.29). 

Valdry translates the cost to Hippolyte of his long struggle, 

Racine I s: 

Pai poussd la vertu jusques ä la rudesse 
On sait de mes chagrins liinflexible rigueur 

(Phbdre, IV, 29 11.1110-1111) 

by the magnificent I'mouvement qui me revet de pierres" (1-131). Here 

we have the effect of the rower's scorn of life and love, I'm6pris de 

tant d1azur oiseux" (1-32) -a line which also suggests not only the 

rigidity and enclosure of the tomb, but the monuments erected to 

eternal fame, even perhaps the glitter of jewels (mouvement,, Pierres)q 

the brilliance of Hippolyte's reputation and the fame he hopes for. 

From Le Rameur, 9 it seems to us, we can gauge the importance of 

orgueil as an impulse to creation in Valdry's poetic world. As in 

Racine's tragic universe, the reactions of orgueil concentrate all the 

vital forces of the herog suggesting to him that only the impossible, 
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the absolute, is worth being, or possessing; it acts as a springboard 

to action - even if the action is disastrous. In defining a hitherto 

unconscious ideal for the hero, it impels him to attempt to attain it. 

Hippolyte moves towards Th6s6e (an ideal Th6s6e), Phbdre resolves on 

death, or the conquest of Hippolyte, the poet attempts to conquer 

his own universe of absolute purity. Racine's blueprint of orgueil, 

and its varying connotations offered an invaluable pattern to 

Val6ry in his extended exploration of the workings of the mind (his 

own mind) and of the poetic process. 

In La Jeune Parque we see the Racinian pattern of the functioning 

of pride, described in a Racinian form, the tirade, and in Racinian 

language, in a context which allows us to see it in relation to the 

poetic process of inspiration. We see the poet reacting against a 

shock to orgueil with a determination to achieve the absolute of 

purity and abstract beauty. It gives us too the defeat of orgueilq 

as the poet accepts that an element of imperfection has its part in 

all creation. Again, in Charmes, we have a series of descriptions of 

the r8le of orgueil (inter alia! ) and of its shadow, vanity, in the 

creation of the poem itself. Here the constant is, again, the orgueil 

roused by an obstacle; the poet as creator or lover, encounters the 

obstacle offered by his material (Au Platane), or by his own 

inadequacy (Fragments du Narcisse.. Ebauche d1un Serpent), or by his 

own resistance to possession by an alien force (La Pythie). The 

reaction defines the impossible ideal for the poet, and his orgueil 

is, necessarily, doomed to failure, since the ideal cannot exist. 

Nevertheless, objects - poems - of enduring beauty result from the 

process. For the poet's readers, they transcend defeat, and, as we 

have seen, can assist materially in generating new works of art in 

their turn, as Racine, it seems to us, contributed to La Jeune Parque 

and Charmes. 
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Le Fonctionnement de llttre Humain 

Notes 

"Il nlest pas dlaventures si merveilleuses, si tragiques, si 
extraordinaires, qui pour moi passent en interet le 
fonctionnement de lletre humain" (C 69 857-858 (1918)). 

2. See Chapter II. 

3. C 12, P-462 (1927). 

4. C 26,115 (1942). 

5. C 279 457 (1943). 

6. CL 451 (1919). 

7. "Lui clui me fut si cher, et qui mla pu trahir" (Andromaque, II, 
19 1-415). 

8. "Llaudace dlune femmeq arretant ce concours / En des jours 
IF 

0P 

tenebreux: a change ces beaux jours *001, 
(Athalie,, 1.19 11-13-14). 

9. LJ P1,11-50-96. 

10. See note 4. 

11. La Jeune Parque commentee par Alair4 p. 68. 

12. Phedre,, 1,1,11.65-113. 

13. Ibid., 1.39 11-369-316. 

14. Ibid. 9 11,19 11-415-460. 

15. Ibid., 111,59 11-953-978. 

16. "Au milieu de mes bras, je me suis faite une autre qui 
se vautre" (L J Pt 11-437-438). 

17. Valery's own comments support this impression, when he writes 
of his newly-acquired mastery of technique : "Je me sentais 
en possession d1une liberte durement acquise dans le metier 
de faire des vers" (0 C V. I. Notes, p. 1623). 

18. And, indeedv in relation to the productions of Mallarme, and 
to a lesser degree, those of Hugo and Baudelaire; but their 
contribution is outside the scope of this study. 

19. See Phedre, 119 lt 11-433-434. 

20. Phedreg IIv 59,11-709-710. 
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21. I'Dlun temeraire orgueil exemple memorableg" (Ph; dre,, 11,29 
1.530)o 

22. We have already referred to the je me verrais liý (Ph; dre, I. 
19 1.95) -a line which in itself points fo =d to 
Hippolyte's death, and to the means by which it is 
accomplished, I'Dans les renes lui-meme il tombe embarrassib. " 
(Phedre, V, 69 1.1544)o 

23. The Latin sense of traiter was that of, manier, to manipulate, 
handle. 

24. A psychologist might well argue that Hippolyte's very 
insistence on his own purity was a reaction against his 
consciousness of his bastardy,, as well as the reaction of 
orgueil against the continual assault of desire. 

25. Phedre, IV, 2,1.1112. 

26. F du N, 19 11.30-31. 

27. Phedre, 1.19 11-94-95. 

28. "Enfin, dlun chaste amour pourquoi nous effrayer? " (Ph'e'dre, I, 
19 1.119). 

29. Aricie is the sole survivor of Thesee's mortal enemies. Her 
marriage would revive their line of descent : "D'une tige 
coupable il [Thesee] craint un rejeton, " (Phedre, 1,1,1.107). 

30. Sterile, because pure : "Plus pur que d1une femme et non forme 
de fruits" (F d-q N. IIIt 1.26). It is interesting to reflect 
here that one reason why Racine endowed Hippolyte with a 

. stress was his fear lest he should be taken for a 
homosexual. 

31. Metamorphosesq Book III, pp. 482-517. 

32. Ph; dre,, 111,19 11-744v 751. 

33. This could reflect either Phedre, 12eu slen faut prosternee 
(Phedre, 111,19 1.778). or Hippolyte, amour si sauvage, 
portant partout le trait (Ibid., 11,29 11-5TO9 554). 

34. As'Hippolyte wished to do : "Prouver a tout l'univers que 
j'etais votre [Thesee's] fils. " (Phedre, 111,5,1.952). 

35. Larmes veritables (Ph; dre, V,, 39 1.1442). 

36. "Racine a trouve, - ne sachant pas exactement ce qulil 
faisait, - une forme de qualite. On peut alors tirer de 
cette forme des applications, un fonctionnement *eel" (2.1v 567). Valery's assumption (ne sachant casts an 
interesting light on his own hubris! 
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37. C 259 446. 

38- Much could be added here on Valery's mischievous use of other 
sources in LIEbauche d1un Serpent - e. g. Hugo's La Bouche d1ombre 

but that is outside the present discussion. We may note, 
however, that Racine, too, borrowed not only from the Bible, 
but from Bossuet, to whom he refers in the preface to Athalie 
I'llillustre et savant prelat a qui j'ai emprunte ces paroles. " 

39. C 25. ) 446. 

40. C 59 150 (1913). 1913 vas the year of the Serpent in Valery's 
time-scheme for the composition of La Jeune Parque (C 6t 508- 
509). 

41. Athalie, I. lt 1.15. 

42. Ibid. 9 1.97. 

43. Athalie, IIIv 39 1.925. 

44,, I'Qulon adore ce Dieu, qulon llinvoque a jamais. " (Athalie, I, 
39 1.312)s 

45. Athalie, Ig 1,11-130-136. 

46. Racine's preface to Athalie refers to the fatal change undergone 
by Joas, whose reign culminates in the murder of Zacharias, 
principal cause of all the future misfortunes of the Jews. 

47. Athalie, 1119 39 11.865-866. 

48. Hippolyte's career, if we are to go by his actionsg is the 
mirror of his father's weaknesses, as we have noted in 
Chapter II. 

0 49. Hippolyte's beau trepas (Phýdre, 111,59 1.950) is far from 
reality as is Valery's beau mensonge (C M, 1.106) from the 
crane vide (ibid., 1.1087ý. 

50. The cost, of course, will be the death of Achilles (and so many 
others) below the walls of Troy. 

51. Clytemnestre's words here describe Iphigenie,, whose death, as 
she supposes, is announced by the thunder, but they apply 
equally well to Eriphile, Iphiqe'ýiels "double" : "Un autre 
sang d'Helene, une autre Iphigeme. " (Iphigenie,, V, 6,1.1749). 

52. "Implacable ennemi d1amoureuses lois" (Phedre, 1,19 1-59). 
Hippolyte scorns Venus,, and Phedre too : "Pouvez-vous d1un 
superbe oublier le mepris? " (Ph; dre, 111,19 1.776). 

53. Phedrel, 119 29 1.523. 

54. Ibid.. ) Vq lt 11-1392-1393 and V. 79 11-1553-1554. 
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55. The pun is obvious, and reminds us of a similax play on 
words in La Jeune Parque : plages de soie (1-174). 
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0 Le Serpent ... Decoratif 

If modern mang like some of his primitive ancestors, still 

chose a sacred beast with whom he was mysteriously one, then 

0 Valery's would undoubtedly have been the serpent. Drawings of 

serpents decorate the Cahiers, and references to serpents abound, 

haunting Valery's very dreams 1 (which Freudians would interpret 

without difficulty). It is not therefore surprising that this 

obsession appears in La Jeune Parqueg that autobiography of the 

mind. 
2 In fact, not only is this obsession present, but the 

part played by the serpent is of capital importance. 

This importance, both in La Jeune Parque'and in the poems 

which grew from its composition, the poems which make up Charmes, 

can be gauged from Valery's own references. Writing of La Jeune 

Parque at a time vhen he was composing the poem, he describes it as 

a monstre, a hydra, a serpent: 

E ... ] Pai la une sorte depoeme 
des loisirs. de mon inutilite penda: 
"sujets" [Valery's inverted commas 
certain, hydre infiniment extensib, 
aussi un [... ] train qui est sorti 
serpent de trucks, [ 

... 
11 

I ... ], un monstre gonfle 
nt la guerre, sans 

sans nom, sans age 
e[... ] bref, clest 
de mon long tunnel, un 

His comment to Gide, too, on the section of the poem devoted to 

the serpent (11-50-89) underlines this importance and suggests a 

reason for it, 

Je sens bien que je nlai allonge et disproportionne 
11 apostrophe au serpent que pax le besoin de parler moi- 
meme .,.,, 

4. 

Moreoverg this section was technically very revealing, 

[ ... 
I 11histoire technique de ce fragment est un 

raccourci de tout le poeme 
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Furthermore, the importance of the serpent theme is borne out by its 

primary position in Valdry's own schdma of the genesis of La Jeune 

'Parclue. 
The word serpentlis the first referent given in the time- 

scheme of the poem, and the only one to be given for the three years 

1912-1914, although in the following three years, 1915-1917, four 

referents appear (the sections shown as Harm[onieuse Moi], Iles, 

Sommeil, Arbres). 
6 

Nor should we forget the quotation which appears 

in the P16iade edition of La Jeune Parque, as an epigraph, 

Le Ciel a-t-il form6 cet amas de merveilles 
Pour la demeure dl-un serpent? 7 

Now, although Val6ry chose a quotation from Corneille to 

introduce his poem, (as an afterthought), the evidence of the Cahiers, 

where not only Racine is given as a referent, but where a speech of 

Hippolyte (who, also, was a monster) occupies a prominent position, 

immediately below the time-scheme we have mentioned, leads us back 

to Racine. A further piece of evidence links Racine with the idea 

of the serpent/woman, as it is used in La Jeune Parquel, for Valdry, 

at a time when his thoughts were again haunted by memories of his 

poem, was unable to shape a speech on 111acine for the latter's 

centenary without referring to the way in which Racine had influenced 

his own poetry. He writes of the decorative and symbolic value of 

both the woman and the serpent, under the heading Racinel: 

La femme comme personnage 
expression directe de l'affectif. 
comme le serpent est d6coratif 
plus que les quadrupbdes. 8 

Here he is thinking, too, perhaps, of his own other mask, the 

horse Gladiator. This link between Racine, woman and serpent is 

particularly striking in the roughs of La Jeune Parque, which will 

be referred to below. Yet, although there is much to evoke the 
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serpents and monsters of Racine, not only in the resonance and 

context of Valdry's poems, but in his own references, none of the 

many commentators who have been drawn to the serpent image have dwelt 

on this aspect. It was, of course, a common image in the 19th 

century in art and literature. It was common to Hugo and to 

Mallaxmd. Indeed, we note that Mallarmdts guivre is yet another 

possible source of Valdryts serpent. Maurice Bdmol has considered 

the influence of Maurice de Gudrin in this connection. 
9 

Cocking 

relates the serpent to the Ouroboros of the Gnosticsq'O and Maka de 
I 

Schepper writes of it in connection ..! ith the theme of the Pythie. 

It is not to deny the part all, or any, of these possible sources play 

for Val6ry's serpent, or to underrate their sigmificance, but in an 

attempt to complete the picture that the following has been written. 

In his chapter Palettesp 12 Nadal reproduces a series of drafts 

from Val6ry's papers, which give us the privilege of studying 

Val6ry's preliminaxy explorations of the possibilities of certain 

words and ideas. In the palettes concerning the . we can 

observe the process through which a pattern of abstract ideas, whose 

elements and their order reflect the basic patterns of Racinian 

tragedy, gradually take on a substance from the Racinian language in 

which they are clothed. The reptile,, the paxque mystdrieuse of 

palette 11,13 begins to display the reactions of the "femme bL la 

Racine! ' 

The first of these palettes relating to the serpent begins, then, 

with a table -a programme of ideas,, laid out as follows: 

rdflexe-Piquft-re 
invasion-Poison 
Nfisions-orgueil. 
reprdsentations 
hallucination 
lucidit6 ... 

Tentation 
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Now Racinian tragedy conforms closely to this pattern. It is 

essentially the description of a series of reactions (rdflexe) set 

in motion by a generating event (PiqOre). This event is always an 

attack (invasion) on one personality by another - Hippolyte's 

effect on ]Phbdre, Aricie's on Hippolyte, or, to take another example, 

Eliacin's effect on Athalie. The effect of this invasion spreads 

through the whole personality - since in Racine, love and 

hate are equally destructive and often indistinguishable, as is seen 

in Hermione's dilemma: "Ah. ne puis-je savoir si jfaime ou si je 

hais? ... 
(Andropaque, V, 19 1.1396)) As the characters, obsessions 

deepen, and the process invasion-Poison continues, they react 

aga nst them, and against each other, in an attempt to regain or C;; P-i 

reinforce their identity: 

Gontre vous, contre moi, vainement je midprouve 
(Pllbdre� 11,2,1.541) 

This is the reaction which Valdry calls visions-orgueil. The visions 

are recollections of the past - Athalie's recapitulation of her 

lost power, Hermione's recall of the power of her beauty (Andromaclue, 

119 29 11-533-534), or pictures of an impossible future, Titus' 

Je connais mon devoir, etest h moi de le suivre ... 
(Bdrdnice, 11,2,1.551) 

This future is dictated by pride - the orgueil of the palette, - but 

is impossible because of the changes which have already taken place 

(the effects of the Poison), and the characters finally yield to their 

obsessions (tentation)v as in Eriphile's 

Ah. ' je succombe enfin! 
(Iphig6nj-e, IV. 59 1.1585) 

They again form visions of an impossible future, this time the 

images,, the re2rdsentations shaped by their desire, such as 
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Andromaque's dream for her son through whom the power of the dea. d 

Hector is to survive under Py=hus' protection. Held by these 

images, they proceed in a trance (Valdi-j's hallucination) which 

wipes out reality (as it does for Phbdre, reshaping the past in 

Act III, scene 5) and which can vary in intensity from the self- 

deception of an Agrippine, 

Il suffit, j'ai parld, tout a changd de face 

(Britannicus, V, 39 1.1583) 

to the madness of an Oreste., 

Je pr6tend. s qu"h mon tour llinhumaine me craigne ... 
(Andromaque, 111,1,1.762) 

until the moment of recognition or awakening (Valdryts luciditO is 

reached, as in Thdsde Is 

Allons, de mon e3=eur, hdlasl trop dclaircis, 
Mgler nos pleurs ... 

(Phbdre, V, 79 11.1647-1648) 

Now let us return to Valdry. From the abstract design in 

Palette I, there develops a gradual conception of the characteristics 

of the serpent and its metamorphoses. We see how the ideas of 

PiOxe and the Poison of Palette I generate the reptile of Palette II, 

accompanied by the j2arclue Mstdrieuse, and how in Palette V the 

abstractions of Palette I have given rise to the scenario for a 

Racinian dialogue; the rdflexe-Piq-are and invasion-Poison have become 

A pique B, B rdagit - douleur - Poison d'A change B au plus intime. 14 

Moreover, as the first sketch expands, it does so in words or phrases 

carrying a strong charge of emotion they have acquired from their 

Racinian context. Words such as attireg. 2oule, 12longe, 

a 
orgueill, and the phrase otL d6sormais me fuir direct us not only to 

the general atmosphere of the Racini'an heroic struggle, but to one 
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Racinian heroine in particulax, who was also seeking refuge from 

herself 

Oh me cacher? Fuyons dans la nuit infernale ... 
(Phbdre,, IV, 6,1.1277) 

Her attitude to Hippolyte could well have been expressed in the words 

of Val6ry's Femme d1ombre of Palette III: 

Je mlattache ä ce mal qui me fuit et devine 

If, then, Valdry was able to clothe his pattern of reactions to 

rea. lity (piqlare) so successfully in the vocabulary he found in 

Racine, and if indeed his outline conforms to Racine's dramatic 

framework, and to that of Phbdre in particular, it seems worthwhile 

re-examining the great plays. For, in so doing, we may hope to find 

traces of Racine's translation of a universal myth, the poetic means 

he used to enrich his presentation of it, which could have been used 

to enrich Valdry's own presentafion. A study then of the metamorphoses, 

the attributes and the actions of Racine's monstres and those of 

Valdry will be our method here. 

Turning to the text of Racine's plays, we see that although 

Phbdre is the most important source for all the aspects of the monstrel 

there axe other, relevant, monstres. Their presence is indicated 

first by the actual words which qualify them and then by their 

attributes and actions. Let us take the simplest indications first. 

The key words here are monstre. serpent and re2tile. Of these, 

the words monstre, monstres occur 30 times altogetherv and are found 

in the text of all the tragedies, with the exception of Alexandre, 

Britannicus and Mithridate. However, Racine twice identifies Wdron 
MMO-MMM 

with the once in his first preface to Britannicus: "Je 11 

[N6ron] ai toujours regardd comme un monstre. Mais clest un monstre 
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naissant 0..,, 
15 

and again in Bdrdnice (11,29 1.397). While the use 

of the word serpent(s) is confined to Andromaque, and I-phigdnie,, 

appearing four times, and the word reptiles occurs once only, in 

Esther. 

Monstres in the mythical and fabulous sense of the word, occur 

only in Phbdre, where we have the Minotaure (11,59 1.649) and the 

symbolic monstres slain by Thdsde (I. lp 1.79) before the culminating 

apparition of the monstre itself in the r4cit de Thdrambne. As an 

epithet, however, the word is applied to various characters throughout 

the plays; to Etdocle and Polynice (jointly) (La Thdbalde, 1,1.27)9 

to Oreste (Andromaque, v. 4,1.1579). to Ndron (cf. above), to 

Eriphile (Iphigdnie., V, 4P 11.1679-1680), to Phbdre v IIP 59 

11.6499 701), Oenone ev IV, 6,1.317) and Hippolyte 09 1119 

3s 1.884 and IV, 29 1.1045)p to Aman t 111,69 1.1172) to the 

child Eliacin (Athalie, 11,69 1.603) and to Mathan, (aid., III, 5v 

1.1034). 

Although the actual word serpent appears only twice, it is 

applied as an epithet to key characters: to Astyanax (Andromaque, 

Iq 2t 1.167). whose influence on the plot, although he never appears 

on the stage, is decisive; and to Eriphile (Iphig6nieq V. 49 1.1675). 

The latter is also a, monstrelg 

0 monstre que Md&re dans ses flancs a portd 
(Ibid., 1.1679) 

Finally, Oreste links Hermione with serpents, and makes of her a Fury 

as monstrous as her companions: 

Quels d6monst quels serpentsq traine-t-elle aprbs soi? 
Eh bien! filles dlenfer, vos mains sont-elles pr6tes? 
pour qui sont ces serpents qui sifflent sur vos tetes 
Vingrate [Hermionel mieux que vous saura me d6chirer 

(Andromaclue, V. 59 11.1636-1643) 
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The single reference to reptiles is interesting, taken in 

conjunction with Val6ry's epigraph to La Jeune Parque (albeit that 

he is there quoting Corneille), "Sion, repaire affreux de reptiles 

impurs ... " (Esther, 1,1,1.86). 

Racine's monstres appear therefore in two forms, the fabulous, 

and th human whose behaviour is seen as monstrous. Through the 

characters to whom the epithet is applied, the idea of the monstrous 

is linked with the idea of the lover, both male (Oreste, Hippolyte) 

and female (Hermione, Eriphile, Phbdre); with the monster (Phbdre, 

Oenone) with the child (Astyanax, Eliacin); with the dead hero, the 

ancestor, through Astyanax and Eliacin, so closely identified with 

the dead Hector, the dead Okosias; 16 
and also with the idolatrous 

priest, the pagan blasphemer (Aman, Mathan. ) 

Let us adopt the same principles in our search for the 

corresponding elements of the monstrous in Val6ry's work. Again, 

vocabulary is our first indication of the theme of the serpen onstre. 

We will therefore look at the key words, and for words suggesting the 

monstrous or chimaeric. 

This is present in La Jeune Parque,, apart from the contextual 

evidence, in words such as serpent (11-37,519 459). monstre (11-175, 

503) and also in words which suggest the monstrous or chimaeric, such 

as merveille, (1.25), merveilleuse and its plural (11-382,358) and 

prodigieuse (1.90). In Charmes, content and title link La Pythie and 

Ebanche d1un Se_rpent, most obviously with our theme, but it is also 

to be found in Au Platane, Fragments du Narcisse, Le Cimetibre Marin 

and Ode Secrbte. In La Pythie, words such as serpent, (1.24), monst-- 

(11 559 56), vipbre (1.71). vip6rins (1-117). merveilles (1-134), 

and allusions to d6mon. fant8me (11.12,14). In the Ebauche d1un Serpent, 
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besides the serpent of the title, and of 11.86 and 301, there is 

the guivre (1.16), the vampires (1-140) and the reptile (11-142,283). 

Fragments du Narcisse give us monstre (1,1.86,119 1.39) and 

merveille (I. 11-83P 141); Au Platane, Le Cimetibre Marin, and 

Ode Secrbte all refer to the hydre, in 11.18,136 and 15 respectively. 

Valfty's monstres, like Racine's, are both animal and human. 

In La Jeune Parque we have the serpent, and the Parque herself who 

is both serpent and vierge de sang (1-511), for the serpent's 

m6lange de noeuds (1-52) is formed of her own substance (nou6e 

, 
moi-meme, 1.435). She is reptile (1-423) and monster (pAle et 

prodigieuse, 1.90). This double identity is shared by the Pythie, 

who is more obviously fabulous in her attributes. She too is a 

serpent (devenir la vipbre, 1.71) and, perhaps, hydre also 

(multitude de trongons, 1.74). In addition, she is monstre (1-55,56) 

and Gorgon - Medusa herself in fact, with the power of transforming 

everything into stone (11-59-60). She is nevertheless human V 

1.125) and mortal (11-178-180). The monstres of the Fragments du 

Narcisse include the hero himself, who is not only the monstre of 

self-adulation (1,1.86), but the, merveille (1,1.83); his own image 

which is also described as merveille (It 1.141); and the human lovers 

who form the monstre qui se meurt (11,1.39). The serpent of the 

Ebauche is the caricature of the monstrous. It is clear that the 
I 

humans whom he will seduce, as he is seducing Eve, will, like him, 

be monsters, though they are not yet so, being described as prodiges 

imparfaits (1-94). Eve is herself a monster of perfection, cette, 

Parfaite (1.125)9 merveilleuse oreille (1-194). Dddale points to the 

notion of a labyrinth and to the monstrous-(1-193). 

Such referencesq however, are of secondary importance. Of greater 
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importance is the fact that, as we observedq Racine's monstres are 

present in the actual characters of the play, as lover of either 

sex, mother and child, dead hero and idolatrous priest. 

When we turn to the personae of Charmesl or to the heroine of 

La Jeune Parque, we find interesting parallels. The Parque and her 

serpent are linked like Racine's Phedre with the identity of the 

lover (1-51). As a lover the Parque pursues the object of her 

desire (Je suivais un serpent ... 
(1-37)). Again, like Phedre, she 

is seen (albeit potentially) as a mother (maternel contour, 1.260, 

mere, 1.294) and as a nurse (11-54-57). Also, like Astyanax and 

Eliacin, she is child (profonde enfant, 1.447). She is priestess, 

or at least worshipper (Paroles aux Cieux, 1.168) and object of her 

own worship (idolatre, 1.70; idole malgre soi, 1.476), like the 

priests of Esther and Athalie,. 17 The Pythie too is described as 

priestess, lover (cime de volupte, 1.200) and mother (grossesse, 1.33). 

The Narcissus is the lover (monstre de slaimer, 1.1.86). the 

worshipper (1.1.120)9 his own idol (11,1.89), and, if not 

specifically mother, a parent - the image is his child (11,1.97) 

and child (ibid. ). 

The serpent of the Ebauche is a lover (1-72). a seducer like 

Mathan, who pursues the object of his desire (1-176). His appearance 

suggests (among much else) the priestly mitre (triangle d'emeraude, 

1.6). The hydre of Ode Secrete is one with the hero (1-15). and 

moreover, a hero who may be seen as dead (lentement desuni, 1.14, and 

the funereal masse de roses,, 1.12) and who has become a god, one of 

those elevated to the heavens in a constellation. 

It seems therefore, in the light of the above references, that 

we can trace a similarity between the human monsters of Racine and 
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the aspects under which we find the serpent/monstre of Val6ry. 

Lover, mother, child, priest or priestess, hero, these are met 

with in both poets under the same monstrous aspect. So far, we 

have seen them in those of Racine's plays referred to by Val6ry 

(with the exception of La Th6balde). 

It is time to note the special importance of Phbdre, for it 

is in. Phbdre alone that we find the composite portrait of the 

monstrosity of human desire, Phbdre herself, who combines all its 

aspects, and it is in Phbdre that we find the translation of the 

monstrosity of desire into the fabulous - foreshadowed perhaps 

by Hermione's serpents, but here fully expanded. 

In its fusion of human and miraculous, Racine's dragon with 

its serpentine coils - symbolising the absolute possession of a 

mortal by a ruling passion - could well have provided the decorative 

imagery for Val6ry's incarnations of a ruling passion, the serpent 

(d6coratif) and the woman (expression directe de 11affectif). 18 

The R6cit de Th6rambne will therefore be explored here in an 

effort to discover whether there is also a correspondence between 

the appearance, the haimts, and the habits of Racine's monsters and 

Va, 16ry's serpent. To assist in this exploration, the most important 

part of the Rdcit is quoted for reference. 

Le Rdcit de Thdrambne / 
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Le Rftit de Th6rambne 

Cependant sur le dos de la plaine liquide 
S'61bve bý gros bouillons une montagne humide. 
Monde approche, se brise, et vomit bý nos yeux 
Parmi des flots d'6cume, un monstre furieux. 
Son front large est orn6 de cornes menacantes; 
Tout son corps est couvert dl6cailles jaunissantes; 
Indomptable taureau, dragon impgrieux, 
Sa croupe se recourbe en replis tortueux. 
Ses longs mugissements font trembler le rivage. 
Le ciel avec horreur voit ce monstre sauvage; 
La terre slen 6meut, l1air en est infectd; 
Le flot, qui l1apporta, recule 6pouvant6 ... 
De rage et de douleur le monstre bondissant 
Vient aux pieds des chevaux tomber en mugissant, 
Se roule, et leur pr6sente une gueule enfla-mm6e 
Qui les couvre de feu, de sang, et de fum6e ... 

(Phbdre, V, 6,11-1513-15249 1531-1534) 

Let us then begin with the most serpentine of the monstre's 

characteristics, the coils. Turning first to La Jeune Parque, we 

find the following descriptions of the Parque and her serpent, 

I'Sa croupe se recourbe en replis tortueux ... 11 These replis can be 

equated with coils of hair -a translation into the monstrous of 

Phbdre's noeuds/cheveux of Act I, scene 3.11-158-160. The Parque's 

f 

. serpentimonstre combines the characteristics of the sea monster, 

monstre furieux and of Phbdre; its long tail, tralne, is a repli de 

d6sirs (1-38), and possesses d6tours (1-78), aimeaux (1.88). 

Further, it is described as a m6lange de noeuds (1-52), tresse (1.65). 

The Parque herself also combines these features. She is. sinueuse 

(145) and has been coiled upon herself, "... nou6e bý moi-mgme au 

creux de mes cheveux ... " (1-435). 

The same analogies axe apparent in the physical descriptions 

of the serpent/monstre in Charmes,. The coils reappear in La Pythie, 

and here, although it is apparent that the reference is to the common 

mythological attribute of the Medusa, the serpent hair (the Pythie's 

ressort de frissons (1-72)), yet there may well be a reminiscence 
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of Hermione also, in her character of a Fury, with her own serpent 

locks. 19 

Again, we find the characteristic coils of the serpent, 

In_ II 
. Mclne s replis tortueux, in Ebauche d1un Serpent. reiDlis dont je 

mfencombre (1.238) (an idea repeated in lines 44 and 49) and the 

same word is used in the Narcisse,, the monstre de slaimer (1-84). 

as the moonlight lays bare his innermost being, "Jusque dans le 

repli de l'amour de soi-meme ll (Iv 1.41). 

Again, the hydre of Le Cimetiere Marin is coiled upon itself, 

"Hydre absolue [ 
... I/ qui te remords lletincelante queue" (11-136-137). 

This last example brings us to a second aspect of the decorative 

serpenthaonstre, one which may be seen as derived from the scales of 

Racine's monster: "Tout son corps est couvert dlecailles jaunissantes 11 

(V9 6,1.1518),, a decorative aspect, moreover, equally applicable to 

the human monstre, Phedre herselfg as to others in the later Esther, 

and Athalieg has her vains ornements (Ig 3t 1.158). Theramene's 

jaunissantes, though derogatory, nevertheless conveys the idea of 

gold, with its connotations of glitter and riches. We find this 

shining raiment worn by the renegade impie (in the context, the priest 

Aman), of whom Esther declares, I'Llor eclate dans ses vetements 

(Esther, II, 9, P 1.781). Eliacin has his robe eclatante (Athaliel, 

IIs 5t 1.508), later the long garment, habit de lin (ibid., 11,2, 

J. 1.390). This glitter is to be found in Valery's serpent, desordre, 

de tresors (L J Pq 11-38-39). the bras de pierreries (1-58). while 

the Parque herself glitters: Je scintille, (1.16), is crowned with 

a diademe (1.182) and is clothed in white (1.124). 

.I 

In Charmes, the Pythie has her ornements viperins (1-117); 

the image of the Narcissus has its eclat (1,1-72); the disguise 
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of the serpent is associated with jewels, 6meraude (Eb. d1un S, 

and bdryl (1.239); the hydre of the Cimetibre Marin (which is also 

the Grande mer of 1.133) is not only given the garment reflecting 

the sun, the chlanyde trou6e Z De mille et mille idoles du soleil 

(11-134-135), but the comble d1or aux mille tuiles (1.18), and the 

scintillations eq 1.23) which all could recall the scales of 

the monstre. The glitter of Va, 16ry's other Hydre, of Ode Secrbte, 

is, however, linked with the stars (as was the Parque and the bras 

de pierreries) - manifesting itself as the constellation Hydra - 

the first of its metamorphoses into one of the Monstres et les Dieux 

(1.22); the first of the various constellations 6ploy6e bL 11infini 

(1.16). 

The aspect of brilliance which we have noted in Racine's 

serpent scales, the dcaillesl, may well have lent itself also to 

another paxallel, through which VaJ-6ry was able to increase the 

semantic riches of the single word. The clothing of the serpent, the 

scales, offered a parallel to bark or leaves of a tree, "Les arbres 

regonfl6s et recouverts d'6cailles ... " (LJP, 1.230)- 

The serpent leaves behind it a reminiscence of its presence, 

Quel frdmissement dlune feuille effacde 
Persiste paxmi vous, iles de mon sein nu? .. 

(11-14-15) (MY italics) 

and reminds us that the Parque herself is seen as a tige (1.214). 

We have now seen how the coils of Val6ry's serpents could have 

related to the replis of Racine's dragon, and how Val6ry may well have 

enriched his imagery with the suggestion of Phbdre's coiled locks 

and Hermione's serpent hair. Then, too, the metallic scales of 

Racine's monstre, Phbdre's ornements and the gold embroidered robes 

of the priests - even the shining vestment of the acolytes - could 
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have added further connotations of brilliance to the accoutrements 

of the Pa4que as a serpent-woman, and to the attributes of the 

other serpents on which Val6ry dwells. In addition, we can see how 

the dragon scales not only enrich this context of ornamental 

clothing, but also permit the suggestions of the tree with its 

bark and leaves - just the kind of superposition which Val6ry 

sought, allowing the modulation from one image to another .. 

'We must now turn to the more sinister aspect of Racine's 

monstre, however, in discussing Valdry's possible use of its weapons, 

the horns. Though these are not the weapons it finally uses, Racine 

devotes a line to their threatening aspect: "Son front large est 

orn6 de cornes menagantes, " (Phbdre, V, 6,1.1517). Racine's human 

monsters are armed variously with piercing weapons; Hermione with a 

poignard, Hippolyte with 6p6e 9 119 59 1.710), fer (IV, 19 1.1009) 

and the javelots, the dard of Act V, scene 6 (11-1528 and 1529); the 

child Eliacin, as Athalie sees him in her dream, uses a dagger, 

homicide acier. 

We can connect Val6ry's serpent with the stars through the 

bras de pierreries which is the Parquets own arm, binding her to the 

immense grappe. Thus it too possesses piercing weaponsq armes (1.22) 

which are aimed as is Hippolyte's javelin. lanc6 dlune main sure 

(Phbdre, V, 6,1.1529). There are echoes too of the homicide acier 

directed against the traitor (Athalie, 11,5.11-513-514) in the 

lines 

Vous qui dans les mortelles plongez jusqulaux larmes 
Ces souverains 6clats, ces invincibles armes 

(11.21-22) 

Here the conjunction of Plongez, larmes suggests a link with 
f)n 

Athalie's exclamation 11... Je serais sensible bý la, piti6?.,, I"v 
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In Racine's plays, the more conventional weapons of tragedy 

may be replaced by the hand and arm. By virtue of this poetic 

compression and ellipsis, these can take on the connotations of an 

instrument of destruction. We find such a fusion of agent and 

weapon in Phbdre. The monstrous queen, exhorting that other monster, 

Hippolyte, seeks the destruction her monstrous parallel will find 

(Phbdre, V, 6,1.1530) 

Voilb, mon coe-ur. Clest lbL que ton main doit frapper. 
Impatient d6jbL dlexpier son offense, 
Au-devant de ton bras je le sens qui slavance. 

(Phbdre, 11-704-706) 

There is a significant resemblance between the triangular shapes 

of Racine's cornes menagantes and the shape of the sword, the dagger, 

or the extended arm with the hand, and the shape of Valdry's snake, 

with tongue extended for striking. The serpent of La Jeune Parque 

is seen as the arm, which threatens, and which has apparently wounded 

the Parque (bless6e, 1.42, plaie, 1.48). 

... ce bras de pierreries 
Qui menace d'amour mon sort spirituel 

(LJPq 11-58-59) 

This concept of a serpent armed with its own weapon is apparent in 

La Pythie, whose tongue and speech in both its meanings) are 

brandished, sword-like: 

*** Et qui, de ces mots 6cumants, 
Dont les 6clats hachent ma langue, 
La fait brandir une harangue ... 

(11-44-46) 

The Pythie, in her frenzied state, is both weapon and victim, the 

serpent turned on itself - bouche qui veut se mordre (1-49). Again, 

the serpent of the Ebauche dlun Serpent, possesses the shape, triangle 

(1.6), and the piercing qualities of the weapon. This bete aigu6 (1.8) 
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appears outlined against the sky: 

La splendeur de l'azur aiguise 
Cette guivre qui me Mguise ... 

(11.15-16) 

Here too, as with the Pythie, the tongue is the weapon, the dent 

concealed behind the serpent's smile (11.3-5). Above all, it poses 

a threat: 

Tremblez, mortels! Je suis bien fort 
Quand jamais ä ma suffisance 
Je baille ä briser le ressort .. 

(11.12-14) 

It is a cutting weapon (again langue is tongue and speech) 

mille silences ciselds (1.184) - intended for Eve's destruction 

y 1.185). The worm of the Cimetibre Marin, because of its 

resemblance to a snake, and because it possesses the poet, may be 

quoted here. It has its weapon, the dent secrbte. 

As we have observed, Racine's monster, however well armed with 

horns, does not, in the end, make use of them. It possesses another, 

more deadly weapon, the poison with which it infects its 

surroundings, and this, again, whether Racine describes Thdrambne's 

monster or its human incarnations. In the case of the monster we 

must not overlook the poison it spread: 

La terre slen 6meut, l'air est infectd ... 
(Phbdre, V, 6,1.1523) 

This poison is also associated with the human monstres. Phbdre is, 

of course, the obvious example. It is her presence which has 

poisoned the atmosphere of Tr6zbne and made of it 

... un lieu funeste et profan6 
OtL la vertu respire un air empoisonn6 

(Phbdre, V, 19 11-1359-1360) 

Her alter egog Oenone, has the same power, as Phbdre's question reveals: 
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Ainsi donc jusqulau bout tu veux mlempoisonner'ý 
(Ibid-, 1.1308) 

Oreste, Ndron, Mathan too are associated with poison. At times 

this is self-generated, like Oreste's, or administered through 

their agency, as with the double N6ron/Narcisse, or again spread 

by them, as with Mathan. 21 

Turning now to Val6ry's Parque, we see that she has her own 

poison (1-44) which can be seen as self-generated if we regard it 

as associated with the hand and the mouth: 

Je baisais sur ma main cette morsure fine 

(1.98) 

The Pythie too has the poison which is directed against herself 

bouche qui veut se mordre (1-49). The serpent, of the Ebauche is a 

venomous beast whose venom is as effective as N6ron's 

De qui le venin, quoique vil, 
Laisse loin la sage cigu6! 

(ii. 9-10) 

The poison of desire, the poison of calumny, are commonplaces. 

So too is the fire-breathing dragon. Yet, as we consider the possible 

extensions of meaning made available to Val6ry by Racine's use of 

the first two we have mentioned, we note also a possible extension 

of the third. Racine's fiery-throated monstre (gueule enflamm6e, 

1.1533) breathes forth fire and smoke upon Hippolytels horses: "Qui 

les couvre de feu, de sang, et de fum6e ... 11 (]Ph; dre, V, 6,1.1534). 

Here, of course, we have another commonplace, the fire of 

wounded desire (in this case, Phbdre's) treated symbolically. It is 

interesting, however, to meet with similar associations in Val6ry's 

use of the word monstre in La Jeune Parque (1-75) and La Pythie (1-55). 

We meet the flaming tongue in the fiery mouth (the word tord giving 
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us the flicker of the flame) in the Parque's monstre: 

Qui se tord sur le pas d1une porte de feu ... 
(1-76) 

and we find a similar, fire-breathing monstre in La_ thie, 

exhalant la fla-mme (1.1), and one whose tongue can also be likened 

to a flame - brandir (1-46) can suggest a flame as well as a 

weapon. 

Our count of possible links between Racine's. serpent onstres 

and those of Val6ry has been slowly mounting. None taken alone can 

be conclusive, but as we find a nexus being created around Racine's 

vocabulary, continually giving Val6ry opportunities of extending his 

rich amalgam of connotations, we feel that each addition to the list 

must increase the probability that here again Racine had his part 

to play in generating the monsters of La Jeune Parque and CharmesI. 

It is therefore encouraging to find that further resemblances do 

indeed exist, and exist in connection with one of the elements to 

which Val6ry attached great importance, namely water in general 

and the sea in particular. 

Nowhere in Thdrambne's speech is it stated that the monster is 

the sea itself. Yet, brought by a wave, it is so closely linked with 

the sea from which it emerges and which, as it were, clothes it, that 

it is not difficult to identify the two. Have we here a means which 

Val6ry could have found useful in describing some of the metamorphoses 

of his monsters? There is a strong case for regarding wave and monster 

as identical at the end of La Jeune Parque'q- for one monster, at least, 
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the hydre of Le Cimetiere Marin, is quite clearly the sea itself 

(1.134). 

Let us then examine this possibility. In so doing, we shall 

find that some of the words used in the description of Racine's 

monstre gave Valery the power to extend the description of the 

movement of the sea into the movement of water in general. 

Some of the elements in the description of Racine's monster 

detach themselves from the context in which they have been 

considered (as coils of hairg ornaments, weapons) to take their 

place in another, that of the body of water and its single wave - 

or rather, they add this context to those already discussed. We 

repeat the relevant lines, 

Monde cependant sur le dos de la plaine liquide 
Sleleve a gros bouillons une montagnF humide: 
Monde approche, se brise, et vomit a nos yeux, 
Parmi des flots dlecume, un monstre furieux ... 

Phed-re, V, 69 11-1513-1516) 

In this section of Theramene's speech we find, it may well be, 

the ondes, the remous,, of the serpent of La Jeune Parque (11.61-62), 

while Racine's flots d-lecume could have lent their whiteness to 

the Parque's monstre de candeur (1-503). The spray from his 

breaking wave, llonde F 
... 

1 se brise, reappears perhaps in the 

eblouissement dletincelles glacees (1-506) and lends its glitter to 

her serpent's train, desordre Detresors (11-38-39), and to the 

Pa. rque's own shimmering garmentv Je scintille (1.16). In Charmes, 

the Narcissus is one with the fountain, the Eaux planes (1,1.29)9 

for he goes to meet himself when he approaches its banks (ibid., 

11-32-33). His image, the monstre de slaimer (ibid., 1.86), is, in 

part, its creation: "Je vous salueg enfant de mon ame et de llondell 

(II, 
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The serpent of the Ebauche has its coils, replis, which move 

in waves-, 

Ils roulaient depuis le b6ryl 
De ma crete ... 

(11.238-240) 

The head is a triangle d'6meraude (1.6) the wave itself. 

The jewels suggest both the colour of the wave and the gleam as it 

breaks (Pdril, 1.240), and the foam is there in the 6blouissante 

bave (1-171). The, hydre, of the Cimetibre Marin is both sea and 

wave, onde (1-132), and has its glitter, 116tincelante queue (1-137)9 

and the "Maint diamant dlimperceptible dcume ... 11 (1.8). 

Before continuing with our next exploration of Val6ry's 

exploitation of Racine's treasury, it will be useful to note that we 

observed that, in Th6rambne's speech, the monster is shown as 

emerging from the sea. It can therefore also be seen as a denizen 

of the sea, and, by extension, of water in general (Racine's onde). 

However, this is not its only habitation. Racine's monstres, 

fabulous and human, were creatures of the depths. He, of course, 

was largely drawing on Greek mythology and Biblical history -a 

treasury accessible to all poets - but it is arguable that his 

particular resonances, and especially his generalised terms, may 

well have lent themselves to Val6ry's own exploitation of myth and 

fable, particularly in La Jeune Parque'and in its masculine counter- 

part, Le Cimetibre Marin. With this in mind, we can note Racinets 

use of mythology in Phbdre, where we have the Cerberus monsters 

duped by Th6sde, 22 
and the human monsters - Phbdre dwells in the 

depths of the palace vaults, as the Minotaur in the Labyrinth 

(Phbdre, 111,39 1.854). Oreste and Hermione inhabit Epirus, ante- 

chamber to Hades. 
23 Astyanax-Hector has links with the tomb, the 
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ashes of the dead (Andromagueg 111,8,1.1045)9 while the child 

Eliacin, "phantom, " rises metaphorically from the tomb, fils 

ressuscit; (Athalie, V. 69 1.1765). 

Valery's serpent/woman and her serpent are denizens of just 

such underground places (thus combining mythology and natural history). 

The Parque refers more than once to her living tomb (11-93,4689 721) 

whose walls recall Phedre's dwelling, les murs de son morne tombeau 

(1-72). Moreover, her descent into darkness, with its connotations 

of death (cendre, 1.453) and perhaps too of the labyrinth: 24 

"Abandonne-toi vive aux serpents, ... " (1-459),, evokes The'see's 

descent into Hades, where monsters axe fed on the living flesh. 

Many such similar suggestions emerge from Charmes, but we will single 

out one only from Le Cimetiere Marin and one from Le Rameur. In 

the former, the hydre/Sea, asleep on the tombs (1.6), gives us the 

further association 9hienne 
. 2/guardian of the dead (1.61); and the 

serpent-like ver (1.112), together with larve (1.90) (in its 

connotation of ghost), an association with devourers of the dead 

(and in the case of the ver, of the living). 

Such melancholy overtones are not absent from Racine's 

description of the places inhabited by his monstres. When not 

actually inhabiting the underworld, his monsters live on its shores, 

or at least on the boundary between one world and the next, symbolised 

by the shore, barrier between sea and land. Ph; dre, again, will 

serve as example, 
25 the perilous shores of Trezeneq bords dangereux 

(Phýdre', Iv 39 1.268), into which Phedre has transformed Hippolyte's 

happy shoresq bords heureux (ibid., IP 59 1.358). Similar 

connotations are to be found in rivage, forever associated with the 

monster in Phedreq "Ses longs mugissements font trembler le rivage ... 

(Phedre, V9 69 1.1521). as is rive with the death of Eriphile 
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J. 

IphiRenie, V, 69 1.1750). Hippolyte in life too, as well as death, 

was linked with the shore, un chax sur le rivage (Phe"dre, 1.19 1-130). 

Thus bord, rivageg rive, can all stand for the edge of the world. 

Since Valery's Parque was also a Stygian goddess, ma deesse du 

Styx, it is not surprising to find her inhabiting the edge of the 

world toog bords dores de 11univers (1.164), on the hither side of 

death, "Mon oeil noir est le seuil d1infernales demeures! ... " (1.161). 

She stands on the reef, ecueil (1.25)9 and sees herself as on the 

shore, plages (1-174). and as Phedre comes to the seashore (111,59 

1.929)q the Parque, too, is led there, cette rive (1-418), sur ce 

bord (1-497). The Pythie remembers how she stood overlooking the 

sea (11-95-96) and hearing its waves (1-184). Both Narcissusq au bord 

meme des eaux (1.1-4). and his imageg are at the edge of two worlds, 

for the image is described as being so, "Cher tresor d1un miroir 

qui paxtage le monde ... 11 (11,1.98). The lovers 'perish' on the 

sand (111,, 1.38). and return to the edge of the water which mirrored 

their love (II, 1.53)o 

From sand, we slip easily to desert in considering the haunts 

of Racine's monstres, whether it is the physical desert in which 

Josabet wishes to hide Eliacin 26 

De Cedron avec lui traversant le torrent 
Jlirai dans le desert ... 

(Athalie, 111,69 11.1061-1062) 

or Phedre's barren world, Pai langui. ilai sechý (Phedre, 119 5,1.690). 

This evocation of the desert is recalled by the Parque, whose deserts, 

like those of Phedre, are mental, and who associates them with the 

serpent (tresse): 
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Je nlattendais pas moins de mes riches deserts 
QuIun tel enfantement de fureur et de tresse: 
Leurs fonds passionnes brillent de secheresse 
Si loin que je m1avance et m1altere ... [my italics] 

(11.64-67) 

This aridity is repeated in the Fragments du Narcisse, ma soif (I. 

1-4), yeux sees (11,1.77). and in the Ebauche, soleils secs (1.296), 

in Le Cimetiere Marin, secheresse, bAI& defait (11.69-70); yet the 

serpentLMonstre is also an inhabitant of the cool and well-watered 

forests, at least insofar as Hippolyte is concerned. This is a new 

departure for Racine, for it is not until Phedre that we find a 

forest setting 
27 (though Eriphile, in the camp of Agamemnon, must 

be associated with the woods where it stands (Iphigenie, I. 4v 1.342). 

However, there is an insistence in Phedre on both woods and forests, 

not merely as decor, I'Mes seuls gemissements font retentir les bois, 

(Phedre, 11,2,1.551), but as an essential element in the nature 

of Hippolyte (ibid., 1119 lt 1.782), and as the place natural to him, 

where he hunts (ibid., Iq 2,1.133) or takes refuge (ibid., 11,2, 

1.543). This reminds us that the Parque and her serpent are both 

associated with the forest, into which the serpent disappears (11.36- 

37), and that the forest, indeed, plays a large part in the Fragments 

du Narcisse. Both the Narcissus and his im e are forest creatures 

(11,1.90). The lovers too emerge from the foliage (ibid., 11.23- 

24). This importance of trees continues in Le Cimetiýre Marin. 

The sea-hyke is seen amid trees and foliage,, entre les pins, (1.2), 

fausse captive de feuillages (1-49). Like the dog, and the worm, 
0 the monster haunts the graveyard, compose ... dlarbres sombres 

So far, we have been dealing mainly with natural settings in 

our search for the homes of Racine's monstres - with water, the 

shores of seas or riversq underground cavernsq deserts and forests. 
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We turn now to those places in which it seems more natural to find 

Racine's characters - the traditional buildings associated with 

royalty or priesthood. We have already comented on the labyrinth, 

the palace, of Phbdre. It is hard not to see the other enclosures, 

the palace of N6ron, the temple of Eliacin, as partaking of the 

same qualities of prison, or labyrinth. Pylade, in fact, speaks of 

the winding passages, d4tours obscurs, of Pyrrhus' stronghold; the 

holy of holies where Eliacin is to be foundis terrible: redoutlable 

sanctuaire (Athalie, IV, 6,1-1509). Their inhabitants axe 

dangerous, "Quelque monstre naissant dans ce templs sl6lbve 

(Athalie, 119 69 1.603). even when, as in Athalie, their retreat is 

a refuge. 

The Parque has her appartements (1-468) and aspires to her 

. 
temple, (here, the space in the heavens which her constellation will 

occupy). The priestess in La Pythie has her temple (1-105) and here 

it is plain that the temple is the body, as is the case in the 

Fragments du Narcisse, where the temple is a defence against death, ... 

temple qui me s6pares / De ma divinit6 (111,11.29-30). We 

find the same comparison, more cryptically expressed, in the 

Cimetibre Marin, where the poet, and his total perception (regard marin) 

(1.21), are contained in the single moment, Temple du temps (1.19). 

The graveyard, where we find both the other monsters, Chienne and 

ver, has the quality of a temple (sacrd, 1.55), for its description 

of the actual cypresses of the graveyard in Sbte evokes the temple 

of Sion, Cbdres, jetez des flanmes (Athalie, 111,7,1.1152). Valery's 

cypresses are flame-like, flambeaux, arbres sombres (11-157-158). 

We noted above that for Valdry, the temple is associated with 

the body. Within this particular temple, the smallest and most 
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intimate enclosure inhabited by the serpent, is, of course, the 

breast, or the heart within the breast. This applies to Astyanax 

(Andromaquel 19 29 1.167), to Eriphile (Iphig6nie, Vq 4,11-1675-1676)9 

to Hippolyte (Phbdre, IV, 21 1.1101), and the monstrous desire he 

has aroused has been nourished in Phbdre's breast, "Le ciel mit 

danB mon sein une flamme funeste ... " (Phbdre, V, 7ý 1.1625). 

It can be seen from the above that there is a general association 

of breast, heart, and womb in the term sein, and Valdry's serpent 

monstre inhabits all three. Its trace, feuille effac6e, (LJP, 1.14), 

is found between the Parque's breasts (1-15), and it is linked with 

the heart, Couve [. 
--] coeurs (1-87). The image of Narcissus is born 

of the light of the dying day (F du N, It 1.55) -a light found in 

the heart of the sky, spin des cieux (ibid., 111,11-17,20). The 

snake coils, ornements vip6rins, are found on the Pythie's breast, 

gorge (11.116-117). The heart and the breast are the haunt of the 

serpent in the Fbauche: 

Je disparais dans un coeur pur! 
Put-il jamais de sein si dur 
C. luton nty puisse loger un songe? ... 

(Eb dlun S, 11.112-114) 

We have seen, then, how the appearance, the nature, and the 

haunts of Racine's monstres could have lent themselves to Val4ry's 

system of transformations, his metamorphoses of a single being into 

multiple forms. Can we go further? Can we also relate the scheme 

of action Val6ry laid down for his poem to the pattern of action of 

Racine's monstres? 
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We have already seen that Val6ry's scheme of action corresponds 

markedly to that of a Racinian tragedy, where the action springs 

from the effect of the characters' passion for domination and 

cabsorption of the desired being. It is indeed the intensity of this 

desire which makes the lover or the ruler into a monster. It would 

not be surprising then, if the pattern of their actions, and 

Racine's use of the blend of mythology and Biblical imagery, which 

already had gathered around the natural history of the serpent 

(dragon, Pytho, Satan, etc., ) had been seized upon by Val6ry for 

his own purposes and added to his own translation of the monstrous. 

What are the main outlines of the schema of actions we can trace 

in Racine's monstres? It would require another thesis to trace them 

in detail, even as they appear in the great plays of Racine referred 

to by Val6ry. Here we must confine ourselves to a few examples, 

followed by instances from La Jeune Parqne and Charmes which show 

Val6ry tracing a similar pattern in a very Racinian atmosphere 

an atmosphere again, which emanates from his use of Racine's 

vocabulary. 
28 

Briefly, the action unfolds in a series of stages, from the 

shock produced as the monstre reveals itself, bL la lueur du choc de 

1'6v6nement (. 2 249 P-401)9 is how Va. 16ry plats it with reference to 

Phbdre. Shock is followed by an immediate suspension of movement. 

Next, the monster, after hypnotising the prey, draws the victim into 

its orbit, and th, prey thus fascinated, is encircled, stifled, or 

poisoned by the serpent's bite, and finally, can be devoured. 

None of this, it will be observed, in inconsistent with natural 

history. However, Racine's monstres move in a different atmosphere 

as he translates the effects of shook into his poetic vocabulary. 
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Again we turn to Th6rambne: , C; > -- 

Jusqulau fond de nos coeurs notre sang slest glac6. 
Des coursiers attentifs le crin slest h4riss6 ... 

29 

The victim, rendered immobile, 'freezes. ' This is precisely 

the effect produced on the Parque by the apparition of the starry 

serpent: "Que fais-t-uh6riss6e, et cette main glac6e . --" 
(1-13). 

The Pythie describes the effect which she, as the monstre of 1.55, 

will have 

Que soit les humains faits statues, 
Les coeurs fig6s, les ames tues ... 

(119,65-66) 

by her gaze, glaces (1.67 ). 30 

The serpent of the Fbauche immobilises its prey: 

Je dominais furtivement 
L'oeil dans 11or ardent de ta laine 
Ta nuque 6nigmatique et pleine 
Des secrets de ton mouvement ... 

[my italics] 

(11-147-150) 

The monstre, hypnotises, then draws its prey into its orbit. 

IT, 
Hippolyte rushes on the monster, pousse au monstre, in Th6rambne's 

, 
rdcit,, drawn by the desire for eternal fame its conquest promises; 

Hippolyte himself exercises a fascination upon Phbdre. "Par un charme 

fataa vous futes entral"n6e, ... " (Phbdre, IV9 69 1.1298), is Oenone's 

excuse for her. The Parque too is drawn towards her serpent, 

following it with her gaze into her forests: IIJIy suivais un 

serpent ... " (1.37), and describes its methods of fascination: 

Tu regarclais dormir ma belle ndgligence 
Va chercher des yeux closes pour tes danses massives ... 

(11-819 85) 

The Pythie herself becomes a charmg vivan-beamulette (1-115) and there 

is no doubt about the fascination his reflection exercises upon 
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Narcissus: 

Tout mlappelle et mlenchatne a la chair lumineuse 
Que mloppose des eaux la paix vertigineuse ... 

(Ig 11-70-71) 

Nor is there any doubt about the seductive power of the serpent 

on Eve: 

Rien qui ne flatte, et ne 11induise 
A se perdre dans mes desseins, 
Docile ... 

(Eb dlun S, ll. lB6-188) 

The prey, once fascinated, is encircled, 11... le monstre 

bondissant [ ... ]/ Se roule ... " (Ph; dre, V, 6,11-1531-1533). 

0 Neron, in Britannicus, explains the method: "Pembrasse mon rival, 
J. 

mais clest pour lletouffer ... " (IV9 39 1.1314). The desire to absorb 

and dominate is common to lover and hater in Racine's plays. Oenone 

loves Phedre, sacrificing all for her, but her embrace is fatal. 

"Pax vos faibles genouxg que je tiens embrasses ... " (Phedre,, 1.39 

ol 1.244). She weakens Phedrels resistance. Valery's serpent and its 

prey, the Parque, demonstrate this mode of action. The monstre 

encircles: 

... dans les anneaux de ton re4ve animal 
Halete jusqulau jour llinnocence anxieuse 

(11.88-89) 

0 The Parque has encircled herself also, "Jai de mes bras epais 

0 
envirome mes tempes ... " (1-30). La Pythie again, incorporates 

the Apollo mythq as earlier that of Medusa, for the Pythie is seated 

on a trepied quIetrangle un servent, (1.24) vhile her snake-like 

ornaments encircle her throat (11-117,116). The hydre of 

Au Platane encircles: 

Pressens autour de toi d'autres vivants [the other trees], lies 
.1 .0 

Par 11hydre venerable ... 
(11.17-18) 
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In the Fragments du Narcisse the lovers are wound in a mutual 

embrace: "Couple aux pieds confus qui se mele .., it (II-, 
j 1- 35) 

and the serpent of the Ebauche twists itself, vient se tordre, 

around the branches of the tree it is attacking (1.297). 

We have now seen the prey brought near enough to the monstre 

for the final attack. As we noted earlier (p. 147), the flames 

darted forth from the fiery mouth suggest the parallel with the 

dart, sword or dagger, and we remember that Racine's human monstres 

were armed with these too. It seems possible that the pure 

31 Hippolyte, launching his weapon, dard, lanc6 d'une main sure, 

and Eliacin, the brilliant child of Athalie's dream with his weapon, 

0, un homicide acier 
Qu; le traltre dans mon sein a plongd tout entier 

(Athalie, 119 5 11-513-514) 

could together have provided a model for the attack of the Parque's 

starry serpent, emanation from the gods: 

Vous qui dans les mortels plongez jusqu'aux larmes 
Les souverains 6clats, ces invincibles armes, 
Et les 61ancements de votre dternit6, ... 

(11.21-23) 

and a model too perhaps for the serpent of the, Ebauche (glisse, plonge, 

(1-111)). But this sudden attack could also have served Val6ry as 

a model for the serpent's bite, where the tooth or tongue replaces 

the dagger or javelin as the offensive weapon, the Parque's mordre 

(1-37), the serpent/Pythie's bouche qui veut se mordrP (1-49)9 and 

of course the tongue, langue bL double fil, and tooth, dent, of the 

mn, 

Ebauche (11.79 3), the dent secrbte of the Cimetibre Marin (1.116). 

A further interesting possibility in this context of attack is 

supplied by Racinels, Ndrong whose treacherous kiss announces 

Britannicus' death (Britannicus, V, 5) by a poison as swift and 
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deadly as the knife *9 IV9 4t 11-1394-1398). We note that 

the Parque's kiss, 32 too, is linked with the serpent's poisonous 

bite (1.98). The kiss of the lovers (Fragments du Narcisse, 11,1.82), 

the last kiss of the Narcisse are deadly too, while the Pythie, 

une bouche qui veut se mordre (11.5,49), shows the characteristic 

symptoms of poisoning. 
33 

i1bacinets monstres and Val6ry's, then, share a complex of words I 

and ideas, involving flames, weapons and the poisoned bite or kiss. 

It may well be that they share another aspect, also generated by 

the r6cit de Th6rambne, for the flames of this monstre could have 

suggested the weapons, the burning kisses; its smoke perhaps 

suggested the link between poison, incense and breath. All these can 

be analogies for the danger of poisoned speech as it proceeds from 

the mouth of the attacker, as we see by Phbdrels denunciation of 

Oenone, bouche impie (Phbdre, IV, 6,1.1313). Mathan too breathes 

forth the poison of lies, his incense is corrupt, squilld (Athalie, III, 

7,1.1147). The Parque's serpent has his corrupt emanation, parfums 

de caverne (1-4241 and though the Parque's own incense, her breath, 

is sweeter (11-403,4219 422), it can be deceptive (1-419). The 

balance is redressed in La Pythie, surrounded by smoke (like Mathan, 

perhaps, assis dans la chaire empest6e (Athalie, 111,49 1.1016)) 

and by the serpent of the, Ebauche, -Pr6sent comme une odeur (1-151), 

whose speech, gaze34 (1.180), is blasphemous (11.201-202). 

It is this same serpent of the Ebauche who gives us a clue as 

to the final, and most complete, method of destruction common to the 

monstres of Racine and Val6ry. The comparison of the serpent as 

the generator of vampires is more, it seems to us, than an amusing 

parody of Bossuet. The vampire feeds itself on living flesh, as 
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Hermione, in the role of Fury, will devour Oreste's, "Et je lui 

[Hermionel porte enfin mon coeur 4 d6vorer ... " (Andromaque, V, 59 

1.1644). while at the other end of Racine's productive life he 

pictures the man-eating monsters of Hades (Phbdre, 111,59 11.963-964) 

who devour the love-obsessed Pirithous (ibid., 1.962). 

Sometimes the need to obtain nourishment is translated into the 

satisfaction of thirst - but it is still the living substance which 

is absorbed; the serpent of the Ebauche remarks of his prey, "Je te 

buvais, 8 belle sourde ... " (1-145). Narcissus suffers because he 

carmot do so, 

je suls si prbs de toi que je pourrais te boire, 
0 visage! ... Ma soif est un esclave nu ... 

(Io 11-134-135) 

but it is clear that the fountain, which is one with Narcissus, and 

which is described as vivant de tout clui slap2roche (11,1.13)9 

will absorb both Narcissus and his image. (Cf. Val6ry's description 

of the projected close of the poem (OCV, -I, Notes to p. 1672). 

Val6ry's monstres also display this characteristic. The Parque 

adjures herself: "Abandorme-toi vive aux serpents ... " (1.459). while 

in Charmes, the mouth which kisses or bites also devours, as in 

La Pythie: mciche (1-48). The hydre of the Cimetibre Marin is also 

the golfe mangeur (1-50), the ver the. vrai rongeur (1.112), and it 

is to be noted that it too feeds on the living (11-114,119). 

It is in La Jeune Parque', the parent poem, that we first find 

a final characteristic common to the attacks mounted by Racine's 

monstres and those of Valdry. They absorb not only the substance of 

their prey, but their own, turning the attack on themselves. This 

is most clearly seen in Phbdre, whose eponymous heroine is consumed 

by self-administered venom. 
35 This is the case too with the Parque, 
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whog penetrated by her own poison (1-44), feeds her soul on the 

lait des reveries drawn from her own breast (11-55-57). The Pythie 

too nourishes her darker side, merveilles du mal, troupeau des 

epouvantes (11-134,203)9 with the shadowy food of dreams, 

fabuleuse foison (1.207) and the hydre of Le Cimetiere Maxin 

devours itself, "Qui te remords lletincelante queue ... " (1-137). 

Much space has now been devoted to the way in which Racine's 

monstre and Valery's, attack their prey. A basic pattern of 

resemblance, traceable through the Racinian vocabulary in which 
e 

Valery clothed the activities of his serpent, has emerged, and this 

perhaps entitles us to ask our final question as to the resemblance 

between Racine's monstres and Valeryls. To what end do the 

creatures attack, and, finally, perish? What, in short, is their 

function in Racine's poetic drama and in Valery's dram tic poetry? 

Racine's monstre arouses Hippolyte from a trance of inaction 

and of silence (Phedre, V, 6,11-1499-1502), just as Phedre's 

arrival had spurred him to the resolve to leave Trezýne (ibid., I, 

19 11.1-2), scene of his idle youth (ibid., 1119 59 1.933). This 

is the function of Valery's monstres also. The Parque's serpent 

rouses her: "Moi, je veille. Je sors, pile et prodigieuse 11 

(LJP, 1.90). The Pythie is forced into creation and parturition; 

the image of Narcissus arouses him to self-knowledge - "JusquIa ce 

temps chaxm=t je mletais inconnu ... " (Iq 1.136) (the time before 

his first sight of the reflection); the vision leads to an attempt 

at fulfilmentg me joindre (ibid., 1.137). 

initiates Eve's first movement: 

A la fin, les temps sont venus, 
Qulun pas vers la neuve Science 
Va donc jaillir de ces pieds nus 

The serpent of the Ebauche 

(11.241-244) 
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The poet of Le Cimetiere Marin is roused to action not only by the 

bite of the ver (il touche!, 1.118; Non, non, debout!, 1.127), but 

by the touch of the hyý&e /sea, "Courons a llonde en rejaillir vivant! 

oos" Thereafter, the poison ingested generates illusions, 

dreams, madness - the pattern, in fact, described at the beginning 

of this section. The close of the action, the end result of the 

initial attack of the, monstre,, is self-recognition, for Racine's 

monstresl, from Oreste's catalogue of Act V, scene 4 in Andromaque, 

to the prophecy of Athalie in her dying speech (Athalie, V. 7t 11. 

1785-1790). and which is most fully expressed in Phedre. However, 

during the processs something else has been produced; the play, or 

the poem, a Ilielq as in La Jeune ParqjAe. Mens! Mais sache 

(11-419-420), and the voice which makes music from the recognition of 

the monstrous self, as in Phedre and La Pythie, cette auguste Voix, (1.227). 

Having said so much, perhaps we may allow ourselves one final 

question. What is the identity of Valery's monstre, one with its 

Ir human host, dieu. dans la chair egar& clad in so many of Racine's 

trappings? Let us recapitulate the salient points in the pattern 

which can help us to answer this question. 

Racine's, monstres are double; fabulous/symbolic, with animal 

characteristics - the monstre of the recit de Theramene, the 

Minotaure, the monstres of Hades (Cerberus), and the Furies; and 

human - Phedre, Oenone, Hippolyte, earlier Oreste and Hermioneg 

Eriphile; later Aman, Mathan and Eliacin. Valery's monstres are 

also fabulous/symbolicg with the characteristics of animals - the 

, 
serpent/monstre of La Jeune Parque, the vipere, /hydre, into which the 

Pythie has been transformed, and the serpent-guivre of the Ebauchel, the 

hydre-chienne, and ver of the Cimptiere, and the hydres of Au Platane 
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and Ode Secrbte; his human monstres axe the Parque, the Pythie and 

Narcissus The animal characteristics of Racine's monstres are 

those of the bull, the serpent and the dog; those of Val6ryis of 

the serpent, the horse and the dog. RacineIs human monstres are, by 

turns, lover, mother, child, priest and idol; this is equally true 

of Val6ry's, if we substitute priestess for priest. In addition, 

Val6ry, if the above is valid, has drawn extensively on Racine for 

many features of the appearance, the attributes, the metamorphoses 

and nature of his monstres. Thus the composite monstre of Racine 

possesses coils, scales, horns and fire-darting mouth; the human, 

long tresses, jewelled ornaments, long (shining) robes, and is armed. 

This is also the case with Val6ry's. It is possible to prove that 

Racine's human monstres and Valfty's are further seen as star, 

flower, or component parts of a tree-root, twigg flower or fruit; 

as carnivores, tiger or leopard; or as dream, phantom. Again this 

is so for Val6ry's monstres. Considerations of space, however, have 

led to the omission of this proof here. Equally, both Racine's and 

Val6ry's human monsters have a double nature, furious, dangerous, 

cruel, deceitful and idolatrous - or charming, innocent and pure, 

instinct with reason. Both Racinets monsters and Val6ryls inhabit 

certain places; the sea or other waters, the cave or labyrinth, the 

tomb, the nether regions, as well as various boundaries - between 

this world and the next - the seashore, the desert, the forest, the 

palace or temple; the human heart, and the dream or vision. They 

share similar methods of attack - they hypnotise, chill, fascinate, 

encircle, stab (if human)q bite (if animal) and devour their prey; 

they also turn their weapons on themselves. 

These repeated coincidences in pattern, in atmosphere, and above 
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all in vocabulary, give us, to say the least, a strong probability 

that Val6ry found, in Racine's translations of myth into the terms 

of the langue noble, a treasury of expression to aid him in 

elevating his own portrait of the monstre to the level of myth. 

Here, indeed, is the. serpent ... d6coratif to which he refers. 

And, if we repeat our question as to the identity of Val4ry's monstre, 

asking what myth did Racine help Va. 16ry to embody, we have not fax 

to seek ... 

In the serpent/monstre, as it takes shape under Val6ryfs hands, 

we have a creature of enormous power and cruelty, but one, in its 

human shapes, of extraordinary beauty and purity -a being with 

supernatural powers, but not immortal. A demi-god therefore, and 

36 
one whose attributes, as noted by Racine himself, are those of the 

monster of the r6cit de Th6rambne. This demi-god, the details of 

whose description Racine noted during his Greek studies, had bullts 

horns and serpent locks, "des cornes de taureau et 6tait couronn6 de 

dragons, " and his followers were similarly crowned. His human 

shape was that of a young man, with the beauty of a goddess, "un 

jeune homme enchanteur, beau, et ayant toutes les graces de V6nus 

dans les yeux" (which, Racine comments, were black); he carries a 

torch, "un flambeau a. 11=6 [ 
.. 

] abandonnant ses cheveux ýL la vent[ .. 
] 

partout oh il va, llencens fume, " and he is armed with the Thyrse, 

"javelot fait de bois de lierre. 11 His qualities are those of the 

soothsayer, of the warrior, Devin. guerrier, and, Racine notes, of 

the madman, furieux. A god, we may perhaps add, of trance and dreams 

as well as of madness, whose symbol is the serpent -a god of the 

sea, of the forest, who haunts tombs, and whose followers feast on 

living flesh - yet one whose successor, Orpheus, has been identified 
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with Christ. He is a god, too, of double aspect, a god of 

fertility, but also of winter darkness, a god who was sacrifice as 

well as dedicatee. Dark double of Apollo, he too was inspirer of 

poets, and the first god of the theatre - Dionysos himself. 
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Le Serpent... Decoratif 

Notes 

, 
pents and a living See C 9t 671, for a dream of dead ser 

viper, in a garden "assez semblable a celui de la Graulet" 
(Catherine Piozzils property in the Dordogne). 

2. Letter to Gide (C G Vq P-448)* 

3.0 C V. 14 Notes, p. 1623. 

4. CG Tp P-448. 

Ibid. 

6. C 69 437-438. 

0CV. !, p. 96. 

8. Racine notes (Appendix A)q P-13. 

See Maurice Bemol, La Parque et le Serpent. He refers to 
Maurice Guerin's La Bacchante. 

10. J. M. Cocking, Towards LIEbauche d1un S 
Ouroborps, Australian Journal of French 
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Le Theme de la Pythie chez Paul Valery. 
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13. OP. cit-9 P-191. 

14. Nadal, op. cit-9 P-195. 

15. OCR, i9p. 
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reafter 

16. Astyanax is seen as a reincarnation of Hector by Oreste 
(Andromaque, Ig 2,11.162-164,224) and by Andromaque: 
Tlest Hector, disait-elle en 1'embrassant toujours 
(Andromaque, 11,59 1.252); "Clest lui-meme, clest toi,, cher 
epoux que J'embrasse ... 11 (ibid., 1.254). 
Similarly, Athalie recognises the dead Okosias in Eliacin/Joas 
"Je vois d'Okosias le port et le geste / Tout me retrace enfin 
un sang que je deteste ... " (Athalie,, V, 6,11-1771-1772). 

17. Mathan considers himself the equal of Joad, the priest of 
Jehovah (and hence of God himself by whom Joad is possessed), 
and far above Baal. See, Athalie,, ) 111,3. ) 11.919-9211,954. 

ent :V 

. 

18. Racine notes (Appendix Al P-13. 
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19. We refer, of course, to the well-known line in Andromaque, V, 
5: "Pour qui sont ces serpents qui sifflent sur vos t9tes? ... (1.1638). 
There is certainly also an aspect of the demonic in Oreste's 
vision of Hermione as a leader of the Furies (ibid., 1.1636). 

20. Athalie, 11,7,1.654. See also the lines : "A moins que la 
pitie qui semble vous troubler / Ne soit ce coup fatal qui 
vous faisait trembler? ... " (Ibid. 

9 11.657-658). 

21. "Vous,, malheureuxg assis dans la chaire empestee / Ou le 
mensonge regne et repand son poison; ... " (Athalie,, 111,49 
11-1016-1017). 

22. Another of Racine's poetic decorations. The King of the 
Epirus caused Pirithous to be devoured 'by his dog, Cerberus. 
Thesee describes the monstres cruels (Phedre, 111,5,11.961- 
964) and remarks of himself-: "Pai su tromper les yeux de 
qui ifetais gard;, 11 (Ibid 

' .91.968). The whole of Thesee's description of his captivity is 
pervaded by the overtones of his mythological descent into 
Hades. 

23. Epirus is the country through which the Acheron, the 
legendary Styx, flows. See Theramene's speech (Phedrel 1,11 
11.11-12). 

24. The Minotaur's detours,, detours de sa vaste retraite (Phedre 
k9 11,59 1.650). and the Zet-o7r-s- of the Parque's ýený71-78). 

suggest this analogy, strengthened by the Parque's own 
retour (1-423) and fil (1-416)9 

25. All the connotations of the word bord(s) in Phedre, with the 
single exception of Oenone's bords heureux axe dark, but the 
same connotations of death and disaster abound in Iphigenie, 
and are to be found also in Andromaque and Athalie. 

26. When she wishes to save him from Athalie's wrath. The lines 
parallel Andromaque's plea for Astyanax : "Laissez-moi le 
cacher en quelque 16le deserte, " (Andromague, 111,4,1.578). 

27. A fact commented upon by Alain Seznec, whose computer research 
underlined it. See his notes on the concordance of Racine by 
Freeman and Batson, Journal of French Studies (hereafter JF S)q 
XXVI, Jan. 197 2, p. 9. 

28. See the chapter on vocabulary for a more detailed treatment 
of Valery's debt to the langue noble. 

29. Phedre, V, 6,11-1511-1512. The first of these two lines, 
describing the first effect of the monster upon its prey in 

i Ilar lines Racine uses to Phedre, is one of several very sIMI 
describe the effects of shock, and which are associated with 

, besides the lines the revelation of other monsters. In Phedre 
already quotedg we have Oenone's exclamation when Phedre's 
unnatural passion for Hippolyte is revealed to her : "Juste ciel, 
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29. (cont. ) 

tout mon sang danB mes veines se glace! ... " (Phedre, 1,39 1.265). 
The same line is repeated in Esther, when the horrors Aman is 
preparing are disclosed (I. 3v 1.165). The effect of Eliacin 
on Athalie is equally chilling, and inhibiting : "Pignore si 
de Dieu l1ange se devoilant / Est venu lui montrer le glaive 
etincelant; / Mais sa langue dans sa bouche a 11instant slest 
glace ... " (Athalie, 11,2,11-409-411). 

30. Hem, of course, we see how well Racine's pattern lends 
itself to the myth of Medusa, and to Valery's mythologising 
of his passion for La M6duse (Mme de Rovira). 

31. Ph; dre, V, 6,1.1529. Hippolyte too is a monstre,, and as such, 
an aggressor. 

32. Could there be a link here with the nurse's kiss in Herodiade? 
It was strictly forbidden (no-one was permitted to touch 
Herodiade) and therefore was guilty. It implies danger for 
Herodiade (11-53-61). 

33. The Pythia's symptoms are consistent with those of poisoning : 
lividity (1-5)9 discolouration (11.111-112). convulsions (1.20). 

34. This word could apply to a vapour, as well as to the material, 
the gauze which fits the garment content of the lines. 

35. Ph; dre, V, t 11.1637-1638. Oreste too is a prqr to his own 
venom : "Seigneur, je le vois bien, votre ame prevenue / 
Repand sur mes discours le ven: h-1 qui la tue ... " (Andromaque, 
119 2,11-577-578). 
Hermione also turns her attack upon herself, as does Eriphile. 

36. In his notes on the Bacchae of Euripides Oe 
- uvres Completes de 

Racine, la Pleiade, Tome If (hereafter 0C R9 II)P PP-874-875). 
The feminine attire and effeminate beauty of Bacchus/Dionysos 
were celebrated in art and poetry alike, and another form of 
the thyrsos'was a rod topped by a pine cone, the phallic symbol. 
I am indebted to Dr Lowe for first drawing my attention to the 
pampres of La Jeune Parclue, (1.206) and the grap-pe (1-17), as 
possibly having more significance than a reference to 
Mallaxme's Faune. 



CHAPTER V 

UNES0RTEDESYMB0LISME 
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Une Sorte de Symbolisme 

In 1916 we find in the Cahiers a cryptic remark relating to 

what Val6ry describes as Racine's symbolism and which he defines as 

follows: "Une sorte de symbolisme infiniment habile, chaque vers 

dtant doucement universel. " 1 Just what did Valdry mean by this 

statement and wherein lay the value of such a symbolism for what he 

himself was trying to achieve in his own poetry? 

The following very important passage, written a year later, may 

help us to establish the relationship between Racine's symbolism 

and Valdry's own conception of poetry: 

La podsie toute nue nlest autre chose que le sentiment 
se ddmontrant h soi-mgme - de se possdder en toute 
luciditd mais en toute varidtd. Le simple image le fait 
voir, qui est d1une part une transformation et de l1autre, 
la connaissance que cette transformation nlest ni une 
erreur, ni une vdritd, mais une propridtd singulibre et 
native de notre systbme profond. Toutes les repr6sentations 
et toutes les relations qui sont possibles entrIelles 
sont comme supposdes simultandment pr6sentdes. 

Le pobte est-il un vivant groupe de transformations? 
Je rappelle que celui-ci est le pobte bý 116tat pur tel 
que Pon ne doit 11obtenir et le considdrer que dans un 
laboratoire. Le pobte rdel, utilisable, doit comporter 
un artiste, et le langage est son th6gtre. 2 

Here we have, perhaps, one of those observations arising directly 

from Valdry's own experience as he was composing La Jeune Parclue and 

which, he would have us believe, were of more value to him than the 

3 
poem itself. The confident tone of the passage, taken together 

with its date, suggests that Valdry knew he had found a solution to 

one of the problems posed by the content of La Jeune Parque,, and 

which he describes as follows: 

Les noms des choses de llesprit sOnt impossibles. Et clest 
cela, que j'aurais voulu "chanter. " Jla3- eu grand mal '. It 
en introduire quelques unes dans les vers. 4 
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Language had posed the problem, but language, toog could solve it: 

Le langage joue dans la machine humaine le role de 
transformateur extraordinaire. 5 

The solution then, as we have read, lay in the image, that is, in an 

image which can not only present the mind with a picture of itself 

and its workings, but which is also an essential quality of the 

workings of the mind ('tune propridtd [ 
.. 

] native de notre systbme 

profond"). This means, however, that such images have to be capable 

of the widest possible application: "Toutes les reprdsentations et 

toutes les relations qui sont possibles entrIelles sont comme 

supposdes simultandment prdsentdes. 11 

This view of the image brings us into the domain of symbolism, 

for the symbol, after all, is the ultimate in the use of the image, 

what Valdry calls 'Ila m6taphore complbte. ,6 It is a view in line 

with his earlier conviction that the use of symbolism could solve 

any problem of representation: 

Une chose de nlimporte quelle nature peut 6tre 
7 

symbolisde par une autre de nlimporte quelle nature. 

Moreover, symbolism lent itself to the portrayal of mental operations; 

Le monde mental est celui otL on peut symboliser. 
8 

If, therefore, this 

solution to the problems posed by language was so readily available, 

why was the composition of La Jeune Parque so difficult? 

The difficulties on which VaIdry lays so much stress lay, 

perhaps, in the choice of the appropriate imagery, of the metaphors 

which could lend themselves to the sort of manipulation Valdry had 

in mind, metaphors capable of reducing language to a form as near 

, %'k 
bstract as possible: 

Mon gou"It du net, du pur, du complet, du suffisant, conduit 
h un systbme de substitutions - que reprend comme en 
manoeuvre le langage - le remplace par une sorte d'algbbre 
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et aux images essaie de substituer des figures 
r6duites 'h leurs propridtds utiles. 

Par DL se fait automatiquement une unification du 
monde physiquement au psychique. 10 

Val6ry was searching, that is, for symbolsq valid for different 

contexts, as the algebraic x can stand for any number of different 

objects. 

Now, as an admirer of Mallarmd, Valdry, who studied the latter's 

vocabulary intensivelyq m-ast also have studied his imagery and 

symbols. Traces of this are evident in La Jeune Parque and Charmes. 
V 

But it may be that Valdry needed an imagery with a different 

colouring, stemming from another type of vocabulary: 

... La valeur et la nuance de 114crivain tiennent 
beaucoup h la manibre dont chacun pergoit les mots, 
quel retentissement, quelle 

1 
p6nombre, motrice - 

musicale - morphique? ... 
1 

Certainly, much of the imagery which had contented the poet of 

the Vers Anciensv with their specifically Mallarmean vocabulary, 

disappears from La Je-une Parcluel 
12 

as Guiraud notes, giving as 

examples the virtual disappearance of ange, cygne, flu'6teg lac, 

s6j2ulere. We may note for ourselves the significant replacement of 

lune by soleil, and the far wider field of application in the arb-PA - 

fork, onde, mer, vent, which replace the lacs, lunesroseaux. 
13 

There is thus a marked divergence from the Mallarmean treasury, and 

a movement from the specific to the generalised term. 

When we consider this striking change in Valdry's poetic 

vocabulary (and vocabulary is the source of all poetic imagery), 

together with his research into the work of the older poets, 
14 

we 

must ask ourselves if there is anything to indicate which of these 

were contributing their colouring to Val6ry's choice of images, and 

helping to enrich their significance by widening the field of their 
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application. 
.r 

In 1916 Valdry remarks: 

On peut considdrer les types de notre po6sie, Racine 
Hugo Baudelaire etc comme les instruments chacun plus 
approprid bL tels effets et plus adaptd par sa langue 
choisie, ses r thmes, ses images bý telles et telles 
ýdcessitft 

... 
1ý 

Another passage, in 1918, suggests why his choice of "instrument" 

should have fallen on Racine: 

... Quel savant prend ses observations au hasard? La 
rbgle est de bien choisir. Ce qui simplifie - ce qui 
est trbs net - etc. Ce qui parle. 
Dans Part, il ya aussi une rbgle de choix - et de 
plus une rbgle de transformations. 

Il ya2 gsth6tiques - 11une quiveut quIon donne 
11impression de la vie; l'autre qui prdfbre reconstituer, 
reconstruire la vie. 16 Les seconds sont du type Descartes Racine ... 

This, though in general terms, could well apply to the process he 

himself was trying to 'reconstitute, ' the process of thought in 

the living being. For Val6ry, Racine was incomparable in his powers 

of translating ideas, and action, into poetry. This judgement 

emerges cleaxly from his unpublished notes for a speech for the 

Racine celebrations. If, as he states, tragedy consists of a series 

of transformations, 17 
then Racine was a brilliant translator: 

(Langage de Racine) 

Nous avons coutulme de s6parer ce que nous entendons de 
ce que nous comprenons, de passer de Voreille aux iMes 
et nous divisons les pensdes de Phbd: re de sa voix. 
Mais en matibre de podsie, il ya dquivalence, ou bien 
l'oeuvre est prose. 

Mais en po6sie dramatique le problbme est compliqud 
- il faut agir et se mouvoir dans Vordre de la prose, 
puisque Paction Aelle se joue, mais parler un langage 
qui obdit ä des conditions sensibles partieulibres 

Tel est le [problbme? ] de Raeine 
Il semble qutil l'ait r6solu sans effort. 

,% 18 
Ctest une vdritable traduetion qutil a d: ü faire. 

As we notev the successful translation of reality into poetry 
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was accomplished through language. For Valdry, ) Racine's language 

was especially suited to the translation of the process of thought, 

for in spite of its imagery, it contained nothing foreign to the 

natural process of thinking: "Pas de termes qui ne soient de ceux 

qui figurent naturellement dans la pens6e. " ig 

It may be that here Valdry was noting the absence of the 

artificial reifications of the philosophers, the abstract 'Beauty' 

separated from the beautiful thing or person. However that may be, 

his own test of words which he considered suitable as symbols must 

strike a reader of Racine. In 1915 he wrote thus: 

** Il ya une foule de mots qui, situds entre le concret ;t llabstrait sont des noms des symboles [, ] gdom6tries, 
m6caniques Exemples: un regard, une tendance, un noeud, 
un but, un fond, une dent. 
Couronne 
Noms de formes de mouvements - ou de termes appropri6s 
bý des actes 20 

It would be difficult to find a word more important in the 

Ra '* cinian universe than Valdry's first word, regard (emphasised by his 

italics). It is an instrument of destiny in Phbdre, and is equally 

importaht in Britannicusq where we see just what Val6ry meant by his 

formes de mouvements and the entre le concret et ltabstrait: 

D'un regard enchanteur connalt-il le poison? 
(Britannicus, 1.429) 

The movement implied by the regard, from J-unie to Wron., is just as 

fatal as would be an arrow charged with venom. The same applies to 

the noeuds of Atalide's lines, as she speaks of Bajazet: 

Moi seulev j'ai tissu le lien malheureux 
Dont tu viens dIdprouver les d6testables noeuds 

(Bajazet, 11-1731-1732) 

for her plotting has led to Bajazet's death, strangled, Turkish- 

fashion. Couronne, q again, as a favourite rhetorical symbol for 
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kingship, or victory, connects the idea of the power they imply or 

acts by which they are achieved with the concrete object. 

All these words are, of course, common currency with poets 

but they bring with them from Racine the colour and intensity with 

which he has endowed them -a colouring which pervades La Jeune Parque 

and Charmes. 

In view then of Val6ry's own statements, it is impossible to 

over-estimate the importance of imagery to him as he translated the 

interaction of thought and physical reality in the living being, and 

in view of his own judgement of Racine, we must ask ourselves what 

traces of Racine's imagery are to be found in Valdry's work. 

Valdry's use of metaphor and symbol has been discussed at length 

by those who have studied his poetry. As is natural, his inheritance 

from the symbolists, and from Mallarm6 in particularg has been given 

great prominence and Mallarm6ls coinage is indeed an integral 

part of Valdry's currency. 
21 

But in commenting on Val6ry's picture 

of the natural world, a domain which has been deeply and thoroughly 

discussed, under certain of its aspects, 
22 

we find little or nothing 

with reference to Racine. This seemed to us strange, in view of 

Val6ry's stress on the value of Racine in all the aspects of poetic 

technique, including, as we have seen, symbolism and imagery. In the 

following pages, therefore, we shall examine nature imagery. Since 

the role of the sun is of such importance in Phbdre, a play so 

important,, as we have seen, to Val6ry, let us begin with a study of 

imagery related to the sun. 
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We find the sun in many of Racine's plays and poems, where it 

is referred to under varying names - soleil, 
23 

astre, 
24 flambeau. 25 

As a natural phenomenon, it is to be found in all the plays, Pnd in 

a wide range of the poems, in contexts which connect it not only 

with lightq 26 but with the passage of time. 27 In its figurative 

sense, and as soleil, astrej the sun is linked with the torch, 28 

with a child, 
29 

with royalty, 
30 

with Christ. 31 
with God, 32 

with 

immortality33 and with justice, 34 
and in a final and most interesting 

comparison, with the divine Word, as well as with God himself as the 

source of all light: 

Source ineffable de lumibre, 
Verbe en qui 116ternel contemple sa beautd, 
Astre dont le soleil nlest que llombre grossibre, 
Sacrd jour, dont le jour emprunte sa clartd; 

Lbve-toi, soleil adorable 
(IýVme, lundi, Laudes', 11.1-5) 35 

With the exception of La Th6balde and Mithridate', all the plays 

mentioned in our references are those in which, as we have seen, 

Valdry showed a special interest. The plays where we have the sun 

connected with godhead (that is, Phbdre, Esther and Athaliq) are those 

to which Valdry attached a particulax importance, as the Cahiers and 

the unpublished work show. We note too that the sun as a source of 

poetic imagery is treated with great richness and freedom in the 

lyrical sections of, Esther and Athalie, particularly in the latter 

play, "oh les mots prennent des valeurs uniques, 
06 Again, both the 

connection of the sun with godhead, and the richness of imagery, are 

to be found in the sacred poems. We know that Valdry was interested 

in these, especially in Cantique 1) for it is from this Cantique, that 

he taught his small daughter a stanza as a pendant to the 

Songe d'Athalie (which he also taught her). 37 
A strange choice, we 
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might think, unless both had an especial importance to him. It 

seems more than probable that he studied the translations from the 

Latin breviary at the same time, when we consider that value he set 

on all types of poetic translation. 38 And, if Valdry did indeed 

study these translations, the skill with which Racine embroiders on 

the Latin original, 
39 his technique of translating the basic content 

in three different ways, 
40 

cannot but have appealed to a man who 

saw all poetry as a translation of the same themes, and the art of 

poetry as the art of translation -a man who had eaxlier toyed with 

the idea of a Racine writing and re-writing his most famous play. 
41 

Here, in the plays and poems of Racine, was a rich source of 

malleable imagery. Can we therefore find any evidence that Racine's 

imagery made its way into Valdry's poetry? 

Remembering that the use of sun imagery is common to many poets, 

particularly those of the Mediterranean basin, and that it must have 

been frequent at the court of Louis XIV, we must concentrate on a 

search for a nexus common to both Racine and Valdry in their use of 

such imagery, a persistence of the same set of analogies. Remembering 

too that we are looking for translations of ideas, it will be helpful 

to begin with the sun as an image of godhead, the idea of the Divine, 

whether pagan, Hebrew, or Christian. Here it is instructive to 

compare the properties and functions of Racine's composite sun/God 

with those of Valdry's. 

We have already discussed the overall importance of the solax 

myth in Phbdre for the construction of La Jeune Parque, together with 

Racine's borrowings from Greek solar mythology. 
42 However, the 

imagery attached to the sun/God of the Biblical plays and of the 

poems9 in relation to La Jeune Parque and Charmesq remains to be 
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explored. 

The terms in which Racine's choruses in the Biblical plays axe 

made to describe their God, or those in which He is referred to in 

the poems, give us a central image of the Deity as a sun: 

0 mont de Sinai, conserve la mdmoire 
De ce jour bý jamais auguste et renommd, 

Quand, sur ton sommet enflanm6, 
Dans un nuage dpais le Seigneur enferm6 
Fit luire aux mortels un rayon de sa gloire. 

Dis-nous pourquoi ces feux et ces dclairs, 
Ces torrents de fumde, et ce bruit dans les airs 

Ces trompettes et ce tonnerre? .. 
(Athalie, 1.49 11-332-339) 

Here is the soleil adorable of the poems (E[LL, 1-5). His attributes, 

however, are not only those proper to the sun ) but lend 

themselves to the nexus sun/God/torch, with its flames and smoke. 

Even the sparks are supplied by the sun of the poems, astre dtincelant. 43 

and by Esther's God, 

Ainsi du Dieu vivant la, colbre dtincelle 

(Esther, 11,, 79 1.653) 

The sun/God is armed, as we see from the passage quoted above 

, dclairs, tonnerre). He has at his disposal other weapons, the 

sword of his anger'44 Eliacints dagger, 45 
and the spears and swords 

of the Levites. 46 Again, He possesses vast treasures, as Athalie 

tells us, 

TantSt mtdblouissant de tes riches tr6sors, 
(Athalie, V, 6,1.1778) 

and, more specificallyg gold, tout 11or de David (Ibid'., V. 29 1.1589). 

Turning from the attributes of this sun/God to his functim s. 

we note one already referred to in Phbdre. He is a progenitor, who 

engenders mortals and gods. 
47 The Hebrew God of Athalie is a giver 

of life and fruitfulness: 
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Il comnande au soleil d'animer la nature, .. 
Il donne aux fleurs leur aimable peinture: 

Il fait naltre et milrir les fruits; 
Il leur dispense avec mesure 

Et la chaleur des jours et la fralcheur des nuits; 
Le champ qui les regut les rend avec usure. 

(Athalie, Ip 4,1.3289 323-327) 

This function is also illustrated in the poems: 

Seigneur, tant d'animaux pax toi des eaux f6condes 
Sont produits bL ton choix 

Que leur nombre infini peuple otL les mers profondes, 
Oh les airs et les bois ... 

(HJV, 11.1-4) 

The distributor of many gifts, his supreme function is to give light, 

... la lumibre est un don de ses mains 
(Athalie, 1,49 1.329) 

physical light, naturally, but also the light of inspired revelation, 

as we see when Joad, answering his own question, "Est-ce 1'Esprit 

divin qui stempaxe de moi? ... 11, exclaims, "Clest lui. Il m1dchauffe. 

Il parle. Mes yeux slouvrent / Et les sibcies obscurs devant moi se 

d4couvrent ... 11 (Athalie, 111,79 11-11309 1131-1132); and, even more 

important, the light of reason, of justice and law, as on Sinai-, or 

at the Creation: 

0 sagesse, ta paxole 
Fit dclore llunivers 

(Cant-5.4,, 11-31-32) 

This r8le of the solar deity as a bringer of reason and judgement has 

already been discussed in Chapter II. We find it again in the two 

Biblical plays and the poems. Reason and judgement, Racine infers,, 

are the real riches given by God: I'Mais sa loi sainte, sa lol pure, / 

Est le plus riche don qulil ait fait aux humains ... " (Athalie, 1.49 

11-330-331). For the price of all thisý Racine's sun-deity, soleil 

adorablev exacts only adoration, love and obedience, easy coin, 
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11I1 venait ä ce peuple heureux / Ordonner de itaimer dtune amour 

6ternelle ... " (Athalie, I. 4t 11-345-346), and one which can be 

offered even by a sinner: 

Quand pourrais-je ttoffrirt 8 Charit6 supreme, 
Au sein de la lumibre meine 
Le cantique de mes soupirs; ... 

(Cant. 1,11.73-75) 

Naturally, in the Biblical plays and even more in the poems, Racine 

wishes us to see his deity as wholly benign and without taint. 48 

In spite of thisq however, we are forced to note less fortunate 

consequences of light and revelation. Racine's sun/God can blind by 

the light he gives forth. The perception he brings can be misused, 

and he can kill. We have already seen this aspect in our study of 

Phbdre, and La Jeune Parque, and the God who acts through Joad and 

Eliacin is no less guilty of deception and cruelty. Valdry himself 

remarked upon this in his comment on the two priests in Athalie: 

On n1a pas assez remarqud dans Athalie 116gale cruautd 
et fourberie des deux pr9tres - oppos6s - et le "bon" 
pire que le mauvais. - Guet-apens ... 

(C 259 P-446) 

He is referring, of course, to the stratagem of Joad which lures 
a 

Athalie to the temple where the Levites wait in ambnsh to kill her, '7 

Athalie herself accuses the deity, with reason, of deceit and cruelty: 

Impitoyable Dieu, toi seul as tout conduit X- 
TantSt ml6blouissant de tes riches trdsors 

(Athalie, V, 6,11-17749 1778) 

Both pagan and Hebrew deities call up the monster which kills, 

Th4sde, by the prayer to Neptune; the God of Athalie, by sending the 

dream in which Eliacing monstre naissant, inspires Athalie with the 

desire which eventually brings her to the temple and death. 

Nor is the Deity's desire to be loved and worshipped without 
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its sinister aspect. Racine's beneficent God needs sacrifices, even 

human sacrifices, 

Quel fruit me revient-il de tout vos sacrifices? 
Du milieu du people exterminez les crimes, 
Et vous viendrez alors mlimmoler des victimes 

(Athalie, 1.19 11-879 91-92) 

If they are not offered, He will take them - the list of His 

achievements in Act I, scene 1 of Athalie is at least as destructive 

as Thdsde's exploits in Phbdre (1.19 11-79-82). The mainspring of 

His actions here shows itself to be less love than jealousy, and 

the desire to dazzle: 

Il sait, quand il lui plaft, faire dclater sa gloire ll 
(Athalie� 1,1,1.127) 

To sum up, Racine's sun/God is a supernatural being, a double 

deity, both creator and destrDypr- Let us turn now to Valdryls 

Soleil. 

The importance of the sun as an image in La Jeune Parque and 

Charmes can scarcely be exaggerated. Its presence pervades long 

passages of La Jeune Parque and infuses the whole of Le Cimetibre Maxin 

and the exquisite Colonnes. Its fading light is reflected from the 

surface of the Narcissus' fountain, its brilliance from the river of 

Le Rameur. Again, the roses of the setting sun colour the skies in 

the Fr2f. Ments du Narcisse and in the Ode Secrbte and La Ceinture. 

It is a major character is Fbauche d1un Serpent and its influence 

presides over the poems which begin and end Charmes, the two pictures 

of the inception and fruition of a work of art, Aurore and Palme. 

If we examine this poetic output, we can certainly establish 

that the sun, for Val6ry as for Racine, is the major source of 

physical light . 
50 As such, we find it as solei, 

51 
with variants 
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52 53 
such as jour 9 solstice. We are in the twentieth century, and 

the sun can be simply the nearest of all the fixed stars, Racine's 

astre du jour. But, for Valdry as for Racine, the sun is more than 

this. The sun as a deity in La Jeune Parque has already been 

discussed at length in Chapter II. We need only note here that, 

as also in Chaxmes,, it is occasionally granted the dignity of a 

capital letter, 54 
as is jour_55 -a dignity always given by Racine 

to his deities. 

From internal evidence, we may perhaps be allowed to see a 

divinity in the sun of Charmes. le Jour dieu couleur de miel of 

Colonnes (11-52,53). the Grand Soleil of the Fbauche dlun Serpent 

(1-31). who merges into the Creator of light, "Celui qui rbgne dans 

les cieux, " (1-52). A divinity too is perceptible in the ruler of 

the Cimetibre Maxin, "Midi lh-haut, Midi sans mouvement .. " (1-75)9 

"Tgte complbte et parfait diadbme ... " (1-77), while in Palme, the 

tree, as mediatrix between the powers of the sun and the earth, 

recalls the oracle inspired by divinity: 

Ce bel arbitre mobile 
Entre ltombre et le soleil 
Simule dfune sibylle 
La sagesse et le sommeil, 

(11.21-24) 

Again, while there is no mention of the sun by naxae in Ode Secrbte, 
Cl- 

the death of a solar hero is evoked (11.9-12) in the sunset of the 

masse de roses (1.12). 

Now, it is paxt of the inheritance of poetry from mythology 

(and especially from the mythology of the Mediterranean world) to 

see the sun as a god. What is important to us as students of Racine 

and Valdry is the affinity between the attributes and functions of 

Racine's sim/God and Val6ry's. Racine himself was a borrower, but 
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the use he made of his borrowings was individual, his colouring 

unmistakable. Can we find traces Of this cOlouring in the use 

Valdry made of sun imagery? 

Clearly, we may expect to find our most convincing evidence in 

those poems of Valdry where the sun is of outstanding importance - 

that is, in La Jeune Paxq ue, in Ebauche dlun Serpent, and in 

Le Cimetibre Marin. And indeed, it is in these poems that we find 

that Valdry's deity does possess the attributes of Racine's sun/God. 

'We find the flames in abundance: flamme premibre, flamme, feu 

(LJPq 11-3509 4899 353); feux flamme (Eb. d1un S., 11-32t 40); 

feu (le R, 1.8). The torches too make their appearanceý torches du 

solsticeq flambeaux (CM, 11-379 57); and the sparks thrown off by 

the sun/torch are seen in the Ebauche d'un Serpent, as the deity 

dissipates his divinity into the separate stars (11.63-64). Again, 

the presence of the sun is manifested by its effect on the sea, 

dblouissement didtincelles (LJP9 1.506), and the scintillation sereine 

(CM9 1.23). The lightning too is to be found in the Cimetibre Marin, 

fins dclairs (1-7), the thunder at the end of. La Jeune Paxque, 

dtonnements (1-487)9 tonne (1-503) - even, perhapsq in the noise 

of the waves at the end of Le Cimetibre Marin (1-138). We may also 

note the dclair. dtincelles, manifestations of the Pythie's deity 

(11-1529 163). for although the sun is not mentioned, her god must 

be Apollo. 

The weapons of Valdry's sun/God are as formidable as those of 

Racinels. We find them in La Jeune Parqi; ke, -point (1.252), and in the 

Cimetibre Maring armes sans Pitid (1-39). although Valdry dwells much 

more on the riches. The sun's gold is displayed in the lines 

describing the Parque's promenade in His light, dorde (1.110), 
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nuit de trdsor (1.111), tdnbbres dlor, (1.112) (sunlight on her closed 

lids), caprices d1or (1-159). and the final espbces d1or (1-512). 

It is implicit in the golden sunlight of An Platane (1-42) and in 

the sang qui dore, du N, 119 1.33) - again, sun on closed eyes 

and in the or, Toison, of La Pythie (1.210). We find this treasure 

too in llor rougi, (La P. 1.214) and in Ebauche d'un Serpent, 

or trbs 12ur', or oisif (11.288,296). In the Cimetibre Marin, where 

the sun gilds the graveyard, compos6 d1or (1-58), it is itself again 

gold, l'onde et 11orl, sea and sun (1.99). In this poem, too, the 

sun is a diamond (1.81) and perhaps a jewelled crown, "Tete complbte 

et parfait diadbme,,, 56 (1-77). 

If we can accept that Racine's sun and Valdryts have similar 

attributes, can we establish that they have similar double functions? 

We have seen that Racine's sun is a divine progenitor, and that 

both the pagan and Biblical sun-deities rule life and death. Valdry 

shows us this combination of functions with particular clarity in 

La Jeune Paxque, Ebauche d'un Serpent and Le Cimetibre Marin. We 

j: ýir (1.116), gives life, Cimes qu'un have the sun which ripens, ! pi^ 

feu f6conde (1-353)9 and in "Ebauche dlun Serpent,, the serpent's 

description of the flowery meadows that his sun-God has created 

(11.22-249 33-34), the children He generates (11.81-82); He is the 

fou crdateur (1.67). In Le Cimetibre Maring the sun has created the 

sea, "compose de feux / La mer" (11.3-4), has made the world visible 

(1.99), and in Valdry's song of triumph, Palme, has developed the 

fruit of the tree, 

Chaque jour qui luit encore 
Lui compose un peu de miel 

(Palme, 11-43-44) 

The sun-deity is thus a life-giver, donor of innumerable births, 
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ddlice de naltre (LJP, 1.510), and of the fertility of the earth, 

sol plein (ibid., 1.123). His second function, that of 

inspirations, also is demonstrated in Valdry's poem. His light 

inspires the Parque, 

Puis dans le dieu brillant, eaptive vagabonde 
Je mldbranlais brulante ... 

(11.122-123) 

the "rose / Apparencell (11.3-4) of Aurore heralds the psalm, 

premibre oraison (1-7). The sun arouses, Ilsonnes 116veil /A iletre, " 

(Eb d'un S, 11-31-32), and under the influence of its heat the 

devotee is inspired (fureur) to the point of the final revelation: 

Verse-moi ta brute chaleur ... 
Ma fureur, ici, se fait mftre; ... 
Je mldcoute, et dans mes circuits 
Ma m6ditation murmure ... 

0 Vanitd! Cause premibre ... 
(11.419 479 49-51) 

Here we are reminded of Racine's Joad, inspired by the Lord to a 

frenzy of revelation: 

so Il mldchauffe. Il parle. Mes yeux stouvrent, 
t les sibcles obscurs devant moi se ddcouvrent ... 

(Athalie, 111,79 11-1131-1132) 

However, the light of Va. 1dry's sun brings not merely inspiration 

and frenzy, but illumination, the light of reason and judgement. Like 

Racine's, it reveals a law which, when followed, brings intellectual 

delight. This is shown in. La Jeune Parque, where the sun elicits 

not only lifev but ordered music: 

Bois qui bourdonnerez de beftes et dliddes, 
Hymnes des hommes comblds des dons du juste dther 

(11-354-355) 

In Aurore, too, the appearance of the sun heralds the awakening of 
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reason: 

fibres des finesses 
naissent par les nombres! 

Filles des nombres dfor, 
Fortes des lois du ciel ... 

(11.47-50) 

Even the Pythie is at last forced into producing the voice of purity 

and wisdom, "Illumination /[.. I Sagesse, " (11.225-226), and the 

gifts with which the palm-tree is dowered and which it scatters are 

the gifts of a thinker: 

Paxeille bý celui qui pense 
Et dont llame se d6pense, 

(11.88-89) 

Valdry's sun/God, theng like Racine's, generates inspiration 

and gives the power of reasoning. In so doing, it wakens man to 

reality and initiates a process of self-judgement. Enough has been 

said of this in relation to Phbdre and La Jeune Paraue in Chapter II, 

but we find the same effect in Le Cimetibre Maxinv in the poet's 

recognition of the false promises of immortality (stanza 18), and 

in Ebauche d1un Serpent, as the serpent confesses his own 

inadequacy (11.295-296). 

There is a yet further resemblance between Racine's sun-deity 

and Val6ry's. It lies in the tribute each exacts, or attempts to 

exact, in return for their gifts - an offering of love and 

admiration, an offering of the self, recognition of the deity as 

absolute. This idea of continual tribute to the god is shown by the 

Parque's constant references to sacrifice (for example, sacrifiais, 

1.118, hostie, 1.338) and in the final lines celebrating her 

gratitude and recognition of the power of the god with whom she is 

re-united. - 
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Alors, malgr6 moi-meme, il le fauty 8 Soleil 
Que jvadore mon coeur oh tu te viens connaftre 
Doux et puissant retour du ddlice de naftre, 
Feu vers qui se soulbve une vierge de sang 
Sous les espbees dfor dlun sein reconnaissant! 

(11-508-512) 

We have the same reference to a continual offering of praise in 

the attempts of the serpent's God to exact tribute from His creations: 

Qui tout le jour vo-as fissent louange! 

(1.84) 

This tribnte he finally receives from the serpent itself: 

Je siffle, avec ddlicatesse, 
Offrant ä la gloire de Dieu 
Le triomphe de ma tristesse 

(11-302-304) 

The parallel functions of Racine's sun-deity, accomplished 

through his various gifts and menaces, are clearly discernible in 

Valdry's Soleil. We have already seen his alliance with death, as 

it is demonstrated in La Jeune Parque, and would here only remark 

on his power to blind, 'IQ-uel 6clat sur mes cils aveugle"ment dor6e 

(1.110), his revelation of death in the shadow, ldgbre mort (1.144). 

and his conjuring up of the monster (again, through the shadow-serpent 

which, if our earlier argument is acceptable, is indeed a monstre 

naissant, which develops immeasurably in the Parque's long nigiit). 

In the Ebauche d'un Serpent, it is precisely the powers of deception 

and death which are insisted upong as they accompany the sun's power 

of creation. The sun is an accomplice (1.26), a trap, pibge (1.27). 

and a being who leads to death: 

Toi qui masques la mort, Soleil 
Sous l'azur et ltor dlune tente 
Oh les fleurs tiennent leur conseil; 

(11.22-24) 

'He is a liar (mensonget 1.38) who creates illusions, dreams, in the 
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being he has also awakened, 

Toi qui llenfermes dlun sommeil 
Trompeusement peint de campagnes, 
Fauteur des fant8mes joyeux ... 

(11.33-35) 

and He, too, gives birth to the monster, the Serpent (11.65-68). 

Exactly the same sequence occurs in Le Cimetibre Marin, indicated 

first by the alliance of sun and sea, "Quand sur l1abime un soleil 

se repose ... " (1.10). where, under the deceptive calm, semble (1.9), 

the sun blinds, or slays,, "Tant de someil sous un voile de flanme 

(1.16), and the poet is conducted by the sun and his shadow (11-34-35) 

to a place of death. 

The sun is the creator of illusions here too: 

E 
.. 

] ces couleurs de mensonge 
Qula-ux yeux de chair llonde et llor font ici 

(11.98-99) 

In a sense, the sun can also be seen as the creator of the monster, 

the sea (cf "compose de feux / La mer", 11.3-4) for it is the sea 

which will later be seen as the serpent unleashed, hydre absolue(l-136). 

As a pendant to Val6ry's use of the sun image in the major poems 

we have mentioned, we would cite the connotations of the sun in 

Le Rameur. Here the sun is again a creator, making the world visibleg 

I'llillustre monde / De feuilles et de feu, " (11.7-8). and a creator 

of illusions, chaxmes du jour (1-13), as it paints the images on the 

water, Eau de ramages peinte'(1.10). Although a creator of life, it 

yet leads to death: 

Mais, come les soleils mlont tire de llenfance, 
Je remonte bL la source oh cesse mgme un nom ... 

(11.15-16) 

The above examination of sun imagery has shown that there would 

appear to be evidence for a close relationship between Racine's use 
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of sun imagery and Val6ryls. Was there anything in Racine's use, 

and Racine's vocabulary, which made it especially useful to 

Valdry? 

There is in itself nothing surprising in a poet's choice of 

the sun to symbolise the fire of inspiration, the passion of love, 

the illumination of reason, the generative powers of nature - even 

the passage of time. But when we add to this list a symbolic 

presentation of scientific theory and the need to pay tribute to 

what earlier poets had done to enrich and beautify the French language 

- and further, the wish to present all these aspects simultaneously 

the choice of a vocabulary and a pattern in which to use it becomes 

more difficult. The close correspondence between the appearance, 

attributes and functions of Racine's sun/God and Valdry's suggest that 

Valdry saw in Racine's sun imagery a solution to some of these 

problems. 

The very simplicity and generalised nature of Racine's 

vocabulary, the or, trdsor, astre feu, armes, meant that each such 

term could simultaneously carry many different interpretations, and 

further, could be combined with the imagery of other poets. As an 

example of the usefulness of the attributes of Racine's sun/God to 

Valdry, we would cite the feux, flappes. These could lend themselves 

at one and the same time to the passion of desire (for a lover, or 

for the creation of a poem) - or to a picture of the generation of 

energy in scientific theory. Similaxly, the 6clair. tonnerret 

dtincelles of the God/torch of Athalie. the fureur of Joad's divine 

inspiration, were appropriate not only to the inspiration of passiong 

but to the Dionysiac and vatic element in poetic inspiration, as was 

the torch itself: the richest treasures of Athalie's God, tout 11or 
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de David,, 57 in reality, the powers of light and law, I'De ses 

pr6ceptes saints la lumibre immortelle" M, 49 1.344)9 were akin to 

the Apollonian powers of perception, intelligence and control, so 

necessary to the perfect work of art. 

Finally, the generalised terms of the attributes of Racine's 

sun/God could combine with the imagery of other poets - for example, 

the or, astres, trdsors with the Mallarmean gold, stars and jewels. 58 

or with the stars of Hugo's picture of the Universe and its creation. 
59 

Valuable as the positive aspects of Racine's sun/God symbol were 

for the form taken by Valdry's portrayal of the pattern of life and 

thought in our universe, to the ideas of fertility, conception, 

ripening, illumination, common to Nature,, to love and to poetic 

creation, it is the way in which the benign and dreadful axe seen to 

inhabit the same Deity, this double function, which is of particular 

interest. Bringer of light and love, and of death, He illuminates, 

but is also a deceiver. It was perhaps these darker aspects of 

Racine's sun/God, underlying the.. glorious exterior, which allowed of 

an interpretation of the dual nature of life, and of poetic creationg 

and also permitted a full-scale poetic interpretation of the 

scientific theory of the creation and consequent dispersion of the 

Universe - and even of some of the details of that theory. We 

cannot but see in Racine's overwhelming Deity, who is also the sun/God 

of the Hymnesq a source for Valdry's picture of the Creation. 
60 

Here is Racinels: 

Source ineffable de lumibre 
Verbe en qui 1'Eternel contemple sa beautd 
Astre dont le soleil ntest que ltombre grossibre 

(HLL9 

and here Valdry I s: 
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0 Vanitd! Cause premibre! 
Celui qui rbgne dans les cieux 
D'une voix qui fut la lumibre 
Ouvrit llunivers spacieux! 

(Eb d'un S, 11-51-54) 

Here too, perhaps, the contemple, the ombre grossibre of the Hymne 

are echoed by the serpent. 

... votre image funbbre 
Orgueil de mon sombre miroir 

(Ibid., 11-76-77) 

In the same poem, it is natural that the sun/God should be the 

source of heat (1-41) as of light, of perception and of life (11-31-32) 

but it may be that Val6ryts poetic picture of the mechanics of light 

owes its imagery to the dual nature of Racine's sun/God. Racine's 

fertile fields, his flowers, owe their luxuriance and colour to this 

deity: 

Il donne aux fleurs leur aimable peinture 
(Athal. ie, 1.49 1.323) 

Add the recollection of his cruelty and deceit - the deceit Valdry 

insists on - 

... Sommeil 
Trompeusementpeint de campagnes 

(11-33-34) 

and we have an imagery suited to the illusions of solidity and colour 

given by light to the sky and the fertile earth: 

Toi qui masques la mort, Soleil, 
Sous liazur et l'or dtune tente 
Oh les fleurs tiennent leur conseil, 

(11.22-24) 

They are illusions which contain the truth of inevitable deathq the 

death of any form of creation. 

Enough has now perhaps been said to suggest how suitable Racine's 

sun imagery was to Val6ry's multiple purposes. It is time to turn 
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to the sea imagery, which, we shall find, could be equally rich in 

possibilities. 

The association between the sun and the sea is so integral in 

Phbdre and so important in the poetic world of La Jeune Parque and 

Charmes as to lead us to investigate Racine's sea imagery after 

studying his use of the sun. We shall again use a catalogue of 

terms - those under which the sea is referred to in Racine. 

We find the sea referred to as mer, mers, 
61 

fleuve 62 
flots9 

63 
9 

onde, 
64 

and eaux, 
65 

throughout Racine's work. It is worth mentioning 

that the number of references to the sea is highest in Phbdre', and 

that the only instance of fleuve, with reference to the sea, is to 

be found in that play. 

When we turn to the examination of the contexts in which the sea 

occurs in the plays and in the poems, we find that the part it plays 

in the poems is minimal, as distinct from the river imagery attached 

to onde which is prominent in the, Nymiphe de la Seine bL la Reineq. and 

in the series of odes on the landscape of Port-Royal. But in the 

plays the sea imagery is important. We shall therefore turn first 

to the plays and especially to Iphigdnie and, Phbdre, for the 

attributes of Racine's sea. 

As a natural phenomenon, Racinets sea has foam, 4cume, 
66 

and 

waves, onde. 
67 

The sound of the sea is referred to as lowing, or 

bellowing, mugissementv 
68 

and the surf moans on the shore, g-dmir. 
69 

It further possesses a supernatural vfDice: 

Un effroyable crig sorti du fond des flots 

(Phbdre, V, 6,1.1507) 
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We note too that the normaJ voice of the sea resembles that of the 

monster in the Rfcit de Thdrambne, (whose appearance is heralded by 

the supernatural voice), for Racine uses the same noun for both - 

mugissement. 
70 

And further, the sea in Iphi is associated with 

the thunder and lightning of a supernatural event. 
71 

In the poems, where, as we noted above, the part the sea 

plays is minimal, the sea is associated above all with life and 

creation, as in the Ileaux f6condes" of the office for Vespers 

(. HJV 
. _. 2 1.1), and only in a very remote sense with separation, as in 

the separation of the heavens from the earth in the act of Creation 

(MM In the plays, however, and again, especially in 

Phbdre, we find a double nexus clearly emerging; the presence of the 

sea in Racine's plays has twofold implications. 

From Andromaque onwards, the sea is linked with the force of 

destruction - with rapeg disorder and death, but also with the 

forces of regeneration - with life and rebirth. The physical rape 

and sack (the rape of Helen and the sack of Troy) which are the 

background to Andromaque and Iphigdnie, the real and the imaginary 

rape of Phbdre, may be seen as no more than the physical symbols of 

the mental disorderg the rape of the mindq but in all the plays of 

Racine, we find the sea connected with the forces of disruption. 

In Andromaque', we have Astyanax-Hector, 

Tel quIon a vu son pbre, embraser nos vaisseaux, 
Et la flamme h la main, les suivre sur nos eaux 

(Andromaque, 1,2,11.163-164) 

In Iphig6nie, we have Achille, ravisher of Eriphile and of her 

Lesbos (1.29 1.233). whom Eriphile must follow by sea (119 19 1.403)9 

and in Phbdreq the association is, of course, with Th6s6e 9 

119 19 11-381-382). 
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It is the sea too which separates Oreste and Pylade after the 

sack of Troy, 72 but it is in Iphipdnie that the link of the sea 

with destruction and rape is most vivid. It is associated with the 

destruction of Lesbos 

Troie en a vu la flanme; et jusque dans nos ports, 
Les flots en ont pouss6 les d6bris et les morts, 

(Iphigdnie, 1,2,11.235-236) 

and the future destruction of Troy: 

Voyez tout l'Hellespont blanchissant sous nos rames, 
Et la perfide Troie abandonn6e aux flammes ... 

(Ibid. 
9 Ig 59 11-381-382) 

The sea is linked not merely with general rain, but with the disorder 

and destruction of the individual, as we see from the death of 

m1ppolyte, where the sea brings his destroyer: 

Llonde approche, se brise, et vomit it nos yeux 
Parmi des flots dl6cume, un monstre furieux ... 

(Phbdre, V, 6,11-1515-1516) 

The importance of the sea in Esther and Athalie is minimal, but its 

furv is referred to: la fureur des flots (Athalie, 1,1,1.61). tr 

The seaborne conqueror naturally brings grief in his train, but 

Racine uses the sea itself to emphasise the grief of separation or 

rejection; Oreste, tells -us of the sequel to his rejection by 

Hermione, 

... tu mtas vu depuis 
Trainer de mers en mers ma chaline et mes ennuis, 

(Andromaque, Iq 19 11-43-44) 

Bdr6nice evokes the sea to describe the pain of parting: 

Dans un mois, dans un an, comment souffririons-nous, 
Seigneur, que tant de mers me s6parent de vous? ... 

(Bdrdnice, IV, 59 11-1113-1114) 

This suffering is only a foretaste of the suffering caused by the 

total absencep the desertion., of death, and the sea is no less 
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associated with death - the many deaths of the conquered, the death 

of the individual; Eriphile (Iphigdnie, V, 6,11-1778-1881), the 

mock death of Th6sde , 119 19 1.382), the death of Oenone 

(Phbdre, V, 5v 1.1466), and, of course, the death of Hippolyte 

through the agency of the sea at the command of its ruler, 

Neptune, par le fleuve aux Dieux mgmes terrible 

(Phbdre, IV, 39 1.1158) 

Death linked with the sea can have connotations of sacrifice, 

and these are strongest in Iphigdnie and Phbdre. Eriphile dies, 

in place of Iphig-dnie (Iphigdnie, V, 69 11-1749-1750). and Hippolyte 

too dips a sacrifice: "Il faut immoler tout, et mgme la vertu 

(Phbdre, 111,39 1.908). He is a sacrifice to Phbdre's gloire and 

to the gloire of Th6s6e, 73 but, paradoxically, his death results in 

the defeat of gloire for all the characters of the play, and in a new 

beginning. For this is the other aspect under which Racine presents 

the sea to us. FromlAndromaque onwards the sea opens a way to the 

future. It offers a means of escape or clears the way for a marriage, 

a conquest. Since we are dealing with tragedy, the escape is not 

always accomplished. Pylade offers escape to Oreste, with his 

intended captive Hermione, by the sea which washes the walls of the 

palace (Andromaque, 111,19 11-791-794), an escape offered to Atalide 

by Acomat in almost identical terms, 

Et jusqulau pied des murs que la mer vient laver, 
Sur mes vaisseaux tout prets je viens vous retrouver ... 

(Bajazet, V, 2,11-1713-1719) 

Both escapes would have led to union (for Acomat was betrothed to 

Atalide), and to the prolongation of a royal line. And this too is 

the case, but triumphantly so, in Iphigdnie. The sea which brings 

death for Eriphile unites Iphig6nie and Achille, announcing the fall 
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of Troy, 

La rive au loin g6mit, blanchissant dIdcume 
(_Iphig6nie, V, 6,1.1781) 

The contrast in feeling with the end of Phbdre, where the sea 

brings a triple death (to Hippolyte, Oenone and Phbdre herself) is 

perhaps even more striking than the resemblance of the sea imagery 

to that of the end of Phbdre, though that is marked enough. 
74 Yet, 

although Hippolyte never achieves the escape by sea, an escape 

which would have led to the conquest of Athens and an empire for 

Aricie (Phbdre, 11,2), the end of, Phbdre leaves a way open for the 

survivors (PhbcLre V. 79 11.1652-1654). Indeed, if we take Racine's 

preface into account (and we know that Valdry read it - see 

unpublished notes for a speech on Racine, p. 18), there is even a 

transcendence of death, for Racine writes: 

Virgile dit que Hippolyte 1f6pousa [Ariciel et en eut 
un fils, aprbs qu'Esculape lleut ressuscit6. 

(Phbdre, "Pr6face", OCR Ig P-746) 

When he writes of the sea, Val6ry does not always confine 

himself to the Racinian simplicity of words such as mer(s), 
75 

large'76 and once, as with Racine, Ocdan'77 although these are 

frequent. He indicates the presence of the sea also by the use of 

an adjective, marin, 
78 

or by a turn of speech worthy of the 

ingenuity of a Pr6Cieux - I'llimmense et riante amertumell (LJP, 1.498)v 

puissance sal6e (ýM, 1.131). Again, he evokes the idea of the sea 

by compounds such as amer(e ambrement, g 
79 through the internal 

rhyme and the suggestion of the bitter quality of salt water. Finally, 

the sea is seen as a supernatural being, monstre (LJP, 1-503)9 

merveille *9 1.25), hydre (CM, 1.134) and, in one instance, as 

an animal, chienne (CMI, 1.61). 
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The attributes of Val6ry's sea, and of Racine's, are of course 

common to all the poets who have ever written of the sea. The 

significance of Valdry's choice to us lies in his use of certain 

key words, onde8o in particular, which outnumbers the more specific 
81 82 83 84 

vague, houle remous , reflux, as a synonym for the wave ý9 

itself and the movement of the wave. 

The most frequently mentioned attributes of Valdry's sea, after 

the wave synonyms, are the foam of the breaking wave, dcume (LJP, 1.3419 

CM9 1.8)9 monstre de candeur (LJP, 1.503), vague en poudre (EM, 1.141); 

and its sparkle, dtincelles glac6es (Ia. 1.506), scintillation (CM, 

1.23), 6tincelante queue, ot 1.137). 

As a final attribute, Val6ry's sea has a voice. Sometimes it 

is plaintive, 'Ila houle me murmure une ombre de reproche, " (WP, 1.9); 

llUne rumeur de plainte et de resserrement, ll (ibid. 
9 1.12). 

Sometimes it is despairing, as we see from the desolate sobs of lines 

314-320. Sometimes it foretells change, rumeurs des ondes (La P, 1.184)9 

'Ile changements des rives en rumeur, " (CM, 1.30). At other times the 

voice is a summons, un appel de la mer (LJP, 1.500), a trumpet-call, 

"Mes secrets sonnent leurs aurores, " (La P. 1.185). and it mounts to 

a climax of sound in La Jeune Parque, tonne (1-503) and Le Cimetibre 

Marin, tumulte (LMP 1.138). 

It will be seen from the above that the sea appears with 

considerable frequency in La Jeune Parque and Charmes and that it is 

of major importance in two poems, La Jeune Parque and Le Cimetibre Marin. 

If Val6ry really used the attributes and connotations of the sea as 

did Racineg we may expect to find an overall set of associations in 

his poems similar to that of Racine's in the plays (for, as we said 

above, the sea has little importance in the poems). 
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We found that in Racine, the sea and its attributes were 

associated with the idea of disorder (rape, death and the mental 

disorder brought by passion, especially in Plibdre), and with the 

forces of disorder, the invading fleets with their fierce and 

glittering commanderS85 - Pyrrhus and Achille, or the effulgent 

Thds6e. This too is the case in. La Jeune Paxque and Charmes. 

If we begin with the idea of an act of violence, we find that 

the brilliant serpent of La Jeune Parque, (bras de pierreries, 1.58). 

connected with the sea by the Racinian onde (1.61) and by its 

affinities with the Racinian monstre, 
86 

is associated with the 

violence and cruelty of love, menace d1amour (1-59), cruel (1.60). 

The connection of the sea with an act of violence, a rape, is less 

obvious in La Pythie. Nevertheless, once we are alerted to the 

presence of the sea by the Racinian ), fleuve(s) (11-184,181)9 

we note that the priestess describes her crisis in terms which 

strongly suggest the movement of the waves: 

Entends, mon ame, entends ces fleuves! 
Quelles cavernes sont ici? 
Est-ce mon sane. ... Sont-ce les neuves 
Rumeurs des ondes sans merci? ... 
0 formidablement gravie 
Et sur dleffrayants 6chelons, 
Je sens dans 11 arbre de ma vie 
La mort monter de mes talons! 
Le doigt mouill6 de la fileuse 
Trace une atroce volont6! 
Et pax sanglots grimpe la crise 
Jusque dans ma nuque otL se brise 
Une cime de voluptd! 

(11-181-1849 191-200)87 

The waves mount . monter, grimpe) and finally break (se brise 

Une cime), overwhelming the priestess (j usque dans ma nuque). The 

waves have announced the cruelty of what is to come (ondes sans mercil 

rumeurs), and what is to come is an act of violence (atroce volontdl, 

brise). we may too, if we wish, see the brilliance in the next stanzag 
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dtincellements (1.204), but in any case we remember that the invader 

is the brilliant god of light, Apollo. 

The colouring is different in Le Cimetibre Marin, but we are 

still presented with the salient points of an act of violence 

associated with the sea, and brilliance. The act of (joyful) 

violence sought for by the poet at the end of the poem is associated 

with the sea, and with the sails it carries: 

Rompez, vagues! Rompez dteaux r6jouies 
Ce toit tranquille otL picoraient des focs! 

(11-143-144) 

The surface of the sea itself is identified with the glittering 

scales of the monster, Hydre, 6tincelante queue, (11-136-137), and 

the flames of which the sea is composed (11.3-4) reappear on its 

surface at the end, not only in the reflected sunlight (idoles du 

soleil, 1.135). but in the sails 
19 

1014)0 88 

Other forms of disorder and destruction are also associated with 

the sea in La Jeune Parclue and Charmes. In the former, we have the 

Parque's tossing wreckage, "Mange de .. 
] lame, et de rame, 11 (1 

- 318) 

reinforced by the heurtds (1-319), bris6s (1-320). 6perdument (1-321). 

Again, in the Fragments du Narcisseq the physical and mental disorder 

of the lovers, "... couple aux pieds confus qui se mele, et se ment. " 

MY 1.35). is linked with the sea, not only by line 59, but by the 

earlier complex of, vierge sableg monstreg rumeur (119 11-39-40), with 

its reminder of the seas of Iphig6nie and Phbdre. 

The Pythie, it is true, exhibits a mental disorder throughout 

the poem, 
89 but if our earlier argument is accepted, the acme of her 

disorder follows immediately on the onset of the waves. It seems to 

us also that there is sea imagery enriching, not conflicting with, 

the Cumaean foam of lines 44 - 48: 
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Et qui, de ces mots dcumants, 
Dont les 6clats hachent ma langue, 
La fait brandir une harangue 
Brisant la bave ... 

The 6cumants,, brandir, brisant and bave lend themselves to the 

picture of the wave breaking and withdrawing. Thus the foam of 

line 44 would precede and announce the destructive violence of lines 

45 - 48. Further, it is notewrothy that it is the sea which is to 

be calmed by the Pythie's death, its waves frozen: 

., lleau des mers surprise, et llonde ýA; treinte bL d'6ternels sommets! 
(11.63-64) 

Again, we find the sea linked with disorder in Le Cimetibre Marin 

(although, as with the violence, in a different colouration). The 

sea at the end of this poem is a wild creature let loose, hydre 

absolue, ivre (1-136). Its garment is riddled with holes, chlanyde 

trou6e (1-134); and the wave is reduced to particles, poudre (1.141), 

the book's pages scattered(l. 142). 

We wrote earlier of the grief attached to the acts of invasion 

and rape in Racine's sea imagery, the tears of the defeated or the 

deserted. Val6ry's sea is linked to the tear by its most distinctive 

characteristic - its salt and bitterness. It is true that in the poem 

Le Cimetibre Maxin, which we have just been discussing, this 

bitterness, puissance sal6e (1.131). is rather life-giving than mortal 

(1.132), but elsewhere in Val6ry's poems the bitterness links the 

sea with grief - the grief of the deserted or grief for loss. 

Sometimes this association is direct, as in La Jeune Parque, where we 

find honte, reproche (1.9) associated with ddque, ambrement 

or in the Fragments du Narcisseq where the parted lovers connect 

mourning, bitterness and the sea (11,11-59-61). Sometimes the link 
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is merely adumbrated as in La Jeune Parqueq where the Parque is 

meditating on death (11.161-166) and in the passage on the tear. 

In the first, we have the arbustes axaers, (1.163), and in the second, 

the sel mYst6rieux (1.291), drawn from the shadow, ombre ambre, (1.293). 

Another aspect of this grief for loss is shown in the millions amers 

(1.268), denied life. And even in the different atmosphere of 

Le Cimetibre Marin, the poet links bitterness with the absence of life: 

La vie est vaste, 6tant ivre dtabsence 
Et ltamertume est douceg et llesprit clair 

(11-71-72) 

It is only a step from lamenting loss and desertion to lamenting 

the absolute of desertion that is death. We have mentioned Thds6e's 

desertion, disguised as death (the rumours of death brought by the 

sea). 
90 It is described in terms which suggest a blotting-out, an 

all-drowning obIivionq both in Ismbne's descriptiong 

Les flots ont englouti cet dpoux infidble 

(119 19 1.382) 

and in Phbdrels: 

Et llavare Achdron ne lache point sa proie 
(11,59 1.626) 

On turning to La Jeune Paxaue and Charmes, we find the Parque's 

mimic death, sleep, is also associated with death by drowning (11-465- 

480) and with tears (1-477). This has been discussed in Chapter II, 

but we would again emphasise the idea of the movement of the sea 

suggested by the Couche / Qui respire (1-469), the retours (1-472). 

A similar evocation occurs in La Dormeuse: 

Quand de ce plein sommeil llonde grave et llampleur 
Conspirent ... 

(11.7-8) 

Again, the devouring sea, golfe mangeur (1.50)9 in Le Cimetibre Marin 
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is more than once connected with sleep. Its calm is emphasised 

(11.69 99 149 23) and it is the sleeping eye: 

-. Oeil qui gardes en toi ýant de sommeil sous un voile de flamme, 

(ii. 15-16) 

The sleeping beast too: 

La mer fidble y dort sur mes tombeauxl 

(1.60) 

But Valdry's sea, like Racine's, is linked with real death as 

well as with the mimic death of sleep, as vie must have already 

suspected from its cormection with the loss of immortality. The 

shipwreck pagsage from La Jeune Parque, cannot but evoke the despairing 

efforts of the swimmer, doomed to the final oblivion of death: 

... Et le vent semble bL travers d'un linceul 
Ourdir de bruits marins une confuse trame, 
Mdlange de la lame en ruine, et de rame ... 
Tant de hoquets longtemps, et de rAles heurt6s, 
Brisds, repris au laxge ... et tous les sorts jetds 
Eperdument divers roulant l'oubli vorace 

(11-314-321) 

In the same poem too, we find the chill of death suggested by the 

description of the sea surrounding the isles, contrasting with their 

warmth and fertility: 

T) 4 

Men nvdgale dans lfair les fleurs que vous placez, 
Mais dans la profondeur, que vos pieds sont glacdsl 

(11.359-36o) 

The same pattern is to be found in Charmes. The sea-creature 

formed by the lovers' embrace is dyingg monstre qui se meurt (F du N, 

119 1-39), while the c; Mrbs, tombeaiLx (11-58,56), introduce the 

sea, souffles de la mer (1-59). Again, if our interpretation of 

La Pythie can be accepted, the sea-foam, don des dcumesq brings 

death to the priestess (11.89-90) and the onset of the waves later 

in the poem is mortalp "Je sens[ ... 
]/ La mort 

91 
monter de mes 
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talons" (11-194-195). 

But the supreme example of the Racinian connection between 

the sea and death - physical death, and the death of pride - must 

be Le Cimetibre Marin', where even the title of the poem announces 

the connection. 

It is reinforced by the entre les tombes (1.2). the abi'me, 

sommeil (11.10,16), which point forward to 

La mer fidble ... dort sur mes tombeauxi 

(1.60) 

and we have, of course, the final oblivion, the silence of the sea 

(1-137), as a pendant to the destruction of the wave (1-141). 

As so often in Valdryts poems, the tragic and life-giving 

aspects of the sea, the aspects vie find in Racine, are deliberately 

combined. It is not surprising therefore to find that the 

glittering invader of whom we have spoken can come to ravish in 

another sense, that the sea offers life and rebirth. Two outstanding 

examples may suffice to demonstrate this. 

In La Jeune Paxqueq the serpent is not the only brilliant sea- 

borne creature. If we turn to the passage on the Harmonieuse Moi, we 

find the Parque herself as the front limpideq the 6gale ... du jour 

(11-1049 107. )q borne by the waves, large, vol (1.106). Iýrought, like 

Eriphile, Phbdre, Aricie, by ship (we have elsewhere discussed the 

significance of brins, volt soulbye, 1.106), she is herself designed 

to ravish her public, as were Racine's heroines. 

Equally, the sea which has brought her to the verge of destruction 

also brings her freedom from illusions (1-503). It awakens her to 

full consciousness: 
que 

Et sur toute ma peau/morde l'Apre dveil 

(1-507) 
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as it has been present at the first moments of her return to life: 

Rdveil d'une victime inadhevde ... et seuil 
Si doux ... si clair, que flatte, 6ffleurement dtdcueil, 
L'onde basse, et que lave une houle amortielf ... 
Lh, lldc-ume slefforce ýL se rendre visible. 

(11-335-3379 341) 

Present at a revival oil' desire also, I'vermeille h de nouveaux 

ddsirs" (1-339). Indeed, we find that it may have been the sea 

which has actually rescued the Parque from death: 

Le sais-je, quel reflux traitre mia retirde 
De mon extrdmit6 pure et pAmaturde ... 

(11.441-442) 

Thus, it is through the actions of the sea that the Parque has 

attained the power to accept and transcend. It is a route (an escape- 

route from death) to a new form of life. Moreover, its very 

bitterness, which we have seen as a sign of the bitterness of loss and 

death, is transformed into the jOY Of 1.491, riante amertume, which 

may prepare us for the life-giving powers of the sea, puissance sal6e, 41 

which we have already noted in Le Cimetibre Marin: 

Courons ä llonde, en rejaillir vivantl 
(1-132) 

Racine's sea had, as we sawp connotations of grief, death, 

disorder, but also of escape - an escape to renewed and prod-active 

life. Valdry's use of the sea and its attrib-ates correspondsq as we 

have seen, to Racine's use of sea-imagery. Even the attributes 

Valdry adds, bitterness/salt, the tides, reflux, and the brilliance, 

scintillement, t axe legitimate extensions of Racine's view of the sea. 
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The bitterness is implicit in the idea of the tears linked with 

the connotations of grief, desertion, sacrifice and death we find 

there: 

Salamine tdmoin des pleuxs de Pdribde ... 
Ariane aux rochers contant ses injustices 

(Phbdre, 1,1,11.86,89) 

The tides are there in the movement of Racine's sea, 'Ile flot, qui 

ltapporta, recu-1e, " (Phbdre, V, 6,1.1524). The brilliance and 

glitter, we noted, are the attributes of the conquerors brought by 

the sea, and perhaps of the blinding whiteness of Racine's foam, 

blanchissante dldcume (Iphigdnie, V, 6,1.1781). 

Thw whole provides a rich field of interlocking symbols for 

the birth and death of mankind, as individual or in the mass - 

bodily birth and death, or the creation and inevitable destruction of 

the work of the poet, the thinker - Racine shows us how the actions 

of Thdsde, the solar hero, and Phbdre, possessed by Venus, produce 

the sea-born monster - means of Hippolytels destruction and of 

his vindication. Valdry, taking the characteristics of Racinets 

sea, which, as we have seen, is a symbol of grief and death, but also 

of renewal of life (for it offers an escape to new life), transforms 

the Racinian sea into a monster (merveillet WP, 1.25; monstre, Ibid., 

1-503), an animate creature P CMt 1.136; the serpent of 

La Jeune Parque; and the less complimentaxy chienne, CM, 1.61). 

This creature, under the influence of the sun, becomes the archetypal 

genetrix of both life and death. Through the use of this symbol, 

Va. 16ry can simultaneously translate into poetic terms the current 

ideas of science on the origin of life, and the physiology of the 

individua, 19 92 together with the experience common to mankind of birth 

and death. Furtherg he can also translate the process of poetic 
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inspiration and the shaping of a work of art. If we tak-e these 

subjects in turn, we can see how they relate to the main metaphor. 

Racine's sea, acted upon by Thds6e, generated his monster. 

The first life on earth was born (according to the generally 

accepted theory) of the action of sunlight and/or electrical energy 

uDon salt water. Here we have the sea of Le Cimetibre Marin: 
U7 

Midi le juste y compose de feux 
La mer, la mer, toujouxs recommencde 
Quel pur travail de fins dclairs consume 
Maintdiamant dtimperceptible 6cume 

(11.3-4,7-8) 

Again, Racine's sea, emblem of grief at separation or death, is 

composed of sIMIlar elements to those found in the tear. These 

indeed, are the chemical elements of which the human body, and its 

secretions, are largely made up - salts, and water. Thus we have a 

poetic transcription for body chemistry. The Paxquets tear emerges 

from the depths (11ombre ambre, 1.293): 

Dtune grotte de crainte au fond de moi creusde 
Le sel mystgrieux suinte muette lteau 

(11.290-291) 

It is dolibly linked vrith the sea . sel). 

Again in the movement of the tidesv we have the image of the 

ebb and flow of the circulation and of menstruation, for Valdry is 

describing female physiology. The Parque's blood flows through her 

veins, r4seaux dlazur (1.256), and is subject to the seasons (11.222- 

223). The Pythie's blood thunders in her ears like the sound of the 

sea: 

Est-ce mon sang? Sont-ce les aeuves 
Rumeurs des ondes sans merci? 

(11-183-184) 

This same movement of the tides, continually bringing new waves 
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to the shore, and their destruction, can also stand as a symbol 

for the process of life as it continually throws up new 

individuals: 

Les flots toujours nouveaux d'un peuDle adorateur 
(Bdr6nice, 1,39 1-53) 

Their generation implies their total destruction, as Valdry makes 

plain in La Jeune Parque and Le Cimetibre Xarin - not only is the 

individual wave destroyed (LJP, 11-502-503; CTIj, 1.141), but it is 
. Wý 

forgotten: 

... tous les sorts jetds 
Eperdument divers roulant ltoubli vorace 

( IkTPq 11-320-321) 

Et llavare Ach6ron ne la'che point sa proie 
('rPlabdre, II, 5j, 1.626) 

This pattern of creation and destruction applies no less to the 

life of the mind, where again the Racinian sea, acted upon by the sun, 

offers a symbolic presentation of the stages of poetic creation 

for it has a voice. Serpent or h- even chiern-ie, 
93 the sea ydre, 

represents the Dionysiac frenzy of inspiration, and perhaps too the 

woman who also can inspire it: 

Ouit Grande mer de d61ires doude-, - Peau de panthbre et chlanyde troude 
De mille et mille idoles du soleil, 

(ZM-P 11-133-135) 

But the multiple creations of the poet must also be submitted to the 

. 4-ollonian faculties of shaping. and where necessary, destroying, as M. F I 

we have already seen in 11.7-8 of Le Cimetibre Marin. And, as the 

same poem shows, whatever their perfection (diamant, 1.8), they are 

in any case doomed to eventual oblivion: "... un tumulte au. Silence 

pareil" (1-138). Each work of art, as each individual (even the poet! ) 
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must perish, a sacrifice to the continuity of mankind, or perhaps, 

in the case of the poet, a sacrifice to gloire. 
94 

We have seen a close relationship between our first element, 

the sim, and our second, water in the form of the sea. We shall find 

that there is also a very close relationship between the sea and our 

third element, air in movement (in the form of wind). 

We find synonyms for wind throughout the poetic work. of Racine. 

Only one applies to a particular wind, Aquilon, which we find in 

the two Biblical plays and in one poem. 
95 

In the Biblical plays it 

is obviously another instance of the mingling of classical and 

Hebrew/Christian mythology so common in the 17th century and whose 

use by Racine has been noted in Chapter Iv. 

Of the more general terms applicable to wind, we shall find 

air(s). This, although properly speaking a synonym for the heavens, 

is frequently linked with the sound caused by air in movement (for 

example, ce bruit dans les airs (Athalie, 1.49 1.338)) and with the 

wind itself: "Les vents agitent Pair d1heureux fremissements, " 

(Iphigenle, V, 6,1.1779). Other synonyms include souffle(s), 
96 

vent(s), (s). 97 

In a study of Racine's use of the imagery of wind, our 

11 
attention must be directed to Iphigenie, and it is worth recalling 

that, although the play cannot be said to have the importance of 

Phedre, or of the Biblical plays, Valery does mention it in the 

Cahiers, and in a vital context - with reference to the pursuit of 

excellence, the conquest of perfection. The quotation is moreover 
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from a speech by Achille: 

Et que mla fait a mol cette Trole, ou je cours? 
(Iphigenie, IV, 61 1-1372) 

That this was Degas' favourite (mis)quotation from the play only 

underlines its importance, for Valery may well have discussed the 

play with the painter in view of the importance he attached to 

Degas' love of Racine. 
98 

Certainly Achille's demand expresses 

0 Valery's own view that it is the intangible reward that counts. 

Condottieri, Leonardo. Et que me fait a mol, cette Troie, 
que mlimporte ce parti? Je ne juge pas son objet, mais 
son acte, et son 

' 
axt. Un drapeau quelconquev mais une 

victoire organisee. 
Ceci est science, ceci est axt qulimporte. 

Clest la perfection, llessentiel. 99 

It is to Iphigenie, therefore, that we shall turn, and 

secondarily to the two Biblical plays, for the attributes and 

functions of Racine's wind. We may ignore the hackneyed metaphor 

proper to Racine's tempete(s) (the only aspect in which it is used) 
100 

and concentrate on the vent'(s) of Iphigenie and the souffle(s) of 

Iphigenie and of Esther and, Athalie. 

The main attribute of Racine's wind is sound, which announces 

the presence of the wind. 

Avez-vous dans les airs entendu quelque bruit? 
(Iphigenle, I. lt 1-7) 

Arcas asks Agamemnon, hoping for the wind. These sounds may evoke 
P 

the human voice in lamentation, La rive au loin gemit (Iphigenie, 

V, 6,1.1781), or the voice of the Deity in thunder or in music: 

Ces trompettes et ce tonnerre? 

(Athalie, 1.49 1.339) 

Its main functions are to announce, and to execute, the will of the 

gods, or of the God, who control it. In Iphigenie, this function is 
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linked with the sea and its goý-, Neptune, 

Neptune et les vents, prets a nous exaucer ... 
(Iphigenie, 111,39 1.839) 

In Estherl, the wind is t1B beaxer of the Hebrew God himself, who 

is described as the One 

Qui voles sur llaile des vents 
(Esther, 1,59 1.355) 

It is under divine direction, therefore, that the wind carries out 

its tasks. In Iphigenle, the wind releases Racine's characters 

from their enforced inactivity (11-30-31). so that at the end of 

the play we have a tumult of sound and action, 

Les vents agitent Pair d1heureux fremissements, 
Et la mer leur repond par des mugissements; 
La rive au loin gemitg blanchissantodlecume; ... 
Tout slempresse, tout part [ 

.. 
I 

(Iphigenie,, V, 6911-1779-819 1789) 

This is reminiscent of the close of Phedre, where we have a similax 

frenzy, and it is worth noting that in that play, wind is linked 

with the moment when Hippolyte so nearly escapes, 
I Deja de ses vaisseaux la pointe etait tournee, 

Et la voile flottait aux vents abandonnes .. 
(Phedre, 111,19 11-797-798) 

The God of Esther and. Athalieý a God of wind, 

Les orages, les vents, les cieux te sont soumis, 
(Esther, 1,49 1.291) 

releases the Israelites from their captivity, 

Les chemins de Sion a la fin sont ouverts, 
(Esther, 111,9,1.1240) 

as, in Athalie, He delivers Jerusalem. In every case, the god or 

gods directing the wind, and speaking through them, open the way to 

a conquest - Troy, Athens (object of Hippolyte's departure), or 
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Jerusalem, the holy city - often to a marriage - the marriage of 

Achille and Iphigenie, of Hippolyte and Aricie - and to a birth, 

Cieux, repandez votre rosee, 
Et que la terre enfante son sauveur! 

(Atha: Lie,, IIIs 79 11-1173-74) 

But, as we might expect, this conquest is double-edged. The 

conquest of Troy implies a sac! -,, and the winds can bring 

destruction (as Clytemnestre hopes they may, when the Greek fleet 

has been released): 

Quoi! Lorsque les chassant du port qui les recele, 
LIA-alide aura vomi leur flotte criminelle, 
Les vents, les memes vents, si longtemps accuses 
Ne te couvriront pas de ses vaisseaux brises? ... 

(Iphigenieg Vt 49 11.1685-1688) 

The winds can carry the wrath of the Lord, sweeping away those 

who displease Him, as a straw is blown away by the wind, 

Qulils soient comme la poudre et la paille legere 
Que le vent chasse devant lui, ... 

(Esther, 1.59 11-367-368) 

or destroying them as a tree is overthrown, a comparison which 

appeaxs in. Esther, 

Pai vu lliiTpie adore sur la terre; 
Pareil au cedre, il cachait dans les cieux 

Son front audacieux; ... 
Je n1ai fait que passer; il nletait deja plus 

(Esther, 111,9,11.1208-1210,1213) 

This destruction does not even need a tempest -a breath is 

sufficient. Joad demands that God should destroy Eliacin, if the 

latter prove unworthy, 

Qu1il soit comme le fruit en naissant axrache, 
Ou qu'un souffle ennemi dans sa fleur a seche 

(Athalie, 1,29 11.285-286) 

From all of this we conclude that the wind, allied with the 

sea, carries with it sound (the movement of air), or releases from 
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imobility, and that it conveys the voice and does the will of the 

divinity which controls it. In so doing it opens the way to 

conquest, to a joyful marriage, or to destruction and rape. We 

must enquire therefore whether it is possible to trace these aspects 

in Valery's La Jeune Parque and Charmesl. 

P 101 102 
Valery uses Racine's wordst vent(s), souffle, q tempete,, 

103 

replacing airs with air(s) '104 and adding brise . 
105 As with Racine, 

there is only one mention of a specific wind, and again it is the 

cold north wind, Valery's tramontane (Au P. 1.46). The presence of 

the wind is also evoked by various paraphrases, as in the line from 

Le Cimetiere Marin,, 

Une frailcheur de la mer exhalee 
(1-130) 

or by the movement the wind has given rise to, as in meuvent (L J PI, 

1.232)9 fremir (L J Eq 1.235), frisson (F du N. 111,1.50). while the 

verb briser so often is'associated with actions proper to Racine's 

destructive winds, as in llair me brise (L J Pý, 1.244) or in the 

ending of the Fragments du Narcisse, 

Llinsaisissable amour que tu me vins promettre 
Passe, et dans un frisson,, brise Narcisse et fuit 

(11,11-49-50) 

as to suggest very strongly that Valery intended the play on words 

and that briser can imply the presence of the wind. 
P The main attribute of the wind in Valery's poems is, as with 

Racine, sound. The Parque's wind has several voices,, from lament, 

"Qui pleure la, sinon le vent simple? " (1.1) and the mourning of 

lines 316 - 319, to thunderg 

Les arbres regonfles et recouverts dlecailles 

Meuvent sur le soleil leurs tonnantes toisons ... 
(11.230,232) 
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Again, in Charmes, the wind arouses lamentation, "Ose gemir! " 

(Au P. 1.49), but will evoke music, Sorme (ibid., 1.47) which will 

be pure and holy, 11hymne (ibid., 1-57)- We have the same 

complex of voices in the wind of thefragments du Narcisse, the 

lament, again induced by the wind, plainte (1,1.99), lamente (1,1.108), 

together with the 11rumeur /[... ] docile aux souffles, " (1,1.102-103). 

If we may accept that ondes, in La Pythie, can apply to sound waves 

as well as to the more obvious movement of water (and the whole sense 

of Valery's ending inclines us to do so), then we again have the 

rumeurs (1-184), evoking the thunder and perhaps the brass of 

Racine's wind-borne deity, 

Mes secrets sonnent leurs aurores! 
Tristes airains, tempes sonores ... 

(11-185-186) 

Le Cimetiere Marin gives us reminiscences of the closing scenes of 

Iphigenie and Phedre in the sacrificial song of the wind,, 

Et le eiel chante a l'ame consumee 
Le changement des rives en rumeur ... 

(11.29-30) 

and the frenzy of wind md sea in its last two stanzas, with the 

significant tumulte (1-138). Palme resents us with the purest of 

music, 

L'or leger quIelle murmure [the tree] 
Sonne au simple doigt de l'air ... 
Une voi: r imperissable 
QuIelle rend au vent de sable 
QýA l1arrose de ses grains, 

(11-31-329 35-37) 

The main function of the wind, for Valery as for Racine, 

is to announce and to execute the will of the deity who controls it. 

That this power is divine is indicated by Valery, by various subtle 

means, throughout La Jeune Parque and Charmes. We find the wind in 
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La Jeune Parque linked with the star-deities: I'Demain, sur un 

soupir des Bontes constellees, " (1.225). and the tree shaken by 

the wind, l1arbre unanime,, raper (1.238). is clearly wrestling 

with something divine, Poi., x et contre les dieux (1.238). Again, 

divine powers direct the wind which shakes the plane-tree, le ciel 

t1exerce (1.63). (and there might well be another allusion to the 

surpa-terrestrial in tramontane, for this word is also a synonym 

for the Pole Star). The Narcissus too accuses the gods, brutes 

divinites (1,1.105), who have changed and augmented his lament, 

oaxried by the winds (roseaux, 1.98, here suggests Pan). The Pythie 

in turn, begs to be spared from-the effects of the wind, 

(1-149), sent by a supernatural power: the capital letters of 

Puissance Creatrice (1-131). and the adjectives merveilleuses (1-142), 

surhumains, indicate this, while the plectre (1-138). oracles (1-141). 

here suggest Apollo. In Le Cimetiere Marin, another god (the sea, 

Dionysos, 1.134) is the source of the wind. Finally the palm tree 

"digne de slattendre /A la seule main des dieux. 11 (11.29-30) is 

moved by miraculous powers (1-39). However, Valery would not be 

Valery if he did not give us the gods with one handq so to speak, 

and take them away with the other, following Racine's example in 

Phedre, for the breath, souffle ravisseur, which the Parque 

attribntes to the gods whose company she longs to attain to, may 

well emanate from her own lips: 

Nulle jamais des dieux plus pres aventuree 
Nlosa peindre sur son front leur souffle ravisseur, 
Et de la nuit parfaite implorant llepaisseurg 
Pretendre pax la levre au supreme murmure ... 

(11-366-369) 

However that may be, the alliance of the wind with one god, the 

sea, emerges clearly from La Jeune Parque, from La Pythie, from the 
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Fragments du Narcisse II, and from Le Cimetiere Maxin. That the 

sea is a deity has already been argued, but we must not forget 

Racine's other god, his surVGod of Greek and Hebrew mythology, for 

we note that it is the sea and the sun together who preside over 

the action of Valery's winds. As examples of this, we note the 

influence of the sun upon the wind-shalken trees of La Jeune Parclue, 

Meuvent sur le soleil (1.232), or upon the plane-tree: "Quand l1apre 

tramontane/Sonne, au comble de l'or, ... " (11.46-47). Again it is 

the sun which with the sea, is seen as divine, calme des dieux (CM, 

1-4). and it is from this sea, glistening under the sun (11-134-135). 

that the wind emanates (11.129-131). The Pythiels god too must be 

the sun-god, and it is he, as well as the sea, who sends the tempest 

(11-145-150). Even the palm-tree responds to her deities, soleil 

(1.22), and there is perhaps an evocation of the sea in the vent de 

sable (1-36) and the colombe, (1.74). Venus' bird, which is associated 

with the brise (1-76). 

The consequences of the wind's action, as it fulfils the will 

of its directing gods is plain. The initial effect is to set on foot 

a movement which, as in Racine, releases from a deadlock, or ruptures 

a spurious peace; and in La Jeune Parque especially the analogy with 

the vessel released from inactionv and impelled upon a voyage 

towards creation or destruction (developed, we would suggest, from 

the vessels of Iphigenie and Phedre), is particularly strong. The 

wind is implicated in the suggestion of voyage after calm in lines 

104 - 106 - especially as brins (1.106) can apply to the cordage 

of a vessel. But an even more violent impression of vessels in 

movement is conveyed in the section on spring (11.230-241) where the 

P trees spread their sails, Les arbres regonfles (1.230). (1.231), 
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meuvent (1.232)t dechirants departs (1.241)9 reminding us of 

Hippolyte's vessels, with their sails spread: "Et la voile flottait, 

aux vents abandonnee, " (Ph; dre, 111,19 1.798). All this movement 

has been initiated by the first wind of spring - soupir (1.225). 

wind of release (11.225-226). 

But, as with Hippolyte and with the ships in Iphigenie, it is 

a movement which has been arTested, 

Nos vaisseaux par les vents semblaient etre appeles 
Un prodl-ge etomant fit taire ce transport ... 
Il fallut slarreter, et la rame immobile 
Fatigua vainement une mer immobile ... 

(Iphigenie, 1.19 11-449 479 49-50) 

9. Et dans llespace accable par les liens, 
Vibrant de bois vivace inflechi par la cime, 
Pour et contre les dieux ramer l1arbre unanime 

(11.236-238) 

until the abrupt release of 1.241 

Aux dechirants departs des archipels superbes 
(1.241) 

- suggesting the tragic sacrifices of Iphi6nie, and Hippolytels 

death (superbe, dechire, Phedre, V, 6). R=ther, the transference 

of the movement of the fleet-forest to the single entity (the Parque 

herself) still gives us the movement of the ship dragged from 

anchor, evoked by the earlier lines (accabl6, liens, (1.236)), and 

now at the mercy of wind and tide, Quelle resisterait, remous, (1.243). 

Pair me brise (1.246). The sequence is continued in lines 246 - 256, 

with the Parque in propria persona. We see the influence of the windq 

Pair me brise (1.246), and then again, the wind fills the sails 

(here the Parque's breasts): 

Et roses! mon soupir vous souleve, vainqueur 
Helas! des bras si doux qui ferment la corbeille 
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and then have the fu. 11 movement of sailing: 

Mon sein [ 
.. 

] mIentrallne [ 
.. 

] 
Ah! qulil slenfle, se gonfle et se tende 

(11.248-249,254-255) 

This pattern of inaction and release into movement is continued 

in Charmes. In Au Platane, movement is denied to the plane-tree 

De ton front voyageur les vents ne veulent pas 
('. 9) 

and to its companions, who struggle in vain, 

Ne cessent point de battre un ciel toujours ferme, 
retus en vain de rames, ... 

(11.27-28) 

again recalling Racine's rame inutile, his vents enchatnes sur nos 
A0 

tetes (Iphigenie, 1,19 11-49-50). The voyage in Valery's Au Platane, 

however, never takes place, althou. gh this movement is increased, 

tangage (1.62), with the power of the wind, tramontane, te 'ete,, 

(11-469 71). 

There is again a re-II-ease from enchanted calm in the Fragments 

du Narcisse M 11.7-12), beginning with the first faint breath, 

souffler (1.1.43), brise (1-45). and mounting to the vents (1,1.99), 

rumeur / dechirante, (I, 11.102-103). and decreasing to the fremir 

(1119 1.35) and frissonner (111,1.36), which presage the final 

departure, announced by the mille flottants adieux (111,1-35). 

This lower-key study is in contrast to the bolder lines of the 

vents, tramontane, tempetes of Au Platane'. which, in turn, is 

exceeded by the wind's power in La Pvthie, - ouragan is surely the 

ultimate in Valery's Beaufort scale. The pattern is the same, 

nevertheless - there is the charmed inaction, 

Ils mlassoupirent dlaxomates 
(1.118) 
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and, after, the onset of the attac, -, er, llouragan des songes 

It may well be that in another illustration of charmed inaction, 

in Le Cimetiere Marin (Zeno's fable of Achilles and the tortoise), 

Valery had the Achille of Iphigenie also in mind, a frustrated hero, 

N "Achille immobile a grands pas, " (1.126), denied access to Troy and 

imortality. As we have already noted, the poet-hero of Valery's 

poem had shared the other hero's desire for immortality, 

Et vous, grande ame, esperez-vous un songe? 
(1-97) 

The wind releases him, too, from the world of inaction, but of 

inaction chained by thought, which pertained at the start of the poem, 

Brisez, mon corps, cette forme pensive, 
Buvez, mon sein, la naissance du vent! ... 

(11.128-129) 

-a release foreshadowed, perhaps, by the first breath of air early 

in the poemq soupir (1.19), and by the noise of the waves brought 

by the wind, 

Le changement des rives en rumeur 
(1-30) 

The wind finally is concerned in the movement of release in the 

final poem of Chaxmes, Palme. Here, divine wisdom (une sage, 1.56) 

has maintained a state of nullity, 

Ces jours qui te semblaient vides 
Et perdus pour llunivers ... 

(11.61-62) 

until the moment when wind and sea (1-76) release the matured fruit 

in the gentlest of movements (1-77). 

We have noted that Racine's wind initiates voyages which can end 

in triumph or disaster, in Marriage or rape and death. Valery's use 

of wind imagery would seem to indicate that he has amalgamated the 
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two aspects. This is certainly so in La Jeune Parque, where the 

movement leads to rape, 11air me brise (1.246), to shipwreck and 

death, suggested by the lame, ruine, rame, of 1.318, the linceul of 

1.316; but the conclusion of the poem describes the final, joyful 

marriage with reality, and this too is ushered in by the wind, as 

the Parque stands on her rock: 

Llttre contre le vent, dans le plus vif de l1air ... 
(1-499) 

This double aspect is repeated in La Pythie. The Pythie's climax, 

whose origin is traceable as far back as the entry of the winds in 

lines 99 - 100, is again brought on by the wind, 11ouragan des songes 

(1.10), and it can be seen either as d, -: sastrous, rape and death, or 

as the summit of ecstasy (11-193-200). It is no less a marriage 

between the divine and the human, whose outcome is a birth (1.224t 

11.219-220). And, in Le Cimetiere Marin, the last of the major 

poems of Charmes, we have the same ambivalence, catastrophe - 

La vague en poudre (1-141), Rompez (1-143). and joy (1-139). The 

ideas of destruction and obliteration meet those of renascence, and 

the former axe only just cancelled by the final rejouies (1-143). 

It must be noted, however, that we have two poems in Charmes 

where the movement ends in tragedy. The plane refuses the command 

of the winds, and its static resistance specifically does not lead 

to marriage, but to the final tragedy, for we caxmot but see the 

tree as levelled to the ground by the fury of the wind, as though 

it were grassq 

Que la tempete traite universellement 
Comme elle fait une herbe 

(11-71-72) 

The lines evoke Racine's picture of the idolater swept away 11comme 
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la poudre et la paille legere, " (Esther', 1.59 1.367), or of 

his god 

Reste dlun tronc par les vents abattu, ... 
(Esther, 11,8,1.765) 

our other example of the tragic conclusion of movement at the 

behest of the wind is to be found in the Pragments du Naxcisse. 

It is a delicate actiong fax removed from the fury of the north wind 

in Au Platane. It is nevertheless as fatal as the cold breath of 

the wind in, Athalie,, Racine's souffle ennemi (Athalie, 1,2,1.286), 

for the final breath of the night wind foretells the destruction of 

the image, and the Narcissus with it: 

Adieu ... Sens-tu fremir mille flottants adieux? 
Bient'Oh va frissonner le desordre des ombres! ... 

(11-35-36) 

as its first breath had set the movement on foot: 

La nuit vient sur ma chair lui souffler que je llaime 

(It 1.43) 

There is scope for much more detailed discussion of Valery's 

use of wind imagery in its relation to Racine's, but what has been 

said above will perhaps show its value as yet another polyvalent 

symbol. It works in the field of science, where it stands for the 

wave movement of the air particles which we identify as sound, and 

thus is a valid symbol for the raw material of speech, created by 

man through this basic materialq as he also transforms speech into 

poetry or music. Associated with the breast, or chest (as in 

La Pythie, 1.99; or Le Cimetiere Mar-in, 1.129), the same movement 

of air will symbolise breath, the physiological prerequisite for 

life as well as for speech and for song. Again, since all these 

movements of air depend upon some mysterious power - Racine's 
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gods of sea and sun, Valery's Puissance Creatrice - wind can 

symbolise poetic inspiration, sent by Apollo - the divine 

afflatus which can launch the poet on the voyage to success or ruin - 

an inspiration which often acts in concert with the inspiration of 

passiong which launches the lover on the search for conquest also. 

(Here, indeed, Racine's wind marries well with La Fontainels, in 

his Psyche. Ana we must not forget that La Fontaine, Racine's 

master, had his part in the creation of Valery's poetic universe. ) 

We need scarcely reiterate that Valery regarded both poetic 

inspiration (as it is commonly conceived) and passion as invasions 

of the personality, so that aspects of rape and sack are allied to 

the prospect of conquest. 

Finally, the wind of Racine, acting upon the destiny of mortals, 

was ruled by the sea and the sun, Venus/Dionysos and Apollo, gods 

of passion and of reason; and conquest (of a city, or a woman - or 

of a poem) demands just such a union, of inspiration subdued and 

directed by reason, and of human physiology. 

With regard to the fourth of the elements we are considering, 

earth, its most interesting aspect is, for a student of Racine and 

Valery, its substance, the rock from which it is formed. 

Racine's use of words denoting rock or stone is restricted, but 

nevertheless significant for our study. We find rocq rocher(s)q 

ecueil and pierres (the first and the last only once), in the playsq 

the poems, and in a poem in the correspondence. The plays where 

these words occur are those which Valery mentions in the Cahiers and 
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the unpublished notes for his speech for the Racine celebrations, 

and we may by now take it, perhaps that he read the poems. We 

know that he read the correspondence, of course, from his letter 

to Albert Mockel, in 1917,106 as well as from a reference to it in 

the same year in the Cahiers, 107 but it is worth mentioning that 

the poem from Racine's correspondence which is of particular 

interest to -as is to be found in a letter he wrote to La Fontaine 108 

written in La Fontaine's own manner. In view of Valery's own 

interest in La Fontaine as a poet, as shown by his references in the 

Cahiers, and as a precursor of Racine from whom Racine may have 

learnt much, 

Peut-'e'tre ces accents de Venus ont-ils communique' a cette 
pure voix [that is, to Racine][... ] le ton initial et les 
premiers sentiments dlelle-meme9 Il en faut assez peu 
pour enfanter un grand homme dans un jeune homme 
ignorant de ses dons ... 

109 

it seems likely that this poem would have had much to interest 

Valery. It, as well as the preface to Iphigenie, is a possible 

source for Valery's mention of the word nucher in his remaxks on 

poetic language (C 6,6). 

We find that rocks, rocher(s) in the literal sense, occurs in 

Alexandre, Mithridate and Ph; dre, 110 
and in the metaphorical, in 

the Ode on theConvalescence du Roi (1.24), and in the Hymnes 

together with a poem in the Correspondence. 
112 Ecueil is used 

metaphorically throughout. 
113 Roc. 114 

plerre. 
115 

axe both used 

metaphorically. 

In their metaphorical contexts, the reefs are, naturally, 

linked with shipwreck, while the rocks are associated with the power 

116 
of faith, and its steadfastness, and with the living water 

springing from Moses' rock. 
117 Again, rocks are associated with 
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cities; Luxembourg is one such, roc sourcilleux (Idylle sur la Paix), 

and Rhodes is a reef (BaJazet, 11,19 1.357). More unexpected and 

daring, the rocks of the Rhone in drought are seen as nymphs or 

naiads: 

On pouvait, sans difficulte 
SIP Voir ses naiades toutes nues, ... 

Ces nymphes sont de gros rochers 
(Correspondance, 0C Rl 119 P-401) 

Racine's rocks and reefs have few attributes. They are either 

bare (awWinspiring in their nakedness; Racine writes of the 

effroyable figure of his river nymphs) or covered by grass or thorns, 

as in Phedre (V, 6,11-1577-1578). Reef and rock (the rochers of the 

Rhone poem are also a reef, ecueil) can be seen as high: 11horrible 

sommet de llecueil of the same poem suggests height. And finally, 

there is a link with blood - Hippolyte's blood, "les rochers en 

sont teints" (Phedre, V. 6,1.1557). 

The attributes of rock and reef may be few, but they follow 

the Racinian pattern of our previous examples in having two sharply 

differing aspects - the benign and the fatal (though here it must 

be admitted that the disastrous considerably outweigbs the happy). 

To deal first with the benign, we note that the association in 

Athalie is joyful, celebrating the power of the Lord to save and 

sustain IlDlun aride rocher [He] fit sortir les ruisseaux" (1,4,1.357). 

The rock in the Rymnes is a symbol of security, stabilite (HLV, 1.18) 

and in the Idylle- Sur la Paix, it is a barrier against the pride of 

the enemy, 

Ils ont vu ce roc sourcilleux 
De leur orgueil llesperance derniere 

De nos champs fortunes devenir la barriere 

(11-45-47) 
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and there is a minor instance in the Stances a Parthenice, "Bois, 

fontaines, rochers, agreable sejour" (1-34). 

Having said this, we have said all that can be brought in 

favour of Racine's rocks. The connotations of danger, treachery, 

and death are rife, in the plays and the poems. In the plays, we 

find Britannicus speaking of Narcissus' vigilance, which has saved 

him from hidden danger, mille ecueils couverts (I. 4T 1.345) (and, 

given the role of Narcisse, this is doubly indicative of treachery). 

In the poems, the reef/rock is linked with terror and death and 

partic-u-larly with death by shipwreck. The sailor, seeing the rock 

he has escaped, sees death, 

Ses yeux, ou la mort paralt peinte, 
Regardent longtemps avec crainte, 
LIhorrible sommet de llecueil; 
Et le voyant si redo-utable, 
Il tremble encore, et le cercueil 
Lui semble presqiae inevitable ... 

(OCR9 11,11.28-33) 

The rock, or the reef, is the cause of another kind of shipwreck, 

the ruin of pride, as we have already seen in the lines cited above 

from the Idylle sur la Paix, and we find this connotation in Bajazet 

also: Rhodes is the barrier to the pride and power of the Turks, 

redoutable ecueil (11,19 1.475), and in Esther the King is seen as 

a barrier to the pride of the enemies of the Lord, 

Des memes ennemis je reconnais llorgueil: 
A J. 

Ils viennent se briser contre le meme ecueil 
(Prologue, 11-45-46) 

The source of all ihese banal shipwrecks in tIm plays and the vers 

d1occasion lies fax back, perhaps, in the unusual imagery of the 

lines on the nymphs of the Rhone, of 1661. Perhaps Racine had 

suffered an early defeat in love (and therefore pride), which led 

him to link the dangerous rock to the more usually complimentary 
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*0 naiads and nymphs - at all events, the connotations of danger 

and death are there: 

On pouvait, sans difficulte, 
Voir ses naladestoutes nues, 
Et qui, honteuses d"etre vues, 
Pour mieux cacher leur nudite, 
Cherchaient des places inconnues. 
Ces nymphes sont de 

, 
gros rochers, 

Auteurs de mainte sepulture, 
Et dont 11 effroyable f igure 
Fait changer de visage les plus hardis nochers. 

(Corr., OCR, II, P-401) 

It is not, however, until Phedre that we find all the tragic 

connotations of rocks brought together with the ideas of lamentation, 

and turned to poetry, the grief of Ariadne, 

Ariane aux rochers contant ses injustices ... 
(Phedre, 1.19 1.89) 

the blood of Hippolyte (1-1557) and the total shipwreck of life 

and pride which is Hippolytels death. 

Can we find similar attributes and associations in Valery's 

rocks? They will be traced, if they exist, through the contexts 

in which we find them, under their differing synonyms. 

We find roc(s), 
118 Roche, 119 

Iocherg 
120 Ecueil, 121 

pierre(s). 
122 

We also, by extension, have other forms of basic rock, cristal, 

marbre. matrice. 
123 

The attributes of Valery's rocks/reefs can, in fact, be seen 

to correspond to those of Racine in some important respects, but a 

meaningful comparison cannot be made withont first establishing a 

basic metaphor, drawn we believe, from Racine's rock/nymphs. It will 

have been seen from the above list of words that the greatest use 

of rock imagery occurs in La Jeune Parque, and it is there that we 

must look for that metaphor, which subtends Valery's use of 

Racine's imagery. Once this is done, many of Racine's attributes 
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will be found contributing to and enriching Valery's image. The 

natural physical attributes of height and of stability axe already 
p there, precipice (1-313), durete (1-308), when we think of Valery's 

rock as an object in itself, but when we turn to the Parque it is 

not difficult to see that she, too, has the substance of stone or 

rock, marble, traversed by veins of mineral, gold (1-159). Her 

body itself contains caverns, grotte (1.290)9 antres (1.478); its 

forms are contour(s) (1.260). Again, there is a parallel drawn 

between the Parque, and the reef. Both are wounded by a supernatural 

being, the Parque by the serpent-monstre (1-37). the reef by the 

supra-natural seat mordu par la merveille, (1.25). Then, too, her 

substance is one with the rocky earth, to which she is conjoined, 

Cette terre si ferme atteint mon piedestal 
(1-312) 

This identity extends to other beings of her kind. The isles (her 

daughters, perhaps - c. f. 1.358), the merveilleuses Parques (ibid. ). 

are of rock (1-351). The whole being,, woman-rock, possesses 

attributes which may well derive from Racine's reef/rock attributes, 

beginning with the nudity of his rock deities, nalades toutes nues. 

The Parque speaks of her breasts, ^11es de mon sein nu, and this 

nudity appears again in the lines: 

Et si la robe slarrache a la rebelle ronce 
Llarc de mon brusque corps slaccuse et me prononce 
Nu sous le voile enfle ... 

(11.129-131) 

The bare rock appears beneath the covering of vegetation - Racine's 

ronce is certainly there (1.129), and we may perhaps be allowed to 

see the trail of flowers as an extension of his generalised herbe 

(Ph; dre, V, 6,11-567-89 1577). 

This identification of woman with rock or stone is not confined 
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to La Jeune Parque, of course. We find it hinted at in Poesie, 

where the breasts are turned to stone (11-35-36), with its 

attributes:, rigueur (1.29), veine (1.27). 

rock, 

Frappez, frappez, dans une roche 
(1.188) 

The Pythie also is of 

and basicq unworked rock, at that, matrice (1-133). There is again 

the suggestion of caves (1.182), through which the tides of her 

blood will rush. The Eve of the Ebauche d1un Serpent is another 

woman of stone and mineral, maxbre, or, (1.245). ambre (1.246), and 

the parallel between the statues of stone and women is the basis of 

Les Colonnes. There is no space here to enlarge on all the 

metamorphoses of Racine's rocks - the paxallel with the building, 

for example, suggested by the examples of Luxembourg and Rhodes, or 

the further connotation of place of sacrifice which emerges from the 

blood-stained rocks of Phedre - but we should note that, although 

it is predominantly the woman's body which is seen as of rock or 

stone, there is also the body of the Narcissus, "temple [... ] / Cýa je 

vis" (F du N. 111,11.27-28) which is of stone, Pierre (Ibid. ). 

Again, the poet ofle Cimetiere Marin has affinities with stone, 

building, Temple du temps (1.19), toit (11-189 144). 

As regards the main connotations of Racine's rocks, it is 

possible to say that they can be plainly traced in Valery's poems. 

Again, as with Racine, the tragic implications axe stronger than 

those of joy - better, of transcendence - but these latter do 

exist (and often, so subtle is Valery's use of language, co-exist). 
P 

The rock, in La Jeune Parque� in Poesie, in La Pythie, in Ebauche 

d1un Serpent, is the source of nourishment for the mind and soul. 
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The Parque's soul feeds from her breasts, rocs charmants (11-56-57), 

the poet from the marble breast, veine (1,11.27-28). The Pythiels 

"Frappez [,... ]dans une rochell (1.187) evokes the Racinian use of the 

Biblical legend: 

D'un aride rocher [il] fit sortir les ruisseaux 
(Athalie, 1.4. ) 1.357) 

The tree of Knowledge seeks it in the rock. (11.273-274) and drinks 

it from that source, "buveur / Des plus profondes pierreries" 

(11.281-282). 

The rock implies security, stability, for Racine. For Valery, 

the Parque speaks of the durete precieuse (1-308); the Colonnes, 

quarried from rock (11.21-24). are pillars of strength, Fortes (1-50). 

They are barriers against the ravages of time, pour lleternite (1-42); 

while for the Narcissus, the stone, pierre simple, is his defence 

against death (F du N, 111,1.29). As for the rower, the stones 

which finally enclose him are an assurance of eternal stability (1-31). 

This benign aspect of the rock would not be complete without a 

reference to the rocks in. Phedre, whose tragic aspects are so 

obvious, for through and beyond this, they are, as the instruments 

and locus of Hippolyte's death, the means of transcendence for 

Hippolyte, for Phedre, and for Thesee, and for Aricie, the means of 

a rebirth. This is the aspect most cleaxly present in La Jeune PaXqueq 

where the rock, scene of her pain and bewilderment (1.25), is also 

the scene of her revival and transformation, both as the. seuil-ecueil 

(11-335-336) which finds her flushed with new life, vermeille a de 

nouveaux desirs (1-339)9 and as the roc (1-505) on which she 

experiences transcendence and joy (1-510). This aspect is met with 

again in Le Cimetiere Maxin, where the rock which shatters the wave 
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is the means of its transformation, 

La vague en poudre ose jaillir des rocs! 
(CM, 1.141) 

Finally, the Pythie's exclamation (1.188) may also be said to announce 

a coming transformation: 

Mes deux natures vont slunir ... 
(1.190) 

This transformation results in the transcendent voice of the last 

stanza. 

We observed earlier that the connotations of Valery's rocks 

were, like those of Racine, double-edged. In La Jeune Paxque the 

rock is a means of death, 

... mon precipice, 
L'insensible rocher, glissant d1algues, propice 
A fuir ... 

(11-313-315) 

while it is the rock, as cap, which destroys the wave (11-502-503) 

as in Le Cimetiere Marin (1-141). Here, the suggestion of dust in 

the poudre, and the pages J. blouies (11-141-142), convey the sense-of 

obliteration of being. In the same poem we have the j2ierre (1-58) 

and the marbre (1-59) associated with the tombs, and the association 

repeated in the nuit toute lourde de marbres (1.82). and again in 

Le Rameur, in the Pierres (1-31) where the context is sufficient to 

evoke the idea of death. 

If we remember Racine's shipwrecks, we may well see the 

connotations of shipwreck which accompany Valery's deaths as 

significant for our arg=ent. We have commented elsewhere on the 

shipwrecks evoked by the lines in La Jeune Parclue 124 following the 

mention of the rock (11-314-321) and on the resemblance between the 

death of Hippolyte and the deaths of the monstre de candeur. The 
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vague en poudre, (CM, 1.141) also evokes Hippolyte's death. The 

idea of destruction and the common idea of the waves as horses 

are linked by the poudre (CM, 1.141) and the flancs pouareux 

(Phýedre, V, 69 1.1540)- What comes to grief, besides the body, in 

these shipwrecks, is pride, to which the rock is an obstacle. We 

see this in Est-her, 

Des memes ennemis je reconnais 
Ils viennent se briser contre 
Dejag, rompant partout les plus 
Du debris de ses forts il couv, 

11 orgueil; 
p le meme ecueil; 

fermes ba=leres, 
. 1% re ses frontleres 

(Esther, Prologue, 11-145-148) 

and, of course, in Phedre, where. the real sacrifice, together with 

the physical destruction of the body (for Hippolyte and Phedre), is 

pride. This too, is the case for Valery - the Parque's conception 

of her immortality, her pride in her ascendancy over herself, the 

poet's pride in his mental supremacy and its power to confer 

immortality in Le Cimptiere Marin axe the true victims. 

The rock, obstacle to pride, is also linked with treachery, 

pain, and lamentation. Its slippery surface, Glissant d1algues 

(LJPj 1.314)9 is in itself a suggestion of treachery, and the 

association is repeated in the rock which, returning the words of 

the Naxcissusq mocks and betrays them, 

"De son rire enchante, le roc brise mon coeur 
Mes secrets dans Pair sonnent ebruites, 

(Iq 11.959 106) 
(a repetition as fatal as was the betrayal of Britannicus' secrets 

by Narcisse). Again, the rook is linked with deception and plaint 

in La Jeune Parque through the gorges de roche (1.10)9 the deque 

and the rmeur de plainte (1.12). It is linked with betrayal, Au 

plus trattre de llame (1-43), and with pain through the wouAd (11.25-26). 
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In Racine's treatment of rocksg then, and especially in his 

rock/nymph analogy, we have a symbol which, again, is capable of 

entering into a great many combinations. Many of these are 

common currency - reefs, shipwrecks, bastions - but, taken 

together with the particular image of the rock/nymph, and with the 

overall pattern of Racine's use of rock imagery, their connotations do 

seem to offer great opportunities for the complex and pliable 

imagery Valery sought. 

It would seem clear that Racine's nymphs and naiads offered, 

in their substance, gros rochers, a symbol for the earth itself, 

in its basic substance, rock, which may have come together with the 

rock imagery at the end of Phedre , where the rock is associated 

with vegetation, and thus aids the comparison. 

The form of the woman's body, implicit in Racine's river- 

deities, and its substance, could then lend itself to the analogy 

with the earth-mother, amalgamating geographical and physiological 

features (breasts as mountains, as the source of springs, the womb 

as grotte, caverne, antre). Again, the position of the nymphs in 

the river would give an analogy with the land-masses of the eaxth, 

islands and archipelagoes surrounded by water, or with granules of 

matter in a preponderant liquid, the composition of the human body. 

The usefulness of the rock analogy would not end here, however, 

The rock symbol offers a translation of mental events, the idea of 

death, the threat of love, for the body is an obstacle on which man's 

pretension to unlimited power (as a lover, or as a poet and thinker) 

is wrecked. Barrier against death, it is also a barrier to 

immortality, "temple qui me separes / De ma divinite" (F du N. III, 

11.29-30)- Yet it is also the only material with which man can 
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achieve an approach to success, either in love or art, and here, 

the rock analogy is especially useful. The primitive substance, 

matrice (La P, 1.133). is capable of being transformed into 

creations shaped by the mind - statue, temple, city, altar. It 

may thus stand as a symbol for the basic material of language, from v 

which poetry is created, as in Colonnes. For us, the statue 

analogy is especially interesting, when we think of Racine's stony 

river-nymphs, and of Valery's own description of the heroines of 
0 125 Racine as statues par la beaute de forme. And if we turn from 

the substance of Racine s naiads to their quality of deities, we 

have a symbol for the source of inspiration, whether it comes from 

dreams, lait depreveries LJR) 1.57)t or from the intellect, ma mere 

Intelligence (Po; sie, 1-5), or from introspection and its wisdom, 

as in the Fragments du Narcisse, with its rxymphe: 

toujours 
Effleuree, et vivant de tout ce qui approche, 
Nourrit quelque sagesse a llabri de sa roche 

(11-12-14) 

Finally, the rock analogy, as it extends into the varying 

forms of mineral, a, pierre, cristal, permitted a marriage between 

the jewels of Herodiade and Racine's goddesses. Once againg Racine's 

imagery had provided imagery which could marry the 17th century to 

the 20th, and give us something new. 

In a very important passage in the, Cahiers for 1939, Valery 

writes of the synthesising activities of the creative mind. He 

instances Virgilý as Dante's guide, in a compound of Latin poetry 

and Christian lovep and the scholastics who combined Aristotle and 
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the scriptures. He then goes on to form a law, and to adduce a 

very significant and personal instance - for we cannot but 

suppose it to be so, in the light of all that he has written of 

himself and of Racine: 

00 Mais jegeneralise et observe que dans toute suite de 
temps ou se produit accumulation de valeurs il ya 
combinaisons de ce genre. 

Ainsi Racine du XVIIme fut combine avec des 
facteurs du XXme et acconmode aux besoins du temps 
(apres un sommeil reel de quelque 100 ans - 1780 - 
1880 - entre Voltaire et Moreas). Je songe, bien 
entendu, a des utilisations reelles, et non a de 
simples conservations a lletat de Momies. 126 

Our attempt, in what has gone before, has been to isolate sore 

of these Racinian factors as they may be traced in Valery's 20th 

century utilisation of the past. Valery in the Cahiers writes of 

Racine s care for the details of his workmanship as essential 

elements of his perfection: 'Ices minuties qui font le style et sont 

llatome, du beaull. 127 It is an expression we might well transfer to 

. 0- .I 
Racine s symbols, for they have the versatility of an atom, lending 

themselves, as primary unitsq to a variety of structures. They 

lend themselves, in the first place, to this latest translation of 

scientific ideas (Valery's adaptation of the physics of Maxwell, 

% 128)q 'Iles vues d1un monde a la Maxwell" into dramatic poetry. 

They lend themselves also to the concrete manifestations of the 

physical universe, amalgamating human Physiology and the world of 

landscape, so that sun and water became themselves, actors in the 

draina . 

Ag-ain, Racine's symbols could translate the world of thought, 
%D- 

Valery's "choses de llesprit" (2 209 P-543) (1937). They were thus 

capable of representing all the metamorphoses of energy. 

But their usefulness did not end here. We have seen that each 
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of Racine's elements could bear not one, but several interpretations 

- wind, for example, could be equivalent to movement of air, breath, 

poetic inspiration - and they could combine with other symbols to 

build up a group, which would interact with another group, Valery's 

"operation par groupes de symboles" (2 lt 487). A good example is 

the spring passage in La Jeune Parque, (11.222-242), where the 

symbols of earth, trees, ships, wind and water combine to represent 

the renewal of vegetation in spring, under the sun, the woman carried 

away by passion, the poet by inspiration, in a description valid at 

all these levels (and probably more). Never can the substance of 

the elements and man, Valery's actors in his drame lyrique, have been 

more completely fused, nor a crucial point in that universal drama 

more vividly presented. 

It is in operations like this that we recognise most fully the 

value of Racine's symbolic world, as Valery perceived it. Other 

poets - indeed, all poets - have used symbols, but those of Racine 

were such that they can be combined with and enriched by those of 

other poets who were, or had been, of importance to Valery 

Mallaxme above all, but also Hugo, Bandelaire, La Fontaine (a poet 

whom Racine, perhaps, had taught Valery to appreciate) - but 

combined in such a way that we recognise patterns laid down by 

n-* 

Racine, lines steeped in the atmosphere of Racine's worldv giving a 

recognisable picture of Racine's universe. The miracle is that this 

is yet, umistakably,, a picture of Vale"ry's universe. As Valery 
100 

himself wrote of such "continuations"'L--7 

L'art supreme seraq peut-etreq d1arranger les pensees 
des autres. Un homme [... ] fera enfin de toutes ces 
"pensees", ou 'images". qui demeurent des points, des 
diamants detachesq [.... Iquelque rosaire, riviere, 
diademe qui vaudra des milliards de fois plus 
[sentence unfinished] ... 

130 
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Une Sorte de Symbolisme 
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J. 

44. Glaive etincelant (Athalie, 11,3,11-409-410). 

45. Un homicide acier (Ibid., 11,59 

46. Athalie, V. 59 1.1730. 

47. Phedre speaks of the sun as her ancestor : "Ce sacre soleil 
dont je suis descendue, " and as the ancestor of the gods : "J'ai 
pour aleul le pere et le mattre des Dieux. 11 (Phedre, IV, 6, 
11.1274-1275). 

48. "Eclatant de lumiere. 11 This description recurs continually in 
the Hymnes. 
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Vq 3,1.1668). 
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51. LJP, 11.1169 1719 487; Aurore, 1.43; Fragments du Narcisse 
7hereafter F du N, ) 119 1.71i 
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52. Jour for Racine (as for poets in general) can imply sunlight. 
J. We find it used thus by Valery :LJP, 1.152; Colonnes, 1.53; 

F du N, 19 1.48; Le R, 1.13; Palme, 1.48. 

53. C M9 1.37. 
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dlecumeg un monstre furieux ... " (Phe'dre, V. 69 11-1515-1516), 
and also in a hackneyed paraphrase for sunset (Correspondance, 
0CR. 119 P-416). 
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from the Latin Breviary, H. lun7i. - yepres (hereafter HL V)ý 1.3; 
HJV, 1.1. 
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66. Iphigenie, V, 6,1.1781. 

67. Phedre, V, 6,1.1515. 

68. Iphigenie, V, 6,1.1780. 

69. Ibid. ý 1.1781. 

70. Iphigenie., V, 6,1.1780; Phedre, v. 6.1.1521. 

71. Iphigenie, V, 69 11-1778,17839 1785. 

72. Androma ue, 1,1,11.11-12. 

N 73. As is made plain in Phedre, V, 1, where Hippolyte asks, 
I'Ai-je dil mettre au jour PoRprobre de son lit? =is-je, 
en lui [Thesee] faisant un recit trop, sýncere, 

/Dý 

e 
indigne rougeur couvrir le front d1un pere?. 

74. The elements of breaking waves, a thunderous voice (of the 
gods), the death of a monster (Eriphile; cf I-phigenie, V. 4& 
1.1679), and the key words gemissant (Phe-M, emit (Iphigenie), 
ZZissements (both plavs), flots d7ecZe Phedre , blanchissante 
dlecume ý=Ihigenie), make this comparison inescapable when 
lines 1768 - 1771 of Iphigen 

. are compaxed with lines 1507 - 
1511, and lines 1515 - 1ý169 1521, of 

' 
Phedre. The sacred 

horror so terrible in Phedre is the "horreur qui nous 
rassure" in I-phigenie. 

75. LJ Pq 11-3279 3569 4929 500; F du N. 119 1.59; C M, 11-49 60, 
130; Le Vin Perdu, 1.11. 

76. LJP, v 11.106v 320. 

77. Le Vin Perdu, 1.1. 

78. LJ Pq 1.317; Poesie, 1.11; La Pq 1.96. 

79. There axe too many of these compounds to give more than a few 
significant examples : arbustes amers (L J P, 1.163); the 

% . Mý % repeated amere, Mers (F du N. 119 11'. 60,61); amere demande 
(La P, 1. amerement la m9me, (L J Pq 1.327). 

80. Againg this occurs too frequently to give every example. It 
does nott of courseq always refer to the sea, but must do so 

4 1.99; and in Poesie,, 1.11. in LJ P9 11-3379 502; in 2. Y 

81. C M, 1.141. 

82. LJP, q 11-99 331. 

83. LJ Pl, 1.62o 

84. LJ Pq 1.441. 
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85. The words etincelant 'p etincelle, ýclat, underline the general 
idea of brilliance Racine attaches to his furious commanders, 
from Pyrrhus les yeux etincelants (Andromaque, 111,8,1.999) 
to the Deity himself : "Ainsi Tu-Dieu vivant la colere 
etincelle, " (Esther, 11,7,1.653). 

86. See Chapter IV. 

87. Apart from the internal evidence of the poem itself, its 
association with Valery's obsession with Mme de Rovira (see 
Chapter I) led us to re-read his letter to Gide, where this 
passion is strongly associated with sea-imagery. The 
relevant passage runs as follows : "Je suis frenetique 
une telle brise de mer souffle que ma chevelure en est 
mouillee etje hume dans l1air la mer! / Si vous saviez comme 
elle me penetre et quel amour clest! Elle me transporte et 
me ferait hurler 

' 
des folies : clest un triomphe d1indomptable 

gueuse, trompettee au large pax les vents vastes qui 
bondissent et se roulent et vagabondent sur les vagues! 
Pai le cerveau plein de ces vents et de ces coruscantes 
vagues qui hennissent; contre llecume furieusement jetee, le 
vaisseau noir sleffare ... 11 (C G V, p. 109). 
Nor is there anything incongruous in linking the mounting 
violence of the sea with the assault of a crescendo in music, 
another aspect of the poem which also relates to Valery's 
obsession with Mme de Roviza. 

88. A research into the origin of this word (suggested to me by 
Dr Lowe) showed that there were other significances besides 
the resemblance of the sails to birds' beaks (Entretien avec 
Frederic Lefevre). The Dictionnaire Provengal connects foe 
with flames (Latin focus - hearth). It is also the source 
of a well-known four-letter word applied to the activities 
of thcse who fed the fire. Thus we have a complex 
suggesting the sails of an invading force bringing flame and 
rape over the waters and the invading forces of desire (for 

a woman or for the creation of a poem) which attack the 
tranquillity of the poet. 

89. As we see from the first lines, especially line 3 (haletantev 

ivre, hurle). 

go. Phedre, 1,4,11-323-326 and 11,19 11-380-382. 

91. It may be that there is also a suggestion of one of the 
Fates (Racine's Parque, homicide (Phedre, 11,29 1.469) in 
the fileuse of line 196, and perhaps of the first cold touch 

of the water (frileuse, 1.195;. doiRt mouillee, 1.196): 
I'Le long de ma ligne frileuse / Le doigt mouillee de la 
fileuse / Trace une atroce volonte ... " (La P. 11-195-197). 

92. particularly female physiologyg as can be seen in La Jeune 
Parqueg La Dormeuse. Poýsie, La Pythie. Elsewhere Valery 

writes of the nervous system as female (the brain of course ý7ý' 

is male! ) : 'Ile cerveau loyal(ý ... I enchatne a ce serpent 
de femme nerveuse, " (C 59 11 913 ). 
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93. The sea as chienne inevitably recalls Valery's use of the word 
&aeuse in his description of his passion for Mme de Rovira, 
full of sea-imagery (see note 87). 

94. There may be a reference to Mallarmeq and to the idea of the 
one perfect Book to which he devoted his whole life, in the 
pages scattered by the wind at the end of Le Cimetiere Maxin 
"Envolez-vous, pages tout eblouies! " (1-42T-ýThe parallel 
here would be with lines 42-43 of Herodiade, the nursels 
"Pardon! l1age effagait, reine, votre defense / De mon esprit 1% comme un vieux livre ... " [My italics]. 

Wind 

95. Esther, 111,39 1-985; Athalie, 11,91 1.780. In the plural-, 
with a capital, NS (1-737ý- 

96. Esther, 111,39 1-985; Athalie, 1,2,1.286; P-R, 119 1.24. 

97. This is the commonest synonym and is found in the plays and 
the poems. It occurs in Andromactue, 111,19 1.790; in 
Iphigenie (some sixteen times in all); in Esther (four times); 
and in, Atha: Lie,, V. 6,1.1747. In the poems we find it in 
P-R. II'q 1.23; P-R, IV, 1.30; P-Rv V19 1.30; and in a poem 
from the Correspondance (0 C R. 119 P-416). 

98. See Valery's notes on the painter's death (C 6v 747 (1917)) and 
his essay on Degas (0 C V9 119 pp. 1167v 11' ý 208). 789 1 

99. C 49 439 (1910). 

100. Agrippine's speech may serve as an example :"... Je 
m1assure un port dans la templete, " (Britannicus,, 1.1,1.71). 

101. LJ Pp 11.19 1059 1519 316v 499; Au P, 1.51; F du N, 1,1.99; 
F du N. 11,1.63; La Pq 1.100; Le Sylphe, 1.4; 2 Mg 11.1299 139; 
Le Rg 1.26; Palme, 1.3 - 

102. 
«L 

J P, 1.19; F du N, It 1.103; F du N, IIe 1.54; F du N. III, 
1.9; ha P, 1.214; Au Platane (hereafter Au P), 1.71. 

103. La P, 1.149. 

104. LJ Pp 1.246; F du N1 11989 106; F du N, Hý, 1.6; La P, 1.157. z.. i; tt 

105. LJ Pq 1.162; Colonnes, 1.60; F du N. Iq 1.45; Palmeg 1.76. 
These references in notes 101 - 105 are not intended to be a 
complete list of Valery's synonyms for wind, but representative 
examples. 
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Rock 

106. L Q, p. 122. 

107. C 69 758. 

108.0 C R9 1119 pp-400-403. 

109. Sur Adonis (0 C Ve 19 P-493). 

110. Alexandre, 11,2,1.578; Mithridate, 11,39 1.445; Phedre. 
Iq 19 1.89 and V. 6,11-15419 1557; Athalie, 1,49 1.357. 

111. HL Vq 11-17-18. 

112.0 C R9 IIýq P-401. 

113. Alexandre, I, 2t 1.203; Bajazet, 11,19 1.475; Esther, 
Prologue', 1.46. 

114. Idylle our la Paix (hereafter I P)q 1.45. 

115. Esther, 1.19 1.87. 

116. HL Tj 11-17-18. 

117. Athalie, 1,49 1.357. 

118. LJP, 11-569 505; F du N, 19 11-95. ) 107; C Mg 1.141. 

119. LJP, 11.109 351; F du N. 11,1.14; La Pl, 1.188. 

120. LJ Pq 1.314. 

121. LJ Pq 11.25, 336. 

122. 01 . Poesie, ) 1.35; F du N, 111� 1.27; Colonnes, 1.68; Le R, 1.31. 

123. Cristal see note 56ý, Colonnes, 1.25; marbre (L J Po 1.159); 
matrice La P. 1.133 - 

124. In the section discussing the sea. 

125. Racine notes (Appendix A)t P-13. 

Conclusion 

126. C 22,699 (1939)o 
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127. Valery is commenting on Racine's letter to Boileau on the 
.10 question of whether to use Miserables or Infortunes in 

Cantique II (C 69 758 (1917)). 

128. Memoires d1un 
- 
Poeme, (hereafter M P) (unpublished notes for 

a lecture on La Jeune Parclue). 

129. "Cet etre tres noble est le continuateur" (C 4,645 (1911)). 
In a later passage (2 750) Valery writes of the reader who 
"reproduces" the work of an author he has been studying, as 
one who carries on that work, le continue dans une autre bouchel, 
distinguishing that act from mere plagiarism. 

130. g_j, 65 (1913). 



CHAPTER VI 

p 
UNE FORME DE QUALITE 
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Une Forme de Qualitý 

It is impossible to discuss the place of Racine's language in 

P Valery's poetry without taking into account the conventions which 

governed Racine's production. Many of the most powerful of these 

conventions were the result of the flowering of that passion for 

distinction, the cult of the aristocratic, which was deeply 

influenced by the salons and the ruelle - 17th century preciosite. 
0 Before we proceed with the discussion of Valery's concern with 

the principles governing this form of preciosity, and their effect 

upon his poetry, it is necessary to define the meaning we attach to 

the word itself. Here we cannot do better than turn to Rene Bray: 

La preciosite est un effort vers la distinction. 

And for Bray, preciosity can still be defined thus, even when it 

misses its aim and relapses into affectation or fadeur because of 

the incompetence of its devotees. 2 When, however, it succeeds, it 

expresses what is noblest in man's mind; it is une aristocratie de 

3 11 esprit. 

If we accept this definitiong it is easy to see how greatly 

preciosity, that flowering of the conventions of Racine's time, must 

have appealed to Valery, haunted as he was by the idea of achieving 

excellence. There is evidence enough throughout the Cahiers of his 

passion for submitting himself to various forms of mental discipline, 

but a passage4 from 1927 on conventions, headed Racine,, defines his 

attitude. Conventions axe a specific mark of the human mind, ce qui 

distingue l'homme, des animaux, and the sine qua non of all mental 

0 
activity, par quoi 11home cree, congoit. They are at the very root 
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of language as signes, lois 
_arbitraires, 

and even have the power of 

an incantation or a riteý to conjure up a revelation: 

Llemploi de l1arbitraire pour le developpement incalculable 
des actes, leurs enchatnements ... 

5 

This attitude of Valery's towards the importance of conventions 

is relevant to a discussion of the language of preciosityv for that 

language is the expression of the whole attitude to life of the 

ol 
precieux: 

Le langage precleux nlest qu'une consequence de lleffort 
6 de distinction qui est a la base de la preciosite. 

The language of preciosity was, so to speak, a distillation, sue 

precieux (LJP, 1.287). of the principles which dictated that the 

commonplace and 'natural' should be banished from life and language 

in favour of the exquisite and artificial. 

The language of preciosity, then, was a chosen language, 

selected and refined from the everyday material of the vocabulary. 

And if we follow Valery's comments on preciosity in the, Cahiers, we 

can see that he was singling out those aspects of the chosen language 

of preciosity which correspond most closely to the ideal of a poetic 

language - the ideas of deliberate choice, the creation of a 

language within a language by means of certain rules: "Specifications 

qui forment un nouveau langage dans llancien. 

P This is particularly marked during those years when Valery was 

re-examining the language of the older poets, l1ancien stockq for 
8 

the benefit of La Jeune Pargue and Charmes,. Of the relevant passages 

we may single out two as especially important for us - the first, 

as it defines the 17th century langue noblev the second, as it 

analyses Racine's use of it: 

Lax4gaiM 
-et 

po6sie, / 
.. 
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Langage et poýsle 

Du langage poetique. Pourqipi coursierg esquifq carriere, 
nocherg coeur etc.? plus poetiques que cheval, barque, 
etc. 

On dirait quIon voulait eviter 11ima 
'ge 

precise et 
proche, quotidienne. Style noble. Espece dlesoterisme, 
langage de clan et de caste. Mole immense de la phobie 
de la. grossierete. Idee du vulgaire. Regles compliquees, 
barrieres de lletiquette. 9 

The second, and well-known passage, is that in which Valery 

is emphasising the factors of restraint and of deliberate sup- 

pressiong as significant elements in the perfection of Racine's 

poetry -a perfection which is, in some part, the result of a 

deliberate effort to obey the rules. In this passage, Valery 

stresses the tranmels of the langue noblev la langue preciseg and 

the distance from natural speech, la, formule fondue dans une 

fratcheur artificielle. He refers to the effort of will, la volonte 
%& 

10 

heureuse et cacheev fralcheur obtenue. We may assume, too, that 

Valery is thinking of Racine's avoidance of the mots bas, when he 

refers to the part suppression (abstention) plays in pure poetry. 

We note that this solution of Racine's to poetical problems is 

again mentioned in 1916, and once more in 1920, where Valery sees 

Racine's restraint as a response to the tastes of his public, an 

41 12 
elite. 

This interest of Valery's in the 17th century language of 

preciosity and Racine as its exponent, was not, of course, confined 

to the years of his greatest output. He was, whether he liked it 

or not, a poet all his life - and a passionate defender of 

preciosity. 
13 It is, however, in his notes for the projected speech 

in celebration of the Racine tercentenary year that he most 

convincingly sums up his feelings with regard to Racine and the 

effect of the 17th century conventions upon Racine's work. In these 
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pages, worked and re-worked, it is clear that for Valery the effect 

of Racine's poetry has been achieved by the poet's working within 

the constraints of his time and its chosen speech - those 

constraints which preciosity delighted in enforcing and exaggerating. 
0 Valery writes here of a chosen language, axtificial conventions: 

Il [Racine] a produit dans llatmosphere dlune cour, 
sous les conditions les moins naturelles, dans une 
langue choisie, sous llempire de conventions tres 
artificielles ... 

14 

On other sheets, various jottings reinforce the idea of artificiality, 

systeme de conditions (p. 8), Danse lente des attitude-s (p. 10), 

formules nettes (p. 10). Restraint of language is hinted at, 

Depouillement du nom (p. 8). The veiled and ambiguous references to 

crude realityt result of the social embargoes imposed by preciosity, 

are suggested by the remarks: La passion doit paxattre et non (p. 11) 

and trouble introduit par termes p 
etrang es (P-17). This last remaek 

is to be found on the same page as that whereon Valery glances at 

Racine's concern for virtue in his preface to Phedre. llenseignement de 

la vertu. - the idea, again, of excellence in all the fields of 

existence that was the ideal of preciosity. Lastly, Valery under- 

lines the aspect of choice by an act of will, La volonte conscientt 

(p. 11). Thus we find Valeryq towards the end of his life, 

re-affirming what he had said long before of the part preciosity 

played in classical poetry in general. 9 
15 

with particular reference 

to Racine. 

So far we have been dealing with Valery's own views. What of 

those of his commentators? Do they, toog see Racinian preciosity 

as making a substantiaLy and valuable, contribution to Valery's 

poetic language? 

Somev indeedg of Valery's critics saw his preciosity as a defect, 
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as Valery himself was well aware; when he linked 17th century 

preciosity with his own, by an insensible transition from the one 

to the other: 

[... ] j'ai paru un mystique a certains - un precieux 
etc. - apres tout la preciosite ne choque que des 
habitudes - Moliere [ne] doutait pas que le langage 
le plus commun est en soi aussi precieux que le 
laiýýe de 11hotel de Rambouillet - mais clest un 
precieux qui est digere et qui ne demande aucun 
effort pour etre conqu ni compris., 16 

Other critics, in turn, although they emphasise the restraint of 

Valery's vocabulary and his restricted imageryq tend to regard his 

p 
eclecticism as an inheritance from Mallarme and the symbolists, and 

P 17 his preciosity also as deriving from Mallarme. owever, among 

those who do see the influence of Mallarme as a major factor in 

Valery's poetic languageg Guiraud points out two important tendencies 
f 

in that language - the choice of the generalised term 18 
and the use 

of 17th century vocabulary, la recherche du terme noble. 
19 In 

additionv Guiraud observes the absence of mots bas among the 

substantives in general (P-152), and among nouns designating parts 

of the body. 20 Again, even while remaxking on the extent to which 

Valery draws on Mallarme for his vocabulary, Guiraud insists. that 

there are important differences, both in atmosphere and in the 

vocabulary itself. 21 In this latter category, he notes the 

disappearance in the later poems of certain specifically Mallarmean 

words found in the Vers Anciens, and the replacement of the 

particular by the general in terms relating to nature (P. 170)* 22 

He further notes the disappearance of many specialised terms relating 

to building and architecture, reminding a reader of Racine, and of 

the ban laid on technical term by the langue noble. 
23 Again,, as 

regards the general atmosphere bathing the works of the two poets, 
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we may note Guiraud's emphasis on the warmth and tenderness which 

distinguishes Valery's attitude to love from the erotisme glace of 
24 It Herodiade; Valery's is perhaps an attitude more akin to the 

conception of love held by preciosity, to the passion and tenderness 

demanded of the lover by his mistress. 

In view then of the comments above, we may perhaps conclude 
P 

that, greatly as Valery was indebted to Mallarme for his poetic 

vocabularyv his own preciosity was not wholly that of Mallarme, and 

thatq as Guiraud remarks, 
0 Les differences sont done sensibles et le deviennent 

% 011C surtout apres les Vers Anciens. cfýo 

"We know that for Valery, Mallarme's vocabulary was a tool of 

choice, and one he prized greatly. If then it did not completely 

satisfy him, and if he was looking for aid to Racine's language, 

shaped by preciosity and obedient to its rules - why did he do so? 

What had it to offer him, of which traces can be found in his work? 

Two characteristics stand out from Valery's descriptions of 

the language of Racine 

langue p* They 

use of the generalised 

J. precis et proche. Thei 

have been singled out 

and of preciosity in its highest form, the 

are those of restraint, abstention, of the 

term - on dirait gulon youlait eviter le mot 

se are precisely the characteristics which 

by many of Valery's commentators as marking 

his later poetry, especially from the period of La Jeune Parque and 

Charmes. These characteristics would therefore seem to merit a 

closer examination. 

The briefest of considerations will show us why these particular 

characteristics are important. They are fundamental to the 

principles which lay behind the lang We of preciosityg and to 

Valery's conception of the language of poetry, the distancing of both 
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from everyday life. The langue noble was one on which the first 

operations necessary to produce the language of poetry had already 

been performed. The ban on mots bas meant, not that the realities 

of life could not be dealt with, but that they were dealt with in 

code - Trouble introduit par termes etranges 
26 

- and, we may add, 

by euphemisms or circumlocutions which gave scope to the exercise 

of the poetic imagination. Againg the generalised term - on dirait 

0A 27 
qulon voulait eviter le mot precis et proche meant that a 

skilful user of the language could evoke a multiplicity of 

connotations (even, sometimes, apparently contradictory ones) from 

the same word. Here, the change of meaning undergone by words in 

common use could be played on. 
28 

In spite, however, of such 

occasional alterations in meaning, the generalised term resists the 

changes undergone by language to a degree impossible to the 

specialised term, promising some degree of immortality to the poet. 
29 

Here were advantages on which Valery was not slow to seize. 

And there was also a final advantage, stemming from a strict 

adherence to a code. It was that any infringement had a shock value. 

It gave the poet a powerful weapon, to be used only in situations 

requiring the extreme of horror, and we shall see that both Racine 

0 
and Valery knew how to use it to the maximum effect. 

0 These then were the possibilities offered to Valery by these 

two most important characteristics of the language of preciosity. 

There is no space here for a detailed account of Val; ry's vocabulary 

as it compares with Racine's, but we would refer here to Guiraud's 

illuminating lists, 30 
and in particulax to his list of substantives 

p 31 
among the key wordsý mots-cles. Nothing could be more in 

accordance with the rules followed by Racine, a fact which stands out 
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strikingly from the list of parts of the body. These last are of 
0 32 

great importance in Valery's poetry, and so are a valuable 

touchstone for his adherence to Racine's rules (and when need be, 

his disobedience). We may therefore perhaps be allowed to confine 

ourselves mainly to this area, extending it to cover physiology in 

generalg in our discussion of the principle of restraint, the 

phobie de la grossierete to which Valery himself refers. 

Human physiology, indeed, must have been of considerable 

interest to the dramatic poet of the 17th century, if we accept 

Valery's dictum that tragedy pictures man in all his aspects: 

La tragedie a pour matiere necessaire la psycho-physiologie 
avec ses reflexes, ses. instincts, ses orages, sa 
sensibilite, et les idees, puisquIelle met des hommes 

entiers sur scene ... 
33 

It was a subject, however, which presented considerable difficulties 

to such poets, as they skirted around the great unmentionables of 

preciosity. Tragedy can discuss the permissible activities of love, 

hate, politicsq deathq even marriage, but never, of course, the 

physical realities which underlie them - copulationg birthq the 

mmdane necessities of eating or drinking. Even death (though 

violent, and bloody) lacks the full horror of physical dissolution 

and decay. Thus the Racinian hero or heroine is a figure where the 

danger area between neck and knee is vague and ill-definedg where 

the generalised seing or flanc(s)q cover the functions of breast and 

womb. Should dramatic necessity compel the poet to introduce a more 

exact description of the baser activities (Phedre's abstinence, 

.1 
34 

Jezabel 'S paint), then circumlocution or euphemism are called upon. 

Yet, even within these rules, it is remarkable how much Racine 

could convey. Nowhere is this more striking than in Phedre. The 

subject of the play in itself must have presented a formidable 
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challenge, and the development of the plot is strewn with obstacles; 

Hippolyte's bastardy, Thesee's amorous past -a series of rapes 

Phedre's own past, and her physical condition in the present, 

Hippolyte's supposed rape of Phedre. Yet all these forbidden 

subjects are conveyed past the censor either by euphemism or 

circumlocutiong and some, notably the list of Thesee's conquests and 

Phedrels description of her passion, are the occasion of Racine's 

greatest poetic triumphs: the dying fall of Ariadne's plaint: 

Ariane aux rochers contant ses injustices ... 
(Ph; dre, 1.19 1.89) 

and the onslaught of the most famous line of all: 
% 1% 

Clest Venus toute entiere a sa proie attachee 
1.39 1.306) 

Moreover, in Phedre herself we have a portrait of the complete 

woman, startling in its insistence on physical reality, which 

justifies Valery's dictum on the psycho-physiologie of the human 
1% 

entity as the subject of tragedy. We have Phedre's innocent girlhood, 

her rape by Thesee (obliterated, as it were, by her subsequent 

marriage): 
1% 

Phedre enlevee enfin sous de meilleurs auspices 
(Ph; dre, I. lt 1.90) 

We have her children, the fruits of that marriage. We have her 

35 intensely physical sufferingsq the effect of her passion for 

Hippolyte, and her death, where the body's cold and the darkened 

vision are described in Racine's supreme euphemism, Poetry's triumph: 

Et la mort, a mes yeux derobant la clarte 
Rend au jour, qulils souillaient, toute sa purete ... 

(Ph; dre, V, 79 11.1643-1644) 

The whole play indeed demonstrates the triumph of the language 

of preciosity over the grosser realities from which preciosity 
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shrank, but which Racine was determined to bring before his public, 

the better to destroy the forces of naked passion. 
36 And we must 

not forget that in the pursuit of that aimt Racine was prepared to 

break the rules where necessary. Phedre not only offends against 

the absolute strictness of the rule of bienseance, but against the 

ban on MOtB baBq in the deBaription of the monstre, (croupe, V. 

1.1520; gueule,, ibid.,, 1.1533) -a description which brought 

Racine great public acclaim. Racine's avowed purpose throughout 

was to paint deformity, and by contrast, to exalt excellence. 

Preciosity, too, provided the code for Valery's description of 

the major events in the Parque's life, as she passes through the 

physical stages from the adolescent to maturity - with the addition 

of one stage absent from Phedre, that of menstruation. It was not 

needed for Racine's purposes, but Valery could not well ignore it 

if he wished to describe all the physiological events which can 

govern mental reactions. The Parque, then, reaches puberty: I'La 

renaissante annee /A tout mon sang predit de secrets mouvements. " 

(11.222-223)- She, like Phedre, yields to a ravisher: I'Lletonnant 

printemps rit, viole ... " (1.226), and "Quelle resisterait? " (1.243)- 

The physical act of love is indicated (11.255-257 and 1.262). She 

imagines conception: "meft'lant l1ame, etrange aux eternels retours, " 

(1.243), and we have a strong suggestion of the maturing embryo, the 

seeds of death in the fruit: 

Rien ne me murmurait qu'un desir de mourir 
Dans cette blonde pulpe au soleil pUAt MUArir: 

(11-115-116) 

a suggestion supported by line 362: I'Ma mort, enfant secrete, et 

deja si formee. " The Parque,, in fact, does give birth (to the tear, 

11.292-295) andq performing a maternal function Racine does mention, 
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notably in Phedre (1.1,11.69-70). she suckles a child (11.55-57). 

The code of preciosity serves Valery equally well when he 

wishes to describe other, more universal, physiological events. 

Sleep. 37 
and dreams, loss of consciousness, 

38 blushing, 39 
even the 

sense of smell, 
40 

- for all these he can find a paraphrase. More, 

he was able to use the same device to describe mental events and 

adumbrate their dependence upon the physical: perception. 
41 

consciousness, 
42 thought. 43 

- the life of the mind is displayed 

with no loss of poetic fitnessg no rebarbative technical terms. 44 

The same restrained vocabulary and use of circumlocut, on45 are 

to be found in Charmes46 _ with one notable exception, La Pythie, 

which is discussed below. Nothingt however, could be more Racinian 

than Sections I and III of the, Fragments du Narcisse, the restraint 

of Le Rameur, or the classical severity of Le Cimetiere Marin. Where 

there are exceptions, either in parts of the poems, or in a poem 

as a whole, there are reasons - reasons as valid for Valery in the 

20th century as for Racine in the 17th. We have, in fact,, already 

noted that Racine obtained some of his finest, and most dramaticq 

effects from disobeying the rules. We have seen, too, the power of 

contrast, the shock valueg of such disobedience. Can we find 

Valery also disobeying the rules, and for the same ends? 

In discussing La Jeune Paxque and Charmesq emphasis was laid on 

restraint, and on the euphemistic qualities of the paraphrase. Yet 

here and there, the rules are broken. The Parquev at the moment of 

intense aspiration towards immortality$ is rednced physically to the 

torse: "Mon corps desespere tendait le torse null (1-372)9 the 

immaterial 'lame (1-373)9 coeur (1-376). Butq touched by desire, she 
J* 

is given the Joue enflammee (1-150), the explicit narine (1-151). 
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As she meditates on death, the animal mugit, (1.166) points forward 

to La Pythie. In the closing section of the poem, when she accepts 

her mortal status, there is the explicit peau (1-507). and the very 

Racinian vomir (1-504). However, it is in Charmes, and with 

La Pythieq that Valery's pure Parque is best contrasted. Almost 

the whole poem can be taken as an example of the different ways in 

which it is possible to disregard the code of preciosity. Valery's 

47 48 infringements mark the intrusion of the animal, of the paxticular, 

and of the extraordinary49 - even that of everyday life. 50 These, 

and the explicit references to two major events in woman's physical 
51 life,, coupling and birth, contrast with the circumlocutions which 

describe the Pythiels purity (11.81-86,125-126). We have, too, 

0 the plethora of extravagant adjectives - colossale (1-15) 
9 eternels 

(1.64). immenses (n. 99,157)9 hagarde (1.169). and so on. There is 

everything,, in fact, which can emphasise those elements in life and 

language which preciosity most wished to suppress. It may well be 

that, by drawing attention to these elementsq Valery wished to show 

us the raw material of life and language undergoing a process of 

52 
purification, until the disordered speech of the Pythie, mots 
J. 

ecumants (1.44), is transmuted into the language of poetry -a 

language whichq as used by Racine, was indeed divine: 

Racine (p. ex[emple] dit (par son oeuvre) 
Si vous savez bien le frangais, - si vous avez 11oreille 
qulil faut, si vouS *etes sensible aux passions, aux 

illegible word etc. etc. 
lisez-moi. 

Alors ceci est fait pour vous, 
prenez et goutez 53 

The parallel with the Mass is inescapable, and casts light perhaps 

on the identity (or one of the identities) of the pontife hilare (1.216). 

We have dwelt on La Pythie at some length because here the shock 
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value of the contrast between a strict observance of the rules of 

preciosity, and their infringement, is most powerful - La Pythie 

is a 'shock' poem, standing out from the rest. But the same value 

of contrast applies in other poems of Charmes - we can refer 

briefly to the central section of the Fragments du Narcism', with 

its references to nuctue (11,1.29), (1.31)9 and a more 

explicit description of physical love (11-32-40) than preciosity 

would approve - although preciosity veils some aspects. This 

section brings into relief the purity of the image in the water, 

described in a way that is well within the rules. 
54 Again, in 

rMl 

Ebauche dlun Serpent, laine (1-48). nuclue (1-149). peau (1-176), 

emphasise the animal attractions of Eve, and in Le Cimetiere Maxin 

we have the sudden appaýrition of tIB Chienne splendide (1.61), golfe 

mangeur (1-50). the detaý*;. ls of physical love in stanza 16 (again, 

even here preciosity cloaks to some extent what in Baudelaire 

would have been crude), and the brutal crane vide (1.108), the 

physical reality of death. 

We should perhaps conclude our brief examination of the 

principle of abstention by noting that although the code of preciosity 

could be of immense value in creating a poetic languageq it also 

had its excesses, and that there is, in Charmes, in Ebauche dlun 

Serpent,, a caricature of these excesses, where not only is the 

subject far removed from everyday life (the Creation), and thus 

noble et universe, 
55 in the way Valery ascribes to Corneille, 56 

not 

Racine, but the language self-consciously enriched by every device 

of circumlocution possible - precisely, in fact, the sort of 

preciosity to which Racine seldom, if ever, yielded, but very much 

in the spirit of Moliere's parody. 
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So far, we have been discussing the principle of abstention. 

We have emphasised the avoidance of mots bas, and the use of 

circumlocutions, but less stress has been laid on the part played 

by the generaliBed term - although such terms were useful for the 

observance of the code. As we notedg flanc, seing cover most of 

the forbidden area, while the vague robe, voilesq avoids specific 

detail, just as detours renders architectural description of either 

Pyrrhus' palace, 
57 the seraglio, 

58 
or the labyrinth. 59 

unnecessary, 

But the usefulness of the generalised term goes far beyond this. 

Such terms as objet, bord(s), d6tours, sang, chemin(s), )9 

are flexible. They take on the colouring of the context in which 

they are used, but can bring with them the shadowy tints of other 

contexts in which they were equally valid. Sang, in the sense of 

descent, or kinship, does not altogether lose the overtones of the 

physical blood; ), used to signify the marriage bond, carries 

the suggestion of material bonds. Such words, therefore, were not 

only euphemistic, but multivalent, and could be ambiguous. 

Hippolyte, enslaved by Aricie, calls his bonds beautiful, un si beau 

lien, 
60 

but their beauty does not prevent his chafing against them. 

Indeed, the word itself will serve as an excellent example of the 

uses to which Racine could put the generalised term. It signifies 

a material bond, 
61 

the ties of bloodq 
62 

of love, 
63 

of marriageg 
64 

of 

self-control, 
65 

and of life itself. 
66 

And, as we observed, the 

shadow of the physical object it designates lies behind the 

figurative uses. 

It is not hard to see, then, how the generalised term was a tool 

that might have been designed for Valery, in his search for poly- 

valence and for the means of portraying the interaction of 
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physiological and mental that controls human existence. In his 

poems, and in La Jeune Parclue in partienlar, he exploits its 

possibilities to the full. To take only one line of La Jeune Parque 

as an example, we can see the process in action: 

Et dans mes doux liens, a mon sang suspendue, 
(1-34) 

The Racinian echoes (doux liens, sang) alert us to several meanings. 

The Parque is defining her position. She defines her status (liens 

as ties of marriagey 
67 

of love, 
68 

or of slavery 
69). 

She refers back 

to her descent (sang), thus defining her genealogical position, 

She also shows us her attitude towards the ties of marriage, or love, 

(doux). At the same time,, she reminds us of her physiology. Liens, 

as the ties which retain her in life, can apply to the network of 

veins and nerves which bind her to existence, and allow for the 

process of thought; just as the sang suggests the circulation of 

blood on which life and thought depend. She even defines her 

immediate physical position; the liens can refer to her crossed arms 

(bras si doux, 1.249). Furthermore, the bonds will fit into other 

contexts, describing different aspects of the Parque, without losing 

the essential meaning which underlies all the aspects. In the longs 

liens de fleurs they convey suggestions of sacrifice (reminding us 

of Racine's sacrificial wreaths70)9 reinforcing the sacrifiait (1.118), 

victj . 
(1-335), hostie (1-338)9 and helping to link the Parque with 

the flower she becomes. 71 In the same way, the repetition of liens 

in the passage on springv will help to link the woman to the tree, 

and to the ship: 

oe. Et dans ltespace accable de liens, 

(1.236) 

for we remember the Parque's armsq doux liens, and the verb accabl672 
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suggests both the ship straining to depart, and the being weighed 

down by all that holds him prisoner. 

The analysis could be repeated for other generalised terms in 

La Jeune Parque, but considerations of space forbid. We must 

however note that Valery extends this procedure to Charmes, and a 

no less R acinian example of it can be found in the way Valery 

uses the word onde(s)f which we first find in La Jeune Parque 

(11.61,1049 502). This word rims through the poems of, Charmes, 

is of major importance in La Pythie and Le Cimetiere Marin, and 

dominates the Fragments du Naxcisse,. From La Jeune Parcluel, the 

word brings with it its connotation of the sea (11-501-502) and 

of a wave (of the sea,, 11.343,61,501-502) or wave movement (1.64). 

but leaves behind the meaning of waves of hair (1-104)o 

In Charmesq theng we find onde, as the generalised Racinian 

sea, 
73 in Le Cimetiere Marin: "Courons a llondeg en rejaillir 

vivant" (1.132),, and perhaps also in line 99,, llonde et 11or. The 

word further applies to a wave, or wavesq or the sea, 
74 But it can 

also denote other forms of water, water in general, 
75 

still water. 
76 

or river. 
77 Moving to another connotationg we find it as a movement 

of air - of wind, as in the cancelled lines of Au Platane'q llonde 

tramontane (cancelled line), or of breath as it moves the breast. 78 

79 80 
Again, the word can apply to sound waves or to light waves. 

Change of meaning, with change of context,, is of course a normal 

feature of speech, butq as Valery uses this change, we find the word 

he uses carries with it more than one connotation within its context. 

Thus the movement of the breast in La Poesie is also a movement of 

the sea (onde marineg 1.11) and lends itself to the image of the poet 

as the ship (1-10). Similarly, llonde (CM,, 1.99) from the context 
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of the poem, suggests sea to us, but can also suggest the waves 

of light responsible for colour (1.98). just as onde, in the 

Fragments du Narcisse, could refer to them - the image is their 

creation (11,1.97) but the reflection is also the creation of the 

water. The river water, disturbed by the rower's oars, produces 

rings, cercles d1onde (1.6), an image of thought (and, as we observed 

before, 81 the river itself is not unconnected with the idea of the 

sea). But it is in 
, 
La Pythie that we find the complex of meanings 

in onde at its most compressed. Sound waves and sea waves ma ry, 

perhaps, in her ondes sans merci (1-184), but sea, waters, sound 

maybe even light - could enrich the generalised ondes of line 230. 41- 

It will be seen from the above what advantages Valery could 

have obtained from his observance of the major canons of t1v code 

of preciosityg abstention and the generalised term. There was, 

however, another way in which preciosity, as a social code, developed 

yet another language within a language. We have referred to the ways 

in which the 'baser' elements of existence were dealt with, but not 

to the code of manners and specialised language which was developed 

around the realities of love and passion. This code was very 

largely imposed by woman (though its ruling ideas stemmed, no doubt, 

from the earlier courts of love). It was the precieuse who laid down 

the limits, and approved the languagev though the prescribed rituals 

and their expression in language were elaborated and enriched by the 

writers of the time. And, since its prescriptions were still very 

much in force, in Racine's time, he too used the code, in his own 

wayq and in so doing, helped perhaps to provide an extended metaphor 

for Valery, as he strove to depict the total patterns of life, of 

love, and of language, ruled by his basic desire to attain perfection 
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in all these fields. 

Here, perhapsg is one reason among many why Valery chose to 

assume a female persona in La Jeune Parque - for the Parque, as 
0. A. % 

we shall see, is a precieuse, but a precieuse a la Racine. Her 

language, and her attitude to love, echo the 17th century concept 

of love as a duel, a combat a 11outrance. The language of preciosity 

betrays this attitude, while it attempts to cloak it - the ferocity 

appears behind the mask of tender sensibility. 

In this combat, either sex can be a danger to the othe r. but 

it is woman, in general. 9 who is seen as the aggressor, the pitiless 

huntress,, at once Artemis and Aphrodite. Racine's heroes subscribe 

to this view, and it could not but appeal to Valery. Even Pyrrhus 

(no Celadon, as Racine points out in his preface to the play) 9 even 

the fierce Hippolyte, use the vocabulary, and Aricie is a model 

precieuse, in her attitude to love, and in her language: 

Mais de faire flechir un courage inflexible, 
De porter la douleur dans une ame insensible, 
Dlencheiner un captif de sea fers etonne, 
Contre un joug qui lui platt vainement mutine 
Cleat la ce que je veux, clest la ce qui mlirrite; 
Hercule a desarmer couttait moins qu'Hippolyte ... 

(Ph; dre, 119 19 11-449-454) 

Nevertheless, even Aricie fears the defeat, which in fact is 

suffered by Phedrel, the defeat caused by Hippolyte's icy indifference. 82 

Although woman is the attacker, in the conventions of preciosity, 

aggressor and victim are, in reality, two roles played by the same 

figure, as we see from the changing patterns of Andromaclue. Hermione 

is at once all-powerful (over Oreste), and vanquished by Pyrrhus, 

who in turn is enslaved by Andromaque. 

The aggressor, llennemi(e), 83 has the absolute cruelty of the 

divinity into which the lover has transformed himg or her: 
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L'amour me fait ici chercher une inhumaine 
(Andromague, 1,1,1.26) 

He, or she, attacks through the eye, as a study of the great plays 

shows us. Racine's stage is crowded with figures attesting to this. 

OreBte may Berve aB example of the deadly power of the eye: 

Enfin je viens a vous, et je me vols reduit 
A chercher dans vos yeux une mort qui me fuit ... 

Z Ils 
" 

nlont, pour avancer cette mort ou je cours, 
Qula me dire une fois ce qulils mlont dit toujours 

(Andromactue, 11,2,11-495-496t 499-500) 

We may note here that for Racine, the power of the eye is only 

enhanced by the tears, which appear to emphasise the weakness of the 

aggressor, but which are powerful weapons. Andromaque and Junie axe 

outstanding examples, and there is a suggestion of it in Aricie. 84 

Neverthelessq the opponent is overthrown, enslaved, and so deeply 
0C 

wounded that he or she is reduced to tears, groans, and sighs. c' ý) 

And, as though the eye had indeed the power of the lightning-stroke 

to which love is compared, the victim is consumed as by fire: "Mon 

ame .. 
/ Ne peut ni soupirer, ni brialer que pour elle" (Phedrel IV, 

2,11.1125-1126), Hippolyte tells Thesee - but what in Hippolyte 

or Pyrrhus affects us as cliche is given absolute and physical 

86 
reality by the sufferings of Phedre. 

The victorious enemyg whatever his or her real nature, is seen 

by the victim as encased in icy indifference: "Quand je suis tout 

en feu, dlou vous vient cette glace? " (Ph; dre, V, 19 1.1374). He 

or she - is deaf to pleas, blind to suffering, and silent: 
87 

QuOi? m9me vos regards ont appris a se taire? 

(Britannicus, 11,69 1.736) 

Deaf, blindq dumb -a statue which only desire could awaken and warm 

to lif e. 
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Here is a complex which Valery could useq an image of the 

passion which could be aroused by the perception of ungraspable 

beauty, woman or perfection of language. He has even left us 

indications in the text of La Jeune Paxque, as if the language and 

context alone were not enough: suc precieux (1.287)9 durete 

precieuse (1-308), vaisseau_precieux (1-408). The word itself has 

almost disappeared from Charmes, if we except line 11 in La Fausse 

Morte(in itself a monument of preciosity) and Le Vin Perdu (1-4). 

but the play on preciosity, and precious in the sense of a precious 

stoneg which is evident in the Parque's joyaux cruels (1-300). 

distillation of her suc precieux (1.287). is to be found in several 

poems. 
88 And we may perhaps also adduce the continued insistence 

on gold, brilliance, and treasure, which we mentioned in Chapter V, 

as aspects of the same theme - one which ma=ies well with the 

Mallarmean stars (as we also observed) and with the search for 

precious metals, the refinement and polishing of brute matter, and 

alchemy. 

However, to revert to the pattern of love traced by Racine's 

preciosity, we must return to La Jeune Parque, for the Parque conforms 

to this pattern. She is herself her own opponent: L'Ennemie, / Mon 

ombre! (11-141-142), for it is her own perception of beauty, her own 

desire, which have conferred divinity upon what she desires. 89 She 

is both aggressor and victim. As aggressorg she has affinities with 

Aphrodite (sea-borne, 11-1549 441; conque, 1.440), and she has the 
or) 

dark eye of Racine's Venus., 7'j She can be seen as a huntress: llarc 

de mon. brusque corps (1-130) (and perhaps, since she is also the 

bird, the chasseresse ailee (1.20) may also apply). Yet she is also 

the prey, the target (11-172,173). 
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Nor is there any doubt that the eye is the source of danger: 

0 dangereusement de son regard la proie! 
(1-173) 

This is only confirmed by lines 18 - 23, in the Parque's description 

of the stars, with their weapons of light, and by line 35, Je me voyais 

me voir. Here, the Parque, observing herself, is the victim of her 

own pursuit, her own sorcery, her own poison: 

D'un regard enchanteur connalit-il le poison? 
(Britannicus, 11,2,1.429) 

Neron asks of Britarmicus, and the Parque tells us: 

Je me voyais me voir, silencieuse, et dorais 
De regards en regards mes profondes forets ... 

a Le poison, mon poison, mleclaire et se connalt 
(11-35-36t 44) 

Her gaze is deadly, "Mon oeil noir est le seuil d1infernales demeures" 

(1.161). and indeed, she is later recalled from these depths as from 

death, dlentre les morts (1-414). 

As victim, the Parque is enslaved, but has imposed her own chains. 
91 

Her inevitable defeat is indicated in the coeur qui va faiblir (1.203). 

She is wounded, douleur, ble-s-see (11-419 42)9 by her own attack: 

Au. plus traltre de l1ames une pointe me nat't 
(1-43) 

and is reduced to sighs (1.248) and tears (11.299-300). She burns: 

Je mlebranlais brftlante (1.123), but can herself inflame: "Non! vous 

ne tiendrez pas de mes levres lleclair. 1' (1.276). As the apparently 

indifferent opponentg she possesses the icy armour of insensibility: 

0 Dare, armee (1-149)9 sein Rlace (1.200). She is deaf (1.236), 

silent (1.276), and blind (11.160-161), cold as the statue she 

resembles (1-158). 

The Parque isp however, a statue which can be warmed to life 
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(as was Ariciev finally, by Hippolyte). It is a different matter 

when we turn to Charmes, to the Fragments du Narciese. In this poem, 

whose whole atmosphere breathes Racinian preciosityg the emphasis 

is upon the point of view of the victim (a victim to himself), 

adoring his divinity: 

Mon coeur jette aux echos lleclat des noms divins! 
(1,1.120) 

Narcissus has been hunted down,, and vanquished (1,11.4-5). The eye 

is again the source of power, and of danger. The gaze of Narcissus 

captures, and is captured (1,11-85-88). Its brilliance, effect of 

the fountain and of its mirrored skies (1.11-72-73) is deadly 

(fat mortel, 1.11-729 74) - and again the eyes are dark U, 1.75). 

Moreoverg Narcissus and his image axe both captives, linked by their 

chains: 

Tout m1appelle et mlenchatine a la chair lumineuse ... 
(F du N. 19 1.70) 

both are slaves (I,, 11.86t 138). There is at least a suggestion of 

the wound in the eclats (I, 11.12v 72) and in the reference to 

le fer qui coupe un fruit (Iq 1.127). There is no doubt about the 

suffering (1,1.69), and the plaints (1,11.108-109). The flames 

which consume a lover are not lacking either. In the inset portrait 

of the course of physical love (Section II), they underline the 

universal effect of desire, brOlant (1.26), ardente allianc-e (1-45); 

but the site of the flame marks the difference between the physical 

conquest of the mistress, vhich is possible: "Et dans ce corps 

cache [ 
... 

]/ BAle un secret baiser" (11.80-82), and the aspiration 

towards the idealg which is unattainable: 

Voir sur mon front llorage et les feux dlun secret 
(Iq 1.140) 
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Consumed by this passiong Narcissus wastes away in the approved 

manner (11,1.90)9 and in the approved manner adores a divinity 

who is necessarily silent and deaf (since it is only a reflection 
92 ); 

blind too, if we can so interpret the yeux noirs (1,1.75). ]Perhaps 

less statue than ikon (11,1.89), it is equally cold (froide rose, 

111,1.9) and equally unobtainable. 

Narcissus, however unattainable his desire, was prepared to 

worship. Not so the plane tree, in revolt against physical love, 

and against the constraints imposed by the translation of his 

passion into the artifices of language. Naked feeling rejects the 

devices of preciosity, but does so in the 1mguage of preciosity 

itself. Thus the passionate lover aspiring to the skies (11.9.14-15) 

is a captiveg ta candeur est Prise (1.3). Suffering, imp atient martyr 

(1-53). complaining (1-49) (at leastq in the poet's mind), and 

burning (11-55,60), the tree refuses the very te which describe 

its condition: Non. dit llaxbre (1-70) - but with a gesture (11.69-72)9 

silent to the end. 

The language of preciosity is also rejected by the priestess 

of La Pythieq and for good reasons., Through her disjointed and 

extravagant utterances, Valery presents the physical reality under- 

lying the imagery through which the 17th century lover sought to 

distance the truth. Even so, we can trace the prescribed pattern. 

The priestess has divinity thrust upon her (honneurs souterrainsl 

1.120). Artemis is suggested by the arc (1-36), lune (1.62); 

Aphrodite by the conque (1.126). The power of her eye is evident 

in lines 66 - 70, and again that eye is dark (1.171)9 in tears (1-172), 

and linked with death "Mais la prunelle la plus grande / De tenebres 

se doit nourrir" (11-176-177). Ironically, this divinity is far more 
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victim than conqueror, although she has enchained the god who 

possesses her (11.223-224). She is wounded (1-5). and suffers (1.25). 

She voices her sufferings - but fortissimo (11.3,212); and she is 

almost literally in flames (1.1). As a divinityg however, she would 

prefer not to inflame, but to freeze, by her stony pallor. 
93 And 

although she does finally respond to those who have adored her, her 

answer lies outside the domain of preciosity, for it has transcended 

its constraints: 

Une voix nouvelle et blanche 
(1.219) 

Nothing, on the other hand, could exceed the preciosity of 

the serpent of the Ebauche', nor his faith in its powers. Though a 

florid exaggeration of the preciosity of Racine, a caricature of the 

language of the, ruellel, there axe traces of the common pattern. 

Valery's Eve has the silence (1.250). the deafness (1-145). the calm 

perfection of the statue (11.125,245), but not its chill. There 

is a hint of her power to inflame in the or ardent (1-148), and of 

her power to wound: 

Les plus durs sont les plus meurtris 
(1-138) 

0 but this apprentice precieuse lacks the conscious cruelty of a 

Hermione or an Aricie. Nor is she yet the victim (although on the 

verge of becoming so). It is the serpent who plays that AO'le, as 

unsuccessful lover - of his God, objet radieux (1-71), and again 

the familiar pattern developsq in an exaggerated form. The deity 

(1 
- 52) . the Sun/Godq is an incendiaryq who has inflamed the serpent 

(11.68-70) and caused intense suffering (la gýherme, 1.73). Again 

the power of the eye is deadly, whether it is the brilliant eye of 

the sun, 
94 

or its sinister reflection in the eye of the serpent (1-76). 
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If there are still suggestions of the conventional mistress 

(albeit caricatures) in the Eve of the Ebauche, g the serpent's 

passion for the sun, his less conventional desire to usurp divine 

powers, reappear in the poet's desire in Le Cimetiere Marin. He 

woos nothing less than the absolute, immortality achieved through 

perfection (of intellect, Minerve (1-13)); of poetry (1-45). This 

divinity is here represented by the light, emanating from the sun, 

or from its reflection upon the water. 
95 His divinityt worshipped 

in inner silence (11-17,19)v is armed (1-39) and pitiless. The 

eye is a threat, 110eil qui gardes en toj. / Tant de sommeil" (11-15-16), 

abime (1.10). The poet is vanquished (1-35). tamed perhaps, like 

Hippolyte: soumis, apprivolse, %9 (Phedre, IV 69 1.1223). he too 

recognises the deadly power of his adversary, in the shadow96 

revealed by the light: 

Sur la maison des morts mon ombre passe 
Qui mlapprivoise a son fr4ele mouvoir ... 

(11-35-36) 

Like Phedre, he is consumed as by fire, llame consumee (1.29), by 

his fiery divinity: I'Ll'Ame exposee aux torches du solstice" (1-37). 

Nor is the idea of the immobility and indifference of the idol lacking, 

in the sun (Midi sans mouvement, 1.75), or in the disdainful sea 

(Eau sourcilleuse, 1.15; Masse de calme', 1.14). Preciosity is here 

refined almost to absence, if we take preciosity as being the too 

obvious display of ingenuity in language, but its spirit, if we 

remember Bray's definitiont was never more faithfully observed, in 

theme and language. 

The foregoing accountq necessarily incomplete, will perhaps 

have shown why Valery found the conventions of 17th century preciosity, 

and Racine's manipulation of them, so valuable. The sjXle noble, 
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finest flower of these rules, has advantages both psychological 

and poetic. Preciosity itself was the axmoux of naked feax - 

the fear of the aristocrat for the forces which threatened his 

supremacy, the fear of the weak for the forces which threaten 

existence. But at the same time, it was the creation of those who 

valued intelligence above all other virtues (save the virtue of 

pleasing), and the one was devoted to the attainment of the other. 

"La premiere partie dlune pretieuse est llesprit, " Somaize 

observes. 
97 This was the audience Racine had to please; theirs 

were the standards to which he had to conform. In so doing, he 

employed a code, through which the poet can convey the emotions he 

feels to the audience, without betraying his personal involvement - 

a code, too, through which he can describe the grossest physical 

necessities, while avoiding a direct and detailed reference to them. 

The principle of abstention', the avoidance of the 'low', the use of 

the ambiguous generalised term, gave man -the illusion of 

banishing, or controlling, the forces he most feared, as Phedre 

sought to banish her love for Hippolyte: 

Pai m8eme defendu, par une expresse loi 
Qulon osat prononcer votre nom devant moi ... 

(Phedre, II, 5v 11.603-604) 

Together with eircumlocutiong through which intelligence exploited 

all the possibilities of language to designate the feared or forbidden 

objectv abstention and the generalised term gave the poet the means 

to create a new language - one from which the un-poetic and 

particular has already been banished. Thus it can be a language 

appropriate to all occasionst and periods, appealing to all those 

in the grip of the same emotions, and under the necessity of finding 

a way to express themselves poetically -a language, as Valery said 
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an 

of Racinels, doucement universel. ' 

It was a language therefore, which, through its sources and its 

exploitation of language, seemed formed for Valery, both as man and 

as poet. No stranger to either of the fears which it sought to 

combat., fear of the gross, and of the powers of love and death, nor 

to the worship of the intellect, the very universality of the 

language lent itself to Valery's need to express his feelings sous 

capeg his passion for ambiguity in all the meanings of the word; 

d-uble meanings$ doubtful meanings, even, but above allq multiple 

meaning. This last was essential to Valery's portrait of human life 

and intellect, of language, ) of poetic creation, in the framework of 

man's universe. But it was Racine who showed him how the language 

.1 99 
of preciosity could be a vehicle for absolute poetry, la poesie pure, 

Racine who had traced a pattern: 

Racine a trouve [ 
... 

] une forme de qualite. On peut 
alors tirer de cette forme des applications, un 
fonctionnement. 100 
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Une Forme de Qgalite 

Notes 

La Preciosite, P. 136. 

2. Ibid., PP-136-137- . mw.. Iý 
Ibid., P-138. 

4. C 129 165. 

Ibid. 

Bray, La Preciosit;, P-139. 

42 P-361. 

8. See C 49 398 1910 , 613 (1911); C 6,69 350v 395 (1916), 
632-73'59 758 

ý1917ý- 
There is aýso a curious passage in the 

style of the portraits of the Precieuses we find in 
Le Grand Dictionnaire des Precieuses (C 6v 864 (1918)). 
The same interest in the langue noble is displayed in the 
Notes Diverges : "La forme, en France, a pris la valeur d1une 
sorte d16tiquette. Malherbe a interdit de faire des vers a 1% 

ceux qui, ignoralent les regles de convention, fussent-ils 
poetes-nes. / Ainsi la poesie est devenue une distinction 
de 'classel. Et la forme a cesse d"etre le produit 
fonctionnel de 1'emotion. " 

This passage is echoed by the one quoted above (note 8). 

10. C 6,169-170 (1916). 

11.69 375 (1918). 

12. "Racine et Shakespeare. / 800 mots; pas dlima4ps apparentes; 
pas de spectres, pas de cris; peu oU pas'de decors; pas 
d1accumulations; pas de etrangeres au drame; il 

P Racine] sladresse done a une sensibilite concentree et 
drawing of a circle]. " (C 79 451 (1920)). 

13. See C 109 3919 5779 591 (1925); C 199., 682 (1936). Even at 
the very end of his life, we find Valery returning to the 
social constraints imposed upon language, and Racine's use of 
them (C 2'tq 702). 

14. Racine notes (Appendix A), p. 6. 

N% 
15. I'Le vers classique fut une maniere de parler, une mani ere 

nobleg distincte, contrainte, nette, bien separe de llusuel 
J. P 

par des conventionsbien explicites et enumerables et faisant 

ressortir sa 
, 
caractere youlue, sa loi arbitraire [ 

... 
I/ 

Cette volonte plagait le vouloir mgme et le social [illegible 

word] convention au premier rang. " (C 129 147). 
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16. C 109 785 (1925). 

17. Not all, however. Lefevre (Entretiens avec Paul Valery) sees 
the influence of Racine. 

P0 18. "En face de ces termes generaux [Guiraud is referring to a 
list of substantives] nous ne pouvons relever I petit 
nombre de mots d1une extension plus reduite. " 

ZuGuMaqd, 
p. 65). 

19. ' Ibid.,, P-154. See also P-152 with regard to the limitations 
of Valery Is vocabulary. 

20. "Les seuls mots bas se trouvent a la rimp. Tous les autres 
sont des termes nobles. On ne, releve guere que dent et 
ventre qui aurait ete frappes d1exclusivite pax IM"i"ne. 

kiDide, P-154). 

21. lbid., p. 169. 

22. "arbre, for9t,, onde, mer, vent, qui surtout, a partir de 
La Jeune Parque prennent la place de lacs, lune roseaux 
7bid., P-170). See also the list of substantives referring 
to the world of nature on p. 165. 

23. Both the list of such terms and Guiraud's comment underline 
this disappearance (Ibid., P-154). 

24. Ibid., p. 167. 

25. Ibid. ý P-170. 

26. Racine notes (Appendix A), P-17. 

27. See note 

28. See Chapter V. 

29. "Les termes generaux ont une extension de sens beaucoup plus 
large et en meme temps ils ne vieillissent pas, car ils 
traduisent ce que la vision a de plus permanent et plus 

01 P general; ils ignorent l1accident pour ne retenir que la 
substance" (Guiraudq P-155). 

30. Ibid. t pp. 160-170. 

31. Ibid. , p. 165. 
Mý 

32. Guiraud remarks that there are a large number of words 
designating parts of the body. 

33.162 

34. Phedreq Iq 39 11-191-194; Athalie, 11,59 11-494-496. We 
. M.. ýMwwý could also mention Junie's dress : 'Ile simple appareil /Dfune 

.1 beaute quIon vient d1arracher au sommeil, " (Britaimicus, 11,29 
11-389-390)- Such circumlocutions could be ponderous, but at 

0000* */ 
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34. (cont. ) 

their most skilful, could decorate the text and flower into 
poetry, as with those parýLphrases denoting time in Athalie; 
Joad's "Et du temple deja l1aube blanchit le falite" (1,1, 
1.153) is already vivid, but a higher register is reached with the famous "Cletait pendant 11horreur d1une profonde nuit, " (11,59 1.490). 

35. As described by Oenone in Act I, scene 2, and by Phedre 
herself in Act It scene 3 and Act III scene 5. 

36. Racine's preface to Phedre emphasises this. 

37. Particularly lines 434-437; but the whole passage is a series 
of paraphrases for the process of yielding to sleep, from 
both physical and mental aspects. 

38. Lines 212-215. Again, physical and mental are described. 

39. Line 1509 and in yet more detail, 11-191-195. 

40. Line 151. 

41. Lines 170-172,498 (physical); 11-174-179,1619 252 (mental). 

42. Lines 275,342-3439 411-4129 445-446. 

43. Lines 152-155,1609 167. 

9 
44. This aýplies too, to quite minor events - tearing the dress 

(1.129 
, blowing out the lamp (1.29) - where Mallarmean and 

Racinian preciosity join hands; folding the arms (1-30) or 
letting them fall (11.248-249). 

45. Together with other aspects of 17th century preciosity - the 
sonnet l'Abeille, whose form and conceits are the essence of 
what is considered to be preciosity; the puzzle poem l'Interieur, 
resembling the riddles in verse form so popular with the 
precieuses: la Fausse Mort,, again an example of all the 
procedures of classical preciosity. 

46. Considerations of space forbid a detailed enumeration - 
particularly as the procedure is fundamental throughout the 
poems - but the following axe a few of the paraphrases 
characteristic of Valery : (Au. P) 116ternelle halte (1.16), 
1 ame f 

... 
1/ Vers 11APhrodite monte (11-33-34), 1ý re 

tramontane / Sonne I ... I l1azur (11-46-47); (Colomes finesIses 
Qui naissent pax les nombres (11-47-48); (1'Abeille) un Peu de 
moi-m7eme vermeille (1.7); Eoesie ta paupie-re-7Me refuse ses 

Jý 
le doux mas 

r 
Trmýe"s`®rs, (11-33-34); (la Dormeuseý AAmae Oque 

aspirant une fleur (1.2)i (F_du N. I kes cimes, l1air deja cesse 
ý. e 'Dur pi-11-aw-e ý1-34)9 Cede a mon coE]2s 11horreur du feuillage 
ecarte (1.65); (F du N. II) on I ... I divin de la faveur des eaux 
T1.92); (La Fausse Morte) tombeau charmant (17.117ý. The Ebauche 

00 l' 0 l' 0/ 
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46. (cont. ) 

is prodigal of the device. Two of the more elaborate are 
Toute offerte aux reAwds de l1air (1.128) and esprits / Qui 
naissent des roses bercees (11.123-124). (C M) Comme le fruit 

forme se meurt (11.25-27), Amere, sombre et sonore 
.I-/ li: =, ft citerne (1.47); le R) toute la a=he eche 

mes membres harasses 1- (2 lme --"-(17.17-18); lm for leeer QuIelle 
murmure / Sonne au simple doigt de l1air (11-31-32). In this 
way Valery can 'translate' natural history (trees, action of 
wind, reflections), physiology and mathematics, 

47. Naseaux (1.2), ruades (1 23). crins (1-57). trongons (1-74), 
Lý and the ignoble e 1-1ý3). Animal sounds : hurle (1-4), 

hennir (1-17). rýugit (1.212). 

48. Including explicit references to parts of the body 
eau (1.112), Valery's favourite nu ue (1.199), ventre (1-34), 

]2runelle (11-49 176 , tempes (1.1877,1; ýjýns (1-194 

contrasting with paraphrases like tendres sommets (1.84)v 

PartageB [... ], e-n Iles senBibleB (11-85-86) for the Pythie's 
breasts. 

49. Among these are the unusual, and in a sense technical, terms 
such as vasque (1.9). trepied, 1.24). ferment (1-32)9 arcanes 
(1.80), ouragan (1.106)9 sti t2s (1.111), aromates ( 
amulette (1-1199(eMRaeumes 1.118). neumes (1.119). plectre 
(1-138). airains 1.186)1,7n-Tnentee (1.71-3"77 The influence of 
Mallarme is perhaps being rebelled against. 

50. bnses (1.98), ruche (1.124)9 etables (1.205). 

51. Cime de volupte (1.200), grossesse (1-33)9 "Fais craquer les 
vains scellements, " (1.200221 could refer to either event. 

52. There are suggestions of alchemy in the vasque (1.9), 
(1.24). the Pythie as a vessel (1.98)v and lines 213 - 2159 
fompntee / Par les souffles de 11or rougi. 

53. C 20,655. See also C 26,115, for a passage describing 
Racine's language as inhumaing, and C 279 457, suggesting that 
poetry is a divine langaagey I'langage des dieux. 11 

54. See F du N. I. lines 84-88,115-143; F du N, 
_ 

III, q 11.1-49 24-26. 

55. C6 170 (1916). 
ý9 

56. c 14,663; C 15,334. 

57 lie sais de ce palais tous les detours obscurs" (Andromaque, 
19 1.791)- 

58. "Nourri dans le serail, jI en comais les detours" (Bajazet, 

IV9 79 1.1424). 
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1% 

59. Phedre uses the word twice, of the Labyrinth : lq4algre tous 
les detours de sa [the Minotaurls] yaste retraitell (11,59 1.450) 
and I'Vous elt du Labyrinthe enseigne les detours" (Ibid, 1.656). 

6o. Phedre, 11,2,1.556. 

61. Monine's attempt to strangle herself : "Faire un affreux lien 
d1un sacre diademe" (Mithridate,, V, 19 1.1456). In Athalie's 
lien malheureux (BaJazet,, V. 19 1.12) the object is both 
mental and physical. 

62. I'Mais ce lien de sang qui nous joignit tous deux" (Britannicus, 
IV9 29 1.1133). Agrippine is alluding to the fact that she is' 
Claudius' niece. 

63- Hippolyte, as mentioned above, speaks of his love for Aricie 
(note 60). 

64. Un lien si doux (Ph; dre, V, lv 1.1379). Aricie refers to the 
fact that she is not yet Hippolyte's wife. (Also in 
Alexandre,, V. 39 1.1506. ) 

65. Agrippine warns Burrhus ofNeron's real nature : "Cette 
ferocite que tu croyais flechir / De tes faibles liens est 
prete a slaffranohir" (. Britaxmicus,, 111,2,1.802)* 

66. Titus expresses his wish to die instead of his father, if it 
were possible : I'si le sort moins severe / Nit voulu de sa vie 
etendre lee liens" (Berenice, II, 2v 1.433). 

p 67. "Jletais llegale et liepouse du jour" (1.107). 

68. The Parque,, later in the poem, defines her attitude to the sun, 
"Seul support souriant jue je formais d'amour /A la toute- 
puissante altitude adoree" (11.108-109). 

69. The Parque refers to herself as a slave, cette esclave de roi 
(1.219). 

70. The closest parallel is to be found in the flowers which 
decorate Iphigenie'and her path to the altar, the festons odieux 
M, 49 1.1694). and Clytemnestre's heartbroken : "Je verrais 
les chemins encor tout parfumýs / De fleurs dont sous ses pas 
on les avait semes! " (Iphigenie, IV, 6,11-1308-1309). 

71. Rose sans Prix (1.216), Sombre lls (1-407). 

72. The same suggestion is also to be found in POesie (11.9-12) 

where the arms can also be seen as chains or ropes, Accable de 
blancs liens (1.9). 

73. See Chapter V, section on Sea. 

74. LJP, 11-104t 502; Po6sie, 1.11; La Pq 1.184; Vin Perdu, 1.12. 
... ýMmm-w- 

75. The generalised ondeB, (Colomes,, 1.68; La P. 1.230). 
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76. Monde unie, (Aurore, 1.88). and many times in the Fragments du 
Narcisse (I. 11.7', ýOq 58,60,929 142,148; 119 11-99 97; 
IIIt 11-99 Wo 

77. Cercles dlonde (Le R. 1.6). 

78. Po4sie, 1.11; La Dormeuse, 1.7. 

79. La P, 11.1849 230. 

80. Z du N� IL, 1.97; C Ms 1.994> 

81. See note 73. 

82. See Phedre. 11,19 11-457 et seq. for Aricie's fears, given 
colour by Hippolyte's avoidance of her (Ibid. 11-400-404). 

83. IlAtheneB me montra mon Buperbe ennemill (Phedre, 1.39 1.272). 

84. See Andromague', Act I, scene 4 for Andromaque's insistence on 
her tears, and Pyrrhus' estimate of their powers; Junie's 
tear-drenohed eyes are equally powerful (BritannicUS, 11,2) 
and over both suitors (Ibid., 11-431-432). Aricie refers to 
herself and her tears : "Un coeur toujours nourrie d'amertume 
et de pleurs" (Ph; dre, 11,19 1-419)* 

85. Hippolyte's confession to Aricie in Ph; dreq Act II, scene 29 
is a classic example of the effects of passion in the mould 
of preciosityv as is Pyrrhus' (Andromaqueg 1.4). despite 
Racine's disclaimer in the preface. 

86. As described in Act I. scene 3 and Act II, scene 

87. Again, Hippolyte is the perfect example (Phe"dre, 111,3). in 
his role as aggressor, as he was in his role of victim. 
Hermione sums up the deafness and silence in one phrase 
Muet a mes so irs (Andromague, V. L, 1.1407)o 

88. Cristal F cancelled stanza of Aurore: Colonnes, 1,25); 
imeTa-udeLs) (L J P, 1.189; F'du N. iII, 1.17); beal (Eb d1un S, 
1.239); ýhi7r Ibid. 9 1.277); Pierreries (L J Pq 1.58; 

. 
7a' " Eb d1un S. 1.282 ; rubis Grenades, 1.87--, gýemmes (ibid., 1.11); ý 8ý 7-9 i: diamant Cý. Mq 11.8,771); and various allusions to Pierre(s) 

which have the primary meaning of stone, but perhaps also the 
secondary one of gemstones. We also have the diademe with its 
feux absolus (L J P, 11.1829 184) and that of Le Cimetiere Marin, 

1.77. 

89. As we see from her confession in lines 427 - 430. She has, of 
course, conferred divinity upon herself also. 

90.1114ais pour revenir a la couleur des yeux de Výnus, Homere les 
fait noirsq et tous les anciens aussi, et on voit que la 

plupart des beautes anciens ont ete ainsi qualifies" (Racine, 

Notes on the Odyssey, Livres Grecs, 0C R2 119 P-738). Thus 
the Par ue's eyes can be seen as either black, or void of 
regard 

ýclosedq 
in shadow). 
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91. Her folded arms. 

92. F du N, 119 1.103. There is also the muet blaspheme (1,1.121). 

93. As is appropriate to the Medusa. 

94. Serpent and sun axe linked by their gaze : "Regardez-vous dans 
ma. tenebre! " (1-75). A comparison between sun and eye 
(commonplace of preciosity) is found in Le Rameurl, sensibles 
soleils (1.30). 

95. The double entity, sun and sea, necessary for this, is 
described in the poem as the calme des dieux (1.6). 

96. As did the Parque (11-141-142). 

97. Le Grand Dictionnaire des Precieuses, p. 22. 

98. C 69 169-170. 

99. Ibid. 

100. C 79 567 (1920). 



CHAPTER VII 

0 
LE VRAI ECRIVAIN 
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Le Vrai Ecrivain 

Nothing could better highlight the vital importance of a 

choice of vocabulary for Valery than the following passage: 

Pour etudier un ecrivain, la premiere chose a faire est 
dletudier son vocabulaire - (en soi et comparativement). 
On obtient ainsi des frequences - dont la plus 
remarquable est la frequence nulle. Tels mots nly 
figurent jamais. Ensuite on observera les emplois des 
mots - et puis les formes et longueurs des phrases. 
- Ces examens permettront de definir la particularite .I 

de chaque ecrivain - ses antipathies et ses attractions. 
Le vrai ecrivain nlest pas egal. Il choisit ses mots 
non seulement pax llesprit - clest a dire par le 
besoin local et actuel de son objet - mais en outre, 
pax 1145me, clest-a-dire par le plexus et le reste. 1 

The vocabulary, then, is the man, reveals his being in a way 

nothing else could. This in itself would be a sufficient reason 

to study Valery'B own choice of words, but it is all the more 

important to do so with regard to La Jeune Parque (and hence, with 

regard to the related Charmes), for we know that the vocabulary 

A. Valery eventually chose was the outcome of a long struggle and much 

research. Frederic Lefevre tells us of the care Valery devoted to 

2 J. the vocabulary of La Jeune Parque and Valery himself called his 

difficulties "un mal de diable. 0 

There is much information to be had about Valery's problems 

and the solutions he found to them in the published work- and letters, 

and this is reinforced by the unpublished jottings relative to the 

composition of La Jeune Parque, 4 from the notes he made for his 

lecture on the poem95 and from the notes for his speech on Racine 

for the tercentenary celebrations. 
6 

From these, we can see that 

his principal problem was to reconcile contemporary thought with 

poetic language. 
7 The first solution was one of despair - to reject 
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any attempt to do so. 
17 '7ýie sc-c, -)n, l solution war to attem-p-11- to 

preserve the coyat rifC 'ont, b-t w. ---thoi,,,. res(, rt-i. n, - tO nlia. 9i-scie ý4 

VRIý17' w(,,, Id he treasu-r7,, of thn. T)p_ýt, terms. 
9Tr, 

st ea dt 

the origins of the French (the word stool- hpr(? i LVP9 L 
the 

id-ea of the vaiAts of the Banque Jf France). 10 He also mentions 

the three poets on whose worý he h& concentrate!, that is, Hugo, 

Racine anrý He refers to them in co. -mection with ianr7tnqszýe 

and music, and with the voice he sonCht. A nole in red pencil at 

the side of the list lmderlines the importance of this: Vo-IT, 

retrouve la 
li 

Milarmi, as we have had occasion to note, is not here in 

question. He had his pLrt, ar. d. most profoundly, in the composition 

of La Jeune Pax2i)p, and his vocabulary wag extensively drawn upon 

by Valery; but it may well be that his voice, in all its plirity and 

truth to the inner being of the men, was, on that account, alien to 

the inner voice heard by Valý-r--, T. His own inner voice was the one 

Val4l-, r felt compelled to obey. 
12 

if Mallarme's voice was not altopether what Valery needed, 

Hugo's voice was even less appropriate. 
13 

His vocabii1ary was too 

eyuberant, too distractiný-, too idiosyncratic 
14 

to be in tune with 

Valeni's inner nature. 
15 

But Racine was a different matter. JTP ha(I 

10 1 
-the words, and the voice, an, ' Valery's references throuphout the 

Cahiers, and again in the 1979 notes for his Racine speech, [rcist 

upon Just those qualities which Racine ha(',, and wh-icl! lhi, im 

These are primarily the qualities of restraint, 
17 

of truth to nabire, 

and of true originality. Indeed, by the time we come to examine 

Valiry's views in 190, we find that not only does VaAry consider 

Racine's choice of words as impeccable, but as perfection, in its 
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adaptation of means to the end: 

La perfection de la paroleg quand elle ne doit quIa la 
sorte de necessite combinee de facteurs.. independantst 
et de son mouvement, sa puissance de ýresence. 
Rien que fonctions, certitudeg pas dlecarts, pas 
d1introductions. 
Le sublime du fonctionnement pur 
La VOIX poetique doit pouvoir se substituer a la voix 
vraie interieure . 

19 

Now Valery's recommendations for the study of the vocabulary 

of an author have indeed been followed with regaxd to his own output, 

and by many writers whose work is indispensable to our understanding 

of Valery's work. The list is impressive, but among those who 

have studied Valery's vocabulary in detail we may bring forward 

SXrenson, 20 Henry, 21 Nadal, 22 
and Guiraud. 23 Considerable attention, 

too, has been devoted to Valery's use of the etymology of the French 

languageg especially in connection with its Latin roots (as in the 

work of Albert Henry and Pierre Guiraud). Frequent reference has 

also been made to Valery's use of classical language, but, as a 

rule, in general terms (though S/renson gives a few examples in his 

0 24 
chapter on Valery's use of obsolete words). Again, all Valery's 

commentators insist on the quality of restraint in his vocabulaxy, 

but this is most often seen as a quality he owes to Mallarme. 25 

Nevertheless even Guiraud, who brings out the similarity of Valery's 

vocabulary to Mallarme's, especially with regard to the keywords 

common to both poetsq 
26 

stresses the difference in tone. 

In spite, therefore, of ageneral consensus of opinion on the 
.I 

restraint of Valery's language, of its debt to the classical influence, 

on its deliberately archaic flavour, even of its Racinian tone, no 

specific comparison has as yet been made between the vocabularies of 

Racine and Valery. What is proposed here is a narrowing-down of the 
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study of Valery's vocabulaxy to its connection with the vocabulaxy 

of Racine, in an attempt to show that the meanings which Racine 

would have attached to many of the words Valery uses can add 

resonances to our comprehension of them, andq sometimes, even help 

us to unravel Valery's intentions. For this, certain very powerfully 

evocative words have been chosen, but they by no means complete the 

list. 

The change of meaning in a word as it travels down to us, and 

the new resonances it acquires on the journey, was a favourite 

idea of Valery's. In 19219 as in 1939, he uses a famouu quotation 

from Racine to illustrate this change: 

Jamais Racine, pax exemple, quand il a ecrit son illustre 
vers, 

Dans 110rient desert quel devint mon ennui 
ne slest imagine de peindre autre chose que le desespoir 
d1un amant. Mais l1accord magnifique de ces trois mots, 
quand le, 

'temps 
les transporte et le fait traverser le 

XIXme siecle, trouve un renforcement inattendu et une 
resonance extraordinaire dans la poesie romantique; dans 
une ame de notre epoque, il se melange merveilleusement 
a quelques-uTes plus beauxvers de Baudelaire [ ... 

] cet 
"Orient", ce "d; sert", cet "ennui", combine sous 

It Louis XIV, acquierent un sens illimite pax le fait 
d1un autre siecle qui 2ýe peut plus les concevoir que 
dans sa couleur [ 

... 
I 

Valery returns to this theme in 1939, in the unpublished notes for 

his speech for the Racine tercentenary: 28 

Lui-meme ne, comprendrait pas toutes les valeurs que 
nous lui donnons, car il a fallu bien des choses, bien 

'periences, 
pour que certains de ses vers aient pris des ex 

une resonance imprevue. 
Baudelaire 
Dans 110rient desert quel devint mon ennui ... 

How skilfully Valery himself combined these resonances can be 

seen from La Jeune Parque and CharmesI, once we add the lost 

resonances of Racine's time. We therefore have elected to begin 

our list of examples here. 
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The strength of meaning the word once had can be judged from 

the 17th century definitions: 

Ennui: Douleur odieuse, tourment insupportable, 
violent desespoir. [ 

... 
] Il tient ce sens 

tres fort du bas-latin inodium [ 
... 

]. 
"Chose [ 

... 
] en but a la haine", chose 

odieuse, insupportable". 

Emuyer: causer [... ] une fatigue intolerable, 
lasser, derouter. 29 

The many contexts in which Racine uses the word underline these 

connotations. It is not boredom of which Andromaque is complaining, 

but of the torture of ]Pyrrhus' repeated threats to hand over her 

son to the Greeks, and thus to death, a fate which perhaps would 

even be acceptable, as it would end her torment: 

Et peut-4etreq apres tout, en lletat ou je suisq 
Sa mort avancera la fin de mes ennuis ... 

(Andromaclue, 1,4,11-375-376) 

And if the word itself is missing from Phedre's well-known plaint, 

its meanings of torture and unbearable fatigue are there in the 

repeated assonancesq 

Tout mlafflige et me nuit, et conspire a me nuire 
(Phedre, 1.3,1.161) 

Fatigue, boredom and pain axe well combined in Valery's use of 

the word in La Jeune Parque, as he transposes the magical ennui, 

Orient, in lines 328 - 331: 

... et sur la levre, un. sourire d1hier 
QuIannonce avec ennui lleffacement des signes, 
Glace dans 110rient deja les pales lignes 
De lumiere et de pierre ... 

and we find Racine Is leserts, perhaps, in another section of the poem, 

where the whole feeling of Antiochus' hopeless love, the empty 

future of all unfulfilled loveý axe conveyed: 

Car l'oeil, spirituel sur ses plages de soie 
Avait vu deja luire et pglir trop de jours 
Dont je mtavais predit la couleur et le cours, 
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Llennui, le clair ennui, de mirer leur nuance 
Me donnait sur la vie une funeste avance ... 

(11-174-178) 

A similar, almost hopeless, suffering emerges from the lines 

in which the Narcissus apostrophises the fountain in which he is 

mirrored, 

Pour llinquiet Narcisse, il nlest ici qulennui! 
(1,1.69) 

Our next example too has a particular interest, given the 

title of the second collection of Valery's poems. Both here and in 

the earlier, La Jeune Parque the stronger, Racinian sense adds much. 

Cayrou defines the word thus: 

Chaxme: axtifice magique, sortilege, puissance magique 
[ 

... 
] Il tient ce sens tres fort du latin 

caxmen, formule dlincantation.. magique [ 
... 

] et 
pax extension, influence nysterieuse et 
puissante [ 

... 
I 

Where the plural is applied to physical beauty (charmes), it implies 

a fascination, a secret and magical attraction'30 and the verb 

charmer is defined along the same lines by Cayrou, quoting Furetiere: 

"faire un effet merveilleux par la, puissance des charmes ou du 

demon. 11 

We are at once at home with Racine, with Phedre, and the effect 

of love and the full force of Hippolyte's attraction: 
0 

Par un chaxme fatal vous fqtes entrainee, ... 
(Phedre, IV, 6,1.1298) 

or with Juniels effect on Neron, and even on Britannicus, which has 

all the power of a spell: 

D'un regard enchanteur connallt-il le poison? 
(Britannicus, 11,29 1.429) 

The original title of Charmes, garmen Mysticum, shows that the Latin 

0 
derivation was in Valery's mind. The 17th century sense is 
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legitimised by the context of fascination and enchantment which 

surround the Parque and her serpent, with its spell (enchantements, 

1.420), and it decidedly adds much more meaning than the insipid 

"charm, " "charming, " to the Parque and her beauty: rocs chaxmants 

or to that of her lover, col chaxmant (1.202). In 

Ebauche dlun Serpent, the 17th century sense of the word suggests 

the strength of the spells the serpent fabricates, for they can 

reach even the deity: 

Toutefois l'exces de mes chaxmes 
Pourra de lointaines alaxmes 
Troubler ses desseins tout-puissants 

(11.108-110) 

(even if we suspect a hidden gibe at Hugo's plethora of effects)- 

The spells, of course, are exercised on Eve also, but she in turn 

has hersq 

Calme, claire, de charmes lourde 
(1-146) 

Our next word expresses perhaps one result of the working of 

the spell. Etonnement, 6tonner, etonnant, have now so lost their 

force of meaning that even the adjective "thunderstruck" barely 

registers: 

Etonner,, etonnement: 
Paralyser comme par un coup de foudre 

IP This definition given by the Dictionnaire de l'Academie is quoted 

by Cayrou and he defines etonnement, used in its figurative sense, 

as "Commotion morale, violente et brusque en presence de graves 

dangers Stupefaction, etat de 11homme abasourdi, en presence 

d1un spectacle extraordinaireq merveilleux. 11 What better 

illustration of all three, than Racine's application of the word to 

Neron at the sight of Junie (for Junie, as we have reminded ourselves, 
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represents danger too): 

Immobile, saisi d1un long etonnement 
(Britannicus, 11,2,1.397) 

Valery's use of the word brings Racine's resonances to our ears, 

and its implications to olj-r minds. The hidden tonne ("paxalyse 

comme par un coup de foudre") brings echoes of Phedre's passion and 
31 Theseets rage to the Paxquels etonnements, in their context: 

Et ce jeune soleil de mes etonnements 
Me parat"t dlune aol*eule eclairer les tourments 

(11-487-488) 

Stupefactiong before a marvel, and terror of death, come together 

in the, Fragments du Narcisse: 

Que je deplore ton eclat fatal et pur, 
Si mollement de moi fontaine envirormee, 
Ou puiserent mes yeux dans un mortel azur 

A 11 Les yeux memes et noirs de mon ame etonnee! 
( It 11-72-75) 

Cayrouls definition, "Commotion morale, " is certainly appropriate 

to the Parque faced by the ocean of death and disruption, 
%0% 

Ou va-t-il, sans repondre a sa propre ignorance 
Ce corps dans la nuit noire, etonnee de sa foi? 

(11-302-303) 

In considering the effects of passion, we can hardly pass over 

so Racinian a word as our next, desordre, nor one which so aptly 

sums up Valery's feelings towards the disasters of war and love, and 

the debasement of language in a society he saw as degenerate. 

The word is defined in the figurative sense by Dubois and Lagsme . 
32 

as "Confusion, embaxras", and by Cayrou,, quoting Richelet, as 

"Trouble, confusion ... cause par une passioný ereglement, 

libertinage. " This last meaning is clearly what Racine had in mind 

in the preface to Phedre, in his well-known remark, "Les passions 
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nly sont presentees aux yeux que pour montrer tout le desordre 

dont elles sont cause.,, 
33 If the sense of the word in lines 38 - 39 

J. 

of La Jeune Parque, desord-re De tresors, conforms rather to the 

first definitiong picturing the confused mass of treasures offered 

by the implex of language, the second definition certainly applies 

to the Narcissus as he apostrophises his fountain, and to the Pythia 

also (though she, too, may be seen as symbolising the disorder of 

language). Thus the Narcissus: 

Souffrez ce beau reflet de desordres humaines! 
(1,1.28) 

and the Pythia, in her suffering, voices an incoherent speech: 

... une harangue 
Brisant la bave et les cheveux 
Que mache et trame le desordre 
Dlune bouche qui veut se mordre 

(11-46-50) 

The Serpent of the Ebauche perhaps hints also at the babel of 

language, but we know that he is a lover, both of his God and the 

Tree he blights: 

Ses yeux font fremir ton tresor 
Il en cherra des fruits de mort, 
De desespoir et de desordre ... 

(11.298-300) 

From the idea of disarray, it is all too easy for the lover to 

pass to the next step, madness. 

It was, perhaps, the power of the spell of love which led to 

the persistence of a legacy of earlier poetic conventions, the 

traditional image of the lover as madman, Orlando furioso. We see 

it persisting in Racine. Phedre's monster, the embodiment of her 

passion and jealousy, was a monstre furieux, 34 
and certainly the 

17th century definition of fureur,, furieux, continues this tradition. 
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Furieux, in particularv is defined by Cayrou as "Fou, insense; 

affolel, egare pax une passiont surtout pax llamour. " The 

connotations he gives of fu: reur were even wider. It could mean 

actual maaness, "folie furieuse au sens propre", but was more likely 

to be used figuratively, when it could apply not only to the passions 

but to poetic and religious frenzy: 

les poetes sont transportes d1une fureur divin% de 
la fureur d'Apollon, ceux qui rendaient les oracles 
entraient dans une, sainte fureur quand ils etaient 
agites du demon qui les possedait 

This connotation, Cayrou. tells us, came from the Latin: 

Purieux: 
tient ce sens tres fort du latin, furor, 
"folie furieuse", dloý "passion folle", 

.I et plus specialement, I'delire poetique ou. 
prophetique". 36 

Racine shows us the figurative sense of the word in Phedre: 

Sers ma fureur, Oenone, et non point ma raison 
(111,19 1.792) 

and, while it is true that he does not use the word itself or its 

derivations to describe the prophetic delirium of Calchas, plein du 

Dieu qui llagitait (Iphigenie, V, 69 1.1745), nor that of Joad, his 

description of both37 fits its sense. Here was a word ready to 

Valery's hand to describe the passionate intensity of love and 

poetic inspiration. The Parque's serpent, which engenders both 

states, is seen as enfantement de fureur (1.65) and the Parque's 

soul, preparing to receive the deitY9 is powerfully animated: 

lame intense souffleý et renfle furibonde 
(1-501) 

The Pythia, possessed by the gods her lover, shows the delirium of 

the priestess: 

Le regard qui mamýque a son masque 
Slarrache vivant a la, vasque, 
A la, fumee, a la, fureur ... 

(11.8-10) 
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The Serpent of the, Ebauche', rejected lover (anI ' perhaps priest of 

the God he now hates38), broods over his rejection, 

Ma fureur, ici, se fait mulre 
(1-47) 

and prepares to infect others with his madness - they will become 

the reptiles furieux of line 100. The lovers in the Fragments du 

Narcisse, too, share the madness common to Racine's Oreste, his 

Meron: 

I Et dans ce corps cache tout marque de llamour, 
Qui porte amerement 11 ame qui fut heureuse 
Brtle un secret baiser qui la rend furieuse ... 

(11,11.80-82) 

The religious frenzy we have just mentioned in the previous 

definition had another aspect, in the awe-inspiring chill of fear 

its manifestations produced. Cayrou defines the word horreur as 

"Frisson, tremblement, saisissement, que cause la vue ou la pensee 

dlune chose affreusell, but adds a definition taken from the 

Dictionnaire de l'Academie, 11crainte religieuse". Horreur is, 

certainly, paxt of Mallarme's vocabulary, but its Racinian sense is 

perhaps there in Mallarme, and is undoubtedly appropriate to the 

09 Parque. The religious awe felt by Agamemnon's army, 'Isainte horreur . 

is the reaction to something so unnatirral, even if it is joyful, as 

in this case, as to be literally hair-raising. This reaction is felt 

by Phedre also, as she considers her crimes against nature and the 

gods , 

Chaque mot sur mon front fait dresser mes cheveux 
(Phedre, IV, 6,1.1268) 

A similar reaction of religious awe is produced in the Parque 

by the revelation of line 265: 

Llhorreur mlillumine, execrable harmonie! 
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and, combined with chill, is also evoked by the sight of the awe- 

inspiring stars, herissee (1.13). She reacts thus, too, to the 

threat of mortality, 

Mais sous le pied vivant qui tate et qui la. cree 
Et touche avec horreur a son pacte natal, 
Cette terre si ferme atteint mon piedestal 

(11-310-312) 

Both the Pythia and the NarciLssus fall prey to the terror 

aroused by the presence of a god,, the Pythia in her cavern, 

P'a"le, profondement mordue, 
Et la prunelle suspendue 
Au point le plus haut de l'horreur 

(". 5-7) 

So, too, does the Narcissus in his haunted forests, epaisseur p ique 

(1,1.67), as he pushes his way into their depths, 11horreur du 

0 feuillage ecaxtý (ibid., 1.65). 

With so much emphasis on the religious, we should expect 

Valery to find a word to express his concept of the lover's 

attitude towards the object of his worship. A 17th century sense 

of the word idole,, with its close approximation to the Greek eidolon, 

may have helped him to induce a feeling of the unreality of the 
U 

i-mage created by the lover (or the poet), and their vain adorationg 

without losing the accepted meanings of the contemporary and of the 

Racinian idole. Cayrou, quoting Furetiere, defines the nouns, with 

its adjective, thus: 

Idole: 
Fantome. Se dit 
comme celles qui 
L'adjectif oe. 

] 
homme qui 

Lore 

prendre [0-01 

poetiquement dlune vaine image, 
paraissent en songe [ ... I 
idol'aotre [... ] se dit dlun 

les apparences et sly laisse 

Thus we have Racine's use of vaine idole in Mathan's rejection 
40 

of this symbol of non-existent gods, and in Phedre's worship of 
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Hippolyte, only a god4l because she m, -a2---es him so: "llennemi dont 

jletais idolatrell (Ph; dre, I. 3ý 1.293). Neron too adores the 

beauty of Junie, to which he, as poet, has given some of its 

lustre (Britannicusq 11,29 1.407): 

Paime, que dis-je aimer? Pidolatre Junie 
(Ibid., 1.384) 

The Parque refers to herself as idole when she yields to the 

sleep in which she is doomed to find, and then to lose, the phantom 

image of her own perfection that she has adored (idolatre, 1.70): 

Dans vos nappes, ou' lisse elle imitait sa mort, 
Llidole malgre soi se dispose et slendort 

(11-475-476) 

The Narcissus, too, adores appearances, the phantom image in the 

fountain, 

", '. ',. -, uce et doree, est-il une idole plus sainte 
(111 1.89) 

and although the use of Idoles in Le Cimetiere Marin (1-135) can 

simply be taken as a rather precious way of referring to the 

reflections of the sun's image (eidolon), yet we remember that the 

sea and the sun were both objects of worship for the poet. 

As an appendix to the varying aspects of the "idol", we may 

perhaps find, turning back to the 17th century and Racine, a gloss 

for the word Momie in La Jeune Parque. The Jews in Esther rejected 

the heathen idols because they were dumb (muette idole, Esther, II, 

8,1.760). Cayrouv quoting IPL=etiere, adds to his definition of 

idole some remarks on the use of Momie to designate someone without 

brains or speech, silent and inactive as a statue, "qui paralt 

insensible comme une statue, [ 
... 

] sans action". This definition 

lends itself to the Parque's s erpent- shadow, --la souple momie 
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insubstantial and silent, stirring not a leaf, n1irrite / Nul 

feuillage (11-146-147). 

Another aspect of the effect of passion, is the melancholy 

not unrelated to sadness which was also a commonplace in the 17th 

century conception of the unsuccessful lover, or the lover who 

doubts his success, and of which Oreste and Neron are such striking 

exaxaples. The words used in Racine's time to describe this state, 

triste, tristesse, had mlach stronger connotations than those of 

today, connotations tinged with the sinister. Cayrou defines. triste 

as "sombre, lugubre, funeste, redoutable, en parlant des choses" and 
0 1% 

as Itombre, severe, funeste, en parlant des personnes. " The word 

takes these connotations from its Latin derivation, which Cayrou 

again provides: 

Il tient ce sens tres fort du latin tristisl I'de mauvaise 
augure", d1ou. "fatal, " "cruel". 

No better examples of these aspects could be found than those from 

Britannicus with which Cayrou glosses them. We find the idea of 

severity in Burrhus' advice to Agrippine: 

Ah! quittez dlun censeur la triste diligence 
(Britannicus, 11,19 1.271) 

together with the ideas of darkness and cruelty in Agrippine's 

description of Neron's character: 
0' Il se deguise en vain: je lis sur son visage 

Des fiers Domitiers 11humeur triste et sauvage ... 
(Ibid., 1.19 11-35-36) 

Yet there is, perhapsg a more innocent aspect (though an equally 

melancholy and unfortunate one, in Neronts description of Junie: 

Tristeg levant au ciel des yeux mouilles de laxmes 

(Britannic-as, 11,29 1-387) 

This aspect is apparent in the Parque, for Valery was not slow to 
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employ the word, and to attach the older depths of meaning to its 

modern implications- It is perhaps the sense of severity, and 

cruelty, which predominates in the lines on the Parque's tear: 

D'ou, nais-tu? Quel travail toujours triste et nouveau 
Te tire avec retard, larme, de llombre amere ... ? 

(11.292-293) 

for we remember the pain of childbirth, And the need for the 

poet constantly to criticiso and amend his lines, triste diligence. 

The tristes esprits of the Parqiie's serpent (1-424) also have the 

connotations of strictness and severity, but they also lend it the 

more sinister aspect of a creature whose appearance heralds suffering 

(1.65), and which is allied to darkness and fatality, noir retour 

The Pythia too, in her ravings (triste dkire, 1.103) 

exemplifies the more sinister aspects of the word, which axe more 

appropriate to her desperate condition than merely the ideas of 

sadness or misfortune. Then, too, in the Fragments du Yarcisse, 

I Valery evokes the Racinian intensity of the word, its connotations 

of black and doomed melancholy, when he uses it to describe the dark 

and dangerous water (eau triste, 1ý 1113), or the dragging steps of 

the lovers (tristes pas, 119 1.52) - with perhaps some touch of 

Juniels innocent beauty and sorrow in the tear-drowned eyes of the 

Narcissus, tristes regards (1.1.21). 

To continue with the disastrous aspects of love, the lover is 

also traditionally consumed by his passion for the perfection he 

adores. Our next verb, consommer, had already begun to take on its 

contemporary sense in Racine's time. Its principal meaning is given 

by Cayrou: "Acheverg accomplir, mettre en sa perfection. " For its 

second meaningt consumerg he quotes the Dictionnaire de l'Academie: 

Amener a sa destruction, sans employer la chose a son 
propre usage; consumer. Plusieurs confondent mal a 
propos consommer avec consumer. 
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10- Racine, it would seem, was one of those who confused the two 

meanings. His petition in the HymneS42 follows the second sense, 

Consomme pour ja-mais leurs passions impures ... 
(Hymne, Jeudi, Matin6s, 1-7) 

So tempting a confusion was made to be seized on by Valery, who 

makes play with the double meaning in La Jeune Parque, 

Quel crime sur moi ou par moi consomme? 
(1.27) 

and in the Fragments d-u Naxcisse: 

0 presence pensive, eau calme qui recueilles 
Tout un sombre tresor de fables et de feuilles 

Tu consommes en toi leur perte solennelle ... 
(119 11.17-189 21) 

An act of destruction has been perfected in both these instances. 

It is in Le Cimetiere Marin, however, that we find the meanings most 

perfectly maxried, in an act of simultaneous creation and destruction: 

Quel pur travail de fins eclairs consume 
Maint diamant d1imperceptible ecume ... 

(11.7-8) 

and in an act of destruction and transcendence, "Et le ciel chante 

% 11A a ame consumýe, " (1.29). It is, of course, only an imaginary 

transcendence. The poet has reached the point of change, not 
J. 

assumption. We note also that the poet, ame consumee, is almost 

literally. so, for he is the prey of the ver roaEeur (11.112-114). 

Our choice of words so fax has brought out the suitability of 

Racine's vocabulary for Valery's presentation of love. If, like 

43 Guiraud, we also see in La Jeune Parque and Charmes a portrait of 

poetic creation through the extended metaphor of the lover and the 

object of his desire; our next word must have appealed particularly 

to Valery in his seaxch for symbols for the perfect languageg object 
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of the poet's desire, and for the means through which it is created, 

and the desired end attained. We refer here to the word detour(s). 

Cayrou, quoting the Dictionnaire de l'Academie, defines it as 

follows: 

0 Detour: 
"Sign. aussi figýrativement. Adresse, subtilite 01 % 

pour eluder un peril, pour venir a bout de ce 
quIon veut obtenir. 11 

Cayrou also cites Richelet who gives detours the figurative sense 

of circuit de paroles - Racine uses this figurative sense of 

detours in Pliedre, to describe Hippolyte's attempt to escape under- 

standing Phedre's offer: 
JI Ciel! Comme il mlecoutait! Pax combien de detouxs 

L'insensible a longtemps elude mes discours! ... 
(Ph; dre, 111,19 11-743-744) 

The Parque's serpent, as symbol of language, gives the word a 

physical appeal: 

Reptile., 0 vifs detours tout courus de caresses 
(1-79) 

and Valery actually uses the synomym circuits to describe the 

attitude of his other serpent in the Ebauche: 

Je mlecoute, et dans mes circuits, 
Ma meditation murmure ... 

(11-49-50) 

These senses of the word detours should be borne in mind when 

we remember the continued emphasis on the circular form in relation 

to the Paxque and her serpent, and to the Pythia, with her 

reptilian manifestations, as well as in connection with the serpent 

of the Ebauche. It is possible, toq that the same word, as used by 

'0- Racine to describe the windings of his passages and labyrinthsq may 

have provided a metaphor for the physical mechanism which works to 
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produce the perfect language. 

labyrinth: 

Phedrels, monstre inhabits the 

Par vous aurait peri le monstre de la Crete, 
Malgre tous les detours de sa vaste retraite 

(Phedre, 11,59 11.649-650) 

How well, indeed, the word detours combines the subtle nature of 

the desired end, the perfect line, with the representation of the 

physical means of attaining it, the tissue of the brain whose coiled 

channels caxry the current of thought, or the circulation of the 

blood which nourishes thought in that labyrinth of the mind. 

To continue with the concept of the analysis of poetic creation 

co-existing with an analysis of passion, the seaxch for symbols for 

the ungraspable principles which inform both - the essential being 

of the lover, the spirit which breathes from a work of art - must 

have brought Valery hard up against one of his greatest difficulties. 

His dislike of the vague and grandiose, the concept for which there 

is no physical counterpartg is well-known - but even he could not 

always escape using such generalities. A word which refers to one 
.0 

such concept (and for which Valery had little respect) is ame 

too often abused. Yet Racine's use of the 17th century connotations 

of the word may have allowed Valery to overcome his prejudice 

against it - more, to find in it not only a means of conveying the 

immaterial, the notion of the vital principles of a living being, and 

of a work of art, but a word which could also refer to the physical 

breath without which the lover and poet could not exist, and through 

which the poem can be passed on. 

The Racinian use of the word provides one referent for the vague 

"soul", llbeing"q in a definition backed by its Latin derivation. 

Cayrou quotes from Puretiere's dictionaxy: 
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Ame: Se prend souvent pour la vie ... du latin 
ima, souffle; dIou% souffle vital, principe 

vital 

A second definition of ame, quoted by CaYrou from Richelet, suggests 

a second referent. Here ame is defined as "Tout ce qui anime, tout 

ce qui fait agir, ... mouvoir quelque chose". Both aspects axe 

illustrated in Racine, the first by Phedre, as she speaks of her 

P% 1% 

approaching death: "Et mon ame deja sur mes levres errantell 

(Phedre, 111,19 1.1770), and the second by Agrippine, telling us 

how she inspired the senate: "Petais de, ce grand corps llame toute- 

puissante" (Britaxmicus, 1,1,1.96). 

The first meaning, ame as breath, the vital principle, lends 

itself very well to the conception of a living, breathing Parque, with 

an affinity to the central figure of the famous article on Rachel, 44 

as in line 501: I'Si l1ame intense souffle, et renfle furibonde". 

This use of ame can be found, too, in the, Fragments du Narciase: 

I'Ll'ame croit respirer llame toute prochainell (11,1.41). This 

aspect of air as breath as well as soul, combines well with the 

second aspect of movement, tout ce qui fait agir, in the Narcissus' 

request: 

Nymphes: Si vous mlaimez, il faut toujours dormir! 
La moindre ame dans les airs vous fit toutes fremir 

(It 11.7-8) 

The two aspects are one in. Le Cimetiere Marin: 

Une frall'oheur de la mer exhalee 
Me rend mon ame .. 

(11-130-131) 

This double aspect of 'ameq blended by Valery, also allows him 

to Parallel the life and movement of the mind with the life and 

movement of the earth. The Fragments du Narcisse abounds in this 

double playq of which the last section gives a rich example. Here 
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the movement of the breeze in the trees gives an image for the 

movement of the breath in the branched complex of the lungs, and 

the movement of thought in the crossing nerve-links 

Llarbre aveugle vers llarbre etend ses membres sombres 
Mon ame ainsi se perd dans sa propre foret 

(1119 11-379 39) 

The same fusion of meanings can also be found in Aurore , where, 

as a metaphor for the beginnings of creative work, it has a special 

place. We see the first faint stirrings of the breath, the first 

movements of inspiration (and the first movements of physical 

expression of inspiration : the sound is preparing to issue): 

Toute l'a"me slappareille ... 
Elle slecoute vi tremble 
Et parfols ma levre semble 
Son fremissement saisir ... 

(11-569 58-60) 

Once ame has been accepted, andinvested with the meanings of breath, 

life, wind, it can be given other physical gaxb. We see it for 

example as mist in Le Cimetiere Maxin (Grande ame, vaporeusey 11-979 

100) and perhaps smoke (11.29-30); as perfume in La Dormeuse (1.2). 

In this way, the Racinian meanings carried by Ame can lend a physical 

strength, to the vague "soul". "mind", and allow Valery to link it 

to his other metaphors for the imponderables which initiate and 

support passion and inspiration, the 'mind' and 'life' of man, the 

content of a work of art. An instance of this is the Parque's breeze 

and the scent it caxTies: 

La narine jointe au vent de Voranger 

(1.151) 

So much for some of the more important treasures of the rich 

past of the French language. We shall conclude this section with a 
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minor instance. We refer to the word insecte, which has a rather 

surprising definition by Puretiere, as quoted by Cayrou: 

On a aussi appele insectes, les animaux qui vivent apres 
qulils sont coupes en plusieurs parties, comme la 
grenouille [... ] les lezards, serpents, viperes, etc. 

A note tells us that the word is thus used by La Fontaine, but the 

quotation which Cayrou uses as a gloss to this definition is 

particularly interesting (though it is from Boileau and not from 

Racine), for it couples ver and insecte with fourmi: 45 

Quoi, dira-t-on dlabord, un ver, une fourmi, 
Un insecte rampant qui, ne vit qula demi, ... A llesprit mieux tourne que nla 11homme? ... 

(Satires, 11.5-7) 

Have we here yet another possible identity for Valery's insecte of 

Le Cimetiere Marin? His gratte (1.68), applicable both to the noise 

and to the action of the cicada, is not inconsistent with the sound 

of a snake's scales rustling over the dry ground, and the trail of 

furrowed sand it leaves behind. The idea of the serpent need not 

exclude that of the cicada, but would certainly fit with the other 

uses of the snake as an image of continued and gnawing passion, 

cognate with the ver rongeur in Le Cimetiere Marin, but a haunting 

presence throughout Valery's poetry. 

We introduced our discussion of particular examples of 17th 

century vocabulary with a quotation from Valery's own assessment 

of the values of Racine and of the 20th century world of poetry. 

Racine himself, Valery tells us, could not have guessed at the 

unforeseen resonances his lines were to acquire down the centuries. 

It could be saidg perhaps, that the instances we have dwelt on above 

show us Valery reversing the process, as it were, and using Racine's 

words to restore a lost resonance to our contemporary vocabulary. 
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It is not a case of substituting one value for another, which would 

have been a process alien to Valery's conceptions of fruitful 

ambiguity, but an extension of the principle of polyvalence which 

Guiraud remarks on: 

Il slagit moins de creer un mot nouveau, que dletendre 
le domaine semantique dlun mot connu et dlen prolonger 
les harmonies ... 

Guiraud was writing of Valery's use of the derivations of the words 

he was revivifying. These derivations, as we have seen from the 

words discussed above, were what lent its streng-th to Racine's 

language, for a high proportion of 17th century vocabulary remained 

far closer in meaning to the original Latin than its twentieth 

century descendant. Racine's words, with their burden of today's 

connotations added to their original strength of meaning, are thus 

living examples of the metamorphoses of the French language down the 

centuries, as it changed from Virgilian and then low Latin to the 

language of Racine and his contemporaries, from the language of 

Racine to that of Baudelaire and Mallarme - even, ) perhaps, to 

slang. 
4.6 Valery's return to these words demonstrates the richness, 

not the poverty, of his treasury, and the truth of his remark in 

the Cahiers: 

... Un ecrivain peut evoquer lui, au vol, llombre 
de Virgile, et la voix de Racine. Ils sont devenus 
des moyens, comme les mots et les locutions. 47 

We would add here that considerations of space and of balance 

have prevented a fuller exploration of Valery's levies upon the 

vocabulary of Racine's world, but a further selection is more 

briefly dealt with belowg in alphabetical order. 
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ALTýMER: 

f1cher, troubler. Il Tn que un trouble profond, 
presque toujours cause par la colere, qui fait 

48 
que PaMe est autre (lat. alter) que d1habitude. 

Et nos seuls ennemis, alterant sa [Nerols] bonte 
Abusaient contre nous de sa facilite ... 

(Britaxmicus, 11.1601-1602) 

(Agrippine, reassuring Britaxmicus as to Nero's intentions. ) 

0 Leurs fonds passionnes [of the dýserts] brillent de secheresse 
Si loin que je m1avance et m1altere pour voir 
De mes enfers pensifs les coý ins sans espoir ... 

(LJP, 11.66-68) 

CARESSER, CARESSES: 

The verb derives from the noun, which in the plural, signifies 

"Demonstration dlamabilite ou de bienveillance quion fait a quelqulun 

par un accueil gracieux (F). The verb also implied courtship. 

Selon qulil vous menace ou bien qulil vous caresse, 
I La cour autour de vous sI ecaxte ou slempresse ... 
(Britannicusv IV, 1,11.1111-1112) 

Reptile, 0 vifs detours tout courus de caresses 
(LJPq 1.78) 

COMPLAISANT, COMPLAISANCE: 

"Qiii tache de plairell (F). 

Ciel, avee quel respect et quelle complaisance 
Tous les coeurs ll[Titus] assuraient de leur foi! ... 

(Berenice, 1.59 1.312) 

(Berenice is describing the attitude of the public towards her lover. ) 

Qui que tu sois, ne suis-je point 
Cette co=laisance, qui Polnt 
Dans ton gme, lorsquIelle aime? ... 

(Eb dlun S, 11-115-117) 

CONFONDRE9 CONFUS: 
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CONFONDRE, CONFUS: 

Me'%>ler intimement, traiter de la meine fagon, 
identifier. 49 

Tous ces yeux qulon voyait venir de toutes parts 
Confondre sur lui seul [Titus] leurs avides regards ... 

(Berenice, 1,59 11-309-310) 

This is a usage much favoured by Valery: 

Tendre lueur dlun soir brise de bras confus?. 
(LJP9 1.208) 

p0 Ils vivent separes, ils pleurent confondus 
Dans une seule absence ... 

(Au P, 11.29-30) 

La meme nuit en pleurs confondre nos yeux clos 
Et nos bras refermes sur les meftmes sanglots ... 

(F du N� 119 11.111-112) 

CONSPIRER: 

Concourir, en parlant 
, 
de personnesq etre unis 

dlesprit et de volonte pour quelque dessin bon 
ou mauvais ... 

(A). 

Tout ce que vous voyez conspire a vos desirs ... 
(Britaimicus, Ht 3t 1.649) 

(This is Junie, telling Neron how fortunate he is. ) 

Quand de ce plein sommeil llonde grave et l1ampleur 
Conspirent sur le sein d1une telle ennemie ... 

(La Dormeuse, 11.7-8) 

A peine, dans la brise, elle [la nuit, 1.431 semble mentir, A 

Tant le fremissement de son temple tacite 
Conspire, au spacieux silence d1un tel site ... 

(F du N, It 11.45-47) 

DtMON: 

Quelqulfois, il se prend dans le sens des anciens 
pour Genie, esprit soit bon, soit mauvais ... 

(A) 

quel demon envieux 
Mla refuse 11honneur de mourir a vos yeux? 

(Britannicus, 11,6,11-701-702) 
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P0 Nul demon, nul parfum, ne m1offrit le peril 
D'imaginaires bras mourant au col viril ... 

(LJP, 11-427-428) 

Delicieux demon, desirable et glacet 
(F du N, Is 1.114) 

APLORER9 BtPLOR. ABLE: 

Plaindre, avoir pitie (R); 

APLORABLE: 

Digne de pitie (D, /L). 

Vous voyez devant vous un prince deplorable ... 
(Phedre, 11,2,1.529) 

(Hippolyte, confessing his love to Aricie. ) 

Chi , --e je deplore ton eclat fatal et pur, 
Si mollement de moi fontaine environnee 

(F du N, It 11.72-73) 

DISPUTER: 

Discuterg debattre, soutenir [] 

Vouis seule pour ]Py=hus disputez aujourd'hui ... 
(And-romague, 1,2,1.47) 

(Oreste to Hermione, speaking of her defence of Pyrrhus. ) 

Souviens-toi de toi-meme, et retire a llinstinct 
Ce fil (ton doigt dore le dispute au matin) ... 

(LJPq 11-415-416) 

DIVERS: 
[... ] oppose, contraire (F). 

Lui que J'ai vu. toujoursq constant dans mes traverses 
Suivre dlun pas egal mes fortunes diverseg ... 

(Berenice, 1.49 11-143-144) 

(Býrenice to Antiochusq faithful to her whether she is fortunate or 

unhappy. ) 
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... et tous les sorts jetes 
Eperdument divers ro-alant lloubli vorace ... 

(LJPq 11-320-321) 

ENNEMI: 

Term for the beloved: style precieux (D/L). 

Athenes me montra mon superbe ennemi ... 
(Phedre. I. 3v 1.272) 

It seems to us that this is the meaning we can attach to the 

Parque's description of the shadow/serpent, which as serpent 

represents her desire: 

% 50 
o-be a mes pieds l'Ennemie, 

Mon ombre! la mobile et la souple momie ... 
(LJPt 11.141-142) 

The meaning is clear in La Dormeuse, where ennemie is applied to the 

sleeping mistress (1.8). 

'Urn EFERDU: 
egare. 

Un trouble sleleva dans mom ame eperdue ... 
(Phedre. 1.39 1.274) 

(It is scarcely necessary to explain that Phedre is describing the 

disarray into which the sight of Hippolyte has thrown her. ) 

*** et tous les sorts jetes 
&erdument divers roulant lloubli vorace ... 

(lag 11-320-321) 

ESPRIT: 
A00 Ame, souffle vital. Coeurt ame considere comme 

siege des sentiments (D/L). [Also] substance 
qui pense (F). 

Un desordre eternel regne dans son esprit ... 
(Phedre. 1.29 1.147) 
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(Here Oenone is describing Phedre's distracted mind. ) 

The second sense given above is appaxent in: 

L'esprit nIest pas ei pur que jamais idola«tre 

Ne fasse fuir les mure de son morne tombeau ... 
(LJP9 11.70v 72) 

and the third sense, substance qui pense, in 

Je n1accorderai pas la lumiere a des ombres 
Je garde loin de vous, 11esprit sinistre et clair 

(LJPq 11.274-275) 

In the plural, esprits has the special sense of esprits vitaux, 

animaux (A). Both transmit the life force, but the former are 

eBpecially linked with the blood and warmth of life, the latter 

with feeling and mind. (F) 

0 Pai senti defaillir ma force et mes esprits 

(BaJazet, V. lt 1.1439) 

(Atalide, describing her faint. ) The Parque begins to succumb to 

her loss of consciousness: 
0% La pensive couronne, echappe a mes esprits 

(LJPq 1.215) 

ETRANGE, ETRANGER: 

Hors du pays ou llon vit habituellement [... ] ii 
se dit en particulier de malheurs extraordinaires, 
epouvantables ... 
A Quel etrRaLe captif pour un si beau lien ... 

(Ph; dre, 11,2,1.556) 

Hippolyte thus describes his enthralment to a bond he has never known. 

The Parque also is a stranger to her own body: 

Toute? Mais toute a moiv malltresse de mes chairs 
Durcissant dlun frisson leur etrange etendue ... 

(WPq 11-32-33) 

Her soul is a stranger to the conditions of the bodyq "Memlant 11 ame 
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etrange a dleternels retours" (1.263). In LlEbauche dlun Serpent, 

the serpent's speech is foreign in its artificiality to the artless 

Eve: 

Elle buvait mes petits mots 
Qui bitissaient une oeuvre etrange ... 

(11.211-212) 

and in Le Cimetiere Marin the implication is that idleness is foreign 

to the poet's nature: 
%% A* 

Apres tant dlorgueil, apres tant dletrange 
Oisivete ... 

(11-32-33) 

Further, given Racine's view of love as in the main disastrous, and 

Valery's view of the power of the body and the imagination over 

reason, the connotations of disaster may be added to those of the 

alien, especially in the case of the Parque and Eve. 

FLA I': 

Flatter quelqu'ung l1entretenir dans llesperance 
trompeur de quelque chose (D/L). 

De quoi viens-tu flatter mon esprit desole? 

(Phedre. IIIv 1 ,4-91.739) 

(M% 
edre to Oenone, as the nurse exhorts her to resume her rule over 

Trezene. ) The Narcissus also sees the hope of grasping his image 

as delusory: 

Du monstre de slaimer falltes-vous un eaptif; 

Mais ne vous flattez Pas de le changer dlempire ... 
(Ig 11.869 89) 

The serpent's intentions are equally clear towards Eve: 

Use de tout qui lui nuise: 
Rien qui ne flatte, et ne llinduise 
A se perdre dans mes desseins ... 

(Eb dlun S. 11-185-187) 
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FOI: 

Fidelite a un engagement[... ] amour fidele (D/L). 

Aricie a son coeur! Aricie a sa foi! ... 
(Ph; dre, IV, 59 1.1204) 

(Phedre, describing Hippolyte's open declaration of love. ) 

Ce corps dans la nuit noire etome de sa foi 
(IJP9 1.303) 

(The Parque, describing the blind constancy of the body to its own 

purposes. ) 

FUNESTE: 

Qui cause la mort, ou qui en menace [] 

This meaning is clear in Oenone's speech to Phedre: 

Vous verrai-je toujours, renongant a la vie, 
A. s? Faire de votre mort les funestes appret 

(Phedre', 1,39 11.174-175) 

and in the Parque's anticipation of death: 

LIennui, le clair ennui, de mirer leur menace [of her hopeless days] 
Me donnait sur ma vie une funeste avance ... 

(11-177-178) 

Faut-il quIa peine aimesllombre les obscurcisse [the limbs of 
the image] 

Et que la nuit deja nous divise, 0 Narcisse, 
Et glisse entre nous deux le fer qui coupe un fruit! 
QuIas-tu? 

Ma plainte meme est, funeste? ... 
(F du N. Iq 11.125-128) 

(The breath of the Narcissus stirs the water and troubles the image. ) 

GLOIRE: 

Honneur [--. ] estime, reputation qui procede du 
merite dlune personne LA). Desire de consideration, 
ambition; amour-propre. 

Je voulais en mourant prendre soin de ma gloire 
(Phedre, I, 3v 1.309) 
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(Phedre to Oenone, preferring to death the loss of reputation and 

self-respect. ) 

Mon corps deBeBpere tendait le torse nu 
N Ou itame, ivre de soig de silence, et de gloire 

Ecoute, avec espoir, frapper au mur pieux 
Ce coeur, - qui se ruine a coups mysterieux ... 

(LIP, 11-372-3739 375-376) 

(The Parque also aspires to death and immortalisation. ) 

IMPATIENT, IMPATIENCE: 
1] exprime la mgme impossibiliti de se contenir 

Cayrou cites the following as example: 

Entre llimpatience et la crainte flottant: 
Il [Britannicusj allait voir Juniev et revenait content 

(Britannicus, 11,2,11-441-442) 

This meaning could add a gloss to Valery's famous line: 

0 Genie! 0 longue impatience! ... 
(Kb d1un S, 1.241) 

and reminds us of his other reptile: 

Si proche impatience et si lourde langueur 

(LJP9 1.79) 

INQUIET: 

incapable de repos [... ] se dit de 11homme qui ne 
peut pas se contenter de ce qulil a. 

Son chagrin inquiet l1arrache de son lit ... 
ýPh'edre. 1. 1.148) 

(Oenone, describing Phedre's suffering through love. ) 

Je mlaccoude inquiete et pourtant souveraine 

(Ljpg 1.94) 

Pour llinquiet Narcisse il nlest ici qulemui! 

(F du N, 1, 1.69) 
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INTELLIGENCE: 

Bonne entente, accordq communaute de sentiments, 
secrete entente Etre de llintelligence, 
slentendre avec. 

Notre salut depend de notre intelligence ... 
(Britannicus, III, 5o 1.916) 

(Agrippine to Britannicus. ) 

... Mon fils, mon propre fils 
Est-il dlintelligence avec mes ennemis? ... 

(Phedre, 111,59 11-983-984) 

There are elements of this in the Parque's self-betrayal: 

Mais avec mes perils, je suis dlintelligence 

(1.82) 

IRRITER: 

Se dit fig. en choses morales [ ... ]. Exciter, 
rendre plus vif et plus fort [ ... ] (F). 

[D'] enchainer un captif de ses fers etonne, ... 
Vest la ce que je veux, alest la ce qui mlirrite ... 

(Phedreg 11� 19 11.4519 453) 

(Aricie is explaining why she wishes to enslave Hippolyte. ) This 

figurative sense may lie hidden in the apparently purely physical 

connotation of the movements of the Parque's serpent: "glisse et 
feuillage" 

n1irrite / Nul/ (11-146-147) but it is clear in her plea: 

Non,, non! ... Nlirrite pluscette reminiscence! 
(1-406) 

LINCEn: 
P0 Drap delie, [yery fine] qulon fait du lin. On 

le prend generalement pour toutes sortes de 
draps (F) 

- 

Hence the Parque's draperies/sheets: delicieux linceuls (1-465) 

which double as shrouds. 
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JOUR: 

Clarte du soleil (Z): se dit parfois de ce qui 
eclaire l'esprit. 

Mes yeux sont eblouis du jour que je revois, ... 
(Ph; dre, 1� 39 1.155) 

Jletais Vepouse et llegale du jour ... 
(LJP9 1.107) 

Je ne rends plus au jour qu'un regard kranger 

(Ibid., 1.152) 

These references axe applicable to the sun and its light, but there 

seems to be a suggestion of mental powers, ce qui eclaire llesprit, 

in the lines: 

Mais qui llemporterait sur la, puissance meme, 
Avide par tes yeux de contempler le Jour 
Qui slest choisi ton front pour lumineuse tour 

(LJPq 11-410-412) 

Jour as a source of light reappears in the Fragments du Narcisse: 

0 douceur de survivre a la force du jour 
(It 1.48) 

MAIN: 

En termes de fauconnerie, se dit proprement du 
faucon. on dit aussi ses doigts et ses 
ongles 

This meaning fits in well with the chimaeric aspect of the Parque, 

and her metamorphosis into the bird (1-438). 

MERVEILLE, MERVEILLEUX: 

Phenomene surnaturel, accompli par une divinite; 
miracle. Chose rare et [ 

... 
] surprenante (f). 

"On ne voit plus pour nous ses (of God) redoutables mains 
De merveilles sans nombre effrayer les humains ... 11 

(Athalie, 1.1,11.101-102) 

(The Hebrewsq quoted by Abnerg reproaching their God. ) 
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We also find Joas/Eliacin called miraculous, cet enfant merveilleux 

(Athalieg 119 99 1.753). This use of the word and its derived 

adjective certainly lends colour to Valery's identification of the 

sea, and of the Parque herself, with the supernatural, For the sea 

we have line 25, llecueil mordu par la merveille, and for the Parque, 

line 382 vhere she imagines her death and transfigurationv ma 

merveilleuse fin,. The same connotation may be present in the 

Fragments du Naxcisse: 

Voir, o merveille. voir! ma bouche nuancee 
Trahir ... peindre sur llonde une fleur de pensee .. 

(It 11.141-142) 

MIStRE9 MIStRABLE: 

Malheur (DA). Digne de pitie (F). 

Miserable! et je vis? et je soutiens la vue 
De ce sacre soleil dont je suis deseendue? 

(Phedre, IV, 6,11.1273-1274) 

There seems a suggestion of its laterg more derogatory meaning here, 

but we have also Phedre's 0 comble de misere -(Phýýe, I. 3t 1.289) 

for wretchedness, misfortune. 

senses: 

Valery's Narcissus combines all the 

Helas,, corps miserablet il est temps de slunir 
(1119 1.47) 

OBJET: 

Se dit poetiquement de belles personnes qui 
donnent l1amour. Se dit meme des hommes. 

Peut-etre a-t-il un coeur facile a attendrir. 
Je suis le seul objet qulil ne saurait souffrir. 

(Phedre, IV, 59 11.1211-1212) 

(Pheýdreq speaking of Hippolyte's susceptibility to love. ) The serpent 

of the Fbauche,, as a lover of the Deity (Vous que J'aimais, 1.72), 
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speaks of Him as: 

OBSIbER: 

Objet radieux (1-73). 

Entourer continuellement. Etre assidument autour 
de quelqulun pour se rendre meltre de son 
esprit. 

Nareisse au palais obsedant l'Empereur 
(Britaimicus, variant, OCR Ig PP-30-32) 

A 
Sur triomphe! si ma parole 
De VaMe obsedant le tresor, ... 
Ne quitte plus 11oreille d1or 

(Eb dlun S. 11-197-198,200) 

OISIF9 OISIVETt: 

Sans emploip inutilise, improductif (A). 

Cette oisive vertu, vous en contentez-vous? 
La foi qui nlagit poirt, est-ce un foi sincere? ... 

(Athalieg 1,19 11.70-71) 

pr An es tant d'orgueil, apres tant d'etrange 
Oisivet2, mais pleine de pouvoir ... 

(ZY 11.32-33) 

The emphasis here seems to be upon the unused powers. 

OPPRIMER: 

Abattrev tuerg mais a llimproviste (A). Accable 
sous le poids de chagrins souffrances, 
embarras. Perdre. 

.A Je tremble quIopprimes de ce poids odieux 
L'un ni l1autre jaimais nlose lever les yeux 

(Phedre, 111,39 11.867-868) 

(Ph'edre fears the effect her crime may have on the future of her 

children. ) The sense of treachery and death may be added to the 

sense of weight in the Parquels: 

paupieres qutopl)rime une nuit de tresor 

(1.111) 
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PLAMRE, PLAINTE: 

Regretter, en parlant dlune chose perdue, ravie 
Deplorer. [ ... I' 

Ainsi, dans vos malheurs ne songeant qulý vous plaindre 
(Ph; dre, 111,19 11-753-754) 

(Oenone, to Phedre, who is lamenting Hippolyte's rejection of her love. ) 

La houle me murmure une ombre de reproche, ... 
Une rumeur de plainte et de resserrement 

(LJP9 11.9,12) 

(The Parque hears her own lament in the voice of the sea. ) 

Ou I 
,- as-tu? 

Ma plainte meme est funeste'? 
(F du N� 1,1.128) 

(The Narcissus is lamenting the approach of night and the incipient 

loss of his vision. ) 

PLEUR: 

Action de verser des pleurs, accompagne de 
plaintes, de gemissements, de lamentations 

Tu triomphes, 0 paix plus puissante quIun gleur 
(La Dormeuse, 1.6) 

POUM: 

poussiere 

On dit qulon a vu meme, en ce desordre affreux 
Un Dieu qui dlaiguillons pressait leur flanc poudreux 

(Phedre, V, 6,11-1539-1540) 

(Therame'ne, describing Hippolyte's horses in their flight. ) The 

Pa. rque describes her shadow on the ground,, Sur la poudre Qui danse 

(1-146) 

La vague en poudre ose jaillir des rocs 

(CM9 1.141) 

(A foam, that is to sayv as fine as particles of dust. ) The same 
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meaning of dust is to be found in Palme, (1.83). 

StDVM: 

Egarer, induire en erreur; tromper, abuser (A. ) 
sans idee de charme attirant. 

Pallas de ses conseils empoisonne ma mere; 
.1% Il seduit chaque jour Britannicus mon frere 

(Britannicus, 11,19 11-363-364) 

(Neron is complaining of the treason of a dissident. ) 

Ce corps si pur, sait-il qulil me puisse seduire? 
(F du N, 1119 1.1) 

(The Narcissus is led astray, as well as seduced in the contemporary 

sense, by the image of impossible perfection. ) 

SINGULIER: 

Qui nlappartient, qui ne Blapplique qula un 
seul individu. 

"Pour toute ambition, pour vertu singulieres 
Il [Neron] excelle a conduire un char dans la carriere 

(Britannicus, IV, 5v 11-1471-1472) 

(Narcisse, quoting the Romans' estimate of Neron. ) 

Ou sont des morts les phrases familieres, 
L'aut personnel, les ames sipMaieres? ... 

(CMI 11.88-89) 

SOUFFRIR: 

Veut dire aussi Permettre (A). 

Souffrez que mon courage ose enfin sloccuper ... 
(Phedre, III, 5v 1.947) 

(Hippolyte asking Thesee's permission to leave Trezene. ) 

Souffrez ce beau reflet de desordres humainst 
(IF du N. Iq 1.38) 

(The Narcissus begs the fountain to reflect his grief. ) 
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SOUTENIR: 

Supporter llassaut dlune chose, tenir tete (A). 

Miserable!, et je vis? et je soutiens la vie 
De ce sacre soleil dont je suis descendue? ... 

(Phedre, IV, 6,11.1273-1274) 

(Phedre, knowing her guilt, accuses herself of outfacing the sun. ) 

Je soutenais lleclat de la mort toute pure 
Telle jIavais jadis le soleil soutenu 

' ... 
(LJPt 11.370-371) 

spk IEUX .0 

qui a belle appaxence (F). 

Habitant de llablme, hote si. specleux 
D'un ciel sombre ici-bas precipite des cieux 

(F du N. 111,11.3-4) 

(The Narcissus, apostrophising his beautiful shadow. A perfect 

example of Valery's double-talk as is the next word. ) 

STUPIDE: 
.0 

Frappe de stupeur (A). 

MI-- Eve, iadisq je la suxpris, ... 
L'ame encore stupide, et comme 
Interdite au seuil de la chair ... 

(Eb dlun S, 11.1219 129-130) 

SUFFISANCE: 

Habilete, science. Capacite pour quelque emploi 
(A) [ 

... 
] se dit deja parfois de la sotte, 

presomption dlun homme qui croit suffire a tout. 

Mais, Madame, Neron suffit pour se conduire ... 
(Britarmicus, 1,2,1.215) 

(Burrhus, trying to persuade Agrippine and himself of Neron's 

fitness to rule. ) 
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Tremblez, mortels! Je suis bien fort 
Quand jamais a ma suffisance 
Je baille a briser le ressort! ... 

(Eb dlun S, 11.12-14) 
N 

ieaery's serpent boasting of his capacities. ) Here the nuances 

of ability and presumption are added to the physical idea of extent 

the opened jaws. 

SUPERBE: 

Eleve, dlune hauteur imposante [] (F). 

Les superbes remparts que Minerve a batis ... 
(Phedre, 1,59 1.360) 

(The reference here is to the walls of Athens. ) This again is one 

of Valery's favourite adjectives, as it can apply to physical 

elevation as well as to mental qualities, as in the Parque's 

archipels superbes (1.241) or with the serpent of the Ebauche seen 

as a star: "MOI! ... Des astres le plus superbe" (1.66), and again 

in Au Platane, tete superbe (1-70). 

SURPRENDRE: 

Rrendre a llimproviste, par ruse, (personne) 
E 

... 
] Obtenir frauduleusement (A). 

Une autre de Cesar a surpris la tendresse: ... 
(Britannicus, 111,49 1.887) 

(Agrippine is here accusing Junie of obtaining favour with Neron, 

and thus usurping Agrippine's own position of power over him. ) We 

can find both of the above meaning of the word as it is used by 

Valery. The first, very delicately, in the girl "surprised by joy", 

"Elle se sent surprendret' (Au Platane, 1.37), and the second in the 

Narcissus' command to his own dreams and desires, 

Ne cherchez pas en vousq n1allez sjýMrendre aux cieux 
Le malheur d"etre une merveille ... 

(Iq 11.82-83) 
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and both meanings perhaps, in the lines of the Naxcissus: 

Qu1ils sont doux, les perils que nous pourrions choisir! 
Se surprendre soi-meme et soi-meme saisir ... 

Wt 11-107-108) 

TRAVAIL: 

Labeur, peine, fatigue [ ... 
] du corps (A). Peine 

E ... I de llesprit (F). 

Hercule, respirant sur le bruit de vos coups P" Deja de son travail se reposait sur vous ... 
(Phedre, 111,59 11-943-944) 

(Hippolyte is speaking of Theseels deeds, compaxing them to the 

labours of Hercules. ) The 17th century meaning emphasises the 

dangers and difficulty in the birth of a work of art, as it is 

symbolised by the birth of the teax in La Jeune Parque: 

D'ou nais-tu? Quel travail toujours triste et nouveau 
Te tire avec retard, larme, de llombre amere? ... 

(11.292-293) 

USER: 

Employer, consommer X, 

Thds sense is evident in the 
ce 

Use de tout/qui lui nuise: [ 
.. 

] Eve 

(Eb dlun S. 1.185) 

and adds another nuance to the lines 

Rien plus aveuglement ' 
nIuse l'antique joie 

QuIun bruit de fuite egale et de nul changement 
(Le Rameur, 11.23-24) 

VAIN: 

Vide (choses) (au fig. ) ce qui nlest 
qu'apparence (F). Signifie aussi orgaeilleux, 
superbe (F). 

This word repeatedly adds its resonance to the vanity of the Parque's 
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aspirations, vaine puissance (1-133). Attente vaine et vaine (1-379). 

vains adieux (1.495). and emphasises the folly and pride behind the 

Narcissus with his dons vastes et vains (1.1.117). or the dreams 

of the poet, the songes vains (CM, 1.66)o 
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Le Vrai Ecrivain, 

Notes, 

1.2 13,28 (1928)* 

2. Entretiens avec Paul Valery, PP-55-62. 

3. Letter to Alme Lafont, 0CV. !, Notes, p. 1631. 

Notes Diverses. 

5. M P. 

6. Racine notes (see Appendix A). 

7. I'DIailleurs, le probleme se posait. Que peut souhaiter en 
.0. poesie, un esprit quand il est nourri, interesse aux vues d1un 

monde a la Maxwell? " (M P). 

8. "Rejeter tout" (ibid. ). 

9. "Tenter la conservation [illegible word](reprendre le probleme 
0 Mais, pas de poesie quasi-scientifique" ibid. ). 

10. "Ebcamen approfondi de l1ancien stock. Rechercher les 
# #1 elements essentiels" (ibid. ). 

11. Ibid* 

12. "Pour moi, la voix interieure sert de repere. Je rejette tout 
ce qulil refuse, comme exagere; car la voix interieure ne 
supporte que les paroles dont le sens est secretement en accord 
avec lletre vrai. " (C 6t pp. 169-170 (1916)). 

13. "Hugo a les mots, et il n1a pas la voix" (Ibid. ). 

14. Racine notes, (Appendix A)t p. 8. 

15. Ibid. 

16.0 6, pp. 169-170 (1916). 

17. C 7, P. 451 (1919-20). 

18. 'Tette voix plus proche de llinterne que dans le syst; me 
moderne rQmantique o»o 

/ Clest la voix vraie sublimee.. ti 
(Racine-notes (Appendix A), p. 8). 

lg. ibid. v p. 14. 

20. La Poesie de Paul Valery. 

21. Langage et Poesie chez Paul Valery,. 
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22. E Ce 

23. Guiraud, 

24. Sýrenson, La Poesie de Paul Valery. 

25. See Guiraud, p. 167- Sýrenson refers to a Mallarmean 
preciosity (op. cit., p. 201)9 

26. Guiraud', p. 168. 

27. See Au SuJet d'Adonis, 0C Ve It PP-494-495. 

28. Racine notes (Appendix A), p. 6. 

29. Gaston Cayrou, Le Frangais classique (hereafter Cayrou). 
All the dictionaxy definitions in this chapter are taken from 
this work unless otherwise indicated. The initials A. 

-F. 
I 

in Cayrou's text refer respectively to the Dictiomaire de 
l'Academie Frangaise, (1694 edition), to F. A. Furetiere, 
Dictionnaire Universel 1690 edition . and to R. P. Richelet, 
Dictionnaire Frangaise 

ý1680 
editioný. As the work referred 

to is a dictionary, page references are only given for 
annotations. 

30. Cayrou, notes, P-142. 

31. "Quel coup de foudre, 'No' ciel! " (Phedre, IV, 59 1.1195). It is 
Thesee's voice, raised in anger TZoix redoutable. ibid., IV9 49 
1.1168) which has revealed Hippolyte's love to her and 
reawakened her own passion. 

32. Dictionnaire du Frangais classique (hereafter D L). 

33. Valery's own comment on this is interesting : "Racine dit enfin 
en propres termes (Pref. de Ph) ce qulil faut pour nous 

JI instruire, quýa son epoque llexcellence d1une tragedie se 
connaissait a llenseign ement de vertull (Racine notes 
(Appendix A), p. 18). 

N 34. Phedre, V, 6,1.1516. 

35. Cayrou is here quoting the Dictiomaire de l'Academie (1690). 

36. Cayrou, note, P-420. 

37. Racine describes Joad's sensations thus : "Mais d'O"U vient que 
mon coeur fremit d1un sainteffroi? / Est-ce llesprit divin qui 
stempare de moi? ... " (Athalie, 111,79 11.1129-1130). while 
we see Calchas, possessed by the god, le Poil herisse 
(Iphig2'nie, V, 6 t 1.1744). 

38. See Chapter IV for a discussion of the resemblance between the 
Serpent of the Ebauche and Racine's Mathan. Mathan, too, is 
possessed by jealous rage (Athalie, 111,3, especially lines 
923s 955-960)o 
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39, "Le ciel brille dleclairst slentrIouvre, et parmi nous / Jette 
une, sainte horreur qui nous rassure to-as ... " (Iphigenie, V, 
6,11-178ý-1784) We have noted the effect on Calchas, 
le poil herisse 

ýibid,., 
1-1744). 

40. "Ami, peux-tu penser que dlun zele frivole / Je me laisse 
aveugler par une vaine idole ... 

(? )" (Athalie, 111,39 11.919- 
920). 

41. "Poffrais tout a ce dieu que je nlosais nommer .. " (Phe"dre, 
Iv 39 1.288). 

42. Ho 

43. Guiraud, p. 215. 

44. See Le Prince et la Jeune, Parque, 0C Vs 19 P-14959 "Elle 
respirait ... 11 etc. 

45. See Jean Hytier's reference to Lawler's suggestion of the 
ant,, and his own gloss on that suggestion (0 C Vs I. Notes. 
p. 1687). 

46. An instance of this perhaps is the word siffle in 
' 
LIEbauche 

d1un Serpent, (1.235). when we remember that 
-si - 

ffler is slang 
for immoderate drinking, and the Serpent's I'Je te buvais, OA 
belle sourde" (1-145). 

47. C 6,560 (1917). 

48. C 69 560 (1917). 

49. D L. 

50. The capital letter for this word (Ennemie) in the 1953 Gallima d 

, 
(La Jeune Pargue comment' edition of La Jeune Parque ee par Alain), 

seems to us to reinforce this idea. 



CHAPTER VIII 

LES FIGURES DU STYLE 
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Les Figures du Style 

L'ancienne rhetorique (qui existe encore) regardait comme 
des ornements et des artifices ces figures et ces 
relations que les raffinements successifs de la poesie 
ont enfin fait connalitre comme PeBsentiel de son objet; 
et que les progres de l1analyse trouveront un jour comme 
effet des proprietes psychi 

- 
Sues reflexes - par exemple, 

la partie pour le tout car la partie est suffisante et 
les reflexes [passage unfinished]l 

This passage, written in 1917, shows the extreme importance 
J. 

Valery attached tothe formal devices of rhetoric, the figures. 

They were far from being purely ornamental, "empty rhetoric", as we 

should sayq but reflected profound psychological truths. 

Valery had, in fact, been occupied with the idea of reality 

behind the formal rhetorical devices as far back as 1895,2 and 
3 

entries in the Cahiers for 1900-1901 show his continued interest. 

His exploration in the domain of rhetoric in 1917 was therefore not 

new, but a le Aer to Pierre LouYs in the same year, is evidence of 

a renewed interest in the formal devices. He has been investigating 

the definitions of Aristotle (whom Racine also would have consulted), 

but finds him insufficient: 

Ou trouve-t-on ces di 
et quel est le livre 
de la, rhetorique? 

Pai souvent eu 
antique mais dlabord 
sais ou la, trouver. 
nly a rien ... 

4 

efinitions des figures de rhetorique, 
a consulter sur l1ancienne theorie 

l1envie de reprendre cette analyse 
faudrait'il la comailtre et je ne 
Pai la rhetorique d'Aristote ou. il 

A marginal addition, "A ne pas laisser sans reponse" underlines 
5 

Valery's deep interest in the subject. 

This renewed interest in the early definitions of rhetoric comes 

at a time whenv as we know, Valery had undertaken research into 

early poetry, and when his explorati -n of that poetry had centred 
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itself upon Racine. We should expect, then, to find that he had 

studied Racine's poetry from the point of view of its use of the 

rhetorical technique of his timeg as well as from the point of view 

of its prosody. For, if Racine's use of rhetoric was yet another 

example of his mastery of the rules and conventions governing 

poetic language, and of his power to make of it an instrument for 

conquering his public, 
6 

then his rhetoric was a means through which 
0 Valery could succeed in two of his aims - to subdue language, and 

to make of it an instrument to achieve the effect he wanted on his 

0PA 
public of elite readers: "Posseder par la rhetorique le DROIT 

d1asservir la langue, J 
and through this means to take complete 

possession of his readers' minds. 
8 

Remarks in the Cahiers show that Valery had studied Boileau for 

his influence on Racine. 9 He would also have found Boileau's 

prescriptions in the field of rhetoric, 
10 

and a passage from the 

Cahiers for 191 11 
suggests that he may have read Boileau's defence 

of the Recit de Theramene (and perhaps agreed in part with those who 

criticised the Rýcit). If he did sog however, another passage for 

the same year suggests that he had also noted Racine's obedience to 

Boileau's definition of the highest style of rhetoric, the truly 

sublime, that style which was not to be confused with the merely 

pompous or "noble". In this passage, an extended eulogy of Racine, 

Valery implies that the voice of Racine was faithful to that instinct 

which rejects all false oratory, and reproduces only the pure tones 

of poetry: 

Clest 11instinct de la poesie pure qui a fait rejeter 
le grapd nombre de mots et de sujets qni la ramene de 
temps a autre vers le noble et l'universel [... ]12 

This leaning towards the generalised and oratoricalv in fact, 
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was the tendency Valery was always to deplore in Corneille (certainly 

a master of rhetorical axgument), for Corneille's rhetoric was 

determinedly public, and certainly "noble". 13 

Valery's considered judgement on Racine's rhetoric emerges in 

1918: 

Dane Raciný llornement perpetuel semble tire du discours 
et clest la le moyen et le secret de sa prodigieuse 
continuite, tandis eq chez les modernes, llornement 
rompt le discours. 1 

and he reaffirms it in 1937: 

Tout Part est dans les figures du style ou de la syntaxe. 
15 

Whether Valery absorbed the principles of Boileau or not, if 

he applied Racine's use of those principles to his own work, there 

should be evidence of it in La Jeune Parque and Charmes. Has such 

evidence been noted? 
A 

Valery's own use of the rhetorical figures has been discussed 

at some length. We refer, in particular, to the studies by 

S/renson 16 
and by Guiraud, 17 

and to the article by Jeannine Jallat. 18 

Bremond, 19 for his part, analysing Racine's use of apposition, 

invites by inference a comparison with Valery's use of the device 

(for he is examining Racine in the light of Valery's ideal of pure 

poetry). Guiraud takes up this indication in his own analysis of 

Valery's use of this figure. S/renson, however, only refers to 

classical syntax in general in his analysis of Valery's figures of 

rhetoric, while Jallat cites Poe and Mallaxme as Valery's models. 

Wide-ranging and perceptive as the existing studies of Valery's 

rhetoric are, those I have been able to consult do not appear to 

include any direct comparison between Racine and Valery. What now 

follows is an attempt to institute such a comparison for some of the 

more important figures. 
20 
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In our study of the figures of rhetoric as used by Racine and 
0 Valery, we may be allowed, it seems to us, to pass over what might 

seem the sine qua non - the content, inventio, of the work of art. 
We will therefore begin with the ways of expressing the content, 

the elocutio. With this, as a dramatic poetq Racine was deeply 

concerned; and as a follower of the precepts of Boileau, concerned 

with the highest register of rhetoric, the truly sublime. Valery, 

too, was aiming at this register, and was above all preoccupied with 

form. Both poets were very much concerned with the power of 

language to move and persuade; and the function of the sublime, in 

rhetoric (as distinct from the pompous), was, above all, to move 

to persuade the auditor into feeling the emotion the poet is 

expressing through the medium of his poems. It therefore seems 

appropriate to start our enquiry into elocutio with the Grandes 

Figuresp the fig-urae sententiarum, described by the Abbe d'Aubignac 

as especially appropriate to the expression of real feeling, and to 

tragedy. 21 These include apostrophe, ironyt exclam tion, hyperbole, 

and interrogation, but we are here concerned chiefly with exclamation, 

apostrophe, and interrogationg whose importance in Valery's poetry 

is emphasised by SXrenson, 22 by Guiraud, 23 
and by Morier. 24 

Simple exclamationg the "Ah! "q the "Helas! " or the "Dieux! " are 

too common to all tragic poetry to be particularly significant, except 

insofar as they are very much part of the classical convention in 

the expression of emotion (R R9 167). Nevertheless we note that the 

Parque does exclaim, in classical manner,, "Grands Dieux! " (1.279). 

the Narcissus, "Dieux! " (111,1.44), and both exclamations are signs 

of intense emotion. A more significant form of the exclamation, 

howeverv is the single-line sentence classed under this heading, 
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because of the intense emotion it expresses. Such a sentence is 

Phedre's cry: 

Hippolyte est sensible, et ne sent rien pour moi! 
(Ph; dre, V. 69 1.1203) 

Such lines abound in the work of both our poets, used as markers for 

moments of the greatest dramatic and emotional importance,: 

Mais je tremblais de perdre une douleur divine! 
(LJP9 1.97) 

moments of perception,: 

Mon oeil noir est le seuil dlinfernales demeures! 
(Ibid., 1.161) 

Illumination, largesse! ... 
(La P, 1.225) 

Il vit de vie, il ne me quitte pas! 
(CM9 1.114) 

or for moments of deepest despair: 

Le soleil ne peut rien contre ce qui nIest plus! 
(F du N, IIP 1.76) 

The border-line between exclamation, apostrophe, or invocation 

is barely descernible, for apostrophe and invocation often entail 

exclamation. The definition of invocation should perhaps be kept 

for the most solemn moments, appeals to the gods, 
25 

such as Esther's 

to her Deity: 

*94o 0 mon souverain roi, 
Me voici donc tremblante et seuledevant toi! ... 

(Esther, 19 49 11.247-248) 

The Parque too invokes her gods, the immortal stars: 

Tout-Puissants etrangersg inevitables as. tres ... 
Je suis seule avee vousg tremblanteg ayant quitte 
Ma couche ... 

24-25) 
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The Pythia appeals to her Maitre immonde (1-31) and to a divine 

power, Puissance creatrice (1-131); the serpent of the Ebauche to 

his sun-god (1-31). But the characters of Racine do not 

apostrophise only their god, or gods, but their circumstances, 

themselves, or the otherg be that other their deaxest opponent or 

their most beloved child. Phedre apostrophises the cause of her 

ills, and her eneny Venus: 

0 haine, de Venus! 0 fatale colere! ... 
(Ph; dre, 1.39 1.249) 

She apostrophises herself, Moi jalouse! (Ibid., IV, 6,1.1265); and 

Thesee exclaims: 

0 mon fils! Cher espoir que je me suis ravi! ... 
(Phedreq V, 69 1.1571) 

In precisely the same way, we find the Parque apostrophising her 

circumstances: 

0 paupieres qulopprime une nuit de tresor 
(1.111) 

or the Narcissus, his fountain (source of his ills): 

Heureux vos corps fondus, Eaux planes et profondes! 
(Iq 1.29) 

Similarly, the Pythia addresses her fatal gift, Don cruel! (1-31) and 

the serpent of the Fbauche evokes the Sun and its creations in 

stanza 4 (for it is the sun which has created the universe of 

illusion to which the serpent is exiled). Such appeals serve not only 

to mark the depth of the characters' emotionsv but to describe the 

nature cf the situation which has aroused them - sometimes to sum 

it up, as in Andromaquels: 
A 

rn 

.o mon pere! 0 cendres dlun epoux! o royens' 
0 mon filsq que, tes jours co'u"tent cher a ta mere! 

(Andromague, 1119 89 11-1045-1046) 
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We find the same qualities in the Parque's apostrophe to the tear: 

Larme qui fais trembler a mes regards humains 
Une variete de funebres chemins; 
Tu procedes de 11 ame, orgueil du labyrinthe ... 

(11.283-285) 

This descriptive quality of the apostrophe is also turned to 

use when Racine's characters invoke the self. We find it in 

Phedre Is exclamations in Act IV, scene 6, "Moi jalouse! " (1.1265) 

"Miserable! '1 (1.1273), and in her apostrophe to her other self, 

Oenone, I'monstre execrable" (1-1317). In this case, it is the 

quality of monstrosity - which is underlined by the address to the 

combination of self and circumstance, and Valery uses the same 

device of apostrophe to give information about his character in the 

Parque's address to her double self: 

Adieu, pensai-je, M0I9 mortelle soeur, mensonge 
Harmonieuse MOI, differente dlun songe, 

(11.101-102) 

and again in her address to the serpent, which is both monster and 

beloved: 

Reptile, 0 vifs detours tout courus de caresses, ... 
(1.78) 

He is of course emphasising the ambivalence of the Parque's attitude 

to the serpent, Just as the Paxque's "Sombre lys! " (1-407) 

emphasises her double nature. We find a similar descriptive function 

in the Narcissus' address to his other self: 

Cher tresor dlun miroir qui partage le monde! 
(119 1.98) 

and to his body: 

mon bien souverain, mon corps, je nlai que toi! 

1.87) 

The same applies to the Pythia's eulogy of her body, forme pref; r; e 
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to the serpent1s: "MOI! .. des astres le plus superbell (Eb d1un S, 

1.66), and to the poet's "0 mon silence! ... Edifice dans l1ame"' 

(CMP 

It will have been noticed that the example of the invocation 

to the self from Phedre, was also an imprecation. This is often the 

case with Racine's characters, 

means limited to the self. Wk 

against son, 
27 lover denounces 

insults is limited. 29 Some of 

though the imprecations are by no 

fe curses husband, 26 father inveighs 

lover 28 
_ but the range of actual 

the more frequent were trattre, Ache, 

. le perfide, flatteur, miserable, and of course, monstre and cruel 

as Valery observed, there was a series of stock adjectives: 

ya un stock de qualificatifs cliches de depreciation 

... 
] Ainsi, Egolste [illegible word] mechant, gredin 

cruel, disait Racine) [ 
... 

]30 

The Paxque in fact, employs very similar terms. She calls 

herself lache (1-421), reptile (1-423)9 speaks of treachery, le plus 

trattre de 11ime (1-43); the serpent's menace is the acme of cruelty 

(1.60). The same limited range serves Valery in Chaxmes. In the 

Fragments du Naxcisse, the image is bel et cruel (11,1.115); in 

La Pythie, Don cruel describes her gift of prophecy, and the 

Narcissus also apostrophises his body as "Corps miserable! 11 (1119 

1.47)o 

But if the range of actual insults is stereotyped, Racine's 

development of the theme takes imprecation into the range of the 

grandes figt=es, in that it demonstrates the intensity of the 

characters' feelings (towards themselves or the other)q tells us 

how they feel towards the object of the imprecation, and is intended 

to make us also feel the same detestation and horror as has been 

aroused in the character. We see this in Phedre's description of 
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herself in Act .0 IV, scene 6, where the wordq miserable, is only 

the cliche de depreciatio_ng but the description is of poetic 

intensity, and the same is true when Phedre curses Oenone and her 

activities. Malheureuse and Monstre execrable are extended and 

explained. This is the technique Valery uses, of which the Parque's 

dismissal of the serpent is an excellent example. The serpent is 

already a monstre, a reptile (11.7% 78). and the Parque's "Puis-moi! 

Du noir retour reprends le fil visqueux! " (1.84), further classifies 

the serpent as unclean (visqueux), and illustrates the horror it 

inspires, while the rest of her denunciation illustrates the character 

of the serpent and of its actions, its menacing fascination (danses 

massives, 1.85). its stealth (coule, 1.86). its fostering of evil 
(couve, 

e., mal, 1.87), and the fatal effect of its atlack, as 

oppressor of imocence: 

Et que dans les anneaux de ton reve animal 
Halete jusqulau jour 11innocence anxieuse! 

(11.88-89) 

Similaxly, the "Faute eclatante! " with which the serpent insults his 

faithless Sun-God is explained by the rest of the stanza, which 

elaborates the treachery of the sun. The terms the poet of 

Le Cimetiere Marin uses of the idea of immortality, his imprecatory 

exclamation: 

Maigre immortalite, toute noire et doree 

(1-103) 

clarify its nature of deadly deception as well as his attitude 

towards it. Further, the amplification of the list of insults in 

Racine and in Valery makes it clear to us that both poets are 

inveighing against substantially the same crimes. Weakness of will 

(11che), treachery (trattre, 'Perfide), of the self or of the other, 
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deceptive attraction (flatteur)g impurity (poison), and monstrosity 

- the unnatural - (monstre). The total effect of the opponent's 

hateful actions is summed up by the blanket term, cruel. 

If apostrophe and invocation may often be grouped under 

exclamation, we find that this too can be the case with interrogation. 

This is often preceded by the Quoi! of surprise and shock 

notably, at the beginning of so many of Racine's plays, as Peter France 

points out (R RO p. 169). The question which follows can be either 

rhetorical, or a genuine demand for information, Oenonels: 

Helas! Seigneur, quel trouble au mien peut etre egal? 
(Ph; dre, I. 2v 1.143) 

or Albine's query to Agrippine: 

Quoi! tandis que Neron slabandonne au sommeil 
Faut-il que vous veniez attendre son reveil? 

(Britamlicus,, 1.19 

Dramatically importantg as a device for informing the spectator 

plausibly about a situation, the question is also emotionally 

important, setting the tone of the play: Agrippine is, in fact, 

awaiting the awakening of the monster, which she alone, at the moment, 

is able to perceive: I'La mere de Cesar veille seule a sa Porte. 11 

U, 1,1-4). The question indeed is a powerful emotional marker - 

an indication of the troubled mind (R R9 P-173). One need only cite 

the multiple questions in Andromague (VI 1) or Phedre (111,5) as 

Hermione interrogates herself, and Thesee questions his entourage, 

to be convinced of this. Phedre,, indeedg is one long series of 

questions, 
31 

each of which is dramatically and emotionally important, 

and each of which leaves the audience avidly waiting for the next 

terrible answer. The 'real' questions - "Qui m1a trahi? " (111,59 

1.980) - further the plot, but even the apparently rhetorical 
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questions 

Dieux! que ne suis-je assise a llombre des forets! 
(Ph; dre, 1.39 1.176) 

ate 
which express the passion/quality of the figure, also allow the 

audience to analyse the nature of the character and sum up his or 

her dilemm : 
%0 

Ou laissai-je egarer mes voeux et mon esprit? 
(Ibid,. 

t 1.180) 

Both Guiraud and Sirenson are eloquent on the importance of 

interrogation in Valeryls La Jeune Parque. The poem, Guiraud says, 

is essentially a series of questions'32 while S/renson devotes four 

pages to the figure, 33 beginning his analysis of Valery's rhetoric 

with it. Its importance in La Jeune Paxque, is very cleax from 

SXrenson's remark on the opening lines: 

dans cette premiere questiong tout le contenu du 
poeme est comme dans les langes, et de question en J. A 

question, de reponse en reponse, la Parque arrive 
enfin a une, reponse qui semble la satisfaire [... ]34 

He sees the greater number of the questions as "real", and regards 

the query "Nlentends-tu pas fremir, " etc., as the first rhetorical 

question of the poem. An ear attuned to Racine's use of the device 

might perhaps find an earlier example: 

Ollies-tu, pres de ma nuit d'eternelle longueur? 
(1.80) 

and perhaps also find the same note as that sounded by Andromaque's 

impassioned "Dois-je oublier Hector? " expanded in Act III, scene 8, 

in the Parque's self-reproach: 

0 mlaurait-il fallu, folleg que j'accomplisse 
Ma merveilleuse fin? ... ? 

(11-381-382) 

The "real" questionsg as SXrenson's analysis indicates, set the 

drama on foot: "Qui pleure? " (1.1)9 "Jalouseg ... Mais de qui [ ]? 
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The others persuade the spectator of the intensity of the 

Parque's emotion, of her dilemma, "Quelle resisterait [... ]? (1.243)- 

Or they illuminate her character, as in the rhetorical question she 

addresses to the serpent (1.80), which shows her view of herself 

(mistress of her fate)9 and also her need to convince herself of 

this. A series of agitated questions underlines the extreme points 

of her disorder: 

Mais blessure, sanglots, sombres essais, pourquoi? 
Pour quit joyaux cruels, m quez-vous ce corps froid 

01 % Ou va-t-il sans repondre a sa propre ignorance ... Ce corps dans la nuit noire etonne de sa foi? ... 
(11.299-3009 301-302) 

Valery's use of interrogation does not end with La Jeune Parque. 

We find analogous uses in Chaxmes: 

Quoi, clest vous, mal deridees! 
Que fttes-vous, cette nuit [,,. ]? 

(Aurore, 11-31-32) 

Quels secrets dans son coeur brIle ma jeune amie [ I? 
(La Dormeuse, 11.1-2) 

Here,, as in the Pythia's series of questions, beginning IlQui me 

paxle? "(11.41-50). her "Qulai-je done fait. " (1.121)9 all initiate 

the dram or move it on. The rhetorical and decorative type 

convince the reader of the intensity of the emotion - the questions 

posed by the Narcissus are almost all of this nature, 

Dites, ne suis-je Pas celui que vous croyez, 
Votre corps vous fait-il envie? ... 

(Ig 11-78-79) 

but the "Qulas-tu? " of Part 1,, 1.128 is dramatically operative, and 

is as near as the Narcissus can get to convincing himself (and us) 

of the separate existence of the image. Again the two questions at 

the end of Po; sie, rhetorical in form and feeling: 
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Que seras-tu sans mes levres? 
Que serai-je sans amour? ... 

(11-39-40) 

nevertheless sum up the poet's dilemma. 

of the question 

With the rhetorical flavour 

p Et vous, gTazide ameg esperez-vous url Bonge [,,,, ]? 

Chanterez-vous, quand serez vaporeuse? 

of lines 97 and 100 of Le Cimetiere Marin, we are again in the 

domain of the rhetorical question which illustrates a facet of 

character, here the illusions of the would-be heroic (very like 

those of Hippolyte); but the poet's final question: 

peut 'Ihre, ou de moi-mA Amo e eine haine? ... 

is of the same kind as the Parque's final: 

.. Alors, nlai-je forme, vains adieux si je vis, ýie 
songes? 

(11-495-496) 

It releases the ultimate answer, which is really implicit in the 

question, and this answer, as so often with Racine, is acceptance. 

A final use of the questiong in Charmes as in La Jeune Paxc[ue,, 

is to convey the impression of complete mental disarray. Thesee's 

series of agitated questions was referred to at the beginning of this 

chapter, but an even more striking example, noted by Peter France 

(R Rv P-173)9 is the series of questions in the scene portraying 

Oreste's madness (Andromaque, T, 59 11.1625 et seq. ). Valery uses 

this technique to the same effect in La Pythie - the series of 

questions occurring at moments of the Pythia's greatest frenzy in 

stanza 5. "Qui me paxleg" "Quel echo me repond, " "Qui mlillumine, " 

1101u-i blaspheme? " and againg as her crisis approaches in stanza 19, 

"Quelles cavernes ... ? 11 "Est-ce mon sang.? Sont-ce les neuves / 

Rumeurs des ondes? " (11-41-50 and 181-184). 
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We have seen our two poets using the grandes figures not just 

to convey the essential feelings of the characters, and thus to move 

and delight us - "cette tristesse majestueuse qui fait tout le 
0 05 plaisir dlune tragedie - but to direct the drama and to indicate 

character. As poets, we should expect to f ind Valery and Racine 

using the decorative figures of rhetoric, the tropes, but since both 

were dramatic poets (for the dramatic element is very appaxent in 

La Jeune Parque and Charmes)q we should expect to find that they turn 

the decorative aspects of rhetoric to dramatic use also. 

The more important tropes to be discussed here include metaphor, 

metonymy, periphrasis and epithet. Not all 17th century authorities 

looked on metaphor with favourt36 but Boileau saw it as capable of 

expressing passion and put it among the "sublime" figures. Further, 

metaphor can be used to illuminate character. A highly metaphorical 

style can suggest dissimulation or flattery, while the absence of 

metaphor can indicate sincerity - or the effect of an emotion so 

intense as to over-ride all artifice (R Rv P-73). Theramene's 

description of the monster shows us metaphor expressing emotion, 

Phedre Is unmetaphorical closing speech an intense sincerity and a 

concentration on the only object of importance remaining to her, the 

vindication of Hippolyte - but the effect would have been less 

overwhelming without the contrast given by the use of metaphor earlier 

on. 

Again,, since tragedy must occupy itself with the discussion of 

feeling, metaphor can diversify the aspects under which we see the 

inevitably rec urr ing themes of love, hateg ambition, and revenge, 

giving these abstractions a physical immediacy. This effect is 

particularly striking in Racine's treatment of the prescribed range, 
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for it is often chaxacterised by the introduction of an unexpectedly 

vivid word: ''Et [ 
... 

] de son fiel colorant, la noirceur'' (Athalie, 

Lo lv 1.46). More, the physical object and the mental act are 

often so locked together that a new entity is formed, partaking of 

the characteristics of both, as with Oenone's description of 

Hippolyte's intransigence: 

Avec quels yeux cruels sa rigueur obstinee 
Vous laissait a ses pieds peu slen faut prosternee ... 

(Ph; dre, III, lt ll.? 77-778) 

and at least once, Racine's metaphor achieves a surrealistic effect: 

Templeg renverse-toi. Cedres, jetez des flammes ... 
(Athalieg 1119 79 1.1152) 

As Valery'remarkst there is in metaphor an immediate transformation, 

an equivalent: 
P Si je dis: cet arbre Z fumee, clest qulil ya un instant 

et un etat tels que moyennant un axbre tout se passe 
P pour ma, perception comme si je voya, is une fumee 37 

A final f-unction of metaphor ist as Peter France notes, to 

people the stage, adding the figares of gods and goddesses, monsters 

or demons to the restricted dramatis personae, and bringing 

elements of the world of nature, treesq flowers, moon or sun, etc., 

to the rigidly indoor environment prescribed by convention. 

In Racine's metaphors, the object does indeed take on the 

qualities of whatever it is compared with: "Tout se passe comme si. 11 

Love is wax. fire, Poison, a torrent; the beloved, an enemy or a 

divinity; children are fruit, branch, flower - even sheaves of wheat, 

and as Peter France points out (L. R, p. 66) 9 it is the inconspicuous 

verb metaphor which accomplishes the transformation. Aricie's 

brothers, for instance, are sheaves of wheat because they are 

harvestedq I'Le fer moissonna tout" (Phedre, 11,19 1.425). 
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Valery's metaphorsq in La Jeune Pargue and Charmes are equally 

direct, the transformation is equally complete. The term of 

comparison which would give us the figure of simile,, the Mallarmean 

commeý is hardly ever used (though it exists, just as it occasionally 

does in Racine). Insteadt we find direct replacement. The Parque 

is branch (ma tige, 1.214). statue (1-158), flower, cette rose sans 

prix (1.216) - or the effect is obtained by appositiong as with 

Josabet's apostrophe: 

Enfants, ma seule joie en mes longs deplaisirs 

(Athalie, 1.39 1.302) 

This is seen in the lines Souvenir o bucher (1.90), Iles, ruches 

bientot (1-350). The same effect is obtained by using the genitive, 

in Racine and Valery: 

Ni que du fol amour qui trouble ma raison 
Ma lache complaisance alit nourri le poison, 

(Phedre, 11,5,11.675-676) 

Quand (au. velours du souffle envole 11or des lampes) 
(LJP, 

l 1.29) 

Or the metaphor is introduced, as in Racine, by the way in which 

the object of discourse is seen behavingg as in Josabet's description 

of Joas; the child grows "Sur le bord d1une onde pure" (Athalie, II, 

99 11-778-785), as would the lily, emblem of his purity. 

The metaphor can be extended. We have a rich cluster of 

metaphor achieved by differing means, in Aricie's speech describing 

herself and her brothers, in Phedreg Act II, scene 1. to uhich we 

have already referred. We quote the relevant lines in full: 

Reste du sang d1un roi, noble fils de la Terre, 
Je suis seule echappee des fureurs de la guerre. 
Pai perdug dans la fleur de leur jeune saison, 
Six freres ... Quel espoir d1une illustre maison! 
Le fer moissonna tout: et la terre humectee 
But a regret le sang des neveux d'Erecthee ... 

(Phedre, 11,1,11-421-424) 
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Here we have metaphor achieved by the use of the genitive (de leur 

jeune saison), by apposition (freres, espoir), and extension of the 

metaphor by the verb: the flowers axe reaped, Le fer moissonna tout, 

and are thus transformed into a harvest, introducing the idea of 

wheat; moreover, we have the earth as a goddess (Terre), and at the 

same time that suspension between abstract and concrete operated by 

the use of the words sang, terre, in their two different contexts, 

descent, and physical blood; Earth-goddess, and soil. If we now 

turn to Valery's lines in La Jeune Parque describing part of the 

Parque Is Promenade,, we can see how he uses and extends the pattern 

and achieves an even more inconspicuous transformation: 

Heureuse! A la hauteur de tant de gerbesbelles, 
iI Qui laissait a ma robe obeir les ombelles, 

Dans les abaissements de leur frele fierte; 
Et si, contre le fil de cette liberte, 
Si la robe slarrache a la rebelle ronce 
Llarc de mon brusque corps slaccuse et me prononce, 
Nu sous le voile enflý de vivantes couleurs 
Que dispute ma race aux longs liens de fleurs. 

(11.125-132) 

The Parque, A la hauteur de tant de gerbes belles, is thus compared 

indirectly to the sheaves of flowers. Her skin has their colours 

(11-131-132). She is thus a flower, or a sheaf of corn (gerbes, 1.125). 

She is also the reaper, from her action, Qui laissait F..., j obeir (1.126), 

and abaissements (1.127). She is the bended bow (the scytheq hinting 

at the destroying goddess), Llarc de mon brusque corps (1-130), and 

we can detect the two contexts, physical and metaphorical, in the 

race (1-132),, which can apply both to the Parque's physical movement 

and to her descent (strictly speaking, race, like Racine's sang in 

the passage quoted above, is a metonymy, but the borderline is very 

fine) . 

The same procedures are apparent in Valery's use of the metaphor 
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in Charmes. Aurore shows us the direct transformationg Nous etions 

araignees (11-38-39); use of apposition, Mat ame, Idees tresses 
-de -1-1 

^I 

(1-33), and ttre! Universelle oreille! (1-55); use of the genitive, 

Leis berceaux de mes hasardst Oracles de mon chant (11.62,54). and 

also the development of the metaphor through the verb, Nous avons 

tendu nos fils primitifs (11-46-47). As with Racine, moreover, the 

metaphor can be used to illustrate the character of the "actor" who 

uses it, as is shown by the metaphors Valery uses in the passage 

from 
lAurore 

quoted above: the patience, receptivity, and industry 

of the creative writer are evoked by the spider metaphor. 

If metaphor is a trope based on resemblance, metonymy is a 

trope based on some other, objectively real, relation (R R9 P-75). 

The form of metonymy most relevant to our study is that def ined by 

Du Marsais: "prendre le signe pour la chose signifiest. 
38 This can 

be a question of representing the immaterial by a material attribute 

- victory, for example, represented by laurier, Palme; or marriage 

and love by a part of the body,, main, coeur. Again, there is the 

metonymy through which the character is represented by a single 

quality, as when Hippolyte tells us: 

Un moment a vaincu mon audace imprudente ... 
(Phedre, 11,2,1.537) 

There is also the closely related type where an abstract noun is 

taken not for one person onlyq but for all persons of the same type: 

Mais llimocence enfin nla rien a redouter ... 
(Ibid.,, 111,6,1.996) 

says Hippolyte, classing himself with the guiltless. 

All these types of metonymy are poetically and dramatically 

effective when they are used by Racine. In the great plays, metor*W 

provides an elegant shorthand. It can be a passion figure where the 
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chosen part of the body - "Mon coeur, mon la"che coeur,,, 
39 

or an 
0 40 

abstraction, fremissements, bring the state of mind of the 

character vividly before usq and it can also tell us something 

vital about the character, as in These"e's description of his 

chilly welcome, the fremissements quoted above. As Peter France 

observes: "Usually in Racine the metonymy is not merely a super- 

fluous simplification of the personal pronoun, but an amplification 

which adds something to the development. 11 (R R, p. 82). An example 

of this is the metonymy through which Phedre Is tears stand for her: 

Pai vu, j'ai vu couler des larmes ve"ritables ... 
(Ph; dre, V. 39 1.1442) 

Thesee tells us. Here metonymy is not only a passion figure, a 
0P% description of the strength of Thesee's feelings for Phedre, in 

whom he believes utterly, but a point in his argument. They are the 

tears of a wronged and innocent woman. To Aricie, and to us , they 

axe a sign of her guilt (her fears for Hippolyte have caused them). 

They are thus a description of her feelings and character, and a 

point in Aricie Is argument. Theng too, we have here that mingling 

of concrete and abstract which gives the abstract (Phedre's feelings, 

and Thesee's) a physical reality, as when Agamemnon exclaims, with 

reference to Iphigenie: 

Quels lauriers me plairont, de son sang arroses? ... 
(Iphigenie, IV, 8,1.1448) 

- the counterpart to the opposite process by which the physical 

reality is contracted to the abstract quality of the mental event 

which absorbs them: 

Mes fureurs au dehors ont ose se repandre ... 
(Phedre, IIIP 19 1.741) 

When we come to look at Valery's use of metOnymYq France's list 
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of Racine's metoriymies cannot fail to strike a reader of La Jeune Parque 

and Charmes. France gives the following as the most frequent, 

Royalty: tr8nel, sceptreq couronneq diademe., Do re. bandeau. 
Priesthood: tiare. mitre, autel, (le-nding it f to ambiguity 

between marriage and sacrifice - P*F*). 
Captivity: chatine(s), fers, joug. 
Victory: laurier,, palme. 
Marriage: lit, flambeau (de 11hymen). 
Paxts of the body used symbolically: san (family), Coeur 

(love or courage), main (hand in marriage), (bouchtj "-etc. 41 

He adds to this list tombeau (death), la maison (family), le jour, 

la lumiere (life), and l1aigle (Rome). He could also have added 

festons for sacrifice, for the function of wreaths and flowers in 

Racine is always to deck the victim or to lead to death. 42 

In La Jeune Pargue, we find diademe, (1.182), couronne (1.215) 

as signs of the Parque's command over herself, and bandeau (1.212) 

as a sign of her (failing) physical domination over her surroundings. 

Racine's bandeau is also a metonymy for sacrifice, as in Iphig2nie: 

Mais le £er, le bandeau, la flamme est toute pre e 
(1-905) 

and certainly the Parque is to be regarded as a victim (hostie, 1.338). 

Autel (11.210,340) appears as a sign of sacrifice also, and of 

marriage,, as we see from the end of the poem, for the Parque's rock, 

altar of sacrifice line 340 above, is the place where her union 

with the Sun is celebrated. We have tombeau for death (1-72), in 

Valery Is analogy of sleep and death. Chatnes are replaced by liens 

another of Racine's all-purpose words, but one which often 

signifies marriage or captivity when used metonymically. 

In Charmes, we find bandeau as a sign of priesthood, sacrifice, 

and royalty. In the Cantique des Colonnes the caryatides crowned 

by the bandeau (1-38) are priestesses, accomplishing a sacrificial 

rite (11-53-56)9 and in Le Rameur we have the comotations of sacrifice 
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as the days are destroyed (11.21-24). There axe perhaps echoes of 

the word bandeau in the Pythia's very similar lambeau (11.109-110). 

sign that she has become priestess and victim. 

Pourpre, may perhaps be the sign of sacrifice in Valery (as in 

line 390 of La Jeune Parque: 

Dans quelle blanche paix cette pourpre la laisse 

It is also a sign of royalty, as in the pourpre redoutable (F du N 119 

Diademe, the sign of the royalty of the sun, is to be found 

in line 77 of Le Cimetiere Maxin. 

We find an equally significant use of Racine's second type of 

metonymy, where a part of the body indicates the whole. This type, 

in both Racine and Valery, in addition to its dramatic and poetically 

functional uses, suggests the dominance of the body, and the first 

appearance of the serpent in La Jeune Paxclue indicates the 

importance Valery attached to this device. The Parque grasps the 
A 

whole nature of the creature from its disappearing traine (1-38) 

I'La partie est suffisante.,, 
43 If Racine's plays are "full of 

isolated arms,, heartsv eyesv hates, loves, acting for their owners, " 

(R R9 p. 80) we find the Parque's eyes, hands heart, also representing 

her, as in line 161: 

Mon oeil noir est le seuil dlinfernales demeures ... 

and again "Cette main [ ... ] attend" (11.4-6). The foreheadq Front, 

limpide, the floating tresses, speak for the Parque (11-104-107)9 

the breast sighs for her (1-422), the. heart acts for her (1.277): 

Et puis, mon coeur aussi vous refuse sa foudre! 

The same device is found in the poems of Charmes, particularly 

in the Fragments du Naxcisse: 

Mon coeur jette aux echos lleclat de noms divins!! ... 
(1,1.120) 
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or 
L'ame, itame aux yeux noirs touche aux tenebres memes 

(1119 1.41) 

It is lyrically extended in the apostrophe to the various parts of 

the body in the membres de, perle. cheyeux soveux. (1,1.124). It 

is to be found, too, in Au Plat-anet souple chair de bois (1-49). and 

in Le Cimetiere Maring grande ime, (1.97). while in Le Rameurl, the 

disembodied soul acts through the physical hands: "Ime aux pesantes 

mains, pleines des avirons" (1-3) with a quite 17th century 

disregard for probability. 
r. %. - Even more striking is Valeryl s use of the metonymy in which a 

quality of mind stands for the whole character, and the character 

becomes, for the moment, that quality, as in Phedre Is I'Si ta haine 

mtenvoie un supplice si doux" ("1.708). La Jeune Parque Phedre. 11.59 

supplies various examples: 

Une avee le desir, je fus llobeissance ... 
(1-134) 

and we have also ma lassitude (1.69), ma belle negligence, (1.81). 

ma faiblesse (1-305), tant dtorgueil, (1-473), while the serpent is 

fidelite (1-53), impatience, 12zlMaeur (1-79). The procedure is 

equally maxked in Charmes: Ma prudence, (Aurore, 1.19), candeur ( uz 

11-39 15). trouble fier (Au P, 1.45), antiques jeunesses (ColonneS, 

1.45). Ma tendresse F du N 11,1.99), Un d6sir (Ibid. 
9 1.100). The 

abstract is notably absent from La Pythie (Une Intelligenceg 1.29, 

and, une Sagesse, 1.2269 would seem to be the only examples), but 

abstractions return with Ebauche dlun Serpent. Here we have 

Ma paresse glacee (1-42), Mon [... ] Intelligence (1.101)9 candeur 

simplicit6 (1.161), while Le Cimetiere Marin gives us 
le 

puissance salee (1-131). The device achieves the same ends for 
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J. 

Valery as for Racine. The compression is poetically effective, and 

the intensity of feeling conveyed by the concentration on one part 

of the body, one emotion, serve the dramatist, for they maýe of 

metonymy a passion figure: 

Mon coeur jette aux echos lleclat des noms divins! 
(F du N 1. ) 1.120) 

The figure, as Valery uses itq describes the speaker's attitude 

towards the other (as with the poetts candeur, trouble fier (11.3.45) 

in Au Platane)v and also describes the speaker's own personality and 

the view he takes of himself (the serpent's Paresse glacee, 1.42, 

and his Innombrable Intelligence,, 1.101, are enlightening). Again, 

the figure can be used to lend weight to an argument. The Parque's 

faiblesse de neige (1-315), her n; gligence, (1.81), are points she 

makes in favour of her own purity and axtlessness, her weakness, in 

opposition to the serpent's duplicity or the powers of fate. 

It may also be argued that the greatest value of metonyny to 

Valery lay in its power to concretise the abstractv and to eliminate 

the particular and personal, while never forgetting its decorative 

value. Thus we have the snake-like reality given to the abstract 

fidelite: "ta fidelite qui me fuit et devine, " (LJPI 1.53). or the 

narrowing-down of the Parque to one abstract function, 

Tout peut nattre ici-bas dlune attente infinie 
(1-73) 

In this way, Valery could obtain a complete fusion of mental event 

and physical substratumq in the confines of the single line, attaining 

an incredible degree of compression. This power outweighsq perhaps, 

even the usefulness of its dramatic function. 

Another rhetorical device, periphrasis, was in Racine's time a 

necessitYq fOrq given the dictates of the langue noble, it was the 
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only means of introducing the dramatically necessary, but 

unpoetical. and plebeian object - Haman's gallows are a well-known 

example. This aspect, however, belongs rather to our discussion 

on Preciosity and is dealt with -under that heading. 

Neverthelessq other aspects of this device are equally important 

from the point of view of a dramatic poet. In the hands of both 

Racine and Valery periphrasis is invaluable in obtaining a flow of 

thought or descriptiong especially when the periphrasis takes the 

form of an apposition, as has been emphatically demonstrated by 

Bremond, Guiraud, and Sirenson. 44 The oft-quoted lines from Phedre 

enlarging on the identity of Hippolyte and Thesee is a case in point. 

Phedre uses a series of appositions to describe Thesee: 

Oui, Prince, je languis, Je brÜle pour Thesee. 
Je l'aimeg non point tel que lIont vu les enfers, 
Volage adorateur de mille objets divers, 
Qui va du dieu des morts deshonorer la couche; 
Mais fidele, mais fier, et meine un peu farouche, 
Charmant, jeune, trainant tous les coeurs apres soi 
Tel quIon depeint nos Dieux, ou tel que je vous voi ... 

(Phedre. 11.59 11.635-640) 

She continues, but we need no more to demonstrate our point. This 

passage does not only extend the flow of ideas. It makes a dramatic 

point,, or several; the resemblance between Hippolyte and the young 

Thesee,, Phedre's attitude towards Thesee then and nowq the power of 

Hippolytels beauty, - and it acts as a series of arguments in 

favOur of Phedre's case; that her love is innocent, - Hippolyte is 

the young Thesee - and irresistible, for who could resist a god? 

And, as Peter France tells us (R Rv PP-93-94)9 this same device, 

avoiding the repetition of the character's name, conveys additional 

information about that character, and the terms in which this 

information is couched open up the stage to a whole world of legend. 
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In the lines quoted above, the description is largely concentrated 

on physical beauty (as Aricie's in Act II, scene 1 is an eulogy 

of Hippolyte's mental and moral qualities)9 which, again, tells us 

much about Phedre and Aricie, as well as Hippolyte. As for the 

power such periphrases have to open up the stage, this whole passage 

of Phedre', Act 119 scene 5 demonstrates Racine's ability to build 

up an entire enchanted world in line after line as successfully as 

he could evoke it in a single periphrasis, such as Hippolyte's 

description of Phedre: 45 

La fille de Minos et de Pasiphae .. 
(Phedre, 1.19 1.36) 

This particular theme, as Racine uses it, was tailor-made for 

Valery's needs. Again and againg he employs it to ensure the flow 

of thought - the passage on the tear (LJP, 11.281-298) is a good 

example of this - but he also used it, like Racine, to make a 

dramatic point. It is a figure of passion in the Parque's description 

of the serpent: "Quel desordre / De tresors slarrachant a mon 

avidite! " (11-38-39). vividly conveying to us how she feels towaxds 

it, and a figLire which succeeds also in giving us a description of 

the serpent's physical appearance and mental qualities. It thus 

acts as an argument in favour of the irresistible power of desire. 

Moreover, in the subsequent address to the serpent (11-56-94) Valery 

uses the Racinian technique of avoiding a repetition of the name of 

the protagonist - the serpent is bras de pierreries (1.58)v ondes 

(1.61),, remoua (1.62), enfantement de [ 
... 

] tresse (1.65). These 

periphrastic descriptions enlarge the scenery. The natural world 

of rock, watert sand (riches deserts, 1.64)t accompanies the 

fabulous world (enfers, 1.68), and the Dionysian Thyrse 
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brings the god on to the stage. 

Examples of Val ery's use of this technique could be multiplied 

indefinitely, but some examples from Charges will perhaps suffice. 

The plane tree in Au Platane is referred to as Ombre retentissante 

(1-5). Haute Profusion des feuilles. trouble fier (1-45). all of 

which give us a picture of the tree and its qualities, and 

indicates the poet's feeling towards it. So also do the serpent's 

periphrastic descriptions of his Godq and Eve, in Ebauche dlun 

Serpent, the Narcissus' of the fountain, and of his imageg the 

poet's of the sea in Le Cimetiere Marin,. At the same time, such 

periphrases illustrate the nature of the characters, and are points 

in an argument, as we may see from the circum tances which indicate 

immortality in Le Cimetiere Marin: Consolatrice affreusement lauree 

eo* They describe its real naturev and argue against 

accepting its delusory promises, le beau mensonge, la pieuse ruse 

(1.106). 

The same passage, in the same poem, will serve to introduce 

Valery's use of the epithet. Here,, too, Valery is taking lessons 

from Racine. In Berenice,, Titus exclaims: 

Ma gloire inexorable a toute heure me suit! 
(Berenice, V, 6,1.1394) 

Inexorable, gives us the same quality as we find in Valery Is epithets, 

maigre, noire, doree, affreusement (. CM9,11-103-104). There is in 

fact no more powerful weapon than epithet in the dramatic poet's 

battle to moveg to convince, and to please, for it colours the -whole 

of the surrounding context. It compresses a whole attitude, or 

argument into two words: the noun,, and its epithet. And where the 

combination is unexpected, the effect is even greater. Racine's use 

of the oxymoron not only gives the hearer a slightly perverse 
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pleasure, but elucidates a situation, and makes a dran tic point. 

Aricie's heureuse rigueur (Ph; dre, 11,19 1.435) is an example of 

this. Theseels severity (his decree against Aricie's marriage) 

was fortunate, because in the past it had favoured her own 

inclinations - yet it was an exercise of power over a prisoner. 

The phrase underlines the contrast between the past and the present 

situation (Aricie now loves), making a dramatic point, and it 

suggests a mental balancing-point. The chaxacter sums up the 

diametrically opposed qualities of a certain situation,, debates 

the pros and cons. 

These qualities are exploited by Valery. We find examples in 

La Jeune Parque', as the Parque debates her situation with herself, 

on her point of balance between life and death. Each contrasting 

epithet appears to conjure up an opposing quality: riches deserts 

(1.64), llesprit sinistre et clair, (1.275). sombre lys (1-407). will 

serve as examples. This mental tight-rope act lends its brilliance 

to Charmes alsog in the quotation given above from Le Cimetiere Maring 

and in the absence epaisse (1.85) of the same poem. The Fragments 

du Naxcisse is rich in examples: clair tombeau (1.1.62), paix 

vertigineuse, (19 1.71). delicieux demon, (1.1.114). are a few of 

A them, and in Palme we have the very Racinian grace redoutable, (1.1). 

adorable rigueur (1-52). But they are not there, any more than the 

earlier devices, in either Racine or Valeryq solely to demonstrate 

the poet's adroit handling of his material, and this applies too to 

the next device, hypallage. 

This device was employed - not often, but very strikingly - 

by Racine. The best-known example is Phedre's reference to the 

dust from Hippolyte'S chariot-wheels: 
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Quand pourrai-je, au travers d1une noble poussiere, 
Suivre de l'oeil un char fuyant dans la carriere? ... 

(Phedre, 1,3,, 11-177-178) 

It was a technique much used by the symbolists in general, as 

Guiraud points out: "Valery enfin use de 11hypallage, comme tous 

les symbolistes, mais avec beaucoup plus de discretion et de 

#1 , 46 
subtiliteque la plupart dlentre eux. He adds that, with Valery, 

the use of the device goes beyond the usual definition and enters 

another dimension: "Nous sommes bien dans le domaine du sensible 

et l1affectif. 1147 This is just what makes hypallage, in the 

example from Racine above, a passion figure. It is Phedre's 

fe6lings for Hippolyte which colour her attribute, noble, and it is 

this quality of feeling we find so often in La Jeune Parque: 

sombre soif (1 
. 40) ) fonds passionnes (1.66), nuit curieuse (1 

- 153) 

axomatique avenir (1-397), nuages heureux (1-399). Againt in 

Charmes,, we have the revealing bras plus purs, trouble fier (Au P. 

11-419 45). epaisseur panique (F du N, 1,1.67), brute chaleur 

(Eb d1un S. 1.41)9 while the importance of the two epithets tendrel, 

pur - their capacity to irradiate the contexts in which they occur48 

- is supreme. 

Thus we can see how the device moves the spectator, and gives 

him important information about the chaxacters. It does more. It can 

give the abstract noun a physical existence (it ame avare, IkTP, 1.75; 

sinueuse amour. Eb d'un S. 1.223); but far more often, with Valery,, 
Iý 

it reverses the process9 giving to the concrete the quality of a 

mental event: purs environs (LJP, 1.56). tendre odeur (Ibid. 
9 1.216)9 

barque sensible (Ibid., 1.342). or suave linceul (La Ceinture, 1.14). 

llincorru«Ptible altit_ude (F du N 1,1.25), distance desesperee (La Pq 

1.179). 
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In discussing the epithet under its various aspects, we found 

that one of its more interesting forms was the oxymoron. This may 

well be because it mirrors, within the bounds of the single line, one 

of the most important elements in rhetoric, the principle of 

antithesis. It presides over the whole of the 17th century dramatic 

poem - from the form of its structure to the confrontation of the 

characters. As Valery noted,, the structure of classical tragedy 

resembled a trial, le type % 49 
_____proces, 

and in another passage where 

he has begun by praising Racineq he goes on to describe the 

resemblance: III1 est vrai que chez nous, cletait l1eloquence 

raisonnante du barreau et une dialectique noble qui venaient 

Blexpliquer BUr la scene 1150 Nor was this, we might add, jUBt 

a dialectic between the characters of a play, but a concealed contest 

between the author and his public. It was the glory of the poet to 

overcome his adversary, the spectator, and to convert him to a belief 

in the reality of the emotions of the characters, and so gain an 

invisible argument. 

As an element in 17th century rhetoric, antithesis was not, of 

course, a device peculiar to Racine, but it is hard to think of a 

poet of that time who made better poetry through its use. It would 

be hard, toog to find a classical tragedy richer in antithesis than 

Phedre, in its opposition of purity and guilt, of light and dark, 

speech and silence, while the fundamental opposition of principles 

the play mirrors is echoed in its structure, and in the syntax. 

Here, as in all the great plays, antithesis, besides pleasing 

ear and mind with its balance, is capable of being a passion figure, 

a dramatic marker,, and an aid to character analysis. When Phedre 

exclaims: 
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Sers ma fureur, Oenone, et non point ma raison ... 
(Phedre, 111,1,1.792) 

her exclamation - besides illuminating her feelings - marks a 

turning-point in the drama, the moment of Phedre's complete abandon 

to desire. 

Antithesis describes character too, as we see from Aricie's 

description of Hippolyte: 

Paime, je prise en lui de plus nobles richesses, 
Les vertus de son pere, et non les faiblesses ... 

(Phedre, 11,19 11-441-442) 

Here we learn Aricie's opinion of both son and father. And her 

further remarks (combining metonymy and antithesis) about her 

aspirations: 

Mais de faire flechir un courage inflexible, 
De porter la douleur dans une ame insensible 

(Ibid., 11-450-451) 

throw yet more light on her own character, as well as her attitude 

towaxds Hippolyte. 

It is scarcely necessary to insist on the fundamental antitheses 

of La Jeune Parque, - although a list of them would correspond very 

closely with that given above for Phedre. The importance of antithesis 

to the poem may well have been suspected from Valery Is statement 

about it in 1917: "J'ai joue a deux doigts. ', 51 The suspicion is 

confirmed by remaxks in unpublished notes: "Idee generale de 

dualismes - (grand sujet, Amour: haine. Leur combinaison.,, 
52 

We have mentioned some of the fundamental antitheses of Phýdre 

and suggested that they are to be found in La Jeune Parque. The 

structures of the play and the poem have already been discussed. 53 

But the dram tic utility of the device in the text is no less 

Raciniang and the device itself no less a figure of passion: 
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Lumiere! .... ou toi, la mort! Mais le plus prompt me prenne! 
(1.253) 

Again, we have a dramatic marker and a revelation of feeling in the 

Parque's whirlwind of rejection: 

Je n1accorderai pas la lumiere a des ombres, 
Je garde loin de vous llesprit sinistre et clair 

(11.274-275) 

while the two speeches from which the quotations are taken (11.244- 

257 and 258-278) are in themselves antithetic. 

It will have been noticed that the antitheses quoted above throw 

light on the Parque's character as well as her feelings. This 

quality also is to be fol. )nd in her descriptions of the serpent, an 

entity of opposing characteristics: sombre soif de la limpiditý (1-40). 

proche impatience, lourde langueur (1-79). The succession of opposing 

qualities the Parque ascribes to it do not only describe itq but 

underline her own, ambivalentg feelings towards it. 

It is not too much to say, indeed, that this spirit of antithesis, 

so marked in La Jeune Pargue, informs all Valery's dramatic poetry 

from that poem onwards. It certainly pervades the poems of Cha: rmes. 

Indeed, lines from, Poesie suggest that for Valery, antithesis, that 

so-called intellectual figureq was bound up with the essential 

contradictions of poetry, inspiration and control: I'Je sentals, a 

boire llombre / Mlenvahir une clarte, " (11-15-16); while a line from 

Le Cimetiere Marin suggests that a fundamental identity, the 

driving force of all creationg exists behind an appearance of 

opposition: "Amour,, peut-etre, ou de moi-meme haine? " (1-115). 

However that may beg it is evident that Valery uses antithesis 

to conduct his dialectic throughout Charmesl and also that the 

fundamental theme of his argument is the running battle between 
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opposites. It may be between purity and the base: 

Mais toi, de bras plus purs que les bras animaux, ... 
(Au Pt 11.41-42) 

Le temple se change dans l1antre, ... 
(La P, 1.105) 

Une voix nouvelle et blanche 
Echappe de ce corps impur, ... 

(Ibid. 
9 11.219-220) 

Or perhaps it is the battle between dream and reality: 

0 forme obeissante a mes voeux opposee! 
(F du. R. 1,1.116) 

darkness and light: 

... mais rendre la lumiere 
Suppose dlombre une morne moitie! 

(CM9 11-41-42) 

Or it may be the opposition of life and death, mind and matter: 

L'argile rouge a bu la, blanche espece 
(GM9 1.86) 

However, it is rather the dramatic effectiveness of the device 

which concerns us in this discussion, its quality as a passion figure, 

underlining the intensity of emotion: 

Ils se sentent des pleurs defendre leurs tenebres 
Plus chers a jamais que tous les feux du jour ... 

(F du N, 119 11.78-79) 

or revealing character, as in the serpent's: 

Behe je suis, mais bete aigue', 
(Eb dlun S, 1.6) 

P 
which tells us, not just that the serpent is self-satisfied, precieux. 

and dangerous, but reveals his attitude towards himself, just as 

the roi des ombres fait de flamme describes the sun and the serpent's 

feelings towards it (Ibid., 1.40). Moreoverv antithesis can mark a 

turning-point in the dramaq the introduction of a factor which 
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destroys the apparent status quo. In Le Cimetiere Marin it under- 

lines the actual beginning of movement: 

Je mIabandonne a ce brillant espace 
Sur les maisons des morts mon ombre passe 

(CM9 11-34-35) 

Indeed, its constant underlying presence informs the argument of 

the poem from its beginning: Ce toit tranquille, palpite, (11.1,2) 

thus, as in Racine's plays, informing the spectator of ihe facts 

before the characters themselves have grasped their full import. It 

is part, too, of the characters' argument with themselves, the other, 

or destiny. The effectiveness of the epithet in Le Cimetiere Maxin 

has already been mentioned, and this effectiveness is reinforced by 

0 the antithesis between noire and doree, Consolatrice, affreusement 

in lines 103 and 104 of the poem. 

If antithesis, pattern figure though it is, can be used as a 

passion figure and turned to structural use, so too can repetition. 

It gives pleasure, certainly (the ear delights in recognising a 

sound), but it is also a basic element in the characters' attempts 

at persuasion and the poet's argument with the listener. 

In Racine's playsq repetition is always a sign that the 

characters I emotions are deeply involved. Simple repetitiong 

Hippolyte's Paime, Paime, (Ph; dres IV , 2,1.1122) or Esther's 

Non, non (Esther, 1.49 1.269). suggests to the audience that the 

speaker is so involved that he caxmot stand back and search for 

elegant constructions. It is a sign of utter sincerity and 

0 
conviction, or of nalvete. The passage in which the speaker 

continually returns to the same word, or the same clusters of words, 

is equally an indication of intensity. Berenice's speech in Act IV, 

scene 5 is the perfect instance. The constant repetition of the jour, 
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the que le jour, the sans que (11.116-117) show how passionately 
PP 

Berenice is obseSBed with the apprehension of coming loss. 

Both of these types of repetition can also be seen as an 

effort to convince. Esther's Non, non marks a turning-point in her 

argument. She has shown one side of the coin - the ingratitude of 

the Israelites and the absolute domination of the unbeliever. Now 

she turns to the reasons why this domination should not be allowed 

to continue (Esther, 1.49 11.269-270). Berenice, for her part, is 

bringing forward the strongest argument she can find against Titus' 

decision to part from her - the length of time for which each must 

endure the cruel absence of the other. 

It is, of course, not merely words, or clusters of words, which 

can be repeated. The same idea, or object, can be continually 

emphasised, as in Phedre Is speech to Hippolyte in Act II, scene 

Here the succession of clauses which qualify Thesee (11.634-644) 

betray Phedre's obsession with Hippolyte. They axe points in her 

hidden argument and describe the characters, for Phedre's picture 

of both father and son sheds light on her mind also. 

The best example of the uses of repetition, and of its varied 

types, however, occurs in Berenice quoted above. Here we have 

repetition of the question (and we have already noted the efficacy 

of the question as a marker of emotion), the repetition of clusters 

of words, and of the idea. The passage begins with the statement 

of the position as Berenice sees it: 

Le temps nlest plus, Phenice, ou je pouvais. trembler. 
Titus m1aime; 'il 

peut tout: il n1a plus quIa parler, 
Il verra le senat m1apporter ses hommages. 

and then continues with a repetition of all the elements which have 

contributed to that power she attributes to Titus, hammered home by 
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the repeated Ces, cetteg piled on one another: 

De cette nuit, Pheniceq as-tu vu la splendeur? 
Tes yeux ne sont-ils pas tout pleins de sa grandeur? 
Ces flambeaux, ce bucher, cette nuit enflammee,,. 
Ces aigles, ces faisceaux, ce peuple, cette axmee, Cette foule de rois, ces consuls, ce senat 
Qui tous de mon amant empruntaient leur eclat ... 

and so on, down to line 311: 

0 Ce port majestueux, cette douce presence ... 
(Berenice, 1,59 11.297-311) 

Here all the poet's aims are achieved$ for the passage, besides 

demonstrating the intensity of Berenice's feelings, and giving us 

her view of Titus' power and worth, gives us her opinion of the 

opposition (subservient), and her estimate of her own power. It 

illustrates her character, her royal self-confidence and her faith 

in her lover's promises. It is also a refutation of Phenice's 

previous statement (itself reinforced by repetition, the emphasis 

of Rome. Romains) in lines 293 - 296: 

Rome vous voit, madame, avec des yeux jaloux: 
La rigueur de ses lois mlepouvante pour vous: 
Llhymen chez les Romains nladmet qulune Romaine: 
Rome hait tous les rois: et Berenice est reine ... 

.. p 

Yet, ironicallyt Berenice's accumulation of the evidence of Titus' 

power,, which is also the power of Rome, makes us awaxe of the real 

strength of the opposition. In this way, her repetition marks the 

beginning of the real battle, and thus contributes to the shaping 

of the plot. 

A device so effective in Racine's hands was not likely to be 

neglected by Valery, andq in fact, we find him using it for the same 

purposes as did Racine - for the purpose of giving pleasure to the 

waiting ear and mind, certainly, but for the other aims also. For 

the first of these other purposes, to show intensity of passion, 
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0 Valery too uses simple repetition, the Paxque's 

Non, non! ... NI irrite plus cette keminiiscence! 
(1-406) 

or the Narcissus' "Paime! ... Paime! " (111,1.10), the Soleil. soleil! 

of the serpent of the Ebauche (1.21). We have, toog the poet's 

invocation in Le Cimetiere Marin, q "Midi la-haut, Midi sans mouvement! It 

(1-75). 

Ir Simple repetitions can mark argument for Valery too. Just as 

Esther's Non, non, marks the turning-point in her argument (the 

begimings of her counter- argument), the Parque Is Non, non! (1 
- 406) 

marks the beginning of her counter-argument - her denial of the 

dream, her movement towards reality. This is true also for the 

Narcissus. His declaration (111,1.10 above) is a climactic point 

in his drama , the moment when he admits the truth, and the prelude 

to the tragic acceptance of reality. 

Simple repetition, therefore, is poetically and dramatically 

effective. But Valery gets even more value, as did Racine,, from the 

multiple reduplicatirn we noted in Berenice - the clusters of words. 

"Mon coeur bat! Mon coeur bat! 11 (LJP, 1.254) is already an advance 

on simple repetition, but even more effect is obtained from the 

repeated quelp quelle of La Jeune Parque,: 

p Quel repli de desirs, sa traine. ' Quel desordre 

Et quelle sombre soif de la limpidite! 
(11.389 40) 

and againg "Quelle resisteraitg mortellet a ces remous? / Quelle 

mortelle? " (11.243-244). We could also adduce the repeated S) 

of the Fragments du Narcisse (11,11-111-113). 

The examples of repetition we have given from La Jeune Parque 

fulfil the aims of repetition in general as we have defined them. 
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The first indicates the passionate nature of the Parque's feelings 

towards the serpent. 
54 but also enlightens us as to the serpent's 

essential nature. The second instance gives us the Parque's view 

of herselfg mortelle (an admission she has been slow to make), and 

of her opponent, who is invincible: Quelle resisterait. He is a 

god, in fact, as opposed to the mortelle with which she qualifies 

herself. Further, the repetition reinforces a point in her 

argument. She cannot be blamed for yielding to such an opponent - 

and, in fact, the repetition also marks a critical point in the 

drama: the Parque's admission comes at the moment when she is about 

to yield to desire. 

When we come to the use of the repeated construction, we find 

that Valery is equally fond of this device. His use of the repeated 

question as a mark of emotion has been commented upon (P-331), but 

he, too, exploits the repetition of the qualifying clause - the 

apposition, whose usefulness as a dramatic device has already been 

emphasised. With this device we enter the field of a third type of 

repetition, the repetition of an idea, for which it is ideally 

suited. Both of our poets have obtained great effect from the 

simpler types of the repetition of an idea or object - those where 

the character, returning to his or her obsession, obtains (and gives) 

a different aspect of it, as with the Parque's poison: Le poison, 
p 

mon poison (LJP, 1.44). Ilialouse ... Mais de qui jalouse et menacee? " 

(Ibid., 1.46), or the serpent's tree: 

Arbre, grand Arbre, Ombre des cieux, 
Irresistible Arbre des arbres, 

(Eb dlun S. 11*271-272) 

Valery, howeverg like Racine, obtained his greatest triumphs in the 

field of extended parallelism. Here, the repetition of an idea, 
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translated by the repetition of a construction, demonstrates the 

intensity of the feelings which inspire it, while giving the 

maximm of pleasure through the different im es in which the 

obsessive idea is clothed. The greater part of, La Jeune Pargue 

might be said to be built up on a series of such passages, from 

that on the stars, beginning "Tout -puissants etrangers, inevitables 

astres" (1.18), where Valery requires six lines to celebrate the 

differing aspects of their glory, to the passage on the tear (11.280- 

298) (where the repetition of the word, the all-important larme, and 

of the construction, both contribute to the repetition of the idea)9 

and to the final passage (11-495-511). Here the themes of life and 

death which have formed the main argument of the poem return, to be 

re-introduced and described under the aspects of the sea and of the 

sun by the emphatically reiterated Si: Si je viens ame ý 
(1-496)t si lf'ft 

(1-501), 
p ei llonde (1-502). 

There is naturally less scope for such extended parallelism in 

the poems of Charmes. Nevertheless, some of the longer poems do 

offer examples. Stanzas 3.4,69 7 and 8 of 
.. 

Ebauche d1un Serpent 

are all devoted to the same theme, the imperfection of the Sup/God; 

stanzas 28,29 and 30 explore the aspects of the tree of Knowledge. 

In the first exampleg stanzas 3.4,6 and 7 are there to inform us, 

not only of the serpent's obsession with the object of his devotion, 

but of his character, and that of his opponent (for the tone of his 

variations on his theme instructs us). They are there, too, to 

reinforce his side of the argument. They are dramatically effective, 

acting as exposition, and preparing us for the moment when Eve will 

make her entry and the serpent display his powers. Similarlyg the 

stanzas devoted to the tree of Knowledgev after describing and 
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explaining it, and exalting its powers, serve as another example of 

the serpent's power of destructiont and close the last act of his 

eternally repeated tragedy. 

Again, the persistence with which the sea in Le Cimetiere Marin 

is associated with the idea of a livingg breathing being (11.2,159 

49-50,60,61,130-131t stanza 23), enlightens us as to the nature 

of one of the protagonists. The repetition of the differing guises 

under which the idea returns, fausse captive (1 
- 49) . &olfe mangeur 

(1-50), 
) Chienne splendide (1.61), panthere (1-134), hydre (1-136). 

are arguments against, or f or, the acceptance of its double nature 

(though it is destructive, its breath is life-giving (11-130-131)). 

Lines 130 - 138, in a concerted attack upon the senses, render that 

acceptance almost inevitable. They mark the concluding peroration 

of an argument, and also, a moment of clima in the drarna (just as 

an earlier repetition: Beau ciel, vrai ciel (1-31) had marked a 

moment of dramatic change, from stillness to movement). 

We have now described some of the ways in which Racine and 

11 Valery used the various devices of rhetoric. There is a sense, 

however, in which rhetoric is even more important to the work of 

both poets, for its pattern can dictate the fundamental pattern of 

the dramatic poem. In his analysis of Racine's use of rhetoricq 

Peter France notes that there is a resemblance between the structures 

of rhetoric and the overall structure of the 17th century play: 

There is [... ] a loose parallel between the different 
parts of a speech and the acts of a play, particularly 
between the exordium and the exposition, the peroration 
and the passionate final act [ 

... 
]55 

Now this structure of the play as a whole, with its resemblance to 

the structure of a speech, is also reflected in the long tirades in 

which Racine's characters alternate their arg=ents, each character 
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P in turn refuting the points made by his or her opponent. Valery, 

in La Jeune Parqueg seizes upon the rhetorical qualities of the 

tirade. The Parque's speech to the serpent (11-50-96) is an 

excellent example of this. It is essentially an axgument between 

the Parque and her adversaxy the serpent (her other self). However, 

this argument, rather than being formally laid out in an open 

alternating discussion, as for example that between Phedre and 

Oenone in Act I, scene 3 of Phedre, or the symetrical opposing 

speeches of Agrippine and Burrhus, in Act I of Britaxmicus, is 

conducted,, very largely through antithesis,, within the structure of 

the alexandrine, and often of the single line. The distich 

Laisse donc defaillir ce bras de pierreries 
Qui menace d'amour mon sort spirituel ... 

(11-58-59) 

combines the Parque's argument against the serpent (menace, dlamour 

opposing sort spirituel) and the serpent's retort. He offers love, 

amour, and riches of mind, bras de pierreries. The single line can 

also give this oppositiong 

Rappelle ces remous, ces promesses immondes 
(1.62) 

where the serpent's promesses are countered by the Parquels immondes. 

It is the argument of the self with the other, so frequent in Racine, 

and the balance of the arguments is relatively equal until the 

Parque's peroration, beginning at line 84, dismisses the serpent's 

temptations. Reason, awake and triumphant (Moi, je veille), and 

purity (, 1.90), reduce the opponent's suggestions to 

insubBtantialitYg ViBions (1-95). The argument terminates with this 

clincher, in fact: 

Tant de mes visions parmi la nuit et lloeil 
Les moindres mouvements consultent mon orgueil 

(11-95-96) 
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In the process of refuting the serpent's arguments, Valery 

gives the Parque all the arms of rhetoric. Unfortunately for her 

success, the serpent has them too. The antithesis between mind and 

body, purity and impurity, light and dark, is the inventio, the 

matter of the argument. The Parque employs exclamation, combined 

with command, Va! (1-50-51). and with imprecation - the whole of 

the section beginning 

Fuis-moi! Du noir retour reprends le fil visqueux 
(11-84-89) 

is an extended imprecation. She employs metaphor: her purity and 

spirituality are given visual impact with the roes charmants (1-56), 

the lait des re*veries (1-57), the riches deserts (1.64. ), and so on. 

She employs metonymy, allocating to herself Ame (1-54). esprit (1-70). 

surprise (1.63), lassitude (1.69) 
. negligence (here, lack of ornament, 

simplicity) (1.81), innocence (1.89). orgueil (1.96). She further 

uses the sentence, which is a form of metonymy: I'Llesprit nlest pas 

si pur -/ tombeaull (11-70-72), and the more obvious 

Tout peut neltre ici-bas dlune attente infinie 
(1-73) 

thus seeing herself as spirit, and attente. For the serpent she 

J. reserves the melange de noeuds (1-52), promesses immondes, (1.62), 

enfantement de fureur (1.65), detours, langueur (11-78-79), and so 

on. To demonstrate her purity, Valery gives her and her attributes 

the epithets charmants (1-56), spirituel (1-59), riches (1.64). 

pensifB (1.68), belle (1.81), (1.90). while the serpent and his 

attributes are characterised as immondes (1.62), capricieux (1-77). 

prompt (here hastyq ready to anger) (1-77). lourde (1-79). noir (1-84). 

visqueux (1-84)9 animal (1.88). The Parque employs the minor device 

of litoteso 
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Tu ne peux rien sur moi qui ne soit moins cruel 
(1.60) 

and all the devices of repetitiong from the moins - moins of lines 

6o - 61 to the avoidance of the name, in favour of a description, 

designating the serpent as remous, Promesses immondes (1.62), while 

the whole passage is nothing less than a re-statement of the same 

opposing ideas. Further, it gives Valery an opportunity to display 

his most subtle use of the devices of rhetoric, his employment of 

irony. The Parque's arguments for purity carry undertones of the 

undesirable quality of sterility - deserts, 1.64; avare, 1.75 

her faculties of mind are perfide (1-83), her denial of life is 

monstrous (prodigieuse, 1.90). The serpent's animal qualities 

promise love, waxmth (amour,, 1.59; porte de feu, 1.76). and riches 

(bras de Pierreries, 1.58). They bring creativeness (couvet 1.87) 

and pleasure (detours [ 
... 

] courus de caresses, 1.78). The richness 

of implications is enormousq but all axe strictly controlled within 

the rhetorical structure of the line and of the speech, and 

obtained by the use of the wide range of rhetorical figures. 

The foregoing remarks may help to explain why Valery could have 

found a model for his use of rhetoric in the dramatic poetry of 

Racine. Racine, unlike many of his contemporaries, almost always 

used the figures for functional purposes. In his hands, they lost 

nothing of their decorative value, their power to pleaseq but their 

power to move, illustrate, persuade, was never sacrificed for the 

sake of empty word-play. As transcriptions of psychological truth 

(for so Valery regarded at least one f igure, the metaphor,, "fragment 

d1un indivisible psychiquet non moins reel, mais plus,, ), 56 they were 

of inestimable value to him in his need to express psychological 
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truths in terms of dramatic poetry. In Valery's handsq Racine's 

most favoured devices convince us of the truth of the feelings 

which axe being expressed. They convey the emotion Valery wishes 

us to feel, they describe for us the chaxacters he is depicting, 

and they reflect the reasoning qualities of the intellect. 

Moreover, since Valery's characters axe (in La Jeune Parque 

at least) the varying qualities and movements of the human mind 

(qualities which depend upon the physical for their existence), 

rhetoric offered two advantages of particular value. Metonymy, as 

Racine used it, gave Valery the power to personify the abstract, and 

its corollary, the power to project the physical being as a mental 

process. It is as if the emotions themselves were conducting the 

argument,, and the characters no more than their puppets: 

Une tragedie "classique" ne demande les acteurs que pour 
diversifier la voix, accuser les differences du ton des 
discours et en accrolitre lleffet par une "action" 
oratoire. 57 

Rhetoric subtends their very existence: I'La rhetorique est 11 inter- 
e 

r- n 

vention cherchee de tout llindividu au secoure de la proposition. "ý)o 

In this sense then, we can understand Valery's assertion that 

the ornaments of rhetoric were essential to poetry, and mirrored the 

workings of the mind,, 
59 

and it is in this sense that they reflect 

the whole nature of Racine's characters, and of Valery's. 
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Les Figures du Style 

Eotes 

1. C 6v 639. 

2. See Jeamine Jallat, Valery et les figures de rhetorique, 
Cahiers Paul Valery 19 P-153. 

3. C 29 81 (1900-1901). 

4. Cahiers Paul Valery I, (hereafter CPV, 19). 

It did in fact receive an answer. I am indebted to 
Dr C. G. Millan for a copy of Louy**sl reply : "Tu demandes oU 
trouve-t-on ces definitions de figures rhetorique? [ ... ] achete 
done [ 

... 
] le Vaporeau, Dictionnaire des Litteratures, Hachette, 

1876. Livre en retard de quarante ans mais que rien n1a 
remplace. " 

Boileau's descriPtion of the effect of line 1524 of the 
Recit de Theramene, an- 

- 
examp. le of the art of pattern of rhetoric, 

bears witness to this. (Reflexions critiques sur Longin, p. 11. ) 

7. Letter to Pierre Louy*s (0 C V, I, Notes, p. 1625). Again we 
note Valery's insistence on the rules. 

8. This had been Valery's wish as early as 1903, when he describes 
his aim thus in the Cahiers : "J'ai reve Jadis quelque oeuvre 
d1axt - ecrit. [ 

... J Aussi bien je desirerais [ 
... 

] que le 
J. % J. 

lecteur malevole fut saisi tout a fait interieurement par ces 
formes [of his projected work] qui devaient atteindre de suite 
le mecanisme meme de sa pensee et penser a sa place, au lieu 
ou il pense. 11 (C 1,78-79). It is still his aim in 1912, when 
he calls it a Napoleonic ambition : "Tel est le but napoleonique 
de llecrit. 11 (C 4,789). 

9. C 6,, 350 (1916); Ibid. 9 758 (1917). 

10. Notably the Reflexions critiques sur Longin mentioned in note 

ll. CL 142 (1918). Val6ry's remark : "A Theramene, le Recit! 
Ir 10 

.1 

Le grand vers hemistiche - reseque aux porte-paxoles des 
grandes choses et aux grands instants" reminds one of Valery's 
strictures on the noble et universel in C 69 170. 

12. C 6.169-170. This passage is an almost complete summing up 
of what Valery found most admirable in Racine; later passages, 
which differ in detail, are often enlargements or repetitions 
of what he wrote here. The passage itself is quoted in full 
in Chapter IX . 

13. "Corneille plaide, celebre, fulmine, argumentell (2.8.897 (1922)). 
See also C 159 334,, "Corneille voit gros, fort, et devant 
temoins. 11 
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14. C 7,210 (1918). 

15. C 20,736. 

16. La Poesie de Paul Valeryl pp. 221-251. 

17. Guiraud,, pp. 191-199. 

18. See note 2. 

19. Racine et-Valery, pp. 201-207. 

20. For a definition of the figures of rhetoric, and for Racine's 
use of them, this study is much indebted to Peter France's 
Racine's Rhetoric (hereafter R R). This has been the more 
valuable as Valery himself was somewhat vague in his use of 
the nomenclature of the figures. 

21. "Les grandes figures qui sont aux choses et aux sentiments et 
non pas celles qui sont dans les paroles. 11 (Pratique, PP-422-455). 
T. --A -I- -- n Al -I. I- 

22* 

23. 

24. 

. Ln o-uner woras. mese are ine rigures vnien express -me most 
real feelings, and the deepest. 

J. La Poesie de Paul Valery, pp. 221 and 227. 

Glairaud', P-193. 

La Motivation des Formes 
Paul Vale-ry Contemporain 
underlines the rhetorical 

t des Metres chez Valery, 
hereafter PV C), P-ý77. Here Morier 
element in Le Cimetiere Marin. 

25. Other examples of this are Clytemnestre's invocation of the 
sun (Iphigenie V. 49 1.1689) and Phedre's invocation of Venus 

%9 
Phedre', 111,29 11-813 et seg. ). 

26. Clytemnestre and Agamemnon (Iphige"nie, IV, 49 11.1249 et seq). 

27. Thesee and Hippolyte (Phedre IV, 2). 
. -.. g 

28. Hermione and Oreste (Andromague,, III, 

29. R R9 P-171* 

30.0 279,703. 

31. Theramene's 
Aricie's to 
Hippolytels 
questiong T 

to Hippolyte (Iq 1); Oenone's to Phedre (Ig 3; 
Ismene (11,1); Th; see's to Hippolyte (III, 5ý; 
to Thesee (IV, 2) - and so on to the final 

hesee's to Theramene (V, 6). 

32. Guiraudg P. 193. 

33. La Poesie de Paul Valery, p. 222 et secl. 

34. Ibid. 
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35. Valery gives this quotation from1he preface to 13ýrenir, ea 
line to itself (C 17,830 (1935))* 

36. D'Aubignac, Pratiqueg P-442, 

37. l2v 57. 

38. Des Tropes, P-95f quoted by Peter France (R Rj P-75). 

39. This is Hermionels outburst : "Mon coeur, mon Ache coeur, 
slinteresse pour lui [Pyrrhus]? " (Andromaclue, V, 19 1.1404). 

40. Thesee is describing his reception by his family : "Je n1ai 
pour tout accueil que des fremissements Tout fuit, tout 
se refuse a mes embrassements ... " (Ph; dre, IIL, 5s 11-975-976). 

41. RR9 .7 
P 42. The most poignant example is from IphiRenie, "De festons 

I. odieux ma fille couronnee" M 49 1.1694), but we could also 
cite the wreaths held by the Hebrew children (threatened by 
Athalie) or the ornaments of the temple where Athalie is 
sacrificed to Jahveh (Athalie, 1.19 1.303; Ibid. 9 1.19 11.1-7). 
Even the decorative initials in Berenice (V, ' 59 1.1325) will 
preside over the parting of Titus and Býrenice, a sacrifice to 

, Rloire. 

43. See note 1. 

44. See Bremond, Racine et ValerY9 pp. 201 et sea,.; Guiraudl PP-194 
et seq.; Sýrenson, La Poe-sie de Paul Vale-ry pp. 205,236. 

45. Another of Racine's lines quoted by Valery in the Cahiers, 
once to illustrate a point of poetic technique, with reference 
to Nallarme (C 21,693). and once as an illustration for a 
speculation on time theory (C_. 29,448). 

46. Guiraud, P-197. 

47. Ibid., p. 198. 

48. For the idea of irradiation, see Guiraud',, p. 198. Guiraud 
singles out tendre lueur in particular, but the same quality 
is inherent in the key adjectives pur, ombre. 

49. C 29,669. 

50. C 23,757. 

51. C 69 508-509. 

52. Notes Diverges. The words "grand sujet - Amour : haine. 
Leurs combinaisons" are typewritten in red, the rest in black. 

53- In Chapter II. 
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54. The serpent is associated with desire (1-38), and longing, 

. avidite (1-39). 

55. R R9 PP-31-32. 

56. C 59 709 (1915). 

57. C 89 853 (My italics). 

58. C1 518 * 
59. See the quotation at the beginning of this chapter. 
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LIESSENCE DES VERS 
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L'Essence des Vers 

%0 La. puissance des vers tient a une harmonie indefinissable 
entre ce qulils disent et ce qulils sont [ 

... I 
L'impossibilite - ou du moins la difficulte - de 

0.0 definir cette relation, combinge avec 11impossibilite de 
la nier, constitue llessence des vers ... 

1 

This was what Valery wrote in 1918, in attempting to analyse 

Hippolyte's most famous line: I'Le jour nlest pas plus pur que le 

fond de mon coeur. 11 Later in the same year, however, he puts his 

finger on a basic principle underlying this 'indefinable harmony', 

and he chose part of the Priere d'Estherlto illustrate it. This 

passage is so importantg as illuminating Valery's concept of Racine's 

technique, and its possible application to La Jeune Parque, and 

Charmes, that we quote it here in some detail: 

. D. la regularite syllabictue 

Le systeme des vers reguliers rend possible une harmonie 
de genre particulier qui slajoute aux autres [ ... ] Clest 
la combinaison qui peut se produireq et qui le doit, 
entre llegalite (grossiere) des nombres de syllabeB 
12 = 12 = 12 et d'autre part les membres syntaxiques 
d1un discours suivi. 

Une seule phrase se divisant en alexandrinst d9une 
part, le sujet avec ses complements propres peutf par 
exemple, tenir un vers, une apposition un autre vers; 
t9ute une proposition, un vers, etc. En d'autres termes, 
11unite vers contient ou une proposition ou plusieurs, 
ou une partie de proposition ... 

Then, after enumerating various paxts of Racine's sentences, the 

passage continues: 
J. 

Or, la necessite d1accomplir ces 12 syllabes dome a la 
[illegible word, ýossibly distribution, ] une majeste, 

une org-anisation. 

Prosody and syntax together, then, are the prosaic ingredients 

which, successfully combined (as in a chemical reaction), will 

produce the indefinable music. They must therefore be dealt with 
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together, and, since we have Valery's own word for it that music 

must be subordinate to sense: "Musique des poetes doil. - se 

plier a la condition de groupement des syllabes (melodiques) en 

mots,,, 
3 

we will begin with syntax. 

p La syntaxe est une faculte de 1t ame. 
4 

This s-I-ngle-line statement from the Cahiers for 1918 sums up 

the vital importance of syntax to Valery's portrayal of the human 

entity in poetry, for syntax was essential to poetry itself: "Ce 

qulil ya de plus important dens un poeme, clest la, syntaxe. Elle 

doit *etre, et engendrer le discours quant a llenchainement au 

I'mouvement". 11 (2 20v 475). 

Valery's preoccupation with Racine's syntax first comes to the 

fore at the time when La Jeune Parque and Charmes were absorbing 

his thoughts. In 1915, he gives a quotation from Athalie as an 

5 
example of syntaxg and in 1916, we find him contrasting 17th century 

Later syntax and contemporary usaget with Racine as an example. 
6 

in the same yearg Valery mentions Racine's adherence to Boileau's 

7 
principles. It is however in 1918 that we find one of Valery's 

most important references to syntax, the passage relating to the 

Priere dlEsther quoted above. And when we find thatv towards the 

end of his life, not only was Valery's interest in Racine's syntax 

still alive, 
8 but that he intended to devote a considerable part of 

his speech for the Racine tercentenary celebrations to a discussion 

of the techniques employed in the P-riere d'Esther, the relevance of 

the Prayer and of both passages to our discussion becomes indisputable. 
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Indeedq the 1939 reference to the Pnqer is in a sense a pendant to, 

an elaboration of the 1918 passage: 

Examiner le probleme de la prosodie - syntaxe. 
Priere d'Esther 

01 Les ropositions se degagent les uns des autres, slenoncent [.. 
.I Dans l1anticipation du morceau, ce sont les con- jonctions qui font les entrees des themes: Non, non ... Nouvelle reprise avec Pour moi 

Role de 11inversion: son usage est comme 
slecartant du cours ordinaire du laýgageq qiýi, par elle, 
se regenere. Le vers est subardonne a la periode, chez 
Racine, au contraire de ce qul. est chez Hugo, ou le 
"'beau vers" llemporte. La Phrase, si harmonieuse pour 
Racineq n1a pas de valeur pour Hugo. 9 

It is, as we can see, the same integration of prosody and syntax 

into a harmonious whole, that is in question. 

We have now brought evidence to show how important Valery 

considered Racine's syntax in its relation to poetry. It seems 

natural to believe that he would have applied its principles to his 

own work. Is there any suggestion of this possibility in the work 

of Valery's commentators? 

It is indeed generally accepted that Valery's syntax has been 

influenced by classical 17th century usages. Commentators, taking 

up Valery's general remarks, acknowledge Racine's influence in the 

effect of continuity given by Valery's constructions - Bemol, 

for instance, writes of the structure, ordonnance du discourS, 

purete continue de la ligne, but gives no examples. 
10 Sirenson 

0 11 
writes of specific types of 17th century syntax used by Valery, 

but without particular reference to Racine. Bremond infers that 

there is a link between Valery's continuity and Racine's, when he 

writes of Racine's use of appositions, 
12 but dismisses the question 

of precise details of syntax: "Aux techniciens dlen dire plus long.,, 13 

Guiraud, p indeed,, takes up Bremond's theme and compares Racine's 
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0 14 appositions directly with Valery's; he also contrasts certain 

types of the use of conjunctions in a table which includes Valery 

and Racine, 15 but otherwise his chapter on syntax considers valery's 

syntax in its own right, or with reference to the symbolists. 
16 A 

direct and extended comparison between the syntax of Racine and that 

of Valery does not appear to have been made. The pages which follow, 

although their scope is necessarily limited, axe an attempt to fill 

part of this gap. 

Our two most valuable pieces of evidence with regaxd to 

Valery's use of Racine's syntax axe those quoted above - that is, 

his analysis of the Priere dtEsther in 1918, and the remarks in the 

hitherto unpublished Racine notes. The first of these throws light 

upon Valery's conception of Racine's continuity, and the structural 

role of Racinian, syntax. The second emphasises those elements of 

Racine's syntax which contribute to the overall structure and flow 

of the lines. A study of those disparate elementsq mentioned in the 

second examplev may perhaps help 'us to evaluate Valery's use of the 

means by which Racine achieved his aims, atomes du beau; 17 
a 

discussion of these will therefore precede our consideration. of the 

in-hegration of these into the whole, the 1918 analysis of the 

Priere dlEsther. 

In his 1939 consideration of the Prayer, Valery notes down 

three particular aspects of Racine's syntax: formes particulieres, 

Conjonctionsq Inversion. We may perhaps be allowed to suggest that 
rM 

under the f irst headingg Valery had intended tO enlarge on the 

superiorit3r of 17th century syntax, as -used by Racine, over the 

fo. rm,: of contemporary usage -a preference we have already noted. 
18 

It is underlined in a comment made by Valery on his own syntax, 
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where he singles out two of his predilections: 

Archaismes -- me sont, parfois reproches [,,, ] je 
prefere Viendrez-vous a 11horrible Est-ce que yous viendrez? 
Je pre: Cýre se ýDeut 

ca. a peut se. ýcomparer [ 
... 

JIY 

That Valery prefers certain forms of 17th century syntax, 

formes particulieres, forms to be found in Racine, stands out 

plainly from a study of La Jeune Parque and Charmes - even without 

Valery's own testimony and the exanples to be found in his prose. 

We will attempt to distinguish some of these forms. 

Among the most frequent examples to be found in the poems are 

the position of the noun and its adjective; the position of the 

personal pronoun; the use of soi; the use of the subjunctive, and 

of certain forms of interrogation; and the use of the varying forms 

of inversion. Minor points include the absence of the definite 

article, the use of certain forms of the verb, and of its agreementg 

the use of certain prepositions, and the use of nul.. The conjunction 

and its use axe important enough to require a separate discussion, 

and will be dealt with below. 

We will begin with one of the more frequent instances of 17th 

century syntax in Valery's work. Although the position of the 

adjective is by no means fixed in present-day French (especiany in 

poetic diction), it is unusual to f ind it so constantly placed before 

the noun as in Valery's poems. Its placeg in these, appears to 

conform with the classical usage, as described by Grevissef 20 
one 

of whose examples indeed is taken from Racine: 

De ma sanglante mort ta mort sera suivie ... 
(Baiazet, 11,19 1.557) 

A similar position for the adjective is already to be found in 

Valery's first draft for La Jeune ParMe 
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A la pressante main, ma main se serait jointe ... 
21 

and is repeated again and again in this and in other poems, 

"blonde pulpe" (LJP# 1.116), I'vaine puissance" (LJP, 1.133)9 

"confuse cendre" (Au P. 1.22), "intacte, nuit" (La P, 9 1.84)9 

I'lletincelante queue" (CM. 1.137). 11sensibles soleils" (Le R. 1.30). 

There isq moreover, an example of the 17th century placing of 

adjectives both before and after the noun they qualify in La Jeune Parque: 22 

Et je ne savais plus de mon antique corps 
Insensible, qu'un feu. qui brtýaait sur mes bords 

(Lip, 11.99-100) 
The position of our next example, the personal pronoun, in 

Valery's poems is even more strikingly in agreement with classical 

uWe (for poetry, as we noted, allows more freedom to the position 

of the adjective). We might suspect this would be so from the 

quotation from Athalie in the Cahiers for 19159 23 
even if Valery had 

not later proclaimed his preference for this form. 24 The quotation 

from Athalie is given as an example of a usage which is now 

obsolete, "Me devrais-je inquieter? " Valery does not confine himself 

to placing the reflexive personal pronoun only in this less usual 

position, as in Ilse venait assoupir, " (LJPv 1.121). "Elle Be sent 

surprendrell (Au P,, 1.37)9 'Ta soif me vient abattrell (F du N 1,, 1-4)9 

but uses the same syntax with the fo=s le la, lui - as does Racine: 
ýq . 

Lloccasion est belleg il la faut embrasser ... 
(Phedre. V. 1,1.1371) 

Elle calme le temps qui la vient abolir 
Le moment souverain ne la peut plus palir 

(LJP9 11-391-392) 

Les efforts m4emes de llamour 
Ne Ie sauraient de llonde extraire qulil nlexpire 

(F du N 1,11.91-92) 
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Que tous les noms lui peuvent convenir! ... 
(CM9 1.117) 

The pronoun y is also given the same position as in Racine's 

work: 

Le sort vous y voulut llum et llautre amener 
(Andromaqueg 194,; 1.347) 

... ma tendresse y vient boire 
(F du N 119 1.99) 

Valery's use of soi is also in accord with 17th century usage. 

Racine's syntax, in the line 

Quels demonsg quels serpents, tra3me-t-elle apres soi, 
(Andromague, V. 59 1.1634) 

where soi replaces a subject already referred to, is followed by 

Valery in La Jeune Parque: "Il colore une vierge a sol-m'eo'me enlacee" 

(1-45), "Comme en soi-mgme ineffablement seul" (1-315). "Cessera- 

t-il longtemps de ne songer quIa soi? " (1-323); and we find an 

., Lments du Narcisse, "Seul! ... mais encore celui example in the Fr2 

qui slapproche de soil' 
25 Again, Valeryq as we saw,, commented on Racine's use of the 

subjunctive ("Dans les plus grands emoisq respecter les subjonctifell), 

and Phedre certainly remembers hers: 

Ah! que ilon porte ailleurs les honneurs qulon mlenvoie! 
Importune,, peux-tu souhaiter qulon me voie? 

(Phedre, 1119 lv 11-736-737) ,4 

as does the Parque: I'Viens! que je reconnaisse et que je lee halese 

(1-197)9 "Et de mon sein glace rejaillisse la voix ... 11 (1.200). 

Valery's heroine, indeedg employs the subjunctive with 17th century 

frequency and the serpent of the Fbauchev as we might expect9 affects 

its more obtrusive forms. Following classical syntaxg which uses 

the subjunctive to express a conditional: 
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lp 
% 

Dusse-je apres dj_x ans voir mon palais en cendre, ... 
(Andromague, 1.4,1.286) 

the serpent uses it of the creations of the Deity, which ought to 

praise Him. - "Qui [. - -] 
/ tout le jour Vous fissent louange! 11 

-A'anain, 
both the Parque and the Naxcissus use the optative, subjunctive 

without que, 
26 

as it was used by Racine: 

Les Dieux daignent surtout prendre soin de vos jou: rs! 
(Iphigenie, 11,2,1.571) 

The Parque exclaims: , Et de mon sein glace rejaillisse la voix! " 

(1.200)9 11... Mais le, plus prompt me prenne! " (1.253)v and the 

Nexcissus expresses his desires: 

Dans les errants filets de vos longs cils de soie 
Son gracieux eclat vous retienne, pensif, 

(Iq 11-87-88) 

and again: 

Naisse donc entre nous que la lumiere nuit 
De 7; ýße et de silence un echange infini! 

(119 11-95-96) 

It may well be that Valery's fondness for the subjunctive is 

linked with his predilection for inversion, of which he writes (with 

reference to Racine): "Role de llinversion: son usage est precieux 
0 

comme stecaxtant du cours ordinaire dn langage, qni, pax elle, se 

.. .0% 127 regenere ... for both serve to distance poetic language from every- 

day speech: 

Que beni soit le ciel qui te rend a mes voeux! 
(Esther, 1,1,1.2) 

Que dans le ciel places, mes yeux tracent mon temple! 
(LJPj 1.209) 

There wasq however, another form of inversion which was considered 

particularly elegant in classical syntax: the transposition of the 

noun and its complement: 
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Pour reparer des ans 11 irreparable outrage ... 
(Athalie, 11,5,1.496) 

P Valery's poems show him to be an assiduous follower of Racine's 

syntax here, and numerous examples occur throughout La Jeune Parque 

and gharmes,, La Jeune Parque being especially rich in them, I'Mais 

comme par l1amour une joveenflazomee, " (1-150). I'De l1ame les 

appr'ehts sous la tempe calm; e, 11 (1 
- 361) are only two of such instances. 

We find further examples in Charmes: IlTlu vois du sombre amour sly 

meler la tourmente ... 11 (F du N 11,1.25). "Un soir, de mon triste 

delire / Parut la. constellation" (La P, 11-103-104). "Pique du sein 

la gourde belleg" (L'Abeille,, 1-5). I'Du plaisir que tu te proposes / 

%% 44 Cede,, cher corps, cede aux appats" (Eb dlun S. 11.251-252)9 IIOU' 

sont des morts les phrases familieres? " (CM, 1.88). 

The example of Racine's inversion above was taken from Esther, 

and it is from Esther and Athalie that Valery often quotes when he 

is considering Racine's syntax. In particularg it is in his 

analysis of the Priere dlEsther that he refers to one of Racine's 

Latinisms, the ablative absolute: 

Ainsi je trouve sur un exemple [of the syntax underlying 
Racine's alexandrines] 
I. Ablatif absolu. 

28 
The French form of this Latinism was frequent in classical syntw4 

and Valery's example is not the only instance of Racine's use of it: 

(Ce bandeau dont il faut que je paxaisse ornee ... 
Seule et dans le secret, je le foule a mes pieds 

(Esther, 1.49 11.278t 280) 

We find Valery following Racine Is example in La Jeune Parque (not 

le 
without Mallaxmean colouring): 

Quand (au velours., du souffle envole 11or des lampes) 
Pai de mes bras epais environne mes tempes ... 

(11.29-30) 
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and again in: "Le col charmant cherchant la chasseresse aileelt 

(1.202). Further examples are to be found in Charmes: 

... la bete abattue, 
Le col tranche, le chef produit, ... 

(La P, 11.56-57) 

A peine 
' 
surta poitrine 

Accable de blancs liens 
ber9ait llonde ma ine 

Mais a peine abattu sur 
Cette morte r.... ]/ Fre-mit 

(Po; sie, 11.9-11) 

0 
sel)ulere bas 

00* 

(La Fausse Morte,, 11.6-9) 

Among the first of the less frequent, but not less important 

examples of Valery's use of Racinian syntax, we may place his use 

of the simple form of the interrogation, for we have already noted 
-n n 

his preference for this. 47 The 17th century preferred it, too: 

etaient peu elegantes "Les formes renforcees [of the interrogative] ' 

00 Accordingly we find Racine using the simple au XVII siecle. 

form,, 

Est-ce la, dira-t-il, cette fiere Hermione? ... 
(Andromague, IIp 19 1.397) 

and Valery avoiding the later accretions (Est-ce 

"Ou ya-t-il, sans repondre a sa, propre ignorance" 

"Qules-tu, pres de ma nuit dleternelle longueur? " 

mon sang.? Sont-ce les neuves / Rumeurs des ondes 

11-183-184). 

que clest, etc. ): 

(LIP, 1.302), 

(LJP, 1.80), "Est-ce 

sans merci? " (La P, 

Further minor points concern the omission of the definite article, 

frequent in 17th century poetry, and which exists in Racine: 

Est-ce haine, est-ce amour qui llinspire? 
(Britannicus, 1,1,1.55) 

It is used to equal effect by Valery: "Comme chose dequell (LJP, 1.11) 
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and 

AmoUr, peut-etre, ou de moi-meme haine? ... 
(CM, 1.115) 

Modern usage also would repeat the axticle in front of grammatically 

related nouns, 
31 but we note its absence in the "Melange de la lame 

et de ramell (LJP, 1.318). 

Turning to the verb,, we find that there are traces in Valery 

of the simple form of the verb, as employed by Racine, when 

Pyrrhus says: 

Pen ai senti la force et connu l1equite [of Oreste's reasoning] 
(Andromaque', 119 49 1.608) 

Here comu has the sense of recomu. The Parque uses the same form: 

"Je me sentis connue encore plus que blessee" (1-42)9 I'Le poison, 

P 
mon poison, mleclaire et se comatt" (1.44). Again,, in Vajeryq we 

find the use of faire where we should expect a repetition of the 

1,32 
6te superbe, verb where Valery writes of the tree's branches, tje 

'IQue la tempete traite universellement / Comme elle fait une herbe" 

(11-71-72). or makes the Narcissus exclaim: "Nulle des nymphes, 

nulle aime, ne mlattire / Comme tu fais sur llondell (1,11-147-148). 

Still considering the verb, we note that Valery complies with 

Vau, gelas' prescription, 833 that the singular person should be used 

after synonyms and related terms, as in Racinels: 

Vivez done. Que llamour, le devoir vous excite 
(Phedre, T, 39 1.209) 

We can see this in the: "Nul demon, nul parfum ne ml offritl le peril" 

(Lai, 1.427). and in Le Rameur: 

Ce bruit secret des eaux. ce fleuve etrangement 
Place mes jours dores sous un bandeau de soie; 

(11.21-22) 

We close this catalogue of minor points by noting that Valery 
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uses certain prepositions as in classical syntax. Parmi is an 

example of this; Racine uses Parmi with a singular noun, although 

that noun is not a collective: 

Mais parmi le plaisir quel chagrin me devore 
(Britannicus, 11,6,1.699) 

as does Valery: "Parmi llaxbre, la brise berce / La vipere que Je 

ve 'Otis" (Eb dlun S. 11.1-2), and again, Vale: ry uses the word in its 

earlier sense of "between": "Tant de mes visions parmi la nuit et 

lloeil, " QJP, 1.95). 

In Valery's enumeration of the cardinal elements of Racinian 

syntax, the category Conjonctions has hitherto been left undiscussed. 

This is because it plays a major role in the organisation of the 

Racinian sentence, and must therefore be discussed together with it. 

For Valery, in his search for the perfect form for his own 

sentence at the time when he was composingla Jeune Parque, 

"Toujours poursuivi par l'Idee de cette phrase musicale - parlee - 

en vers que Je veux insatiablement faire, '34 the Racinian sentence 

and its fusion with the verse form of the alexandrine was of 

capital importance. It was Racine's use of the sentence which gave 

his poetry the continuity of thought allied to the continuity of 

music, "Les propositions se degagent les uns des autres, slenoncent". 

The flow is never broken: 

Le vers est subordonne a la periodeq chez Racine, au 
contraire de ce qui est chez Hugo, ou le "beau vers" 
llemporte. La Phraseq si harmonieuse pour Racine,, 

n1a pas de valeur pour Hugo. 35 

There was no break caused by over-emphasis, either. As Valery 

observed in his 1942 eulogy of Racineq exaggeration was no longer 

effective: 'Iles effets dletrangete Wont plus grand inter'elt - ils 

pietinent clest lladditivite qui me platt et non la juxtaposition. 06 
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The Racinian sentence, in its syntactical as in its musical 

development, was unobtrusively natural-seeming: "Il nly a jam is 

juxtaposition dleffets, il ya filiation. Developpement analogue 

% 37 a celui d1une plante. " a comment which recalls Valery's 

meditations on a passage of Berenice in 1938, 'Ile discours 

cependant slenchelne a lui-meme, se ressemble et se devide d'une 

fagon organique. #, 38 This passage, comparing the development of a 

train of thought on its structure of regular verse, with the growth 

of a natural organism, also compares the finished product of the 

development to a work of art, a tapestry, un tissu brode et trame. 

These comparisons must remind us of Valery's description of 

La Jeune Pargue. In a letter to Gide, he calls it an artificial 

fabric vhich has taken on a natural development939 vhile in a letter 

to Ai" Lafont, he calls the poem a piece of weaving. 
40 His notes 

for the M4moires d1un Poeme return to this metaphor. Under the 

heading §ntaxe et regles de vers,, he writes: 

Trame et chaine. Trame du vers et cheine des compl; ments 
succesBifs qui aboutissent�, a construire une unite 
dlaction mentale - quant a la possibilite. 41 

These knots in the thread, these joints of the living creature, 

which facilitate the movement of a train of thought from one 

direction to another, or serve as growth points, cannot but suggest 

to us the similax role of the conjunction in the syntax of the 
01 

Racinian sentence. An examination of Valery's analysis of part of 

the Priere d'Estherg which follows his description of the integration 

2 
of Prosody and syntax into a majestic and organic whole#4 will help 

us to elucidate the qualities he finds in Racine's syntax and the 

importance he attaches to the conjunction in its organisation. We 

may here usefully remind ou=selves also that the Priere d'Esther is 
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given as one of Valery's sources for La Jeune Parque. 

In order to establish that Valery was indeed thinking of the 

Priere d'Esther in his description of the alexandrine and the 

sentence, we compare the disarticulated jottings below with the 

lines of Racine. In the Cabiers, the position of these words on the 

page in relation to each other, and their content, are definitive: 

Tu said combien Je, / Et que je, / leur table. / que meme 
-. 19/ 

Ce bandeaul, 43 / seule,, / qu"a, / Et ne. They obviously relate to 

the passage from the Priere dlEsther (11.273ý-282): 

Pour moi� que tu retiens parmi ces infideles, 
Tu sais combien je hais leurs Aetes eriminelles, 
Et que je mets au rang des profanations 
Leur table, 1, leurs festins, et leurs libations; 
Q, ue mime cette pompe ou je suis condamnee, 

' Ce band dont il faut que je paraisse ornee, 4 Dans ces jours solennels a l'orgueil dedies, 
Seule et dans le seeret, je le foule a mes piede; mw.. mý ,% Qu'a ces vaine ornements je prefere la cendre 
Et nlai du gouat qu'aux pleurs que tu me vois repandre 

(Esther, It 49 11.273-282) 

Without lingering here over an exact comparison of the lines with 

V. " words, 
44 the gramma ical. analysis which appears under .. lery's scattered 

it is apparent from the extract itself that the speech does indeed 

develop in an organic fashion. 

Each successive clauseq radiating from the central Tu sais: 

Tu sais combien je hais leurs fe*tes eriminelles, ... 

and securely linked to it by syntax, derives its descriptive ornament 

from the idea of the hated celebrations,, fetes criminelleS, as the 

det6station flowers into description (tablest festins, libationg, 

pompe,, bandeaux); as Valery observes on the next page of the Cahiers: 

"Dans Racine 11 ornement perpetuel semble tire du discours et aI est 

la le moyen et secret de sa prodigieuse continuite. . 45 The 

articulation is never obtrusive, but carries forward the idea (or 
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ratherg the logically linked ideas) of adoration of the Lord, and 

detestation of His enemies, to the end of the unit of thought, the 

complete sentence. In this task, and in the movement from one idea 

to the nextq there is, for Valery, one superlative instrument, In 

1939 he again takes the Priere d'Esther as an example, as he had in 

1918. He states: 

Dana llarticulation du morceau, ce sont lea conjonctions 
qui font l1entree des themes: Non, non; Nouvelle 
reprise avec-s pour moi 46 

Throughout the Racine notes, Valery links the conjunction with its 

vital functionst for below the heading Articulation we find the 

remark: "Conjonction, cette petite chose, " (p. 10) and again, "La 

modulation par la conjonction. - continuite" (P-14). On yet another 

page of the notes we find the categorical statement: "Role de la 

conjonction / LA MODULATION" (p. 8). Later still, and this time in 

the Cahiers, we find Valery linking the conjunction with the 

qualities he found most important in Racine: I'La divine continuite 

et la proportion des membres de la suite. Conjonctions. 1147 

It is not surprising then to find that Valery should have 

chosen examples from the Prayer48 to emphasise the value of the 

conjunction, for a study of the passage as a whole brings out the 

vital importance of the conjunction in the movement of a train of 

thought. The Ramd: 

Quand, pour te faire un peuple agreable a tes yeux 
. Wdlwon-MMý -% 

Il plut a ton amour de choisir nos aleuxt 

the IMAmel, cited by Valeryp the Mais, "Mais clest peu Vetre eselave, 

on la veut egorger: 119 the Que, "(; ýIe meme cette pompell, even the 

exclamation Valery classes as a conjunction (None nong)v which ensure 

the smooth articulation of the whole, serve also to ensure a passage 

to the expansion of an idea in ornament: 
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p Que m*e*me cette pompe ou' je suis condamnee, 
Ce bandeau dont il faut qye je paraisse ornee 
Dans ces jours solennels a llorgueil dedies ... 

and to the transition, the modulation, as Valery underlines, the 

Non, non,, the pour moi. 

In this way, therefore, as transitional agent, a synapse for 

the nerve-thread of thought, the conjunction may have lent its 

articulation to the utterances of Valery's Idee vivante La Jeune Parque. 

We can trace a Racinian use of the conjunctinn as a means of 
0 

moClulationg the glissement et la substitution des idees - images49 

.I for which Valery strove in writing his poem. There is the movement, 

for example, from the state of mind in which the Parque proudly 

rejects the serpent, to that in vhich she fears to lose the treasures 

it represents, a state of mind already beginning with the Et of line 93: 

"Et brisant une tombe, sereine / Je mlaccoude inquiete". The transition 

is accomplished with the Mais of line 97: "Mais je tremblais de 

perdre une douleur divine" and we have another transitiong as with 

Esther's pour moi, with the Et of line 148: "Glisse, barque funebre 

Et moi viveg debout" - an example of the flow of a train of thought. 

Or again, we have the Et of line 395,, where the Parque moves from the 

contemplation of her ideal self to identification with it: 

Elle se fait toujours plus seule et plus lointaine� ... 
Et moi, dlun tel desting le coeur toujoi-,. xs plus pres ,00 

(11-394-395) 

reinforced by the meme of line 400, used precisely as Racine uses it, 

to develop and decorate the idea: 

.. A 

Meme, tu leur promist 50 
Me-me, elle avait encore cet eclat emprunte ... 
Me-me, je m1apparus cet arbre vaporeux ... etc. 

It is succeededv toog by the transition to the opposing idea, and its 

developmentg as in Esther's rejection of the idea of the triumph 
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of the PerBianB ("Non, non, ne souffre pas que ces peuples farouches" 

etc. ); for the Parque's "Non, non! ... Nlirrite plus cette reminiscence! " 

(1-406), although it is followed by a brief return to her obsession 

(1-409). introduces the train of thought which will contradict the 

idea of her dissolution into immortality, by leading her to the 

recognition of her mortal status (sein d'argile, 1.422). Exactly 

the same function is accomplished by the Mais: I'Mais qui 

llemporterait sur la puissance meme, " (1.410)9 vhich turns the Parque 

away from her renewed reminiBeence: "Parmi tous leB inBtantB tU 

touchais au supreme, 11 (1 
- 409) . guiding her towards the moment of 

recognition and reality, "Souviens-tai de toi-meme" (1-415). 

The conjunction, then, ensures the transmission of the chain 

of ideas in the Racinian sentence. The slowing-down of the movement 

51 
of that sentence, danse lente 9 which also prolongs its movement 

from one line of verse to the next, is achieved by apposition, as 

Bremond. pointed out: 

Il faut 
" 

que le verbe - le ciment du discours - trouve 
enfin ou se caser, mais le plus taxd possible. Un 

officier honteux et discret ... 
52 

Bremond's illustrationS53 of Racine's use of this device cannot be 

bettered although he avoids any classification of the differing types 

of apposition, or any specific comparison with Valery. Guiraud, 

however, does institute such a comparison. 
54 His example is taken 

from Phedre, but an examination of the Priere d'Esther will show that 

Valery could have taken it9 too, as an example of this technique of 

Racine'sq for here apposition and conjunction together illustrate 

it clearly. The section of the Prayer which we have been discussing 

beginsq in factq with an apposition: "Pour moig que tu retiens p 

1% 

ces infideles, " and continues, after the conjunctions et que with 
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further examples, tables, festins, libations, going on to the long 

flow of cette poppe, where item after item is elaborated, and only 

reaching the conclusion of the sentence (or rather, part of the 

sentence) some three lines later, with je les foule-a mes pieds. 

As Guiraud. rightly says (but with regard to Valery): "Il faudrait 

tout citer.,, 
55 In fact, a glance at the passage on the stars from 

La Jeune Parque will show Valery making a principle of Racine's use 

of apposition to prolong the movement as, previouslyv of the 

conjunction to extend or alter the train of thought: for from the 

openingg Tout-puissants etrangers (1.18) to the concluding words, 

eternite (1.23) the entire contents of the lines are in apposition 

to astres (1.18). As with the example from the Priere d'Esther, 

the verb merely introduces a pause, not a conclusion to the movement, 

for a fresh series of appositional movements succeeds the conjunction 

et, 'let sur llecueil mordu pax la merveille" (1.25). They are 

transmitted by the conjunctions ou. si (1.28). Quand (1.29). and the 

Et of line 31. 

Racine,, as we know, was not Valery's only master in the use of 

apposition. He had much 
0 to learn from Mallarme, and this would not 

be the only case where he was able to fuse two techniques. But we 

can perhaps better understand, from the above examples, what Valery 

meant when he wrote (with reference to Berenice) of the articulation 

and evolution of the alexandrineq 
p 

poesie rigul 
1% 

iere: "Le discours 

slenchatne et se ressemble. " The first effect is obtained through 

the use of the conjunction, the second through the use of the 

appositiong for the appositions which decorate and illustrate a person 

or an object are but differing aspects of the same subject, "qulil 

atagisse de Birinice ou dtun payeage. �56 
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'We have used Valery's 1918 analysis of the Priere d'Esther as 

a basis for our discussion of Racine's syntax and its place in 

Valery's work. It may be argued,, however, that although Valery 

has chosen a passage from one of Racine's plays to illustrate the 

integration of syntax and the alexandrine, he does not go on to 

specify in detail the particular qualities of the alexandrine as 

Racine uses it. Did he, indeed, regard Racine's alexandrine as 

particularly valuable to him, as a poet? And if so, why? 

There is another passage from the Cahiers for 1916 which is 

eloquent on the subject9 and from which we will quote here at 

length, for not only does it answer our first question, but it 

,, m,, -lides our steps as we seek to ansie r our second: 

Quel est l1element efficace (aujourd'hui, pour nous) de 
Racine? La melodie - ce distique inoubliableg la 
langue precise et pourtant fluide. D'ou' la noble 
tendresse, la volonte heureuse et cachee. La formule 
fondue dans une fratcheur artificielle - mais obtenue. 
Une sorte de symbolisme infiniment habile, chaque vers 
etant doucement universel. Inflexion de la voix digne 
d1une grande cantatrice. 

Il a la voix et le mot. Hugo a les mots, - et il 
n1a pas la voix. L'acteur chez lui ou le declamateur 
transpire, se rend indispensablet odieux. 

La voix chez Hugo est d1un orateur ridicule ou, 
quand clest tres beaug non plus une voix mais la rumeur 
d1un orchestre. La plus belle poýsie a la voix d1une 
femme ideale,, Mdlle Ime 

... 
57 

So wrote Valery at the time when he needed above all to find 

the right music for his own Parque's voice, for her role was that 

of the prima donna. Her voice was the voice of a singer. 
58 The 

poemg conforming to Valery's early ideals, was essentially a musical 

composition59 -a recitative,, which gradually developed into a 
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two-act opera, 
60 

such as were the earliest operas. Valery had even 

chosen his composers 
61 

. Gluckt whose music was a prolongation of 

Racine's poetry, 
62 

and Wagner,, in whose music recitative and aria 

merge in the continuity Valery admired in Racine. 

But, we remember, there are other poets on that list of 

BourceB for La Jeune Parque where Gluck and Racine are prominent - 

other French poets, whom we know to have been of great importance 

to Valery: Mallarmel Rimbaud, Hugof Baudelaire. We know that they 

must have had a part to play in forming Valery's poem, for they had 

I influenced his poetic development. They, too, may have contributed 

to the Parque's music. 
A, Mallarme is not indeed in question, but there are good grounds 

for rejecting Hugo as a model for the Parque's voice. Hugo was a 

modern,, and for Valery,, the human voice disappears from poetry after 

Racine's time. 
63 

Furthermore, there is evidence in the Cahiers 

that Valery sees Hugo's music as orchestral. 
64 

Rimbaud and 

Baudelaire, too, are moderns, though Baudelaire had affinities with 

Racine. 
65 

Were there then perhaps other poets of Racine's time -who 

attracted his attention during his concentrated study of the 17th 

century - Corneille, or La Fontaine? 

Corneille, though indeed his poetry speaks with a human voice, 
66 

will not serve either. His voice not only lacks intimacy, 
67 

but is 

harsh and lacking in musicality. 
68 

La Fontaine, now, has a singer's 

voice, 
69 

and it would be rash to exclude all possibility of his 

influence on La Jeune Par u %70 - yet this precursor of Racine, who 

perhaps lent Racine some of his accents,, 
71 is not the perfect 

e. virtuoso. His music is uneven 
72 

No. Only Racine, of all the poets singled out by Valery in the 
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CahierS, was the perfect singer, perfect, that isq for Valery's 

Parque, his Mademoiselle Ime. 73 He has the human voice, 
74 

almost 

physically audible. 
75 His lines have the necessary quality of 

truth to his own nature, thus to the nature of man in general, 
76 

and 

he expresses this truth in terms of purest melody. 
77 His technique 

is as flawless as that of a great diva, 78 
and his voice takes poetry 

as far as it can go on the way to becoming music itself: 

Entre tous lee poetes, Racine est celui qui slapparente 
le plus strictement a la musique proprement dite, - ce 
Racine de qui les periodes donnent si souvent llidee 
de recitatifs a peine moins chantants que ceux des 
compositions lyriques - ce Racine de qui Lulli allait 
si studieusement entendre les tragedies; et des lignest 
des mouvements duquel les belles formes et les purs 
d; veloppements de Gluck semblent les transformations 
immediates [... ]79 

Poetry, as Valery was well awareg cannot quite be music, 

la musictue proprement dite, and we., as readers, have the unfortunate 

tendency of trying to sepaxate sound and sense,, thus widening the 

distance: 

Nous avons cou^t=e de separer ce que nous entendons de 
ce que nous compr[enons], de passer de l'oreille aux 
idies et nous divisons les pensees de Wedre de sa voix. 
Mais en matiere de poisie, il ya equivalence, ou elest 
bien de la prose [. 

�]80 

Racine, however, defeats us, for with his poetry there is in reality 

no way of operating this division between sound and sense. Valery, 

attempting to dissect Hippolyte's famous line 81 

Le jour nlest pas plus pur que le fond de mon coeur, ... 

cannot do so, nor can he analyse its music (harmonie indefinissable), 

though, being Valery, he returns to the attempt. 
82 

This perfect integration between sound and sense, then, is the 

mark of true poetry,, that -which brings it closest to music, and it 

distinguishes Racne's work. Both in its truth to the reality of 
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human experience, and in its harmony, which fuses meaning and music, 

the voice of Racine is supreme. We now begin to see how "a writer, " 

as Valery so cautiously puts it, can use this voice: 

Un savant, aU COUrB d1un memoire ori, 5inal, invoque au 
passage le principe de un tel, le theoreme de tel autre. 
Un ecrivain peut evoquer, lui, au vol, llombre de 
Virgile, la voix de Racine. Ils sont devenus des 
moyens, comme les mots et les locutions. 

(2 69 560) 

Naturally, this praise by Valery of Racine's music has not 

974^ 

gone unremarked, and there is a general consensus of opinion with 

regard to the Racinian quality of Valery's prosody. This prosody 

has often been analysed yetq it would seem, from almost every point 

of view save from that of a direct comparison of its techniques with 

those of Racine . 
83 Here again, we must note that the work of the 

Abbe Bremond compares the music of Racine and that of Valery by 

inference, 84 
and that some indirect comparisons emerge from Guiraud's 

searching analyses of Valery's prosody. 
85 Guiraud's work, indeed, 

has been of the greatest assistance in the attempt to institute a 

direct comparison between the prosody of the two poets which now 

follows* 

Racine's voice was capable of perfect harmony. So much appears 

to be axiomatic. But what was it which gave Racine's voice this 

supreme music? Fortunately, Valery himself supplies us with an 

answer, as we saw at the beginning of this chapter* The instrument 

was the alexandrine and its melody,, ce distique inoubliable. 

Valery himself had always seen the alexandrine as the only 
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possible metre for his purposes in the days when he first laid down 

his poetic principles. 
86 Even then, he had aimed at producing the 

perfect music by its means, and had even chosen the ideal form, the 

symphony. 
7 Later, in 1917, he links alexandrine and symphony 

together, as formal discoveries of seminal poetic importance 88 
- 

and this in spite of the fact that the alexandrine could appear less 

poetic than other metres. 
89 

There is, in reality, no contradiction between these judgments. 

They are rather an indication that the alexandrine combines the 

structures of both speech and music (as occurs in the operatic aria)v 

corresponding as it does in its time-scale to the time-scale of the 

physiological units which support both - the units of respiration, 

and of the circulation of the blood - even of the effective duration 

of attention, whose time-scale Valery has noted. 
90 

Thus, the structure of the alexandrine could lend itself both 

to the development of a musical composition, or of a reasoned work 

of thought, involving syllogismsq analyses, even discussior3s on 

public affairs, science, and morality, without losing its elegance. 
91 

In the first part of this chapter we discussed the suitability 

of Racine's alexandrine with regard to its syntax, for the development 

of thought. Our concern here is with the musical structure, for it 

was this,, to Valery's mindq which ennobled the development of reason, 

elevating sound and sense to the level of perfect harmony. In the 

passage analysing the syntax of the Priere dlEsther quoted on page 386 

of this chapterg he writes of this harmony and of the means by which 

it is produced. He writes, too, of the majesty and order imparted 

to the whole by the need to obey the rules of the metre. He was to 

am, nlify these remaxks in 1920: 
vv 
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ya une sorte de rythme particulier a 11alexandrin 
.0 qui reside dans la combinaison. de la phrase et de la rime 

- ou dans une suite: MM FF MM FF MM FY, les 
combinaisons MM, ou. FF, ou MY, ou FM, clest 'a dire 
distique parfait M, FF, distique, mele FM, MF. 
Ce r ythme se surajoute a tous les autres dlautres 
especes. Il donne au discours un. li, un uni, 
incomparables dans les classiques. 

This musical integration$ then, is described as a quality of 

the structure of the alexandrine; and as early as 1891, Valery had 

insisted on the importance of structure to poetry: "Avant tout la, 

composition ou portion architectonique de l'Oeuvre.,, 93 

In this architecture, the twelve syllables of the alexandrine 

are the basic material, the building blocks. 94 They axe the means 

through which thought becomes language, and languageq poetry; matter 

solid enough to be manipulated by both author and reader. We might 

compare them to the notes of the musical scale, perhaps. Yet these 

units, the twelve syllables, must accommodate themselves to the 

semantic units, the words, to which they axe lending their music; 

and again Valery takes Racine as an example of this: 

Musique des poetes % I ... ] doit se plier a la condition 
de groupement de, ces syllabes (melodiques) en mots 
on ne doit pas dire 

A 

VousmourutezauborouvoufU e aissee. 
Vous mourates aux bords OU vous fites laissee 

To act as basic material, however, is not the only function of 

the twelve syllables. Within the structure of the line, they provide 

the number of beats to the bar. They also dictate the pace of the 

music, and its key signature, major or minor, for it is the 

successful combination of long or short syllables which controls the 

speed of the voice, and this in turn contributes to the tone of the 

voice,, its impaotq conveying the state of mind of the character. 
96 

Valery again chooses his ideal line to illustrate this theory 
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(Hippolytels: I'Le jour nlest pas plus pur que le fond de mon 
.00 

coeur"), but he could equally well have chosI-In lines from Berenice's 

plea to Titus, 97 
or indeed a line from his own poem: "Llaube me 

0 devoilait tout le jour ennemill (LJP,, 1.179). 

It is not, of course, only the length of the syllables of the 

alexandrine which play a part in producing the rhythm of the music. 

The use of the cesura can give differences in rhythm, and here the 

flexibility of the alexandrine was supreme. It was indeed the only 

possible metre, 
98 

from the point of view of its esoteric mathematics 

- for the factors of the number 12 allowed of every possible 

variety in rhythm, and of every possible variation in the position 

of the cesura. Even the rhythms of prose (albeit poetic prose) which 

do occur in the alexandrine are subdued to its form. This excludes 

much a-poetic substance, 
99 

and this perhaps was in Valery's mind 

when he remarked in later life on the link between the alexandrine 

and poetic tragedy (once agaim, Ph; dre! ): 

Soit le sujet de Phedre. On le propose ý un sculpteur. 
Que fait-il? Et si ce fut par la musique qulon le 
donne a traiter? Resultat inattendu: llunite de la 
tragedie et 11alexandrin. Racfne, enfin, considere 
comme le moyen de Phedre [,,, ] 00 

The comonest groupings of syllables into which poetic prose is 

organised by the use of the cesuras, are the 3,2, and 4 foot units, 

The use of the 3 foot unit was frequent in Racine (Maurice Grammont 

has found more than a hundred instances of the line made up of units 

of 3 in ). This organisation of the line is, as Guiraud 

points outv 
101 

naturally the least expressive (unless an effect of 

monotony is almed at). It is most suited to na=ative or descriptive 

lines - perhaps of the sort which Valery describes as indispensable 

to the continuity of the action, and, in a measurev almost equivalent 
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to prose, 
102 in the plays of Racine. But Racine uses the identical 

grouping in lines of the highest poetic intensity and feeling: 

Et la mort, J 
a mes yeuxilderobant Ila clarte 

Rend au jour, I qulils souillaientiltoute sa purete 
(Ph; dre,, V. 7t 11.1643-1644) 

Here the units of threes have a poetic resonance of equal int-ensity 

with the more heavily accented groups of 2-4. as in the line 

quoted, or: IIDýja I je ne vois plus 11, or even 1-5. jette un froid 

inconnug with which they are intercalated. The result is that a high 

level of unity is achieved; the recitative glides into the aria 

with a Wagnerian continuityg the integration of a Gluck, and it is 

difficult not to see the same principle (Valery's ideal of integration) 

behind a similar use of the 3-3, married to the 2-4 (or the 4- 2)9 

in his favourite passage from La Jeune PaV que,: "Que lui fait I tout le 

sang, qui. n' est plus I son secret? " (1.388), I'Dans quelle -1 blanche paix 

cette pourpre la laisse, 11 (1.389), or even to the 1-5. "Tant. 

la chair vide baisellune sombre fontaine" (1-393). 

This last divisiong the 1- 5t is the grouping furthest removed 

from the natural rhythms of the French language. Guiraud, quoting 

Morier, remarks that in Racine's hands, it is always a signal of 

intensity, used when he needs to seize our imaginationg or move us 

through the power of the single syllable. 
103 Valery's use of the 

same grouping is abnormally highg as Guiraud shows by an analysis 

of the nZi 
104 

. Maent dlun Narcisse,, and reference to La Jeune Parque. 

If we examine Racine's use of the 1-5 grouping, we can see what 

opportunities it offered as a form of musical expression. 

The more conventional use - the exclamation, the Dieux! , the 

Ah!, no doubt bear witness to a highly excited state of mind; they 

also serve, musically speaking, as a springboard for the voice, the 
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singer's "attack", and this applies equally to question, invocation, 

and command. They may introduce a short but significant phrase, as 

in Phedre's cry: 

Dieux! que ne suis-je assise a llombre des forlets! 
(Phedre,, 1.39 1.176) 

or a long sustained passage, as in Oenone's argument: 

Ah! alil vous faut rougir, rougissez dlun silence 
(Ibid. 

v 1.185) 
- 

-ma. ý 

They may even introduce whle plays. It is interesting to observe 

how often a play opens with a line of this type, and Valexy has 

remarked on it in Athalie: 

"Oui, je viens dans son temple, " etc. Commencement 
necessaire, ce Oui. Importance et mouvement des attaques 
interrogatives ... 

105 

This form of "attack" is used tery frequently in La Jeune Parque, 

where indeed, it opens the Parque's aria, 110 i n1aurait-il fallu, 11 

folle, I que jI accomplissell (1 
-A and her first tirade, '"Ia! I je n' ai 

plus besoin de ta race nalve, " (1-50). It occurs in some of the 

other forms also; exclamation: Dieux! 1 Dans ma lourde Plaie, (1-48)9 

Quoi! I mes yeux froidement (1-485). The preference thoughg is for 

the forms of command and denial, the repeated Viens of lines 193 and 

197, the Va! lie n1ai plus besoin, (1.50)9 the Non! of lines 265 and 

276, which confirms Guiraud' s remarks on the hardness and intensity 

of this technique in La Jeune Pargue 106 (the staccato and forte, as 

it were) in contrast to the generally muted effects of the Fragment 

du Narcisse (the legatop pianO)- 

However, the use of this strong accent is not confined, in 

Racineg to the cases cited above. It may also accentuate a word, 

or words, during the flow of the tirade; there is an example in that 
%0 

part of the Priere d'Esther quoted by Valery in his analyses: 
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(Ce bandeau, dont il faut que je paraisse ornee) ... 
Seule, et dans le secret, je le foule a mes pieds 

(11.2789 280) 

and there are other instances - Phedre Is "Moi, I que iI ose opprimer 

et noircir llinnocence? " (Phedre, 111,3,1.893). Thus used, the 

accent can be seen as a musical one, giving a certain note a higher 

value, or a quality of rubato which alters the timing within the 

normal phrase - almost an exaggeration in comparison with the 

normal phrasing indicated by the cesura: 

Moi, 1 je veille. Je sors, 
Ilpgle 

et proýigieuse 
(Lipt 1.90) 

or the reversed 5- 19 "Quelle mortelle? I Moi 11 si pare, mes genoux" 

(Ibid. 
9 1.244). 

It seems possible that Valery, in making so extended a use of 

this grouping, wished to maintain the heightened intensity, the 

distance from everyday speech rhythms, with unity (for where a device 

is so constantly employed, it stands out less). It marks the 

extremest use of the cesura and the secondary accent. 

The cesura, however, can be used not only to accent the 

important word, but to ensure continuity of flow, as in týe famous 

0P 
passage emphasising time in Berenice:, 

Que le Jour Irecommence, 11et que le j Ur I'finisse 
Sans que jamaisl Tituslipuisse voirj9irenice? 
Sans que, j de tout le jour, 11 je puisse voirl Titus? ... 
Daignera-t-il I compter 

11 les jourB I de mon absence? 
Ces jours I si longs pour moi Illui sembleront I trop courts 

Here the musical idea does not really finish until the emphasis has 

come to rest at the end of the unit, and at the end of the alexandrine, 

with Titus' 

Je nlaurais pas, 
i, Madame, 

11'a% 
compter 

Itant de jours ... 
(Berenice, IV, 59 11.1115-11179 1120-1122) 
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Guiraud has pointed out the emphasis on ame in the Fragment dlun 

Narcissel07 and the same effect can be found in the laxpe - ame 

motif in La Jeune Parclue. Here the word is first emphasised by 

the 5-1 grouping, IlTreB imminente larme, et seule a me 
J. 

repondre" (1.282) but in no case do either larme or ake occupy a 

position undefined either by the cesura or the secondary accent, 

and there is a similax movement from one position to another as in 

the passage from Berenice. 

We are constantly reminded that it was continuity that Valery 

sought, the flowing line of Gluck, and Wagner's insensible 

transitions from recitative to aria. If the syllabic structure and 

the musical phrasing of the accents of the alexandrine, its symmetrical 

construction, allowed Valery to dream of uniting the fluid and the 

elements 
strict/of music - the phrasing which overflows the division into 

bars - it was, to a great degreeg through the functions of rhyme 

that he was able to achieve his aim. The rhyme, regulax and internal, 

and the associated qualities of assonance and alliteration of the 

Racinian alexandrine (which by no means conforms to all the rules) 

are important factors in the continuity of phrasing which overflows 

the confines of the distich. As Valery remarked in 1939, "La rime, 

qui nlest pas toujours riche, est merveilleusement amenee. " 
108 We 

shall understand what he means when we have examined some examples 

of Racine's rhyme. 

Apart from the prescribed end-rhyme, Racine employs other forms 
F 

of rhyme within the alexandrine, and extending beyond it, although 

11 
two of these proceduresq the rimes batelees or the vers leonin, and 

the rime renforceeg were frowned upon by the stricter critics of 

the classical period. The first of these, the homophony, of the 
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end-rhyme and of the cesura, the vers leonin, is to be found in 

Racine's works in all the forms classified by Guiraud under their 

different headings, log the complete: 

Pourquoi, trop jeune encor, 11ne pUttes-vous alors 
(Phedre. 11,59 1.647) 

the vocalic: 

Tout mlafflige et me nuitIlet conspire a me nuire 
(Ibid. 

9 1.3,1.161) 

the consonantal: 

Triste, levant au ciellIses yeux mouilles de larmes 
(Britannicus, II, lt 1.387) 

and the form of assonance (voisine): 

Le soldat etonne Idit que dans une nue ... 
(IRhigenie, V, 69 1.1785) 

0 Valery, though determined on a more than classical strictness 

for his prosody, nevertheless employs the various forms of the 

vers leonin to no small degree in both La Jeune Parque and in the 

Fr! M2ent d1un Narcisse. One line in four, Guiraud estimates, is of 

this kind. 110 He gives examples from the Fragment d1un Narcisse; 

we therefore have chosen ours from La Jeune Parque: 

A, Que fais-tuý herissýe, jjet cette main glacee 
(1-13) 

the vocalic: 

Mon ame y peut suffire, 
liornement de ruine! 

(1-54) 

the consonantal: 

the complete: 

Mais, pour capricieuxllet prompt que tupaxaisses 
(1-77) 

and voisine: 

Liant et deliantIlmes ombres sous le lin ... 
(1.126) 
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There are examples in Racine of the second type of rhyme, the 

rhyme of the two cesuras -a type just as strictly proscribed as 

the vers leonin, and just as often employed by Valýry. Here are 

examples of Racine's rime renforcee: 
ill 

Je renvoie Hermionellet je mets sur son front 
Au lieu de ma couronne, 11 un eternel affront ... 

(Andromague, 111,8,11.963-964) 

It is a method, as Guiraud tells us, of binding the two lines of the 

distich together. 112 It can also link one distich to the next: 

Laissez-moi le [Astyaýiax] cacher1jen quelque tle deserte, 
Sur les soins de sa mere on peut slen assurer ... 

1119 4,, 11-878--879) 
0 Valery's lines follow this principle: 

Llennui, le clair eýýijjde mirer leur nuance 
Me donnait sur ma, vie une funeste avance ... 

(LJP,, 11-177-178) 

Yet another method of ensuring the flow of the musical idea by 

linking the lines of the distich is the system of 'rime enchaineel, 

the repetition of the sounds of the end-rhyme at the beginning of 

the following line. Again we quote only one of Racine's instances, 

Hippolyte's query: 

Des sentiments dlun coeur si fier, si dedaigrýeux 
Peux-tu me demander le desaveu honteux? ... 

(Ph; dre,, 1.19 11-76-68) 

This is a technique widely employed by Valery, and one which 

is elevated to a principle when it is allied to enjambement in 

Guiraud's sense of the word. 
113 He adduces the opening lines of 

La Jeune Parjue as an example of this: 

Qui pleure lag sinon le vent simple, a cette heure 
2a. e avec diamants extremes'9 Pe 

Now while we should not expect to find examples of. eniambement in 

Guiraud's specialised sense widely distributed in Racine, what we do 
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find is the system of the, rime enchatnýe, with which Guiraud 

connects it, where the rhyme is repeated in the following lines 

as, in the example quoted above, the rhymes of the first and second 

lines are continued by the Clest peu of the third; or, to take an 

example from Esther: 

... a ces vains ornements je prefere la cendre, Et nlai de gou*t qulaux pleurs que tu me vois r"e-p-iandre Pattendais le moment ... 
(Ig 4,, 11.281-283) 

If Racine's sort of continuity, his marriage of syntax and 

music, depends on a different sort of syntax from that seen in 

Guiraud's enjambement,, his musical continuity is obtained by means 

which not only unite the two parts of the distich, or one distich 

to the next, but may proceed even beyond that. The devices of rhyme 

and assonance are not confined to the end-rhymes and to the cesuras. 

They glide into internal rhymes and assonances. The following lines 

from the Priere d'Esther give us a good example of this: 

(Ainsi donc un perfide, apres tant de miracles ) 

Ravirait aux mortels le plus cher de tes dons 
Le saint que tu. prometeg et que nous attendons? 
Non, non, ne souffre pas que ces peuples faro: ýches 
Ivres de notre sMg, ferment les seules bouches 
Qui dans tout l'univers celebrent tes bienfaits; 
Et confonds tous ces dieux qui ne furent jamais ... 

(Esther, 1.49 11.2659 267-272 ) 

This sequence of allied sounds brings us into the domain of what 

Valery at one time called intrasonnance and multisonnance, giving 

his own lines as an example in a letter to Pierre Louys: 

Ce que j'appelle intrasonnance est la repetition du meme 
son dans le vers I'La flu"'te sur l1azur enseveli module. " 
Et multisonnance (pardon de ;e citJ- encore) "Par-mi 
cette aube fjiLne,. 2 pAýe enchemisee"114 

"Quant aux alliterations, 11 he observes in the same letter, "ne pas 

les chercher mais se borner a les degager elegamment. 11 Yet, when he 
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refers in 1939 to Racine's alliterations as a means of obtaining 

continuity: "La continuite slobtient tantot par jeu d'alliterations, 

tant8t pax opposition, , 115 does it not seem probable that he is 

thinking of something more than the dictionaxy definition, something 

more on the lines of Guiraud's definition of alliteration in Valery's 

? 116 
work, which includes assonance. Something, in factq corresponding 

to Valery's own early examples of Intrasormance or multisonnance? 

Racine's use of the repetition of sounds goes fax beyond the 

repetition of the initial letter - although he uses this to grpat 

effect: Le jour nlest pas plus pur, Le pain que je vous propose 
117 

0 as does Valery. But consider Racine's 

Tout mlafflige, et me nuit, et consp. Ire a me nuire 
(Phedre, 1.161) Iq 39 

0 
and Valery s 

Dors toujours! Descendsq dors toujours! Descendsq jors! 
(LJP9 1.460) 

0 
which is almost a caricature of the procedure which Valery erected 

to a principle of musicality. Again, could one have a better example 

of multisonnance than Racine's 

Et la mer leur lepond pax ses Mugissements ... 
ol (Iphigenie,, Vq 69 1.1780) 

echoed by Valery's own 

Meýlange de la lame en ruine, et de rame ? 

(LJP. 
g 1.318) 

The repetition undoubtedly gives continuity, and continuity of mood. 

What then does Valery mean when he adduces contrast, opposition, as 

a means of obtaining continuity? The idea seems strange, but, in one 

sense in which it may be permissible to take it, less so. Referring 

again to Valery's favourite quotation from, ]Phedre: 
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Le jour nlest pas plus pur que le fond de mon coeur 

we observe not only the strong alliteration of the pas plus pur 

(consonantal j2 + vocalic u), but the contrasting jour, fond, coeur, 

with the allied assonances of the vowels: these latter expressing 

through sound the depths and tenderness of Hippolyte's nature, the 

former the piercing force of his impulsion towards purity. The line 

thus unifies the forces operating throughout the whole of the play, 

continuing the argument in a unique alliance of sound and sense: 

"Le son du sens. et le sens des sons agissent. 11118 The more one 

examines La Jeune Parque and Charmes, (but particulaxly La Jeune Parque) 

in the light of this, the more this principle of continuity through 

opposition is apparent, translated by the sounds. "J'al joue a deux 

doigts, " Valery writes of the composition of La Jeune Parque. It is 

a remark that can apply to more than to the use of the distich. 

Consider the qualities conveyed by Racine's line: 
A, 

Et llavare Acheron ne lache point sa proie ... 
(Ph; dre, 11,59 1.626) 

where the sound and meaning axe so well married by the wide-open 

jaws of the a sounds, the sudden seizure of the j2 and r sounds. 

The oblivion of death is suggested by the laxity of the Ach(eron), 

(1). qche, the oi of (p)oi nt)v (pr)oie; its harsh reality by the 

the r. The whole line is thus a unity combining these opposing 

aspects of death into one undeniable fact - it is for ever. The 

same antitheses are to be found in Valery's 

0 Melange de la, lame en ruine, et de rame 
(LJPq 11-318) 

where the soft m and .1 
sounds, the yawning ame (the play on ame is 

of course part of the exploitation of sound) , the soft ange contrast 

with the harsh r sounds, ruinev rame; again confusion and oblivion 
- 

M. M- 
- 
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are allied with cruelty and reality, because oblivion is the sting 

of death: 

Qui de mes pieds nus retrouvera la trace 
Cessera-t-il longtemps de ne songer qu'a soi? 

(LJP9 11-322-323) 

Racine's power to unify an essential antithesis and thus ensure 

continuity of theme, is not limited to the plays. It emerges equally 

from the Cantiques. In the fourth Cantique we have the following 

lines: 

Le pain que je vous propose 
Sert aux anges d'aliment ... 

(11.21-22) 

Here the contrast between the hard p and r sounds, and the soft 

nasals, ange (p)ain, (alim)ent, in the lines linked by the repeated 

s, suggests the essentials of the heavenly diet - permanence and 

reality, as opposed to the fleeting shadow of earthly sustenance, 

ombre qui vous laisse / Plus affam6e (11.19-20)9 and again, sweetness. 
p Here were contrasts which Valery well knew how to use in his Pal-me: 

0% 
De sa gr! pe redoutablef 
Voilant a peine lleclat 
Un ange met sur ma, table 
Le pain tendre, le lait plat 

(11.1-4) 

Here the opposition is between the generosity and sweetness, and the 

sternness of the giver; between the open a sounds, grace-0 redoutablel, 

ýclat, tableg the soft nasalsq (voil)Mtv angeg (p)aing (t)2. n(dre), 
--Mmr- - 
the liquid 1 of Platp laitg table, to which the v and m sounds 

contribute their softness. The whole almost overpowers the harshness 

of the r sounds, the formidable combination of d and t- but not 

quite. The repetition and contrast of the sounds sum up and proclaim 

the theme of the poem, where the generosity of the sun, the harshness 
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of the sand-laden wind, combine to produce the sweetness of the 

fruit, and the whole is suffused by the power of the giver. 

Continuity in music, however is not merely a question of 

maintaining and combining the threads of different themes (as in a 

fugrue). It is also a question of progression from one sound to 1;; p- 

another, a change of tone. This, which Valery called modulation, 

was his obsession: I'Llidee de changement de ton mla obsede, " he 

writes of La Jeune Pargue'seen as a musical worklig and later he is 

eloquent on the same idea: 

"", Videe vague (chez moi ignorant de cet art [music])et la magie du mot modulation ont joue un role 
important - dans mes poemes. La Jeune Parque fut 
obsedee pax le desir de ce continuum - doublement demande. 
D'abord, daas la, suite musicale des syllabes et des vers 
- et p1s dans le glissement et substitutions des idees- 
images. 1 0 

In meeting the second requirement, as we have seen, Valery could well 

have been indebted to Racine's syntax. It seems probable that 

success in the first desideratum owed something to Racine's prosody 

if we may take the definitions changement de ton, modulation, and 

gradation des sons as all referring to the same process. 

This last definition was one of the headings Valery intended to 

use in his Racine speech. His notes refer to: "La gradation des 

sons jusquiaux sonorites des e: Une prosperite dleternelle duree. " 

The quotation is from that part of the Priere dlEsther from which 

0 Valery took his examples for the combination of music and syntax in 

the alexandrine. 
121 As it stands, it is also an excellent example 

of what Guiraudg toog refers to as modulation: les relations entre 

sons concomitants. 
122 These relations can be both vocalic and 

consonantalq both weak and strong. The succession of e sounds in 

0 
eternellt demonstrates a weak vocalic modulationg the changing 
Sow- ý- 
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vowels of pýos 'I M"I p. trýi: ýe, dur6e demonstrate the strong. Si Ilarly, the 

alternating 32,321, L. and d, j in these last two words show us the 

weak and the strong consonantal modulation. 

Guiraud has pointed out that not only do Racine and Valery 

both use modulation (which one might expect would be avoided by a 

poet who sought to achieve unity through alliteration, as did 

Valery), but that there are similarities between their use of 

modulation. 
123 This applies to both vocalic and consonantal 

modulation. 
124 

It will have been noticed that Valery, writing of Racine's 

modulation (gradation des sons), singles out the vowel e. In 

writing of himself, he has noted this predilection for this vowel: 
pp 1125 "En tant que poete, Je suis specialiste des sons e, e, e9 not 

forgetting his particular love for the e grave. Quoting his own 

favourite passage in La Jeune Paxque (11-341-405). he comments on Its 

musical quality: 

Quelques uns de mes vers mlont donne la sensation de se 
faire par la continuite musicale [,.. ] "0 n1aurait-il 

11 fallu, etc. et "a l1extreme de lletre 126 etc. Ceci 
fait sur les e graves que, j'aime tant. 

Elsewhere, Valery comments on the e muet as one of the special 

musical resources of the French language, one of its range of vowels 

offering subtle effects, timbres delicats: 

9*o lle muet qui tantot existe, tantot ne se fait presque, 
point sentir slil ne, slefface entierement, et qui procure 
tant dleffets subtils de silences elementaires, ou qui 
termine ou. prolonge tant de mots par une sorte d1ombre 127 
que semble jeter apres elle une syllabe accentuee [ ... I 

In fact,, Valery's linesq like Racine's, depend upon the 

pronunciation of the e muet for their scansiong and hence for their 

128 
poetic existence. But apart from this essential role, the I muet 

has a special place in Racine Is technique, and even more so in that 
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of Valery. Although the overall distribution of this phoneme in 

Racine's tragedies is equivalent to its normal distribution in prose 

when it is a question of the expositions or the dialogues, the 

distribution rises when the speech "takes off": "Chaque fois, chez 

Racine quand la paBBion paxle, et en particulier, quand elle eclate 

chez les femmes, la frequence de lle muet sleleve. 11129 Guiraud 

therefore concludes that its use is a specific procedure on Racine's 

part, and one even more specific on Valery's part, for with him, the 

overall distribution scattered throughout the whole poem (at any rate, 

in the poem under discussion) . rises to 51% as compared to Racine Is 

35% to 40% when it is Hermione's fury, Phedre's confessions, or 

Berenice's plaints that are being described. 130 

It would seem then, that once again Valery is using one of 

Racine's techniques to obtain an overall unity of speech at a high 

level of musical and poetic intensity. The e muet, which lengthens 

so many words, can slow the pace of the line: 

Presse, pleure, gemis; plains-lui Phedre mourante 
(Phedret 1119 19 1.809) 

Te tire avec retard, larmev de llombre amere 
(LJP, 1.293) 

while it accentuates the word it terminates, Presse, larme. If its 

effect is added to that of the cesura, it lengthens the value of the 

preceding note even more: 

Monstrell que dans nos brasilles enfers ont jete! 

(Iphigenie, V. 49 1.1680) 

ialouse 1 
... Mais de quilljalouse et menacee? o.. 

(LJP9 1.46) 

Or, almost invisibly present, the e muet blends one note into another: 
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Seule..,, et dans le secret, je le foule. 
_., 
a mes pieds 

(Esther, I. 4v 1.280) 

Il colorejme vierge a sol-meme_, pnlacee 
(UP9 1.45) 

The e puet, too, has the value of a rest in music. Valery 

remarks on its silences elementaires in the passage we have quoted, 
131 

132 
and to Valery, silence had a musical value as real as sound, and 

as significant. 

Le silence a son role dans l'univers de 11oule. 
ya des heures, il ya des sites que ma que leur 
silence. L'oreille se tend, sleveille de plus en lus 
dans ces vides. La musique sait les placer [. 

040]1ý3 

If, then, poetry lacked a complete musical notation (for the voice of 

the reader could interpret the text in different ways), 
134 there was 

at least a technique for indicating the musical rest in the system 

of the alexandrine, ) and one which could give the rest a longer or 

shorter value, in the existence of the e puetl combined with the 

syntactic cesuraq or replacing it-op 

Songý,, songq, Cephiseq a cette nuit cruelle 
(Andromaclue, 111,59,1.997) 

This is the technique which Valery uses to slow his line to a stop 
-444 % 

LJ-4 

by accumulating the number of pauses: "GliBse, barque funebre 
4, 

" 

(LJP9 1.148). or "Conspire au IspacieuxlIsiiencýe Idlun tel site. " 

(F du N 1,1.47). 

A final use of the e muet was to soften the clash of vowels 

which was forbidden by the 17th century rules governing the hiatus, 

and thus to musicalise the encounter. Britannicus gives us a good 

example: 

... une pudeur secrete 
Ne vous laisse gouter qulune joie inquiete ... 

(1119 79 11.967-968) 
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which Valery follows: "Mais, comme pax l1amour une joue enflanmee" 

(LJPq 1.150). But both Racine and Valery knew very well how to 

obtain a musical accent by the shock effect of an actual encounter 

while keeping to the rules - often by inserting a silent consonant: 

Dans le san(g) innocent edre, IV, 6,1.1272). 
ý 

(Ph' 

The voice itself dictates the accent. Valery, who commented 

on one instance of the silent consonant, Imputen(t) a", 
135 

uses these 

shock tactics with marked effect in La Pythie,, 136 Slarrache vivan(t) 

a la vasctue (1-9), Haletante, ivre, (h)urle, (1.3), 

There was, however, no law inhibiting the encounter of vowels 

within a word, a form of encounter classed by Guiraud as a hiatus: 

% , 137 "La dierese est une forme de 11hiatus. With respect to this 

technique, Valery refers us to Racine's usage, in defending his 

prosody. 
138 

and defending it on grounds of musicality, un sentiment 

musical conscient. suivi. maintenu. 
139 The line is of course line 

465 of La Jeune Parclue: 
0 11 % 

Delicieux linceuls, mon desordre tiede 

and Valery is unrepentant: 

Il est exact qi; e 
" 
j'ai, de ma propre autorite et contre 

ere la "dierese" ti-e-de dans 11intention la coutumeg op' 
d1obtenir un certain effetv la symetrie Dki-ci-eux - 
ti-e-de En somme, si j1impose ti-e--de, [ ... ]' je 
nfai pas a mlinqui-e-ter d1avoir vi-o-le la loi [.. -] 
Quoi qulil en soitg je suis sensible a 11harmonie de ce 
vers, qui est dans Estherl: 

La nation cherie a viole sa foi. 

He could have given other examples characteristic of Racinian, 

vocabulary: 1_i-en', lu-eur', nu-age, ýblou-iv odi-euse9 which he has 

himself used in the creation of the Racinian music of La Jeune Parque 

and Charmes. Compare the following: 
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Mais nletant point unispar un lien si doux ... 
9 V9 19 1.1379) 

Et dans mes doux liens, a mon sang suspendue... 
(LJP9 1.34) 

Entrant a la lueur de nos palais bAlants ... 
(Andromactue, 111,8,1.1000) 

0 ruse! a la lueur de la douleur laissee ... 
(LJP9 1.41) 

0 1% 

'4 Deja je ne vois plus quIa travers un nuage oee 
(Ph; dre, V. 79 1.1641) 

Toute, toute promise aux nuages heureux! 
(LIP, 1.399) 

Mes yeux sont eblouis du jour que je revoi ... 
(Ph; dre, 1,, 3,, 1.155) 

Un eblouissement dletincelles glacees ... 
(LJP9 1.506) 

De festons odieux ma fille couromee ... 
(Iphigenie, V. 4, Y 1.1694) 

(QuIai-je done fait qui me condanne) 
Pure, a ces rites odieux? 

(La P, 11.121-122) 

It is worth noting that Racine does not always separate the 

vowels. If he wants a more trenchant effect, we have the 

diphthongisation of odieuse in Phedre's "J'ai voulu te parattre 

odieuse, inhumaine. " (Phedreq 11,59 1.685). or Thesee's odieuses 

lumieres, (Ibid., V9 79 1.1602), rather than the lingering effect of 

Phedrels: 

(Je tremble que sur lui ta juste colere) 
Ne poursuive bientot une odi-euse mere ... 

(Phedre, 119 59 11-593-594) 

A similar effect is achieved by Valery's use of radieux, spacieux, 

in Serpent'. if we compare the two lines "Objet radieux 
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de ma hainell (1-71) and "ouvrit llunivers spa-ci-eux" (1-54). where 

the first diphthong is spat out, the second lingered over to extend 

the domain of the universe. 

Amain, in his letter to M. Cl' I edat, Valery refers to another 

aspect of the separation of the vowels, speaking of words ending in 

ion: "mots en tion, sion, ssion, dont la diphthongaison, comme vous 

, 140 le dites bien, ruinerait une quantite de beaux vers en Racine. 

He could have said the same of his own lines. Separation of the 

vowels in these endings is a consistent procedure in La Jeune Parque 

(libation, 1.289; allusion, 1.407; lamentations, 1.483, and its 

rhyme, creations, 1.484). and is continued in Charmes. La Pythie 

gives modulation (1.102). constellation, (1-103); LIEbauche d1un Serpent, 

meditation (1-50). Allusions (1-183). A study of Charmes, as of 

La Jeune Parclue, reveals how seldom Valery uses these words with 

their longL-drawn-out endings, but how musically effective they are 

in that form they axe when he does: 

Sombre lys! Tenebreuse allusion des cieux 
(LJP9 1.407) 

We can understand well why Valery should have brought Racine to the 

defence of his own use of these nuances. Once again, it is a question 

of music, 11harmonie des vers. 

There remains a final quality of the rhythm of the alexandrine 

as Racine used it. It was not only the perfect vehicle far tragedy, 141 

but a perfect vehicle for mirroring the microcosm and the macrocosm, 

man in nature. Its basis upon the physiological rhythm of the heart, 

of the circulation of the blood, of breathing - even of the mental 

unit of the period of effective concentrationg llonde d'attention, 

have been referred to, but there was even more. The conventions of 
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of classical prosody echoed the basic conditions of the natural world: 

"Imitation des lois du cosmos par des conventions. Ces lois sont 
01 pp de periodicite, etc. La "formell les imite et les represente dans 

0 142 l'univers poetique. " We can imagine the ineluctable recurrence 

of the twelve syllables representing the inevitable movement towards 

death that is implicit in Racine's Chaque moment yous tue (Ph; dre, 

Ig 39 1.213) and Valery's line: 

Ce coeur, qui se ruine a coups mysterieux 
(LJP, p 1.376) 

They are the ticks of the clock which measure out the equally 

relentless cycle of the diurnal and armual rhythm mirrored by the 

unities. And if we look at an earlier comment on Phedre in the Cahiers 

in the light of Valery's remarks on the alexandrine and the cosmos, 

we see that to him there was a place for chance in Racine's universe 

as well as a place for the unvarying demands of the poetic laws, and 

that here again, the laws of the alexandrine were responsible: 

Critiques -K 
Ils analysent serieusement tel discours en Racine, sans 
songer qu'une rime favorable ou difficile a souvent 
fait changer tout le developpement et l1appaxente 
argumentation. A Un beau vers gui est venu - il est ne, le divin 
enfant! -a change les idees de llempereur. Ce vers 
en commande trois autres; et leur quatrain doit ae lier 

au reste. N Cette reine sera brune a cause d1un tel adjectif. 
Et ainsi de tout. Et cela est bong verum, dignumv 
justum est. Clest le procede de la 

"' 
Nature [ 

... 
I. 

Clest ainsi que parlait la vraie Phedre et non d'apres 
un plan. Le casuel du vers corrige la certitude fausse 
du plan. 143--- 

The lawsq in fact, still apply: Ce vers en commande trois autres. 

And it is this compliance with the rules which has made possible the 

unexpected, the revelation. Indeed, it can be relied upon to 

produce surprising and unforeseen beautiesq at regular intervals: 
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"Le vers regulier et ses formes produisent automatiquement et meme 

0 144 
periodiquement cet effet*" This effect of the rhythm, which 

produces such miracles, is in a later extract from the Cahiers 

compared to the effect produced by the construction of a hexagon 

within a circle: 

Le premier qui a trace un cercle, lla divise pax son 
rayon, a joint ces ýointes, et vu appaxattre 11hexagone 
convexe, et puis lletoile, a eu le choc d1une 
revelation, puisque, de ces operations successives, 
une figure si remarquable naissait comme par miracle, 
quli7l- etait impossible de prevoir [ 

... 
], 

LIesprit a de ces surprises. Le resultat passe son 
attente. Deux mots ensemble font tout a coup merveille. 
Mais il faut aussi que ce qui se forme ainsi resonne 
dans ce qulil faut. Llhexagone [a ma ginal gloss adds 

repond a qýielque attente latente dans l1alexandrin] 
% 11ordre de la sensibilite et revele a elle-meme une 

%1 145 
disposition a la svmetrie saturee definie pax 6 points [ ... I 

Not allq indeedq can create this miracle (or Pradon might be Racine's 

equal). But, given the right receptor, the true poet - perhaps 

Valery's pontife hilaxe (La P9 1.216) - the resonances evoked by 

the constraints of rhythm and rhyme, belles chalnes, (La P, 1.223)9 

reveal themselves to be not only those of Nature (doucement universel), 

but the voice of Music herself t conjured up (dare we say it) by the 

voice of Racine: 

Voici paxler une Sagesse 
Et sonner cette auguste Voix 
Qui se connaitt quand elle sonne 
Nletre plus la voix de personne 
Tant que des ondes et des bois! 

(La Pq 11.226-230) 
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Conclusion 

A close study of the Cahiers shows a concentration on Racine 

during certain periods of intense personal stress. Two of these 

periods appear to be particularly important for our examination of 

La Jeune Parque and Charmes. The first coincides roughly with 

that of the first world war, when Valery's involvement with 

Catherine Pozzi revives memories of his earlier passion for 

La Rovira; it is also the time when Valery was composing La Jeune 

Parque and Charmes. The second is that of World Wax II, where 

memories of the first world war colour the agony and shame of the 

second, acting upon a man again absorbed in a passionate love-affair, 

and revive memories of the composition of La Jeune Parque. Both 

these periods, then, were times when Valery felt himself threatened 

by uncontrollable forcesq by the disorder of passion, and of death; 

and both were times when Valery's mind was occupied by La Jeune Pargue. 

From the references to Racine in the Cahiers (references whose 

range goes far beyond mere technical analysis),, it emerges that one 

play is of major importance. This play, of course, is Plýedre. Its 

relevance to a man in love is obvious, and must have been especially 
.0 

so to Valeryq re-living his passion for Mme de Rovira as he followed 

the stages of his love for Catherine Pozzi. He too had been a young 

man threatened by the pursuit of an older woman (for the very force 

of his obsession was a threat). This relevance is confirmed by 

references in the Cahiers throughout the years. Even if -ve had not 

Valery's own analysis of the effects of passion upon himself, which 
1% 

so strikingly follows the pattern outlined in Phedreq we find that 

, alery considers Racine Is analysis of love in that play to be U. 
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accurate, with respect both to his own personal experience, and to 

the universal experience of passion. It was an accuracy which 

Valery could only have gauged from his own feelings. 

We began by establishing this link. But, interesting as this 

is, its importance to us, as we seek to analyse Valery's mature 

voiceg is far outweighed by another discovery made by Valery. 

Exploring the work of earlier poets, he found not only that Racine's 

portrayal of love was accurate, but that it translated, as closely 

as was possible, the universal experience of love into poetic terms 

more, he discovered that this technical achievement could be utilised. 

This discovery had all the force of a revelation. Acting as a 

release and a stimulus, Racine, absorbed by Valery, provided him 

with the power to translate into poetry, and so to exorcise, the 

forces of disorder and death, andreleased him too from the domination 

of Mallarme. 

When, then, we come to a study of Racine's technique, ) Phedre 

again proves to be of particular interest relative to La Jeune Parque. 

The structure of the play, and Racine's use of mythology, provide a 

series of patterns which support a poetic description of periodicity 

in the physical universeq and in human life (and especially in the 

life of the mind); the action of the play provides a pattern which 

epitomises (and poeticises)the processes of thought and feeling, from 

the impulse which initiates them to their conclusion, through a 

series of states of mind engendered by the first impulse, and the 

reactions subsequent to it. This patternt because of Racine's 

decorative use of ancient mythology, is equally applicable to the 

scientific theories of energy, as understood by Valery, arcl to the 

processes of physical and mental creation of which La Jeune Pa-rque 
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and Charmes are the poetic translation. 

The idea of patterns of action is again relevant to the two 

themes which next came under discussion - again, patterns 

engendered by an impulse. In analysing Racine's treatment of 

orgueil in the major plays, and Valery's treatment of the same theme 

in La Jeune Parque and Charmes, a common pattern of reaction is 

clearly discernible. Moreover, the different characters who act 

out the workings of pride in Racine's plays lend their distinctive 

colouring to the actors in Valery's drama of the mind, thus 

diversifying and decorating the underlying blueprint. This too applies 

to the theme of the monstre, an analysis of the theme of possession. 

Here Racine's monstres, driven by the super-human force of a total 

obsession, lend an even richer poetic ornament to the pattern of 

0 
action they demonstrate, and to Valery's identical portrait of the 

same force. Here again Phedre and the symbolic monstre of 

Theramene's recit are particularly relevant. 

Theramene's monster is an obvious symbol; but Racine's 

symbolism is not, in general, so obtrusive. Indeed, it would seem 

at first glance that Racine had little to offer to a poet so steeped 

in symbolism as was Valery. However, we found that, on the contrary, 

Racine's use of the symbolism common to all poets (especially with 

respect to imagery drawn from nature) had a particular value for 

Valery. It corresponds with his conception and true symbolism, in 

its identification of the thing symbolised with the symbol, so that 

the latter produces the same reactions as would the former. Further, 

"0- 11 
aacine s symbols, part of the common property, can be combined with 

one anotherg and with those of other poets, adding their layers of 

meaning and distinctive colouring to a multivalent unit. 
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If we leave for a moment these general considerations, and look 

at the components of Racine's poetic language, we observe that these 

are deployed within certain well-defined limits. These limits, we 

find, coincide with those imposed by the code of manners and speech 

which we characterise as 17th century preciosity. When we examine 

Racine's workand Valery's, in the light of these constraints, and 

of the demands made upon language and behaviour by its proscriptions, 

we see that both Racine and Valery obey these rulings, or disobey 

them in the interests of a particular effect, in an almost identical 

fashion. Both use all the resources of the permitted language to 

express what cannot be openly stated, and to ornament the euphemisms 

and evasions they employ. Airther, the proscription of the particular, 

the inherent ambiguity of the generalised term favoured by preciosity, 

allow Valery to express a number Of meanings by the use of the 

same word. Moreover, the conventional attitude to love, as prescribed 

by preciosity and obeyed by Racine, provides convenient material for 

an extended metapho3; for Valery, wherein the lover and the object 

of his desire symbolise the poet and his poem. 

The bounds of Racinian vocabulary having been defined, a closer 

study of the words he did use (many of whose meanings differ from 

those attached to them by contemporary -usage) shows that many of 
.0 

these words are used by Valery, and that their 17th century meanings 

are appropriate to the context in which he uses them; these meanings 

however do not exclude the contemporary ones, but add a further 

dimension to them. 

Turning next to the way in which Racine uses this vocabulary 

we next examined rhetoric, whose principles underlie so much 17th 

centurY literature. We found that Valery saw the figures of 
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rhetoric as reflecting the workings of thought in language; and upon 

comparing his use of the figures with Racinels, we found that both 

poets employ the figures in the way most appropriate to the dramatic 

poet, using them to describe the personality of the characters, and 

to convey their thoughts and emotions to the spectator in such a way 

as to arouse the desired reaction. Again, the structural rules of 

the speech in rhetoric, such as antithesis, subtend the pattern of 

the 17th century play and of the tirade within the play. This is 

echoed in the construction of La Jeune Paxque and in the construction 

of a tirade such as the address to the serpent. 

It was difficult to consider the subject of syntax apart from 

that of rhetoric, since the two so often coincide. However, as 

Valery regarded Racine's syntax and prosody as closely integrated, 

it seemed appropriate to discuss them together. Beginning with 

syntax, it was found that certain 17th century forms of syntax are 

preferred by Valery, but, what was of major importance, that Racine's 

continuity, which Valery prized above all else, depends upon the use 

of appositiong andq according to Valery himself, of the conjunction. 

Both these syntactical elements axe used in Valery's own work 

precisely in order to maintain continuity, thus confirming his dictum 

that Racinian syntax was peculiarly appropriate to convey the flow 

of thought. This flow of thought, however, had to be harmonised if 

it were to be transformed into poetry. Here we found that Valery 

saw Racine's use of the alexandrine as the principal ingredient of 

this harmony. Racine's alexandrine supplies many of the formal 

elements of vocal music in the manipulation of the twelve syllables, 

of the cesurag of end-rhymeg internal rhyme and assonance, and of 

an unusually strong degree of modulation. These constituents are 
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employed by Valery in a similar manner to obtain a similar musical 

effect. 

What conclusion, then, can be drawn from this evidence? The 

question of 'sources' and 'influences' is a thorny one, and we 

cannot do better than quote from Wellek and Warren's Theory of 

Literature for the criteria to be established: 

First of all, parallels must be real paxallels, not vague 
similarities assumed to turn, by mere multiplication, 
into proof. Forty noughts still make nought. Further- 
more, paxallels must be exclusive parallels; that is, 
there must be reasonable certainty that they cannot be 
explained by a common source, a certainty attainable 
only if the investigator has a wide knowledge of 
literature or if the paxallel is a highly intricate 
pattern rather than an isolated 'motif' or word. 

. cit., p. 258) 

If we apply these criteria to the aspects of Valery's debt to 

Racine which have been under discussion, some will be found to be 

virtually indisputable, others more speculative and suggestive. Of 

the f irst, we would argue that the comparison of Phedre and La Jeune 

Parque (Chapter II) is an exampleg in that it demonstrates a highly 

intricate pattern. Again, the architecture of the Racinian 

alexandrine and of Valery's, their integration of the elements of 

syntax and prosody, is an example of a true parallel. From no-one 

but Racine could Valery have borrowed the constructions depending 

upon the use of the conjunction and the apposition, combined with 

the musical possibilities of the cesura, rhyme, and modulation. This 

is true also of the use both poets made of the constraints of 

preciosity and of elements in Valery's vocabulary, words used in 

Racine's senseq in a Racinian context. 

When we come to the more speculative questions of themes and 

imagery, our touchstone must still be the same. Valery's portrayal 
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of the universal experience of the reactions of orgueil, the horror 

of the monstrous, follow the Racinian pattern, and are embodied 

in Racinian characters. With regard to imagery, too, it is not the 

common currency of symbolism that is significant, but the way in 

which Valery and Racine use itq- not the general principles of 

rhetoric, but the parallel between Racine's use of them, and 

Valery's. As Valery himself observes, in one of the cryptic 

passages in the Cahiers in which he was accustomed to disguise his 

self-analyses: 

I 
... 

] Si on lui [Amilcar X] donne a apprendre un morceau 
de Bossuet, Racine, etc. etc ad lib, il est incapable de 
le retenir - impossible. Mais il est capable dlecrire 
un morceau, de tout autre sujet dans la forme de l1auteur 
donne - avec une incroyable possession de l1acte de cet 
auteur et non de tel produit de l1acte. Il a lu 
moins le texte que sa necessite. 

(C 21,576-577) 

It is Racine's manner, not his matter, that Valery applies to his 

own uses. 

None of the examples we have adduced (except the pattern of 
1% 

Phedre in La Jeune Parque) are in themselves conclusive. Taken in 

conjunction with Valery's references in the Cahiers, they make a 

strong case however for the impact of Racine upon Valery's mature 

poetic manner. Yet, let us not forget that Racine is not the only 

poet listed among Valery Is sources. Only after the work of thee e 

other poets has been compared in detail with Valery's shall we be 

able to evaluate fully Valery's debt to Racine at its true worth. 

This thesis merely constitutes a step in that direction. 
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